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RATES OF PAY FOR SECURITY SERVICES AWARD 2010
These rates apply in all States and Territories throughout Australia
These rates are effective the first full pay period commencing on or after 1 July 2015 including the 2.5% increase arising
out of the 2016 Annual Wage Review.
© All information in this Rate Schedule, unless otherwise stated, remains the property of ASIAL and Chris Delaney & Associates Pty Ltd. Copyright and other
intellectual property laws protect these materials. Reproduction or retransmission of the materials, in whole or in part, in any manner, without the prior written
consent of the copyright holder, is a violation of copyright law.

FULL-TIME & PART-TIME
EMPLOYEES

Weekly
Rate

Ordinary
Hourly

Time & a
Half

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5

$738.10
$759.20
$772.10
$785.00
$810.40

$19.42
$19.98
$20.32
$20.66
$21.33

$29.13
$29.97
$30.48
$30.99
$32.00

Double
Public
Span
Holidays Loading
Time
21 7%
$48.55
$23.63
$38.84
$49.95
$24.32
$39.96
$50.80
$24.73
$40.64
$51.65
$25.14
$41.34
$53.33
$25.96
$42.66

Perm
Night
30%
$25.25
$25.97
$26.42
$26.86
$27.73
Casual
Loading
25%

CASUAL EMPLOYEES
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5

$19.42
$19.98
$20.32
$20.66
$21.33

$29.13
$29.97
$30.48
$30.99
$32.00

$38.84
$39.96
$40.64
$41.34
$42.66

$48.55
$49.95
$50.80
$51.65
$53.33

$23.63 $25.25
$24.32 $25.97
$24.73 $26.42
$25.14 $26.87
$25.96 $27.73

$4.86
$5.00
$5.08
$5.17
$5.33
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Note: Whilst every care has been taken in the development of these schedules they are for convenient reference only. They are not, nor are they intended to be legal
advice or accurate in every aspect. ASIAL and Chris Delaney & Associates Pty Ltd provides this information on the basis that it is not to be relied upon in any or all cases,
as the circumstances in each Award are specific. Accordingly, we provide this information for general reference only, but we advise you to take no action without prior
reference to professional advice on the specific detail of the matter.
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FINANCE AND AUDIT COMMITTEE
4.00PM TO 6.00PM MONDAY 24 AUGUST 2015
Western Tower Board Room, Quadrangle
Members:

The Chancellor (Ms Belinda Hutchinson), The Chair and Deputy Chancellor (Mr Alec Brennan),
the Vice-Chancellor (Dr Michael Spence), Chair, Academic Board (Associate Professor Peter
McCallum), Fellows of Senate (Ms Dorothy Hoddinott, Ms Ilana Atlas and Mr Dalton Fogarty) and
External Members (Ms Ming Long and Mr Matthew Lunn).

Regular Attendees:

Chair, Buildings and Estates Committee (Mr Robert Leece), Vice-Principal (Operations) (Ms Sara
Watts), the Chief Financial Officer (Mr Mark Easson), the Director, Audit and Risk Management
(Mr Craig Prosser).

Invited Attendees:

Open invitation to Senate Fellows if they would like to attend; Director, Campus Infrastructure
Services (Mr Greg Robinson), Acting Director, Financial Control and Treasury (Mr David Wright).

Apologies:

Ms Ming Long.

MINUTES
1.1

Apologies
The Committee noted the apologies of Ms Ming Long.

1.2

FAC membership – External members
The Chair noted the substantial contribution made both within and outside FAC by Mr Kevin
McCann as a Fellow of Senate since 2010.
The Chair welcomed Mr Dalton Fogarty to the Committee as a Fellow of Senate.
The Chair welcomed Mr Matthew Lunn as an External Member of the Committee.

2

Addition of Items
The Committee noted that there were no additional items.

3

Declaration of Interest
The Committee noted the Declaration of Interest.

4

Circular Resolution
The Committee confirmed two Circular Resolutions.
The Committee was advised that following the successful completion of the recent bond issue, a
tender had been issued to the four major banks for two loan tranches each of $100M on the same
conditions as those currently provided by the NAB. The loans will be for a five year term on a
floating rate basis. It is expected that following the finalisation of negotiations, a circular resolution
will be circulated for approval.

5

Minutes of the meeting of the Finance and Audit Committee (FAC) held on 25 June 2015
The Committee confirmed the minutes of the meeting held on 25 June 2015.

6

Business Arising - Action Log
The Committee discussed the support package to be presented to the Committee each year to
support the review of the Annual Financial Statements.
Action: Internal Audit is to conduct a review of the detailed Management Representation Schedule
to be provided to the Committee in order to endorse and provide further assurance that the
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management representations made to the Committee can be relied upon.
The Committee reviewed the Register of Business Case Implementation Reviews and requested
that the review of the Charles Perkins Centre business case be brought forward to March 2016.
The Committee noted the action list.
7

Vice-Chancellor’s Report
The Vice-Chancellor noted the ongoing preparation of the Strategic Plan with the current foci being
the preparation of the culture and organisational design papers to be released in September and the
continuing consultation process with staff and students. This continues to be an intensive
engagement, especially staff consultation with respect to the potential models of the revised
academic structure currently the subject of roadshows.
The Committee noted the report.
Action: A copy of the Strategy Discussion Papers is to be made available to FAC members.

8

Monthly Management Report – July 2015
The Committee noted the July Monthly Management Report which shows year to date OMI of
$579.5M (budget $528.3M).
OMI is currently forecast to be $6.2M better than budget for the full year.
The report shows a continuing positive trend, mainly driven student fee income growth from
international students in the Business School and continuing control of both Academic and
Professional salaries.
It was noted that the continuing and growing need to fund research from discretionary activity was
being driven by reducing Government funding. Given the Government’s view that it wishes to fund
research that can be readily commercialised, it may be useful for the Committee to receive a
briefing in the new year on emerging patterns in research funding.
Action: The Committee is to receive a report at the March 2016 meeting in respect to research
funding.
The Committee noted the report.
Matters for Decision

9

Supplementary Capital Expenditure Budget for 2015
The Committee considered the redeployment of $33M of Campus Improvement Program (CIP)
funding to the Capital Projects Prioritisation (CPP) program. In February the Committee agreed to
reallocate the funding in principle but requested that the final listing of new and accelerated projects
be advised to the Committee once finalised. The funding has now been allocated to a range of
smaller high priority projects including the Heritage and Significant Façade Maintenance Program
and the remodelling of the Jane Foss Russell Building to support the Student Administration
Services program. It was noted that maintenance of twelve façades had now been completed with
the balance of four to be completed prior to the end of the year.
The Committee endorsed the supplementary allocation of $33M for the CPP in 2015.
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Matters for Discussion
10

Campus Improvement Program Update
The Committee has previously been briefed on the CIP which involves the commitment of $605M
between 2015 and 2020 to construct seven core University infrastructure projects.
The Director Campus Infrastructure and Services provided a report on those projects currently in
progress including the Administration Building (F23) and the Life, Earth and Environmental
Sciences Building (LEES Stage 1). The F23 project scope has been increased to enable
accommodation of 620 staff (previously 450) with a resulting increase in project costs of $20M,
taking the total project to $70M. LEES Stage 1 is also now forecast at $75M with the increase of
$15M being driven by a need to adjust the scope. Both of these scope changes have been
recommended by the Building and Estates Committee.
Full business cases are being prepared for both projects which are expected to be submitted to the
Committee for approval in October. It is expected that savings of approximately $15M-$20M that
have been realised from a number of projects completing in 2015 will be available to offset the
increased project costs for both F23 and LEES Stage 1. The Committee will receive a full update
on the overall funding capacity of the CIP program when it considers the approval of the individual
buildings. In addition, the Committee requested that the business case for the establishment of the
School of Life, Earth and Environmental Sciences (LEES) to be presented to FAC.
Action: The Committee is to receive an update on the funding of the CIP program when it is asked
to consider the approval of the F23 and LEES Stage 1 projects.
Action: The Committee is to receive a presentation of the business case for the LEES project.
It was also noted that Campus Infrastructure Services, with the support of the Vice-Chancellor, is
making a submission to the NSW State Government in respect to the site of the proposed Metro
development within the Darlington Campus.
The Committee noted the progress report.

11

Student Housing Update
The Committee noted the report.

12

Strategic Plan and Financial Modelling Update
The Committee reviewed the report, noting the University’s growth, improved financial results,
increasing student numbers and the source and use of funds for infrastructure investment. It was
noted that the next strategic plan needed to include strategies that will generate efficiencies that can
be redeployed towards core business.
Action: An updated presentation of the Strategic Plan Modelling output will be presented to the
October FAC meeting and we will extend the time for the meeting.
The Committee noted the report.

13

Bond Issue and Borrowing Update
The Committee was briefed on the successful medium term notes issue which raised $200M at
3.98% over ten years. The proceeds of the issue are to be used to pay down the existing five year,
$200M line of debt with the National Australia Bank (NAB). A tender process has been launched
with the four major banks to compete two $100M lines of debt with the same conditions as those
currently provided by the NAB. The Committee will be requested to approve a circular resolution
following closure of the tender process and analysis of the responses.
The Committee noted the report.
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Quarterly Treasury Report
The Committee noted the report.

15

Next meeting
The next meeting of FAC is 26 October 2015 to be scheduled to commence one hour earlier than
usual at 3:00pm.

16

Close
The meeting closed at 6:10pm.

CHAIR:
DATE:

Alec Brennan
24 August 2015
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~SYDNEY

Campus Infrastructure & Services

REQUEST FOR CONTRACT EXECUTION
To

Greg Robinson, CIS Director

From

Morgan Andrews

Date

9 Dec 201 5

Contract Number

USYDCON/201 5/305

Project name

Security Services Contract
Sub Project No

Project Code
Tender or Quotation ID.

ERFT/2014/151

Contract Description

Provide Security Services

Short description of
works under the contract

SNP Security will provide security services to the University in key areas as described In the
individual workorders.

High or low risk project

Please Circle ; Medium

Contract Type Issued

Master Agreement for Services

University's Contact
Person

Director Campus Infrastructure and Services

Supplier Company Name

Sydney Night Patrol and Inquiry Co Pty Ltd

Uni approved vendor

x

Supplier Address Details

Victoria Road, West Ryde NSW 2114

Suppliers Contact person

Colin Brennan

Contact Phone

87629177

Contract Start Date

1 September 201 5

Contract End Date

31 December 2021

Contract Value Exclusive
GST

$27,749,727

Contract Value
lnclu§ive GST

$30,524,700

Date Issued

I ABN

11 00001 3098

D No - if no, complete Q;~g1s Temglates Toolbox\Finance\Vendor D~tajls .gotx

Yes

Project Manager/ Requestor confirmation

o
o
o

o

Initialled

Modifications to a CIS Contract or Agreement have been approved by the PM 's appropriate
Divisional Manager or the Office of General Counsel (OGC).
A ll relevant annexures to the contract have been properly completed.
The University's and the supplier's copies of the fina l contract are identical prior to signature and
include all University modifications.
The successful supplier has signed both contracts first. (Two Directors signatures are required.
If there is only one Director, Company to provide a sole Director declaration.)

Supporting documentation (attached as appropriate)

D
D

D
D

Signed copy RFF
Request to Raise Purchase Order sig ned by (Senior Project Manager/Unit Manager).
Notice of Appointment of Superintendents Representative letter.
If applicable, Tender Board report up to signature page only.

Appmvod;j;{{L
or

n Andrews

Dated ~

~ Ste,,~6r'ivan
Datedo

ij ,-

(d

/

byo

~

•

~

~~
~~---

<.__;-~
~~-+-~~~~~~
Greg Robinson
CIS Director
Dated:

I( · I "Z ' f-1~

1 x original signed copy of the Contract Is to be returned to Corporate Services (Vicki Mortimer) to scan to TRIM.
1 x original s igned copy of the Contract Is to be returned to the PM (along with this signed request form) - Suppliers copy
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THE UNJVERSITY OF

SYDNEY

MASTER AGREEMENT FOR
SERVICES

Parties
University

The University of Sydney, a body corporate under the University of Sydney
Act 1989, ABN 15 211 513 464, University of Sydney, Sydney NSW 2006

University Project
Officer

Attention: Srinath Vitanage

Attention: Srinath Vitanage

Email: srinath.vitanage@sydney.edu.au

Ema II:
srinath. vitanage@sydney.edu.au

University Notice
Recipient

Attention: Director of Campus
Infrastructure Service (DCIS)

Attention : Director of Campus
Infrastructure Service (DCIS)

Email: srinath .vitanage@sydney.edu.au

Email:
srinath.vltanage@sydney.edu .au

Supplier

Sydney Night Patrol & Inquiry Co Pty Ltd , ABN 11 000 013 098 of 937-941
Victoria Road, West Ryde NSW 2114

Supplier Project
Officer

Attention: Colin Brennan

Telephone: 61 2 8762 9177

Email: cbrennan@snpsecurity.com .au

Fax: 61 2 8762 9140

Supplier Notice
Recipient

Attention: Colin Brennan

Telephone: 61 2 8762 9177

Email: cbrennan@snpsecurity.com.au

Fax: 61 2 8762 9140

Recitals

The University has requested that the Supplier provide Services from time to
time, and the Supplier has agreed to do so on the terms and conditions of this
Agreement.

This Agreement

This Agreement consists of:
(a) each Work Order entered into by the parties;
(b) the Master Services General Terms; and
(c) any other documents or annexures incorporated by reference.

Contract Number

USYDCON/2015/305

Note: All capitalised terms in column 1 above have -the meaning given in column 2.

EXECUTED as an agreement on the terms of the Master Services General Terms.

Master Services Agreement Febrvary 2010 (version 1.0)
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SIGNED for and on behalf of THE UNIVERSITY
OF SYDNEY by its duly authorised

representative:
si~-~~! ~~

.......... ····································

SIGNED for and on behalf ofTHE SUPPLIER by
its duly authorised reiiresentative:

....&!!!. ~ . . . . .
Signature

W..li..L./~ry . D.f\Y.;P ...N.fl §.9.~v..
Printed Name

..9. .?.~; f!: .~TJ'58·..'j........ ..... .. ..............

Position

Position

......... ......... t( :.. ~~.'..~.~ ......... .............. .

..P.?. ..0 ~ :;.~?.:1!$. ~...2.9. !.~ ....... .

Date

Date

In the presence of:
s i~inat~·;~ ·..... . .

--.~~ ~~~---~~~-

.......... .

Kevin Duffy
. . .... . ... .Operations. .M~l)-~!J~~ ...... .. ........... .
Printed Name

S19£f:t i, . . . . . . . . . . . . .
....
S.~t.+!.\~:"( ~ .~... !:!!.1:~. ~. ·'1·. ...
Printed Name

Note: By ex:ecuting this m aster agreement ea ch signatory represents that he or she is authorised to sign on behalf of its
entity. The commencem ent date of this master agreement will be the date this master agreement has been executed by both
arties.

Master Services Agreement October 2010 (version 1. 0)
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MASTER SERVICES
GENERAL TERMS
1

2

Supply of Services

2.1

Work Orders

(a)

The Supplier will commence
performing the Services only after
receiving a Purchase Order and a
completed and signed Work Order.
Each Work Order combined with these
Master Services General Terms shall
form a separate agreement.

in accordance with any performance
criteria or requirements in any Work
Order;

(c)

In accordance with relevant Australian
Industry standards, best practice and
guidelines or wh ere none apply,
relevant international Industry
standards;

(d)

using the Supplier Personnel that
have suitable training, education and
experience in relation to the
performance of the Services;

(e)

in accordance with all applicable
laws;

(f)

in accordance with any reasonable
directions in relation to the Services
given by the University from time to
time:
(1)

so as to meet the Miiestones
and other project plan
requ irem ents, and where no
Milestones or project plan
requirements are specified,
promptly and without delay;

(ii)

otherwise in accordance with
the provisions of this
Agreement; and

(iii)

with complete, accurate and
up-to-date documentation in
English, associated with the
delivery of the Services.

The Supplier agrees that:
(i)

(ii)

(c)

(b)

Scope of Agreement

This Agreement is used where the Supplier Is
engaged by the University to provide Services.

(b)

E17-0445-AS-09-007PR-0002

its offer to perform the
Services Is on the terms of
these Master Services
General Terms (as varied by
any Work Order) and any
Work Order;
no other terms and conditions
apply to the Services
(irrespective of whether they
are stated on any
documentation or offer by the
Supplier (such as quotations,
invoices, responses to tender
or expressions of Interest).

Each Work Order will begin on the
Commencement Date and will continue
until the Contract End Date unless
terminated earlier In accordance with
this Agreement.

The Supplier undertakes to inform the University
promptly of any change in the way in which the
Supplier conducts its business or any other
matter which the Supplier becomes aware,
which is likely to have a material Impact on the
ability of the Supplier to perform its obligations
under this Agreement.

2.3

Equipment or facilities supplied by
the University

(d)

The University reserves the right to
retain any other persons or entities to
supply the Services including but not
limited to any part of them.

If the University provides equipment or facilities
for the use of the Supplier, or access to
information of the University then the Supplier
must:

(e)

The Supplier shall render such reports
to the University on the performance of
this Agreement and nominated
Supplier's Personnel shall attend such
meetings, as may be reasonab ly
required by the University. Particulars
of such reporting requirements,
meetings and the required personnel
will be set out in the Special Terms.

(a)

use that equipment or those facilities
only for the purpose of providing the
Services;

(b)

not remove that equipment or any
information from the University's
premises under any circumstances;

(c)

ensure that any equipment or facilities
are used or operated according to the
manufacturer's instructions or any
operating instructions specified by the
University; and

2.2

Provision of Services

The Supplier must supply the Services:
(a)

with due skill and care;

Master Services Agreement February 2010 (version 1.0)
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notify the University immediately it
becomes aware that the equipment or
facilities are not working properly, or
have become lost or stolen.

2.4

University by-laws, ru les and
policies
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the proposed variations and specifying
what impact those variations will have
on:

If the Supplier is required to provide any
Services within any lands or buildings owned or
occupied by the University, then the Supplier
must observe the University's by-laws, rules and
policies, including, without limitation, those with
respect to:

(I)

the Fees;

(ii)

the Services and/or any
particular Deliverable;

(iii)

the Supplier's ability to
perform its obligations under
this Agreement (including its
ability to meet Milestones);
and

(b)

within 14 days after receiving the
request or within another period
agreed by the parties , the University
must give the Supplier a written notice
accepting or rejecti ng the Supplier's
request.

security;

3.3

Changes to Fees

record-keeping,

Changes to Fees associated with a variation in
the Services must:

(a)

work health and safety;

(b)

discrimination and harassment;

(c)

parking and traffic;

(d)

privacy of personal information;

(e)
(f)

copies of which are downloadable by the
Supplier from the University's website:
http://syd ney.edu.au/policies/.

(a)

not exceed any reasonable additional
cost: and

3

Variations

(b)

take fully into account any reduction in
cost.

3.1

Variations proposed by the
University

3.4

Effective date of variation

If the University wants to vary any Services:
(a)

the University must send to the
Supplier a written request (setting out
the proposed variations);

(b)

within 14 days after receiving the
University's request or within another
period agreed by the parties , the
Supplier must respond in writing to the
University specifying what impact
those variations will have on :

(c)

3.2

(I)

the Fees;

(ii)

the Services or Deliverables,
including any particular
Deliverable;

(iii)

the Supplier's ability to
perform its obligations under
this Agreement (Including its
ability to meet Milestones);
and

within 14 days after receiving the
Supplier's response, or within another
period agreed by the parties, the
University must give the Supplier a
written notice accepting or rej ecting the
response.

Variations proposed by Supplier

If the Supplier wants to vary the Services:
(a)

the Supplier must send to the
University a written request settin g out

Master SeN ices Agreement October 2010 (version 1.0)

Any variation in the Services takes effect from
the date on which the University accepts the
variation unless otherwise specified by the
University. The variations once accepted have
the effect of varying the terms of the affected
Work Order(s) .

3.5

Non-Acceptance of variation

If the University does not accept a variation
proposed by the Supplier then the University
reserves the right to retain another supplier to
provide Services, and the University may
terminate the relevant Work Order in
accordance with clause 9.1 of this Agreement.

4

Supplier's Personnel and
Sub-contracting

4.1

Status

The Supplier's Personnel are and remain at all
times employees, agents or suppliers of the
Supplier and not the University.

4.2

Unsatisfactory performance

If the University, acting reasonably, is not
satisfied that any of the Supplier's Personnel
are performing the Supplier's obligations
properly, then the University may, by notifying
the Supplier 14 days in advance. require the
Supplier to substitute that Supplier's Personnel
with a person acceptable to the University, or in
the case of gross negligence, the University
may require that the relevant Contract
Page 4 of 14
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Personnel cease work immediately and be
substituted with a person acceptable to the
University as soon as reasonably possible.

4.3

Substitution

If the Supplier is unable or unwilling to substitute
any Supplier's Personnel in accordance with
clause 4.2, then the University may terminate
the relevant Work Order by notifying the
Supplier 14 days in advance, and clause 9.2
and 9.3 will apply.

4.4

Authority

The Supplier acknowledges and agrees that it
has no authority to engage the services of any
person as an employee, agent or supplier of the
University.

4.5

Sub-contracting

(a)

Except as expressly provided in any
Special Terms, the Supplier may not
sub-contract any obligations under this
Agreement without the prior written
consent of the University.

(b)

require the Supplier, upon the
University's written Instructions, to reperform such Services, without charge
and in a timely manner.

Where the Supplier sub-contracts the
carrying out of the Services or any part
of the Services, the Supplier remains
liable for the carrying out and
completion of the Services.

(b)

Payment of any invoice by the
University will not be deemed
acceptance of any Services .

6

Fees and Invoices

6.1

Fees

In consideration for the provision of Services
under this Agreement, the University agrees to
pay to the Supplier the Fees set out in the Work
Order.

6.2

Invoices

Any Invoice Issued by the Supplier under this
Agreement must specify the following
information:
(a)

the amounts payable:

(b)

the period of time to which that invoice
applies;

(c)

the Services to which that Invoice
relates;

(d)

any amounts outstanding from
previous invoices,

(c)

The Supplier will ensure that all subcontractors comply with all of the terms
of this Agreement.

any additional information required by law or
pursuant to Australian Taxation Office
guidelines to qualify as a tax invoice.

5

Delivery and Acceptance

6.3

5.1

Delivery

(a)

Delivery under this Agreement means
delivery of Deliverables and Services
as specified in any Work Order.

Unless otherwise specified in the Special
Terms, the University agrees to pay the Supplier
the Fees within 30 days of receipt and
acceptance of an invoice by the University.

(b)

The time period for delivery to the
University will be specified in the Work
Order. If specified as such in a Work
Order, time will be of the essence with
respect to the Supplier's delivery
obligations under this Agreement. If the
Supplier cannot comply with a delivery
commitment the Supplier will promptly
notify the University of a revised
delivery date and the University may:
(i)

cancel without charge the
Deliverables and Services not
delivered or performed; and

(ii)

exercise any other remedies
available at law.

5.2

Acceptance

(a)

The University may, at Its option for a 4
month period from the delivery of the
relevant Services, reject any Services
that do not comply with the
specifications and require a refund, or

Master Services Agreement October 2010 (version 1.0)

6.4

Due date for payment

Incorrect invoices, under/over
payment

If an Invoice Is found to have been rendered
incorrectly after payment, any underpayment or
overpayment will be recoverable by or from the
Supplier, as the case may be, and, without
limiting recourse to other available means, may
be offset against any amount subsequently due
by the University to the Supplier.
6.5

Expenses

Unless specified otherwise in the Special Terms
or the Fees section of any Work Order, the
Supplier must not charge the University for any
fees, charges or expenses (Including insurance,
freight, delivery, travel and accommodation,
document reproduction, transportation and
courier charges, and telecommunications
charges) in addition to the Fees. The University
is under no obligation to pay any amount in
excess of the Fees.

Page 5of1 4
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indirectly engaged in providing the
Services under this Agreement;

GST

If GST ls payable in connection with Services.
then the Supplier irrevocably warrants and
agrees that the Fees payable to it under any
Work Order is the GST inclusive price of those
Services unless otherwise agreed in the Work
Order.

7

Indemnity, Insurance,
Warranties and Risk

7.1

Indemnity

(b)

Professional indemnity insurance with
limits of not less than $10 mill ion per
claim limited to $20 million in the
aggregate and for a period of not less
than seven years after the expiry of the
Agreement. The policy must note the
interests of the University and Include
endorsements fo r contractual liabil ity.

(c)

Public liabil ity with limits of not less
than $20 million for any single
occurrence and unlimited in the
aggregate. The policy must note the
interests of the University.

7.4

Evidence of Insurance

The Supplier indemnifies the University against
all Losses it directly or indirectly sustains or
incurs as a result of:
(a)

(b)

any negligent, unlawful or wilful act or
omission of the Supplier or Supplier
Personnel;
any infringement of the IPRs or moral
rights of a third party arising out of:
(i)

the use, or provision, by the
Supplier of the Services; or

(ii)

use by the University of the
Deliverables, and Services
including Background IPRs
and/or Project IPRs :

The Supplier must provide the University with
certificates of currency stating current relevant
insurance cover as required in this Agreement
from its insurance broker or insurer. The
Supplier must notify the University within 2
business days of the cancellation of any of the
policies of insurance required under this
Agreement.

7 .5

Warranties

The Supplier represents and warrants that:

(c)

any breach by the Supplier of clause
8.3 (Confidential Information);

(a)

it has the right to enter into this
Agreement and/or any Work Order;

(d)

the University not being able to claim
any input GST credit because of the
Supplier's failure to provide the
University with a tax invoice for
payment of an amount under any Work
Order that includes GST;

(b)

it has all rights, title, licences. interests
and property necessary to lawfully
perform the Services;

(c)

it and the Supplier Personnel. have the
necessary experience, skill, knowledge
and competence to perform the
Services;

(d)

the Services will be fit for the purpose
as set out in the Work Order;

except to the extent that any negligent, unlawful
or wilful act or omission of the University
contributed to the relevant liability.

(e)

as far as it is aware it is entitled to
licence its Background IPRs as
required under this Agreement;

7 .2

(f)

except as notified to the University, it
has not entered and it will not enter
into any agreement or otherwise deal
with its Background IPRs in a way that
restricts the exercise of the licence
contemplated under this Agreement;

(g)

the University's use of the Supplier's
Background IPRs, Project IPRs and
Del iverables (Warranted Materials)
will not infringe the IPRs of any person ;
and

(h)

it has the necessary rights to make the
assignment contemplated under clause

(e)

any negligent acts or omissions of any
subcontractor engaged by the
Supplier,

Liability

The liability of a party for breach of this
Agreement, or In tort, or for any other common
law or statutory cause of action arising out of
the operation of this Agreement, will be
determined under the relevant law in Australia
that is recognised, and would be applied, by the
High Court of Australia.

7.3

Insurance

Before the commencement of the supply of
Services the Supplier must procure and
maintain during the Service Period the following
policies of insurance:
(a)

Worker's compensation as required by
law covering all persons directly or

Master Services Agreement October 2010 (version 1.0)
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7.6

Remedy for breach of warranty

If a third party claims, or the University
reasonably believes that a third party Is likely to
claim , that all or part of the Warranted Materials
infringe their IPRs or breach their confidence,
the Supplier must, in addition to the indemnity
under this Agreement and to any other rights
that the University may have against It,
promptly, at the Supplier's expense:

(a)

(b)
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obligations continue Indefinitely beyond the end
of this Agreement and/or any Work Order, but
do not extend to disclosures:

(a)

required by law (including under the
Government Information (Public
Access) Act 2009); and

(b)

to a recipient's officers or employees:
(i)

who have a need to know for
the purposes of this
Agreement and/or any Work
Order (but only to the extent
that each has a need to
know); and

(ii)

before disclosure, have been
directed by the recipient to
keep that Confidential
Information confidential.

use Its best efforts to secure the rights
for the University to continue to use the
affected Warranted Materials free of
any claim or liability for infringement; or
replace or modify the affected
Warranted Materials so that the
Warranted Materials or the use of them
does not Infringe the IPRs of any other
person without any degradation of the
performance or quality of the affected
Warranted Materials.

8

Intellectual Property
Rights and Confidential
Information

8.1

Project IPRs

All right. title and interest in the Project IPRs
arising from Services are owned by the
University and, to the extent needed, the
Supplier hereby assigns any right. title or
interest it may have now or in the future in those
Project IPRs to the University.

8.4

Confidentiality agreements

The University may require the Supplier's
Personnel to sign a confidentiality agreement in
respect of the Confidential Information in a form
first approved by the University, as a condition
of the University's acceptance of any Supplier's
Personnel.

8.5

Improvements

Any invention or improvement made by the
Supplier, attributable in whole or in part to the
Confidential Information of the University is the
property of the Un iversity and the Supplier .
agrees to do all things necessary to assign the
IPRs in any such invention or improvement to
the University.

8.2

Background IPRs

(a)

Each party's Background IPRs remains
with the contributing party.

9

Termination

(b)

The University grants a nontransferable, revocable and nonexclusive licence to the Supplier for the
Service Period to use those University
Materials and Project IPRs which are
owned by the University for the sole
purpose of providing the Services to
the University.

9.1

Termination and reduction for
convenience

(a)

The University may, at any time, by 30
days notice in writing, term inate this
Agreement and/or any Work Order or
reduce the scope of the Services under
any Work Order.

(b)

On receipt of a notice of term ination or
reduction or amendment to the
Services under clause 9 .1(a), the
Supplier must:

(c)

8.3

The Supplier grants to the University a
permanent, irrevocable, royalty free
world-wide, non-exclusive licence
(including a right to sub-licence Its
rights to third parties) to use,
reproduce, modify, publish, adapt,
communicate to the public and exploit
the Supplier's Background IPRs In
conjunction with the Services, the
Deliverables and the Project IPRs.

(i)

stop work if specified to do so
in the notice;

(ii)

take all available steps to
minim ise loss resulting from
that termination and to protect
University Materials and
Project IPRs; and

(Iii)

continue work on any part of
the Services not affected by
the notice.

Confidential Information

Each party ('recipient') must keep any
Confidential Information disclosed to it
confidential and must not deal with it in any way
that might prejudice its confidentiality. These
Master Services Agreement October 2010 (version 1.0)
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(c)

If this Agreement and/or any Work
Order are terminated under this
clause 9.1, the University is liable only
for:
(i)

(ii)

(d)

(e)

(f)

payments for Services
rendered before the effective
date of termination ; and
reasonable costs incurred by
the Supplier and directly
attributable to the termination .

If the scope of the Services is reduced,
the University's liability to pay the Fees
or to provide University Materials and
Project IPRs abates in accordance with
the reduction in the Services.

(c)

The University is not liable to pay
compensation under clause 9.1 (c)(ii) in
an amount which would, in addition to
any amounts paid or due, or becoming
due, to the Supplier under this
Agreement or the affected Work Order,
exceed the total Fees payable under
the affected Work Order(s).
The Supplier is not entitled to
compensation for loss of prospective
profits.

9.2

Termination for default

(a)

Without limiting any other rights or
remedies the University may have
against the Supplier arising out of or In
connection with this Agreement, the
University may terminate this
Agreement and/or any Work Order
effective immediately by giving notice
to the Supplier if:

(ii)

a failure to comply with
clauses 7.3 and7.4
(Insurance);

(iii)

breach of a warranty under
clause 7.5 (Warranties);

(iv)

a failure to comply with clause
8 (Intellectual Property
Righ ts and Confidential
Information): and

(v)

a failure to comply with
clause 12 (Privacy and
Personal Information).

The Supplier must notify the University
immediately if:
(i)

the Supplier being a
corporation, there is any
change in the direct or
indirect beneficial ownership
or control of the Supplier;

(ii)

the Supplier disposes of the
whole or any part of its
assets, operations or
business other than in the
ordinary course of business:

(iii)

the Supplier ceases to carry
on business:

(iv)

the Supplier ceases to be
able to pay its debts as they
become due;

(v)

the Supplier being a company
enters into liquidation or has a
controller or managing
controller or liquidator or
administrator appointed;

(i)

the Supplier breaches a
material provision of this
Agreement where that
breach is not capable of
remedy;

(vi)

the Supplier being a natural
person is declared bankrupt
or otherwise becomes
subject to the laws of
bankruptcy; or

(ii)

the Supplier breaches any
provision of this Agreement
and fails to remedy the
breach to the reasonable
satisfaction of the University
within 14 days after receiving
notice requiring it to do so; or

(vii)

where the Supplier is a
partnership, any step is taken
to dissolve that partnership.

(iii)

(b)
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an event specified in
clause 9.2(c) happens to the
Supplier.

Without limitation, for the purposes of
clause 9.2 (a)(i) each of the following
will constitute a material breach:
(i)

a failure to comply with
clause 4 (Supplier's
Personnel and subcontracting):

Master Services Agreem@nt October 2010 (version 1.0)

In this clause, controller, manag ing controller
and administrator have the same meanings as
in the Corporations Act.

9.3

After termination

On term ination of this Agreement and/or a Work
Order the Supplier must:
(a)

stop work on the Services;

(b)

deal wi th University Materials as
reasonably directed by the University;

(c)

return all the University's Confidential
Information to the University or as
required by the University; and
Page 8 of f4
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(d)

cease use of the University's
Background IPRs.

9.4

Survival
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authority to settle the dispute on that
party's behalf.
(b)

If the dispute is still unresolved within a
further 14 days, either party may refer
the dispute to mediation and the parties
will together agree on the appointment
of a mutually acceptable mediator.

(c)

If the parties cannot agree on a
mediator within a further 14 days, the
dispute will be referred by the parties to
the President. Australian Commercial
Disputes Centre, Sydney to nominate a
suitably qualified mediator and the
parties will accept that nomination.

(d)

The parties will cooperate to enable the
mediator to mediate the dispute within
30 days of the mediator's appointment,
and the fees of the mediator will be paid
by the parties in equal proportions.

The following clauses survive the termination of
this Agreement and/or any Work Order:
(a)

Clause 7.1 (Indemnity);

(b)

Clauses 7.3 and 7.4 (Insurance);

(c)

Clause 7.5 (Warranties);

(d)

Clause 8 (Intellectual Property Rights
and Confidential Information);

(e)

Clause 9.6 (Knowledge transfer);

(f)

Clause 12 (Privacy and Personal
Information).

9.5

Termination does not affect accrued
rights

Termination of this Agreement does not affect
any accrued rights or remedies of a party.
9.6

Knowledge transfer

Subject to any qualification or provision to the
contrary in the Special Terms. the Supplier must
provide the following assistance to the
University on termination or expiration of this
Agreement and/or any Work Order:
(a)

(b)

transfer or provide the University with
access to all information stored by
whatever means held by the Supplier
or under the control of the Supplier in
connection with this Agreement; and
make the Supplier Personnel available
for discussions with the University as
may be required.

10

Disputes

10.1

Dispute resolution required before
legal action

Each party must always try to resolve in good
faith any disputes that arise under or about this
Agreement. Neither party can begin legal action
(except Interlocutory relief) against the other
unless and until this clause 10 has first been
observed .
10.2

(a)

11

Communications

11 .1

Requirements for valid notice

Any notice or other formal communication under
this Agreement:
(a)

must be in writing and signed by the
Notice Recipient of the sender or an
authorised representative of them;

(b)

must be marked to the attention of the
recipient's Project Officer and Notice
Recipient and be delivered to the
recipient by hand, pre-paid post or fax
at the address or number shown in the
Agreement (or as last notified); and

(c)

will be effective once received , and will
be deemed to be received, if posted in
Australia, on the seventh day or. if
faxed , at the time shown on the
transmission report for the complete
message being sent.

The parties agree that communications which
do not com ply with clause 11 .1 will be of no
effect.

12

Information

Notifying a dispute

If a party believes there is a dispute
under or about this Agreement, then
that party must notify the other that a
dispute exists, and give details of that
dispute. The parties must then meet at
a time and place identified by the
University, within 14 days of notification
of the dispute, in order to attempt to
resolve the dispute. Each party must
nominate a representative in writing to
represent that party at that discussion
and must ensure that person has

Master SeNlces Agreement October 2010 (version 1, OJ

Privacy and Personal

12.1

Privacy

The University is subject to the Privacy and
Personal Information Protection Act 1998
(NSW) ("PPIP Act").
If the Supplier's performance of Services
requires disclosure to the Supplier of any
personal information (as defined by s4 of the
PPIP Act) held by the University ("personal
Information"), then the Supplier:
(a)

may use that personal information only
for the purpose of performing the
Services;
Page 9 of 14
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(b)

(c)

must observe any directions of the
University concerning use, storage or
security of that personal information;
may disclose that personal information
to its officers and employees:
(i)

(ii)

who have a need to know for
the purposes of this
Agreement (but only to the
extent that each has a need
to know); and
before disclosure, have been
directed by the Supplier to
keep that personal
information confidential.

13

Audit Rights

(a)

The Supplier must keep adequate
accounts, documents and records in
sufficient detail to allow the University
to determine the Suppl ier's compliance
with this Agreement and each Work
Order.

(b)

14

The Supplier must give the University
and its personnel (including internal
and external auditors and advisors)
during the term of this Agreement and
at any time within 60 days after the
termination of this Agreement full
access at all reasonable times and on
reasonable notice to the Supplier's
systems, data, accounts, documents
and records relating to this Agreement
to enable the University to audit the
Supplier's compliance with this
Agreement and each Work Order.

Guarantee

If requested by the University, the Supplier must
provide the University with any financial and I or
performance guarantees in such form as
required by the University.

15

General

15.1

Terms and entire agreement

This Agreement consists of these Master
Services General Terms, each Work Order, the
Special Terms and any annexures or schedules
expressly incorporated and it constitutes the
entire agreement of the parties about its subject
matter and supersedes all previous agreements,
understandings and negotiations on that subject
matter.

15.2

Inconsistency

If there is an inconsistency between a provision
of:
(a)

these Master Services General Terms;

(b)

any Special Terms;

Master Services Agreemenl October 2010 (version 1.0)
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(c)

any Work Order;

(d)

any annexures or schedules expressly
incorporated into a Work Order,

then the fi rst-mentioned terms prevail in the
order set out.

15.3

Representations or warranties

The Supplier acknowledges that in entering into
this Agreement it has not relied on any
representations or warranties about its subject
matter except as expressly provided by this
Agreement or any Work Order. Each party
agrees that it will only during the term of the
Agreement rely on representations or promises
made by the other party's Notice Recipient and
agrees that representations and promises made
by any other person do not bind the other party.

15.4

Variation and waiver

A provision of this Agreement or a right created
under it may not be waived or varied except in
writing , signed by the party or parties to be
bound. A failure or delay in exercise of a right
arising from a breach of this Agreement does
not constitute a waiver of that right.

15.5

Governing law

This Agreement is governed by the law in force
in New South Wales. Each party submits to the
non-exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of that
place.

15.6

Further assurances

Each party agrees to execute such agreements,
deeds and documents and do or cause to be
executed or done all such acts and things as
may be reasonably necessary to give effect to
this Agreement, including assisting to facil itate
any application to register IPRs, confirming any
rights granted in relation to the IPRs, and
assisting with any GST requirements.

15. 7

No exclusivity

The Un iversity reserves the right to retain other
persons or entities to supply the Services,
including but not limited to the Services or any
part of the Services.

15.8

No agency or partnership

Nothing contained or implied in this Agreement
constitutes a party as the partner, agent or legal
representative of the other party for any purpose
or creates any partnership, agency or trust. and
a party has no authority to bind the other party
in any way.

15.9

Force Majeure

Neither party is liable for any breach of its
obligations under this Agreement to the extent
that the breach resulted from a Force Majeure
Event provided that it:
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(a)

promptly notifies the other party (with
appropriate details); and

(b)

takes all reasonable steps to work
around or reduce the effects of the
Force Majeure Event.

If a Force Majeure Event continues for more
than 30 days or continues beyond the Service
Period, either party may terminate this
Agreement with immediate effect, in which case
any money previously paid under any affected
Work Order for which no Services have been
provided must be refunded within 14 days of
termination .

15.10
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15.16

Assignment and novation

The Supplier may only assign its rights or
novate its rights and obligations under this
Agreement with the prior written consent of the
University.
15.17

General Interpretation

Unless the contrary intention appears. in this
Agreement:
(a)

references to the singular includes the
plural and vice versa;

(b)

references to person or individuals
Include:

Severability

(i)

that person's successors.
administrators, executors and
assignees; and

(ii)

a firm , a body corporate, a
partnership, a joint venture,
an unincorporated body or
association, or any
government agency;

If any part of this Agreement is or later becomes
unenforceable, then :
(a)

those unenforceable terms shall be
deleted from this Agreement, to the
extent that they are unenforceable;
and

(b)

the remaining terms of this Agreement
shall continue in full force and effect.

15.11

Right to publish contract
Information

If required to do so whether under the
Government Information (Public Access) Act
2009 or otherwise, the Supplier agrees that the
University will have the right to publish details of
this Agreement and/or the Agreement itself in
the manner set out in the applicable
requirements.

15.13

Statutory terms

Where a statute implies in this Agreement any
term, and that statute voids or prohibits
provisions under this Agreement which exclude
or modify the operation of such term , such term
is deemed to be included in this Agreement.

15.14

Counterparts

This Agreement may consist of a number of
counterparts and the counterparts taken
together form one and the same document.

15.15

the words "include", "including" are not
used as, nor are they to be Interpreted
as, words of !Imitation;

(d)

headings are for convenience only and
do not affect interpretation;

(e)

a reference to a party includes, where
appropriate, that party's officers,
employees, suppliers or agents;

(f)

a reference to any law includes any
amendment to, or replacement of, it;

{g)

a reference to a thing (including an
amount) means any whole or part of it;
and

(h)

a reference to a clause or an Appendix
is a reference to a clause in, or an
appendix to, the Agreement.

16

Definitions

Publicity

The Supplier must not make any public
statement about this Agreement unless required
to do so by law or the rules of any relevant stock
exchange or it has first obtained the written
consent of the University, which must not be
unreasonably withheld.

15.12

(c)

No Merger

The rights and obligations of the parties under
this Agreement do not merge on completion of
any transaction contemplated by this
Agreement.

Master SeNices Agreement October 2010 (version 1.0)

In this Agreement, the following expressions
have these meanings (in addition to any
definitions in the Work Order):
Agreement means this agreement and Includes
each Work Order and any other annexures and
schedules expressly incorporated by reference.

Background IPRs means the background IPRs
specified in any Work Order.
Confidential Information means all information
or data that is exchanged between the parties
for the purposes of the Services before, on or
after the date of this Agreement (including the
terms of this Agreement) relating to the
operations, business, research and technology
of the disclosing party excluding information
which is:
Page 11of14
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(a)

publicly available or subsequently
becomes publicly available other than
in a breach of this agreement;

(b)

lawfully known to the other party on a
non-confidential basis before being
disclosed by the party that owned the
confidential information; or

(c)

rightly acquired from a third party who
is not in breach of an agreement to
keep such information confidential.
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specified as Supplier Personnel in any Work
Order.
University Materials means the University
materials specified in any Work Order.

Work Order means any Work Order in the form
attached to this Agreement, which incorporates
the terms of this Agreement as well as any
annexures and documents expressly
incorporated by reference.

In particular, the University's Confidential
Information Includes confidential information or
data within the University Materials.

Deliverables means the deliverables specified
in any Work Order.
Force Majeure Event means any event which
is outside the reasonable control (other than for
reason of any strike, lockout and labour
disputes in respect of the Supplier only) of the
affected party and could not have been
prevented by that party taking all reasonable
steps.
GST means any tax levied pursuant to A New
Tax System (Goods and Services Tax) Act 1999
(Cth);
IPRs means all registered and unregistered
rights in relation to present and future copyright,
trade marks, designs, know-how, patents,
confidential information and all other intellectual
property as defined in article 2 of the
Convention establishing the World Intellectual
Property Organisation 1967.
Losses means claims, actions , liabilities,
expenses, losses, damages and costs
(including reasonable legal costs) including
those arising out of any third party claim .
Miiestones means the milestones (if any)
identified in any Work Order.

Project IPRs means any IPRs created In
carrying out the Services and includes the
Deliverables.
Purchase Order means the document entitled
"purchase order" issued by the University to the
Supplier for particular services.
Services means the services described in any
Work Order.
Service Period means the service period
specified In the Work Order.

Special Terms means the special terms (if any)
identified in any Work Order.
Statement of Work means the statement of
work (if any) attached to any Work Order.
Supplier's Personnel means any person the
Supplier designates lo perform the Services on
the Supplier's behalf including any persons
Master S ervii;es Agreement Octobet 2010 (vets/on 1.0)
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This Work Order is entered into between the parties pursuant to a Master Services Agreement
1
between the parties dated 10 h September 2015 was entered into by the parties and with the
following Contract USYDCON/2015/305.
·

Services

The supplier will provide the following services to the University as
described in the attached Statement of Works (SOW's):
1.

Guarding Services

2.

Security Electronic Maintenance

3.

Parking Machines

4. Line Marking
Service Period

Deliverables

From 101h September 2015 (Commencement Date) to 31 61 December
2022 (Contract End Date) unless terminated earlier in accordance with this
A reement.
The Deliverables to be provided as part of the Services are described in the
attached Scope of Works

Supp lier
Personnel

Daryl Mccreadie

University
Materials

The University Materials are described in the attached Statement of Works

Background IPRs

IPRs owned by each party prior to this Agreement and made available for
the purpose of providing the Services

Fees

All fees are exclusive of GST. The line Items below which are preceded by
an asterisk are subject to the University exercising the option to extend .
Please note that each respective Scope of Work. will have the pricing
breakdown per year.

Annual Consolidated Fee

1 Fixed Pricing

Fee due
$4,036,564. 70

Year 2 Fixed Pricing

$4,153,543.81

Year 3 Fixed Pricing
Year 5 Fixed Pricing

$4,371.368.86
$4,398,010 .86
$4,525, 709.03

.. Year 6 Indicative Pricing

$4, 763,602:77

Year

Year 4 Fixed Pricing

*Year 7 Indicative Pricing (to be determined prior to
extension being provided)
TOTAL

TBC

$ $26;248,800.03

Approved expenses: None
Supplier's expenses payable by the University: None

This Agreement is subject to the following Special Terms:
1. T his contract is for 4 ears with two 1 +1 o tions to extend which will be exercised at the sole
Master Services Agreement February 2010 (version 1.0)
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discretion of the University.
2. All pricing for Years 1 - 5 are fixed.
3. Any requests from the Supplier to vary pricing must be via the process defined in the Scope of
W ork and the Master Agreem ent for Services.
4. The Supplier's provision of the specified services must meet the minim um requirements as
measured by th e Key Perform ance Indicators (KP l's) detailed ln the Scope of Works relevant
to each service.
5. Failure to meet the agreed to KPI targets may result in the penalties as detailed in the
respective Scope of Works.
6 . If the Supplier repeatedly, as defined in the Scope of W orks, fails to meet the agreed KPI
targets, the University reserves the right to terminate this contract.

Signatory
SIGNED for and on behalf of THE
UNIVERSITY OF SY
Y by Its duly

, e:

S ignatu ~~
· -

SIGNED for and on behalf of THE SUPPLIER by
Its duly authoris~resentative:
..--

--

·· ·:··· · · ··· · ·· ····· ····Greg· Robiflson· ··· ·· ·· ···· ··
Director C IS

Printed Name

Pos ition

.. 9. .~.... P.~.~~10.6~ ...+..~ .\ ;f ...... ... ..
Date

Signature

Kevln E.)yffy

- -~~ · ···

:;:~zr~of.,

. ..... . .. ...

. . ... . . .. .. . .C).pr:m~tlc 11s M ~mlil~~r ..................

......s .~.4.~0l.l;, ..,,..,l'_l!~.q... .

Printed Name

Printed Name

Note: By executing this Work Order each signatory represents that he or she is authorised to sign on behalf of its entity.
The date of this a reement will be the date this Work Order has been executed b both parties.

Master Services Agreement October 201 0 (version 1.0)
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THE UNIVERSITY OF

SYDNEY

MASTER AGREEMENT FOR
SERVICES

Parties
University

The University of Sydney, a body corporate under the University of Sydney
Act 1989, ABN 15 211 513 464, University of Sydney, Sydney NSW 2006

University Project
Officer

Attention: Srinath Vitanage

Attention: Srinath Vitanage

Email: srinath.vitanage@sydney.edu ,au

Email:
srlnath. vltanage@syd ney.edu .au

University Notice
Recipient

Attention : Director of Campus
Infrastructure Service (DCIS)

Attention: Director of Campus
Infrastructure Service (DCIS)

Email : srinath.vitanage@sydney.edu.au

Email :
srinath .vitanage@sydney.edu .au

Supplier

Sydney Night Patrol & Inquiry Co Pty Ltd, ABN 11 000 013 098 of 937-941
Victoria Road , West Ryde NSW 2114

Supplier Project
Officer

Attention: Colin Brennan

Telephone: 61 2 8762 9177

Email: cbrennan@snpsecurity.com.au

Fax: 61 2 8762 9140

Supplier Notice
Recipient

Attention: Colin Brennan

Telephone: 61 2 8762 9177

Email : cbrennan@snpsecurity.com .au

Fax: 61 2 8762 9140

Recitals

The University has requested that the Supplier provide Services from time to
time. and the Supplier has agreed to do so on the terms and conditions of this
Agreement.

This Agreement

This Agreement consists of:
(a) each Work Order entered Into by the parties;
(b) the Master Services General Terms; and
(c) any other documents or annexures incorporated by reference.

Contract Number

USYDCON/2015/305

Note: All capitalised terms in column 1 above have the meaning given in column 2.
EXECUTED as an agreement on the terms of the Master Services General Terms .

Master Services Agreement February 2010 (version 1.0)
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SIGNED for and on behalf of THE UNIVERSITY
OF SYDNEY by its duly authorised

SIGNED for and on behalf of THE SUPPLIER by
its duly authorised representative:

::~::·t~HHH

Signature

Robinson
........................Grea
.... ....: ............................
.
Printed Name

Director C IS

w.!:!.~ . . . . . . .

J!..{ k~ f. ~ .. .0.. ~\Y. !.~ .. M.~'$..P0!...
Printed Name

.

.s.~~ ~?.~~-7 ........................... .. .

Position

Position

..... .. ... ........ .l.l ~ .. \..?..:.I..$.'": ..................... .

..C?.'1. ....Q~(~'7:'J.13.~... ?..'?/.?......... .

Date

Date
In the presence of:

r-//l_,,(
~
.......I/...'
.......~ ...................................
..
Signature

Kevi n Duffy

Operations Manager
Printed Name

Signature

......S.Y;?;~.0!.~ .. .. ~~!J::.~.1. ......

Printed Name

Noto: By executing this master agreement each signatory represents that he or she Is authorised to sign on behalf of Its
entity. The commencement date of this master agreement wtll be the date this master agreement has been executed by both
arties.

Master Services Agreement October 2010 (version 1.0)
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MASTER SERVICES
GENERAL TERMS
1

2

Supply of Services

2.1

Work Orders

(a)

T he Supplier will commence
performing the Services only after
receiving a Purchase Order and a
completed and signed Work Order.
Each Work Order combined with these
Master Services General Terms shall
form a separate agreement.

(ii)

no other terms and conditions
apply to the Services
(irrespective of whether they
are stated on any
documentation or offer by the
Supplier (such as quotations,
Invoices, responses to tender
or expressions of Interest).

Each Work Order will begin on the
Commencement Date and will continue
until the Contract End Date unless
terminated earlier in accordance with
this Agreement.
The University reserves the right to
retain any other persons or entities to
supply the Services including but not
limited to any part of them.

(e)

The Supplier shall render such reports
to the University on the performance of
this Agreement and nominated
Supplier's Personnel shall attend such
meetings, as may be reasonably
required by the University. Particulars
of such reporting requirements,
meetings and the required personnel
will be set out in the Special Terms.

Provision of Services

The Supplier must supply the Services:
(a)

(c)

in accordance with relevant Australian
industry standards, best practice and
guidelines or where none apply,
relevant international industry
standards;

(d)

using the Supplier Personnel that
have suitable trainin g, education and
experience in relation to the
performance of the Services;

(e)

in accordance with all applicable
laws;

(f)

in accordance with any reasonable
directions in relation to the Services
given by the University from time to
time:

Its offer to periorm the
Services is on the terms of
these Master Services
General Terms (as varied by
any Work Order) and any
Work Order;

(d)

2.2

in accordance with any performance
criteria or requirements in any Work
Order;

(i)

so as to meet the Milestones
and other project plan
requirements, and where no
Milestones or project plan
requirements are specified,
promptly and without delay;

(II)

otherwise in accordance with
the provisions of this
Agreement; and

(iii)

with complete, accurate and
up-to-date docum entation in
English, associated with the
delivery of the Services.

The Supplier agrees that:
(I)

(c)

(b)

Scope of Agreement

This Agreement is used where the Supplier is
engaged by the University to provid e Services.

(b)

E17-0445-AS-09-007PR-0002

The Supplier undertakes to inform the University
promptly of any change In the way in which the
Supplier conducts its business or any other
matter which the Supplier becomes aware,
which is likely to have a material impact on the
ability of the Supplier to perform its obligations
under this Agreement.

2.3

Equipment or facilities sup piled by
the University

If the University provides equipment or facilities
for the use of the Supplier, or access to
information of the University then the Supplier
must
(a)

use that equipment or those facilities
only for the purpose of providing the
Services;

(b)

not remove that equipment or any
information from the University's
premises under any circumstances;

(c)

ensure that any equipment or facilities
are used or operated according to the
manufacturer's instructions or any
operating instructions specified by the
University; and

with due skill and care;

Master Se!Y/ces Agreement February 2010 (version 1.0)
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(d)

notify the University immediately it
becomes aware that the equipment or
facilities are not working properly, or
have become lost or stolen.

2.4

University by-laws, rules and
policies

E17-0445-AS-09-007PR-0002

the proposed variations and specifying
what impact those variations will have
on:

If the Supplier is required to provide any
Services within any lands or buildings owned or
occupied by the University, then the Supplier
must observe the University's by-laws, rules and
policies, including, without limitation, those with
respect to:

(i)

the Fees;

(ii)

the Services and/or any
particular Deliverable;

(iii)

the Supplier's ability to
perform Its obligations under
this Agreement (including its
ability to meet Milestones);
and

(b)

with in 14 days after receiving the
request or within another period
agreed by the parties , the University
must give the Supplier a written notice
accepting or rejecting the Supplier's
reques t.

security;

3.3

Changes to Fees

record-keeping,

Changes to Fees associated with a variation in
the Services must:

(a)

work health and safety;

(b)

discrimination and harassment;

(c)

parking and traffic;

(d)

privacy of personal information:

(e)
(f)

copies of which are downloadable by the
Supplier from the University's website:
http://sydney.edu .au/policies/.

(a)

not exceed any reasonable additional
cost; and

3

Variations

(b)

take fully into account any reduction in
cost.

3.1

Variations proposed by the
University

3.4

Effective date of variation

If the University wants to vary any Services:
(a)

the University must send to the
Supplier a written request (setting out
the proposed variations);

(b)

within 14 days after receiving the
University's request or within another
period agreed by the parties, the
Supplier must respond in writing to the
University specifying what impact
those variations will have on:
(i)

the Fees;

(ii)

the Services or Deliverables,
including any particular
Deliverable;

(iii)

(c)

3.2

the Supplier's ability to
perform its obligations under
this Agreement (including its
ability to meet Milestones);
and

within 14 days after receiving the
Supplier's response, or within another
period agreed by the parties, the
University must give the Supplier a
written notice accepting or rejecting the
response.

Variations proposed by Supplier

If the Supplier wants to vary the Services:
(a)

the Supplier must send to the
University a written request setting out

Master Services Agreement October 201 0 (version 1.0)

Any variation in the Services takes effect from
the date on which the University accepts the
variation unless otherwise specified by the
University. The variations once accepted have
the effect of varying the terms of the affected
Work Order(s).

3.5

Non-Acceptance of variation

If the University does not accept a variation
proposed by the Supplier then the University
reserves the right to retain another supplier to
provide Services, and the Universi ty may
terminate the relevant Work Order in
accordance with c lause 9.1 of this Agreement.

4

Supplier's Personnel and
Sub-contracting

4.1

Status

The Supplier's Personnel are and remain at all
times employees, agents or suppliers of the
Supplier and not the University.

4.2

Unsatisfactory performance

If the University, acting reasonably, is not
satisfied that any of the Supplier's Personnel
are performing the Suppl ier's obligations
properly, then the Un iversity may, by notifying
the Suppl ier 14 days in advance, requ ire the
Supplier to substitute that Supplier's Personnel
with a person acceptable to the University, or in
the case of gross negligence, the University
may require that the relevant Contract
Page 4of14
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Personnel cease w ork immediately and be
substituted with a person acceptable to the
University as soon as reasonably possible.

4.3

Substitution

If the Supplier is unable or unwilling to substitute
any Supplier's Personnel in accordance with
clause 4.2, then the University may terminate
the relevant Work Order by notifying the
Supplier 14 days in advance, and clause 9.2
and 9.3 will apply.

4.4

Authority

The Supplier acknowledges and agrees that it
has no authority to engage the services of any
person as an employee, agent or supplier of the
University.

4.5

Sub-contracting

(a)

Except as expressly provided in any
Special Terms. the Supplier may not
sub"oontract any obligations under this
Agreement without the prior written
consent of the University.

(b)

require the Supplier, upon the
University's written instructions, to reperform such Services, without charge
and in a timely manner.

Where the Supplier sub-contracts the
carrying out of the Services or any part
of the Services, the Supplier remains
liable for the carrying out and
completion of the Services .

(b)

Payment of any invoice by the
University will not be deemed
acceptance of any Services.

6

Fees and Invoices

6.1

Fees

In consideration for the provision of Services
under this Agreement. the University agrees to
pay to the Supplier the Fees set out in the Work
Order.

6.2

Invoices

Any invoice issued by the Supplier under this
Agreement must specify the following
information:
(a)

the amounts payable;

(b)

the period of time to which that invoice
applies;

(c)

the Services to which that invoice
relates;

(d)

any amounts outstanding from
previous invoices,

(c)

The Supplier wlll ensure that all subcontractors comply with all of the terms
of this Agreement.

any additional information required by law or
pursuant to Australian Taxation Office
guidelines to qualify as a tax invoice.

5

Delivery and Acceptance

6.3

5.1

Delivery

(a)

Delivery under this Agreement means
delivery of Deliverables and Services
as specified in any Work Order.

Unless otherwise specified in the Special
Terms, the University agrees to pay the Supplier
the Fees within 30 days of receipt and
acceptance of an invoice by the University.

(b)

The time period for delivery to the
University will be specified in the Work
Order. If specified as such in a Work
Order, time will be of the essence with
respect to the Supplier's delivery
obligations under this Agreement. If the
Supplier cannot comply with a delivery
commitment the Supplier will promptly
notify the University of a revised
delivery date and the University may:
(i)

cancel without charge the
Deliverables and Services not
delivered or performed; and

(ii)

exercise any other remedies
available at law.

5.2

Acceptance

(a)

The University may, at its option for a 4
month period from the delivery of the
relevant Services, reject any Services
that do not comply with the
specifications and require a refund, or

Master SeNices Agreement October 2010 (version 1.0)

6.4

Due date for payment

Incorrect invoices, under/over
payment

If an invoice Is found to have been rendered
incorrectly after payment, any underpayment or
overpayment will be recoverable by or from the
Supplier, as the case may be, and, without
limiting recourse to other available means, may
be offset against any amount subsequently due
by the University to the Supplier.

6.5

Expenses

Unless specified otherwise in the Special Terms
or the Fees section of any Work Order, the
Supplier must not charge the University for any
fees, charges or expenses (including Insurance,
freight, delivery, travel and accommodation,
document reproduction, transportation and
courier charges. and telecommunications
charges) in addition to the Fees. The University
is under no obligation to pay any amount in
excess of the Fees.

Page 5of14
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GST

If GST is payable in connection with Services,
then the Supplier irrevocably warrants and
agrees that the Fees payable to it under any
Work Order is the GST inclusive price of those
Services unless otherwise agreed in the Work
Order.

7

Indemnity, Insurance,
Warranties and Risk

7.1

Indemnity

indirectly engaged in providing the
Services under this Agreement;

(b)

Professional indemnity insurance with
limits of not less than $1 Omillion per
claim limited to $20 million in the
aggregate and for a period of not less
than seven years after the expiry of the
Agreement. The policy must note the
interests of the University and include
endorsements for contractual liability.

(c)

Public liability with limits of not less
than $20 million for any single
occurrence and unlimited in the
aggregate. The policy must note the
interests of the University.

7.4

Evidence of Insurance

The Supplier indemnifies the University against
all Losses it directly or indirectly sustains or
incurs as a result of:
(a)

(b)

any negligent, unlawful or wilful act or
omission of the Supplier or Supplier
Personnel;
any infringement of the IPRs or moral
rights of a third party arising out of:
(i)

the use, or provision, by the
Supplier of the Services; or

(ii)

use by the University of the
Deliverables, and Services
including Background IPRs
and/or Project IPRs :

The Supplier must provide the University with
certificates of currency stating current relevant
insurance cover as required in this Agreement
from its insurance broker or insurer. The
Supplier must notify the University within 2
business days of the cancellation of any of the
policies of insurance required under this
Agreement.

7.5

Warranties

The Supplier represents and warrants that:

(c)

any breach by the Supplier of clause
8.3 (Confidential Information);

(a)

it has the right to enter into this
Agreement and/or any Work Order;

(d)

the University not being able to claim
any input GST credit because of the
Supplier's failure to provide the
University with a tax invoice for
payment of an amount under any Work
Order that includes GST;

(b)

it has all rights, title, licences, interests
and property necessary to lawfully
perform the Services;

(c)

it and the Supplier Personnel, have the
necessary experience, skill, knowledge
and competence to perform the
Services;

(d)

the Services will be fit for the purpose
as set out in the Work Order;

except to the extent that any negligent, unlawful
or wilful act or omission of the University
contributed to the relevant liability.

(e)

as far as it is aware It is entitled to
licence its Background IPRs as
required under this Agreement;

7.2

(f)

except as notified to the University, it
has nol entered and It will not enter
into any agreement or otherwise deal
with its Background IPRs in a way that
restricts the exercise of the licence
contemplated under this Agreement;

(g)

the University's use of the Supplier's
Background IPRs, Project IPRs and
Deliverables (Warranted Materials)
will not infringe the IF>Rs of any person;
and

(h)

it has the necessary rig hts to make the
assignment contemplated under clause

(e)

any negligent acts or omissions of any
subcontractor engaged by the
Supplier,

Liability

The liability of a party for breach of this
Agreement, or in tort, or for any other common
law or statutory cause of action arising out of
the operation of this Agreement, will be
determined under the relevant law in Australia
that is recognised, and would be applied, by the
High Court of Australia.

7.3

Insurance

Before the commencement of the supply of
Services the Supplier must procure and
maintain during the Service Period the following
policies of insurance:
(a)

Worker's compensation as required by
law covering all persons directly or

Master Services Agreement October 2010 (version 1.OJ
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7.6

Remedy for breach of warranty

If a third party claims, or the University
reasonably believes that a third party is likely to
claim , that all or part of the Warranted Materials
infringe their IPRs or breach their confidence,
the Supplier must, in addition to the indemnity
under this Agreement and to any other rights
that the University may have against it,
promptly, at the Supplier's expense:
(a)

(b)
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obligations continue indefinitely beyond the end
of this Agreement and/or any Work Order, but
do not extend to disclosures:
(a)

required by law (including under the
Government Information (Public
Access) Act 2009); and

(b)

to a recipient's officers or employees:
(i)

who have a need to know for
the purposes of this
Agreement and/or any Work
Order (but only to the extent
that each has a need to
know); and

(ii)

before disclosure. have been
directed by the recipient to
keep that Confidential
Information confidential.

use its best efforts to secure the rights
for the University to continue to use the
affected Warranted Materials free of
any claim or liability for infringement; or
replace or modify the affected
Warranted Materials so that the
Warranted Materials or the use of them
does not infringe the IPRs of any other
person without any degradation of the
performance or quality of the affected
Warranted Materials.

8

Intellectual Property
Rights and Confidential
Information

8.1

Project IPRs

All right, title and interest In the Project IPRs
arising from Services are owned by the
University and, to the extent needed, the
Supplier hereby assigns any right, title or
interest It may have now or in the future In those
Project IPRs to the University.

8.4

Confidentiality agreements

The University may require the Supplier's
Personnel to sign a confidentiality agreement in
respect of the Confidential Information In a form
first approved by the University, as a condition
of the University's acceptance of any Supplier's
Personnel.

8.5

Improvements

Any invention or improvement made by the
Supplier, attributable in whole or in part to the
Confidential Information of the University is the
property of the University and the Supplier
agrees to do all things necessary to assign the
IPRs in any such invention or improvement to
the University.

8.2

Background IPRs

(a)

Each party's Background IPRs remains
with the contributing party.

9

Termination

(b)

The University grants a nontransferable, revocable and nonexclusive licence to the Supplier for the
Service Period to use those University
Materials and Project IPRs which are
owned by the University for the sole
purpose of providing the Services to
the University.

9.1

Termination and reduction for
convenience

(a)

The University may, at any time, by 30
days notice in writing, terminate this
Agreement and/or any Work Order or
reduce the scope of the Services under
any Work Order.

(b)

On receipt of a notice of termination or
reduction or amendment to the
Services under clause 9.1(a), the
Supplier must:

(c)

8.3

The Supplier grants to the University a
permanent, irrevocable, royalty free
world-wide, non-exclusive licence
(including a right to sub-licence its
rights to third parties) to use,
reproduce, modify, publish, adapt,
communicate to the public and exploit
the Supplier's Background IPRs in
conjunction with the Services. the
Deliverables and the Project IPRs.

(i)

stop work if specified to do so
in the notice;

(ii)

take all available steps to
minimise loss resulting from
that termination and to protect
University Materials and
Project IPRs; and

(iii)

continue work on any part of
the Services not affected by
the notice.

Confidential Information

Each party ('recipient') must keep any
Confidential Information disclosed to it
confidential and must not deal with it in any way
that might prejudice its confidentiality. These
Master Services Agreement October 2010 (version 1.0)
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(c)

If this Agreement and/or any Work
Order are terminated under this
clause 9.1, the University is liable only
for:
(i)

(ii)

(d)

(e)

(f)

payments for Services
rendered before the effective
date of termination; and

If the scope of the Services is reduced,
the University's liability to pay the Fees
or to provide University Materials and
Project IPRs abates In accordance with
the reduction in the Services .

Withou t limiting any other rights or
remedies the University may have
against the Supplier arising out of or in
connection with this Agreement, the
University may terminate this
Agreement and/or any Work Order
effective immediately by giving notice
to the Supplier if:

(iii)

breach of a warranty under
clause 7.5 (Warranties);
a failure to comply with clause
Rights and Confidential
Information); and

(v)

(c)

The Supplier is not entitled to
compensation for loss of prospective
profits.

(a)

a failure to comply with
clauses 7.3 and7.4
(Insurance);

8 (Intellectual Property

The University is not liable to pay
compensation under clause 9.1(c)(ii) in
an amount which would, in addition to
any amounts paid or due, or becoming
due, to the Supplier under th is
Agreement or the affecte.d Work Order,
exceed the total Fees payable under
the affected Work Order(s).

Termination for default

(ii)

(iv)

reasonable costs incurred by
the Supplier and directly
attributable to the term ination .

9.2

a fai lure to comply with
clause 12 (Privacy and
Personal Information).

The Supplier must notify the University
immediately if:
(i)

the Suppl ier being a
corporation, there is any
change in the direct or
ind irect beneficial ownership
or control of the Supplier;

(ii)

the Supplier disposes of the
whole or any part of its
assets. operations or
business other than in the
ordinary course of business ;

(iii)

the Supplier ceases to carry
on business:

(iv)

the Supplier ceases to be
able to pay its debts as they
become due;

(v)

the Supplier being a company
enters Into liquidation or has a
controller or managing
controller or liquidator or
administrator appointed;

(i)

the Supplier breaches a
material provision of this
Agreement where that
breach is not capable of
remedy;

(vi)

the Supplier being a natural
person is declared bankrupt
or otherwise becomes
subject to the laws of
bankruptcy; or

(ii)

the Supplier breaches any
provision of this Agreement
and fails to remedy the
breach to the reasonable
satisfaction of the University
wi thin 14 days after receiving
notice requiring it to do so; or

(vii)

where the Suppl ier is a
partnership, any step is taken
to dissolve that partnersh ip.

(iii)

(b)
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an event specified in
clause 9.2(c) happens to the
Supplier.

Without llrn itation, for the purposes of
clause 9.2 (a)(i) each of the following
will constitute a material breach:
(i)

a failure to comply with
clause 4 (Supplier's
Personnel and subcontracting);

Master Services Agreement October 2010 (version 1.0)

In this clause, controller, managing controller
and administrator have the same meanings as
in the Corporations Act.

9.3

After termination

On termination of this Agreement and/or a Work
Order the Supplier must:

(a)

stop work on the Services;

(b)

deal with University Materials as
reasonably directed by the University;

(c)

return all the University's Confidential
Information to the University or as
required by the Universi ty; and
Page 8of14
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(d)

cease use of the University's
Background IPRs.

9.4

Survival
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authority to settle the dispute on that
party's behalf.
(b)

If the dispute is still unresolved within a
further 14 days, either party may refer
the dispute to mediation and tl1e parties
will together agree on the appo intment
of a mutually acceptable mediator.

(c)

If the parties cannot agree on a
mediator within a further 14 days, the
dispute will be referred by the parties to
the President, Australian Commercial
Disputes Centre, Sydney to nominate a
suitably qualified mediator and the
parties will accept that nom ination .

(d)

The parties will cooperate to enable the
mediator to mediate the dispute within
30 days of the mediator's appointment,
and the fees of the mediator will be paid
by the parties In equal proportions.

The following clauses survive the termination of
thi s Agreement and/or any Work Order:
(a)

Clause 7.1 (Indemnity);

(b)

Clauses 7.3 and 7.4 (Insurance):

(c)

Clause 7.5 (Warranties);

(d)

Clause 8 (Intellectual Property Rights
and Confidential Information);

(e)

Clause 9.6 (Knowledge transfer):

(f)

Clause 12 (Privacy and Personal
Information).

9.5

Termination does not affect accrued
rights

Termination of this Agreement does not affect
any accrued rights or remedies of a party.

9.6

Knowledge transfer

Subject to any qualification or provision to the
contrary in the Special Terms, the Supplier must
provide the following assistance to the
University on termination or expiration of this
Agreement and/or any Work Order:
(a)

(b)

transfer or provide the University with
access to all information stored by
whatever means held by the Supplier
or under the control of the Supplier in
connection with this Agreement: and
make the Supplier Personnel available
for discussions with the University as
may be required.

10

Disputes

10.1

Dispute resolution required before
legal action

Each party must always try to resolve in good
faith any disputes that arise under or about this
Agreement. Neither party can begin legal action
(except interlocutory relief) against the other
unless and until this clause 1O has first been
observed .

10.2
(a)

11

Communications

11.1

Requirements for valid notice

Any notice or other formal comm unication under
this Agreement:
(a)

must be In writing and signed by the
Notice Recipient of the sender or an
authorised represen tative of them;

(b)

must be marked to the attention of the
recipient's Project Officer and Notice
Recipient and be delivered to the
recipient by hand , pre-paid post or fax
at the address or number shown In the
Agreement (or as last notified); and

(c)

will be effective once received, and will
be deemed to be received, if posted in
Australia, on the seventh day or, if
faxed, at the time shown on the
transm ission report for the complete
message being sent.

The parties agree tha t communications which
do not comply with clause 11.1 will be of no
effect.

12

Privacy and Personal
Information

12.1

Privacy

Notifying a dispute
If a party believes there is a dispute
under or about this Agreement, then
that party must notify the other that a
dispute exists, and give details of !Mt
dispute. The parties must then meet at
a tim e and place Identified by the
University, within 14 days of notification
of the dispute, in order to attempt to
resolve the dispute . Each party must
nominate a representative in writing to
represent that party at that discussion
and must ensure that person has
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The University is subject to the Privacy and
Personal Information Protection Act 1998
(NSW) ("PPIP Act").
If the Supplier's performance of Services
requires disclosure to the Supplier of any
personal information (as defined by s4 of the
PPIP Act) held by the University ("personal
information"), then the Supplier:
(a)

may use that personal Information only
for the purpose of performing the
Services;
Page 9of1 4
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(b)

(c)

must observe any directions of the
University concerning use, storage or
security of that personal information;
may disclose that personal information
to its officers and employees:
(i)

(ii)

who have a need to know for
the purposes of this
Agreement (but only to the
extent that each has a need
to know); and
before disclosure, have been
directed by the Supplier to
keep that personal
information confidential.

13

Audit Rights

(a)

The Supplier must keep adequate
accounts, documents and records in
sufficient detail to allow the University
to determine the Supplier's compliance
with this Agreement and each Work
Order.

(b)

14

The Supplier must give the University
and its personnel (including internal
and external auditors and advisors)
during the term of this Agreement and
at any time within 60 days after the
termination of this Agreement full
access at all reasonable times and on
reasonable notice to the Supplier's
systems, data, accounts, documents
and records relating to this Agreement
to enable the University to audit the
Supplier's compliance with this
Agreement and each Work Order.

Guarantee

If requested by the University, the Supplier must
provide the University with any financial and I or
performance guarantees in such form as
required by the University.

15

General

15.1

Terms and entire agreement

This Agreement consists of these Master
Services General Terms, each Work Order, the
Special Terms and any annexures or schedules
expressly incorporated and it constitutes the
entire agreement of the parties about its subject
matter and supersedes all previous agreements,
understandings and negotiations on that subject
matter.

15.2

Inconsistency

If there is an inconsistency between a provision
of:
(a)

these Master Services General Terms;

(b)

any Special Terms;

Master Services Agreement October 2010 (version 1.0)
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(c)

any Work Order;

(d)

any annexures or schedules expressly
incorporated into a Work Order,

then the first· mentioned terms prevail in the
order set out.

15.3

Representations or warranties

The Supplier acknowledges that in entering into
this Agreement it has not relied on any
representations or warranties about its subject
matter except as expressly provided by this
Agreement or any Work Order. Each party
agrees that it will only during the term of the
Agreement rely on representations or promises
made by the other party's Notice Recipient and
agrees that representations and promises made
by any other person do not bind the other party.
15.4

Variation and waiver

A provision of this Agreement or a right created
under it may not be waived or varied except in
writing, signed by the party or parties to be
bound. A failure or delay in exercise of a right
arising from a breach of this Agreement does
not constitute a waiver of that right.
15.5

Governing law

This Agreement is governed by the law in force
in New South Wales. Each party submits to the
non-exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of that
place.

15.6

Further assurances

Each party agrees to execute such agreements,
deeds and documents and do or cause to be
executed or done all such acts and things as
may be reasonably necessary to give effect to
this Agreement, including assisting to facil itate
any application to register IPRs, confirming any
rights granted in relation to the IPRs, and
assisting with any GST requirements .
15.7

No exclusivity

The University reserves the right to retai n other
persons or entitles to supply the Services,
including but not limited to the Services or any
part of the Services.

15.8

No agency or partnership

Nothing contained or implied in this Agreem ent
constitutes a party as the partner, agent or legal
representative of the other party for any purpose
or creates any partnership, agency or trust, and
a party has no authority to bind the other party
in any way.

15.9

Force Majeure

Neither party is liable for any breach of its
obligations under this Agreement to the extent
that the breach resulted from a Force Majeure
Event provided that it:

Page 10of14
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(a)

promptly notifies the other party (with
appropriate details); and

(b)

takes all reasonable steps to work
around or reduce the effects of the
Force Majeure Event.

If a Force Majeure Event continues for more
than 30 days or continues beyond the Service
Period, either party may terminate this
Agreement with immediate effect, in which case
any money previously paid under any affected
Work Order for which no Services have been
provided must be refunded within 14 days of
termination.

15.1O
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15.16

Assignment and novation

The Supplier may only assign its rights or
novate its rights and obl igations under this
Agreement with the prior written consent of the
University.

15.17

General interpretation

Unless the contrary intention appears, in this
Agreement:
(a)

references to the singular includes the
plural and vice versa;

(b)

references to person or ind ividuals
include:

Severability

(i)

that person's successors,
administrators, executors and
assignees; and

(ii)

a firm , a body corporate, a
partnership, a joint venture,
an unincorporated body or
association, or any
government agency;

If any part of this Agreement is or later becomes
unenforceable, then:
(a)

those unenforceable terms shall be
deleted from this Agreement, to the
extent that they are unenforceable;
and

(b)

the remaining terms of this Agreement
shall continue In full force and effect.

15.11

Right to publish contract
Information

If required to do so whether under the
Government Information (Public Access) Act
2009 or otherwise, the Supplier agrees that the
University will have the right to publish details of
this Agreement and/or the Agreement itself in
the manner set out in the applicable
requirements.

15.13

Statutory terms

Where a statute implies In this Agreement any
term , and that statute voids or prohibits
provisions under this Agreement which exclude
or modify the operation of such term, such term
is deemed to be included In this Agreement.

15.14

Counterparts

This Agreement may consist of a number of
counterparts and the counterparts taken
together form one and the same document.

15.15

the words "Include''. "including" are not
used as, nor are they to be interpreted
as, words of limitation;

(d)

headings are for convenience only and
do not affect interpretation ;

(e)

a reference to a party Includes, where
appropriate, that party's officers,
employees, suppliers or agents;

(f)

a reference to any law includes any
amendment to, or replacement of, it;

(g)

a reference to a thing (including an
amount) means any whole or part of it;
and

(h)

a reference to a clause or an Appendix
is a reference to a clause In, or an
append ix to, the Agreement.

16

Definitions

Publicity

The Supplier must not make any public
statement about this Agreement unless required
to do so by law or the rules of any relevant stock
exchange or it has first obtained the written
consent of the University, which must not be
unreasonably withheld.

15.12

(c)

No Merger

The rights and obligations of the parties under
this Agreement do not merge on completion of
any transaction contemplated by this
Agreement.

Master Services Agreement October 2010 (version 1.0)

In this Agreement, the following expressions
have these meanings (in addition to any
definitions in the Work Order):

Agreement means this agreement and includes
each Work Order and any other annexures and
schedules expressly incorporated by reference.
Background IPRs means the background IPRs
specified in any Work Order.
Confldentlal Information means all information
or data that is exchanged between the parties
for the purposes of the Services before, on or
after the date of this Agreement (including the
terms of this Agreement) relating to the
operations, business, research and technology
of the disclosing party excluding Information
which is:
Page 11of14
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(a)

publicly available or subsequently
becomes publicly available other than
in a breach of this agreement;

(b)

lawfully known to the other party on a
non-confidential basis before being
disclosed by the party that owned the
confidential information; or

(c)

rightly acquired from a third party who
is not in breach of an agreement to
keep such information confidential.

E17-0445-AS-09-007PR-0002

specified as Supplier Personnel in any Work
Order.
University Materials means the University
materials specified in any Work Order.
Work Order means any Work Order in the form
attached to th is Agreement, which incorporates
the terms of this Agreement as well as any
annexures and documents expressly
incorporated by reference.

In particular, the University's Confidential
Information includes confidential information or
data within the University Materials.
Deliverables means the deliverables specified
in any Work Order.
Force Majeure Event means any event which
is outside the reasonable control (other than for
reason of any strike, lockout and labour
disputes in respect of the Supplier only) of the
affected party and could not have been
prevented by that party taking all reasonabl e
steps.
GST means any tax levied pursuant to A New
Tax System (Goods and Services Tax) Act 1999
(Cth);
IPRs means all registered and unregistered
rights in relation to present and future copyright,
trade marks, designs, know-how, patents,
confidential information and all other intellectual
property as defined in article 2 of the
Convention establishing the World Intellectual
Property Organisation 1967.

Losses means claims, actions, liabilities,
expenses, losses, damages and costs
(including reasonable legal costs) including
those arising out of any third party claim .
Milestones means the milestones (if any)
identified in any Work Order.
Project IPRs means any IPRs created in
carrying out the Services and includes the
Deliverables.
Purchase Order means the document entitled
''purchase order" issued by the University to the
Supplier for particular services.

Services means the services described in any
Work Order.
Service Period means the service period
specified in the Work Order.
Special Terms means the special terms (if any)
identified in any Work Order.
Statement of Work means the statement of
work (if any) attached to any Work Order.

Suppl ier's Personnel means any person the
Supplier designates to perform the Services on
the Suppl ier's behalf including any persons
Master Se/Vices Agreement October 2010 (version 1.0)
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This Work Order Is entered Into between the parties pursuant to a Master Services Agreement
between the parties dated 10th September 2015 was entered into by the parties and with the
follow ing Contract USYDCON/2015/305.
Services

The supplier will provide the following services to the University as
described in the attached Statement of Works (SOW's):
1.

Guarding Services

2. Security Electronic Maintenance
3 . Parking Machines

4. Line Marking
Service Period

1

From 10 h September 2015 (Commencement Date) to 31 $t December
2022 (Contract End Date) unless terminated earlier in accordance with this
A reement.
The Deliverables to be provided as part of the Services are described in the
attached Scope of Works
----

Deliverables

-

-

Supplier
Personnel

Daryl Mccreadie

University

The Universit y Materials are described in the attached Statement of Works

Materials
Background IPRs

IPRs owned by each party prior to this Agreement and made available for
the purpose of providing the Services

Fees

All fees are exclusive of GST. The line items below which are preceded by
an asterisk are subject to the University exercising the option to extend .
Please note that each respective Scope of Work will have the pricing
breakdown per year.

Annual Consolidated Fee

Fee due

Year 1 Fixed Pricing

$4,036,564.70
$4, 153,543.81
$4,371,368.86
$4,398,010.86
$4,525,709.03
$4,763,602.77

Year 2 Fixed Pricing
Year 3 Fixed Pricing
Year 4 Fixed Pricing
Year 5 Fixed Pricing
*Year 6 Indicative Pricing
.. Year 7 Indicative Pricing (to be determined prior to
extension being provided)

TOTAL

TBC

$ $26,248,800.03

Approved expenses : None
Supplier's expenses payable by the University: None

T his Agreement Is subject to the following Special Terms:
1.

This contract is for 4 ears with two 1 +1 o tions to extend which w ill be exercised at the sole

Master Services Agreement February 2010 (version 1.0)
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discretion of the University.
2. All pricing for Years 1 - 5 are fixed.
3. Any requests from the Supplier to vary pricing must be via the process defined in the Scope of
Work and the Master Agreement for Services.
4. The Supplier's provision of the specified services must meet the minimum requirements as
measured by the Key Performance Indicators (KPl's) detailed in the Scope of Works relevant
to each service.
5. Failure to meet the agreed to KPI targets may result in the penalties as detailed in the
respective Scope of Works.
6. If the Supplier repeatedly, as defined in the Scope of Works, fa lls to meet the agreed KPI
targets, the University reserves the right to terminate this contract.

Signatory
SIGNED for and on behalf of THE
UNIVERSITY OF SY.
by its duly

SIGNED for and on behalf of THE SUPPLIER by
its duly authorised r . esentative:

Greg Robinson

P~i~t·~ci ·N~·~~

...... ·urre·cwr·c1s ·····... ··.....

Position

Position

Date

Date

. c :_:2 . . . . . . ~············ · ··· ·····-· ·:····

In th~rsence of:

Printed Name

Printed Name

· \Z·.......
IS:- ...... ........... .... .
......................fl ........

ln-;:42n~

Kevin Duffy
.. .. .. . . . . Qper-ati0r.is.Manager. ......... ..... ......

Signature

..QS....P~.~.M0~... ?..9..'.?. .......... .

SiQ~~;;-.(~~·····························
...S.q"?.~.':':'.~ ....&/."Y!f.0, ......... .

Note: By executing this Work Order each signatory represents that he or she Is authorised to sign on behalf of Its entity.
The date of this e reement will be the date this Work Order has been executed b both .artles.

Master Services Agreement October 2010 (version 1.0)
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WORK ORDER
This Work Order is entered into between the parties pursuant to a Master Services Agreement
between the parties dated [
. ] was entered Into by the parties and with
the following Contract Number [ v~'-(ou;t.J/201°'/3f)t:Q
1

Services

Provide Guarding Services to Sydney University to achieve the aims of the
Campus Security Unit (CSU)
CSU aims are as follows
a) The protection of staff, students and visitors from security
related risk
b) Protect the University's physical assets
c) Ensure that the University is a safe and welcoming
environment for legitimate users
d) Manage incidents to achieve the best possible outcome
e) Provide advice to reduce risk and Increase safety from a
security perspective
f) Enforce regulations relating to the University
g) Maintain data and security records
Security officers engaged under this work order are to carry out duties that
are appropriate to this agreement and within the capability of the Security
Officers to achieve these aims.

2

Service Period

3

Deliverables

10 September 2015 (Commencement Date) to 31 December 2020
(Contract End Date) unless terminated earlier In accordance with this
Agreement.

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Page 1 of 11

The supplier Is to provide the Security Officers to fulfil the Static.
Control Room, SEINS Enforcement, Bus Driver and Patrol officer
duties required by the University
The supplier will, as an additional tendered service, provide
administration support In terms of preparing court briefings for
parking officers and ensure that issued penalties are directed to the
State Debt Recovery Office
The Supplier must maintain a suitable NSW Security Industry
Master Licence as required by the NSW Government Laws and
Regulations
The supplier must ensure that eighty percent of on duty officers
during any given month must have a minimum of 6 months
operational experience at the University, (excepting the first six
months of the contract)
The majority of officers working at a particular campus are to be
permanently assigned to that campus with casual staff only making
up shortfalls in guard requirements.
Customer focus must be demonstrated at all levels from the
suppliers management representatives to the Security Officers
themselves.
The Supplier is to keep CIS informed about any changes to the
Security Industry, the Suppliers company, parent organisation or
other relevant parties, or individual officers that may affect the
University or its reputation .
The Supplier is to create and maintain at each site, a set of
operational post orders that provides information to officers on their
duties. roles and performance expectations at those sites.
Post Orders are to contain at minimum
):>Layout of the campus
):>Duties and times of specific tasks
):>Areas that may require special attention
)>Any area that may be hazardous to the officers
)>Incident reporting guidelines
2015 Scope of Works - Guard Services
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);;-

University incident response plans
Safe Work Method Statements, or other information
required by the supplier
All uniforms are to be provided by the Supplier and are to be of the
agreed type and meet the requirements of AS 4421 Guards and
Patrols.
The University requires that timely and accurate reporting of
incidents are to be made for every occurrence, event or critical
incident as proscribed by the University and made electronically into
the University Incident Reporting , Building Management and WHS
safety systems.
The security officers are to be the first responders to emergency
management and c ritical incidents at the University and are to obey
the Universities Incident Response Plans and Emergency
Management documents.
All officers provided to the University are to have completed all
elements of the required training and are to be fully licenced NSW
Security Officers including the appropriate first aid qualifications.
The supplier is to provide additional training and induction at their
cost to officers before commencing work at the Univers ity.
);>-

•

•

•

•

•

Monthly KPl's

1. That appropriate officers as required by University will be made
available to fulfil the requirements of the statement of works .
Measured by: hours required to hours delivered not to be below
99% achievement

2. That officers on duty are to be culturally and gender diverse and
additionally at least one female officer is to be on duty at all times.
Measured by: Hours required to hours delivered not to be below
99%
3.

All alarms, phone calls and radio calls are to be actioned I
acknowledged within 2 minutes of activation in the control room and
an appropriate dispatch entry made
Measured by: Dispatch Reports not to be below 99% achievement

4.

All alarms, incidents and events are to be attended to within 25 mins
of dispatch to a patrol unit
Measured by: Dispatch Reports not to be below 99% achievement

5. All University buildings are to be patrolled at least once in each 12
hour period
Measured by: Building Attendance Reports, not to be below 85%
achievement

6. All '24 hour spaces' within the Univers ity are to be patrolled 2 times
each night
Measured by: Building Attendance Reports, not to be below 95%
achievement

7.

All non-urgent matters to be responded to within 2.5 hours of
notification to the control room
Measured by: Dispatch Reports, not to be below 85% achievement

Page 2of11
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8. All training and course development is to be provided in a timely
manner and no untrained officers are to be working unsupervised
without completing the General Duties Training Module
Measured by: Audit of officers on shift compared to training records

9, That all reporting as required by the Un iversity to meet operational,
WHS or technical requirements is submitted as required in a timely
manner.
Measured by: Date required compared to date submitted .

Failure to meet KPl's
If during any calendar month the supplier falls to meet any Individual KPI
under this work order, the next month's invoice amount from the total
amount owing under Contract Number [
] at the
University sole disc retion , may be reduced by 1% for each Individual KPI
breach.
If during any quarterly period, the supplier fails to meet three individual
KPl 's, with no resolution or justification, the University may, at Its sole
discretion, end the contract with the supplier.

4

Contracted
Hours of
Service

T he Supplier is to provide officers as indicated below
Role
Site
Coordinator
2ic

Team Leader

Con trol Room

Patrols

Traffic

Rozelle
Cumberland
Camden

Gateboxs
Bus Drivers

Exams
Page 3of11

Minimum University Required Duties

Weekly
Hours

Manager to oversee issues and
works under direction of University
40
(Hours to exclude 1 Opublic
holidays}
Support the Site Coordinator to
40
deliver services and administration
A team leader to be rostered on to
each shift - vehicle to be provided as
168
per contract ( one officer 24/7 - 52
weeks I year)
A control Room officer to be rostered
onto each shift (minimum one officer
168
24/7 - 52 weeks a vear)
3 patrol officers to be rostered onto
each shift - 3 vehicles to be provided
504
as per contract (three officers 24/7
52 weeks I year)
2 officers (SORO trained) 40 hours
each - 1 traffic vehicle to be provided
80
as per contract (hours exclude public
holidays and xmas close down}
1 officer 6pm-6am Mon-Fri - 1 officer
x 24/7 weekends/shutdown and
108
Public Holidays
1 officer 24/7 covering the buildings
168
and arounds of Campus
1officer 24n covering the buildings
and grounds of Campus with a patrol
168
vehicle
1 officer in City Rd Gatebox 8am 4pm during semesters only (32
40
weeks a year)
Courtesy Bus Drivers at Various
Campus locations
Security officers assisting
deliver/collect all University
TBA
examination papers x for 2
semesters
2015 Scope of Works - Guard

Annual
Hours
1800

1800

8736

8736

26208

3840

5616
8736

8736
1280
5841

2250

Services
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Senate

Graduations
VC and
Allumni
Events
Major Events
- oweek open day
Protests,
emergency
events
Library (in
Semester) 32
weeks
Library (Out
Semester) 20
weeks
Nepean

5

Supplier
Personnel

Uniform security officers attending
all Senate meetings - Annual hours
to be covered in the monthly price
Uniform security officers assisting
with VIP/Parking and operations of
18 graduations - Annual Hours to be
covered in monthly price
Uniformed security officers assisting
with V.C events on a needs basis Annual hours to be covered in the
monthly price
Uniformed security officers assisting
with major events on Campus Annual hours to be covered in
monthly price
Uniformed security officers
managing protests/emergencies in a
needs basis - Annual hours to be
covered in monthly price
Uniformed security officers
maintaining a physical presence in
all major libraries (32 weeks of
semester)
Uniformed security officers
maintaining a physical presence in
all major libraries (20 weeks out of
semester)
Nepean 7 nights x 2 mobile patrols
per night and alarm responses

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

3742

TBA

1360

TBA

Mobile
Patrol
Service

The Security Officers that are supplied are to individually have expertise in
providing security duties at the University and have the ability to carry out
the duties that are necessary w ithin this agreement. As a result they must
have completed the relevant training as listed below.
The service provider is expected to prepare and deliver all training modules
at their cost and no additional charges to the Univers ity are expected. This
includes any mandatory external training that becomes required due to
legislative c hanges.
Officers w ho are completing training or undertaking the 48 hou rs of
evaluation before beginning their training are not to replace other officers on
shift but are to be trained at the service providers cost.

Sphere of expertise

Requirements

Security License Training

Minimum Certificate 2 in Security
Guarding

First Aid Training

As per legislative requ irements

University Contractor
Induction

Univers ity standard on line course for
contractors
All staff who will be working at the
University are required to undertake the
CIS on line induction before
commencing any duties {including pre
training evaluation). This onl lne
induction takes approximately 1 hour
and can be completed at any internet
capable computer. T his will result In
them beinq issued a contractors access

Page 4of11
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card for the University.

Campus Security Unit
Specific Induction (General
Duties Training)

This module is to be completed by all
potential contracted security officers
who are proposed to be working at the
University. The module is to cover the
following as a minimum :

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

The role of the Campus Security
Unit;
The structure of the Un iversity;
Different senior staff within the
University.
Operational duties and posts .
Conflict resolution and
expectations
Privacy expectations
Discipline and agreed code of
conduct
Emergency Management plans
within the University
Campus Access Rule 2009
The different reporting systems
of the University,
Report writing and the
Universities expectations.
Workplace health and safety on
site

The course is to be developed within the
first 3 months of commencing the
contract and is to be agreed with the
University.
Officers are to be examined and
demonstrate proficiency in all areas.
Control Room Training

All officers who will be working in the
Control Room are required to complete
a specific module on using the systems
within the control room and the
requirements of reporting and
managing officers In the field before
commencing work in the control room.
This is to focus on how to use the
following

•
•
•
•
•
•

Gallagher System
CAMS training
Avlgillon CCTV
Report Exec and Dispatch
Logging radio and phone calls
Supporting officers in the field

The course Is to be developed within the
first 3 months of commencing the
contract and ls to be agreed with the
Page 5of11
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University.
Officers are to be examined and
demonstrate proficiency in all areas
Team Leader Training

Officers who are undertaking the duties
of a team leader, even in a relieving
capacity, are to be provided With ex tra
training in leadership and crises
management.
Team Leaders are also to undertake
SEINS training.
The course is to be developed with in the
first 3 months of commencing the
contract and is to be agreed with the
University.
Officers are to be examined and
demonstrate prof iciency in all areas

Supervision and Mandatory
Probation

Before any security officer commences
work at the University they are expected
to be paired with a senior officer for at
least 48 hours (across multiple shifts) to
allow them to familiarise themselves
with the work undertaken at the
University (Pre Training Evaluation), and
then another 48 hours of independent
work directly supervised by the team
leader after their general duties training.
This mandatory probation period a nd
training is at the expense of the Service
Provider.

Appropriate Safe W ork Method Statements and Risk Assessments are to be
carried out by the supplier and provided to the Un iversity.
All Officers providing services are required to undertake the CIS Contractor
induction and a copy of their Security Licence, Drivers Licence and other
appropriate licences are to be provided to the University before they
commence duties.
The University reserves the right to accept or reject any ind ividual Security
Officer and to notify the supplier that a particular Officer is not acceptable to
the University without requiring to provide a reason to the su pplier.

6

Guard Force
Demographics

Female Officers
The University recognises that the Security Industry is identified as an area
where wom en are under re presented amongst operational officers. The
University however has a preference that there is a high level of ge nder
diversity within the Security Team , and the Security Provider should aim for
50% representation from female officers on any shift.
There is a minimum requirement for al least 1 fema le officer to be On Duty
at all tim es within the Darlin gton I Camperdown security team in case there
is a need for a female officer to attend to an issue.

Page 6of11
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Multiculturalism
The University recognises the importance of cultural diversity and expects
that the make up of the guard force will match the demographics of the
University and 25% of the guard force should come 'from culturally diverse
backgrounds. The University is especially interested in supporting Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander backgrounds to work in the University Security
Team .

7

Contractor
Vehicles

The Service Provider is to provide the University with the necessary vehicles
to complete the required services as listed below.
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

All vehicles are to come complete with light bars, PA Systems,
rechargeable torches, first aid kits, electronic message boards.
All vehicles are to be appropriately marked "Campus Security" as
per the current vehicles
All vehicles are to be regularly serviced and fully maintained by the
Service Provider.
All vehicles wlll be outfitted with a GPS, Defibrillator and Radio that
will remain the property of the University.
All vehicles are only to be used for the purposes of meeting the
obligations within this tender and are not to be rotated to other
clients except at end of life.
All vehicles are to be maintained at a suitable standard and defects
such as un-roadworthy tyres, scratches, dents and marks are to be
repaired within a reasonable amount of time
The service provider is responsible for the provision of a
replacement vehicle during the period that any patrol vehicle is not
usable due to maintenance, repairs or services.

Vehicles are to be repl aced every 2.5 years during the life of the contract at
the Service Providers expense.
Replacement Vehicles
1
Within 1 month of
contract starting

Replacement
vehicles 2
1 April 2018

Replacement
Vehicles 3
Within 3 month of
the contract
extension (if
qranted) in 2020

5 buses will be provided to the University to support the Security bus
services. The following specifications are for the buses:
•

Three buses which can set at least 25 people, one of which is to be
fitted with a disabled wheel chair access.

•

Two 12 seat buses

Buses are to be provided to the University at the rates specified within the
clause 11 below, and the Service Provider is responsible for all costs
associated with the provision of these buses including fuel and any
replacement costs if necessary.
Buses are to have the following
•
•
•
•
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All vehicles are to be appropriately marked "Campus Security" and
with University Branding as per the current vehicles
All vehicles are to be regularly serviced and fully maintained by the
Service Provider.
All vehicles will be outfitted with a GPS, Defibrillator and Radio that
will remain the property of the University.
All vehicles are only to be used for the purposes of meeting the
obligations within this tender and are not to be rotated to other
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•
•

8

University
Materials

clients except at end of life.
All vehicles are to be maintained at a suitable standard and defects
such as un~roadworthy tyres, scratches, dents and marks are to be
repaired within a reasonable amount of time
The service provider is responsible for the provision of a
replacement vehicle during the period that any vehicle is not usable
due to maintenance, repairs or services.

The University will issue and allow for the service providers staff to use and
access as necessary items and systems to complete their duties on the
campuses. These include but are not limited to the following:

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Radios on the University network
Defibrillators for the vehicles
Keys and master keys
Gallagher Access Control and Intruder Detection System
CAMS Alarm Monitoring
Report Exec Security Reporting system
Avigillon CCTV
Equipment to maintain the Parking Enforcement on Campus

The information within these systems and regarding these items is available
for operational use only and is not to be distributed or made available to
other parties. At the University's discretion any misuse of personal
information or breach of this condition may result in the automatic
termination of the contract and possible referral to external bodies or
agencies for investigation and legal action, if deemed appropriate.
All Security Officers will be required to sign an individual confidentiality
agreement with the University.
The service provider is responsible for any financial costs incurred by the
University due to the loss or damage of any equipment, computer programs
or Items, specifically including keys and radios, which belong to the
University and are either lost, damaged or deleted by a Security Providers
staff member.
Other University materials include, desk space, PC's to access Gallagher,
Cardax, CCTV, Landline Telephone, and University documentation includ ing
access to plans, configuration sheets and other necessary Information, and
appropriate parking for contractor's security vehicles.
Appropriately licensed Security Officers may use University Vehicles as
required to undertake duties. After provid ing a copy of their drivers licence.

9

Uniforms

Uniforms are to be provided by the Service Provider in consultation with the
University. These include:
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

White polo style or similar white shirt with epaulets.
Navy blue shorts or skirt for summer with blue navy socks
and black boots or shoes.
Navy uniform style pants
A fleecy pull over type jumper
A high visibility lined rain coat I jacket
A broad hat or cap
A belt suitable for holding equipment
A personal first aid kit including a minimum of gloves , CPR
Mask or face shield and a bandage

The University will supply to the Service Provider patches for the sleeves of
all issued items that have the University Crest and the words Campus
Security on the bottom of the patch. These badges are not to be used for
Page 8 of11
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any other purpose and are to be returned at the end of the contract period.
Campus Security is to be prominently displayed on the shirts and jackets in
Navy writing .

10 Background

IPRs

IPRs owned by each party prior to this Agreement and made available for
the purpose of providing the Services, including the following specific IPRs
to be used under this Agreement:

As appropriate to meet the service agreements

11 Fees

All fees are to be submitted on a monthly basis after the completion of the
works :
•

Contracted Officers are to be charged to the University at the rates
indicated in Section 12.

•

If for whatever reason the Security Officers are not available for a
period In a month or not required by the University, then the monthly
charge will be reduced by the appropriate amount for the period that
the Officer(s) are not available or required .

•

In the event that additional officers are required by the University on
a casual basis, then they will be made available to the University at
a fixed rate of $32.57 ex gst per hour with a 3% increase per annum
applicable from 01 January of the calendar year.

Fee increases over the term of the contract will be at the rates specified In
section 12 (invoicing) of this document.

12 Invoicing

The supplier Is to provide a single monthly invoices to the University that
details
1.

The fees relating to the hours that the Security Officers have worked

2.

An individual list of any additional casual hours with the associated
WR for identification

Monthly payment

Monthly Fee Due
(ex GST)

Annual Fee
From Jan to Dec
(ex GST)

Sept 2015 to Dec 2015

$294,553.73

$3,534,644 .70

Year 2 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2016 to Dec 2016

$303,047.18

$3,636,566.2

Year 3 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2017 to Dec 2017

$311,792.03

$3, 741,504.41

Year 4 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2018 to Dec 2018

$320,795.78

$3,849,549.32

Year 5 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2019 to Dec 2019

$330,066.14

$3,960, 793.64

$339,611 .07

$4,075,332.88

Year 1 ·Monthly Payment from

Extension - Monthly Payment
from Jan 2020 to Dec 2020
(Indicative dependant on
Page 9of11
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extension)

Total Cost to 31 Dec 2020
$22, 798,391.15
Future years rates are subject to any agreed price increases or service
adjustments as indicated In Section 8 on Fees.
Costs that are covered in this rate by the supplier are as follows:
o
o

o
o

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o

All costs associated with training on WH&S processes
All costs associated with Technical training on products
All costs associated With service. running and lease costs of
company cars or vehicles to achieve the work order
All costs associated with the upkeep of handheld or other
technology enabling the supplier to provide Sydney
University a means of drawing internal reports and job
tracking
All costs associated with supplier provided technological and
communications supply, including phone costs
All costs associated with the upkeep and replacement of
tools and power equipment
All costs associated with uniforms, sick leave, annual leave,
Payroll T ax, Payroll administration and RDO
All costs associated with employee liability Insurance
All cos ts associated with supervision and fortnightly site
meetings held on the campu s by the supplier managers
All costs associated with administration of Sydney University
reports and or invoices detailing tim e on site, date, and
location of the job
All costs associated with consumables
All costs associated with Banking or EFT transfer of funds

Supplier's expenses payable by the University that are to be separately
invoiced :
•

None

Special Terms
This Agreement is subject lo the following Special Terms:"Not Applicable".

Executed as a separate agreement on the terms of this Work Order, the Master Services
General Terms, Special Terms (if any), Statement of Work (if any) and any other annexure or
documents expressly incorporated by reference.
Signatory
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SIGNED for and on behalf of THE
UNIVERSITY OF SYD
y Its duly

Signature

..............................Greg.Robinson ....... .
Director CJS

Printed Name
Position

Position

....................\'\:. \ ?...~.t..~...................... .

..Q~ ... D.~~~~.(3. ~ .. 4..9. ~.~ ........ .

Date

Date

:;:;i~. ~

Signature

Printed Nafnjeerations Manager

Printed Name

....... .. ......... .K.~~in ..0.~ffY..................... .

'.~. ~~~.~~;.1:.~
v. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

... . . s. .~.~:':'tN.~.

E. .. M. ~. q.....

Note: By executing this Work Order each signatory represents that he or she is authorised to sign
on behalf of its entity. The date of this agreement will be the date this Work Order has been
executed b · both arties.
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WORK ORDER
This Work Order is entered into between the parties pursuant to a Master Services Agreement
between the parties dated [
] was entered Into by the parties and with
the following Contract Number [ ~.5 'll}(J:J~ 'LOI~~$'
1

Services

Provide Guarding Services to Sydney University to achieve the aims of the
Campus Security Unit (CSU)
CSU aims are as follows
a) The protection of staff, students and visitors from security
related risk
b) Protect the University's physical assets
c) Ensure that the University is a safe and welcoming
environment for legitimate users
d) Manage incidents to achieve the best possible outcome
e) Provide advice to reduce risk and increase safety from a
security perspective
f) Enforce regulations relating to the University
g) Maintain data and security records
Security officers engaged under this work order are to carry out duties that
are appropriate to this agreement and within the capablllty of the Security
Officers to achieve these alms.

2

Service Period

3

Deliverables

1O September 2015 (Commencement Date) to 31 December 2020
(Contract End Date) unless terminated earlier In accordance with this
Agreement.

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
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The supplier is to provide the Security Officers to fulfil the Static,
Control Room . SEINS Enforcement, Bus Driver and Patrol officer
duties required by the University
The supplier will. as an additional tendered service, provide
administration support in terms of preparing court briefings for
parking officers and ensure that issued penalties are directed to the
State Debt Recovery Office
The Supplier must maintain a suitable NSW Security industry
Master Licence as required by the NSW Government Laws and
Regulations
The supplier must ensure that eighty percent of on duty officers
during any given month must have a minimum of 6 months
operational experience at the University, (excepting the first six
months of the contract)
The majority of officers working at a particular campus are to be
permanently assigned to that campus with casual staff only making
up shortfalls in guard requirements.
Customer focus must be demonstrated at all levels from the
suppliers management representatives to the Security Officers
themselves.
The Supplier Is to keep CIS informed about any changes to the
Security Industry, the Suppliers company, parent organisation or
other relevant parties, or individual officers that may affect the
University or Its reputation .
The Supplier is to create and maintain at each site, a set of
operational post orders that provides information to officers on their
duties, roles and performance expectations at those sites.
Post Orders are to contain at minimum
);;Layout of the campus
);;Duties and times of specific tasks
);;Areas that may require special attention
Any area that may be hazardous to the officers
>
Incident reporting guidelines
>
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;.;;.

University incident response plans
Safe Work Method Statements, or other information
required by the supplier
All uniforms are to be provided by the Supplier and are to be of the
agreed type and meet the requirements of AS 4421 Guards and
Patrols.
The University requires that timely and accurate reporting of
incidents are to be made for every occurrence, event or critical
incident as proscribed by the Un iversity and made electronically into
the University Incident Reporting, Build ing Management and WHS
safety systems .
The security officers are to be the first responders to emergency
management and critical incidents at the University and are to obey
the Universities Incident Response Plans and Emergency
Management documents.
All officers provided to the University are to have completed all
elements of the required training and are lo be fully licenced NSW
Security Officers including the appropriate first aid qualifications.
The supplier is to provide additional training and induction at their
cost to officers before commencing work at the University.
~

•

•

•

•

•

Monthly KPl' s

1. That appropriate officers as required by University will be made
available to fulfil the requirements of the statement of works.
Measured by: hours required to hours delivered not to be below
99% achievement
2.

That officers on duty are to be culturally and gender diverse and
additionally at least one female officer is to be on duty at all times.
Measured by: Hours required to hours delivered not to be below
99%

3.

All alarms, phone calls and radio calls are to be actioned I
acknowledged within 2 minutes of activation In the control room and
an appropriate dispatch entry made
Measured by: Dispatch Reports not to be below 99% achievement

4. All alarms, incidents and events are to be attended to within 25 mlns
of dispatch to a patrol unit
Measured by: Dispatch Reports not to be below 99% achievement

5. All University buildings are to be patrolled at least once in each 12
hour period
Measured by: Building Attendance Reports, not to be below 85%
achievement
6.

All '24 hour spaces' within the University are to be patrolled 2 times
each night
Measured by: Building Attendance Reports, not to be below 95%
achievement

7.

All non-urgent matters to be responded to within 2.5 hours of
notification to the control room
Measured by: Dispatch Reports, not to be below 85% achievement
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8. All training and course development is to be provided in a timely
manner and no untrained officers are to be working unsupervised
without completing the General Duties Training Module
Measured by: Audit of officers on shift compared to training records

9.

That all reporting as required by the University to meet operational.
WHS or technical requirements is submitted as required In a timely
manner.
Measured by: Date required compared to date submitted.

Failure to meet KPl's

If during any calendar month the supplier fails to meet any individual KPI
under this work order, the next month's invoice amount from the total
amount owing under Contract Number [
] at the
University sole discretion, may be reduced by 1% for each individual KPI
breach.
If during any quarterly period, the supplier fails to meet three individual
KPl 's, wi th no resolution or justification, the University may, at its sole
discretion, end the contract with the supplier.

4

Contracted
Hours of
Service

The Supplier is to provide officers as indicated below
Role
Site
Coordinator
2ic

Team Leader

Control Room

Patrols

Traffic

Rozelle
Cumberland
Camden

Gateboxs
Bus Drivers

Exams
Page 3of11

Minimum University Required Duties
Manager to oversee issues and
works under direction of University
(Hours to exclude 1Opublic
holidays)
Support the Site Coordinator to
deliver services and administration
A team leader to be rostered on to
each shift - vehicle to be provided as
per contract ( one officer 24/7 - 52
weeks I vear)
A control Room officer to be rostered
onto each shift (minimum one officer
24/7 - 52 weeks a year)
3 patrol officers to be rostered onto
each shift - 3 vehicles to be provided
as per contract (three officers 24/7
52 weeks I year)
2 officers (SORO trained) 40 hours
each - 1 traffic vehicle to be provided
as per contract (hours exclude public
holidays and xmas close down)
1 officer 6pm-6am Mon-Fri - 1 officer
x 24n weekends/shutdown and
Public Holidavs
1 officer 24/7 covering the buildings
and grounds of Campus
1officer 24n covering the buildings
and grounds of Campus with a patrol
vehicle
1 officer in City Rd Gatebox Sam 4pm during semesters only (32
weeks a year)
Courtesy Bus Drivers at Various
Campus locations
Security officers assisting
deliver/collect all University
examination papers x for 2
semesters

Weekly
Hours

Annual
Hours

40

1800

40

1800

168

8736

168

8736

504

26208

80

3840

108

5616

168

-

8736

168

8736

40

1280

-

5841
TBA

2250
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Senate

Graduations
VC and
Allumni
Events
Major Events
- oweekopen day
Protests,
emergency
events
Library (in
Semester) 32
weeks
Library (Oul
Semester) 20
weeks
Nepean

5

Supplier
Personnel

Uniform security officers attending
all Senate meetings - Annual hours
to be covered in the monthly price
Uniform security officers assisting
with VIP/Parking and operations of
18 graduations - Annual Hours to be
covered in monthly price
Uniformed security officers assisting
with V.C events on a needs basis Annual hours 10 be covered In the
monthly price
Uniformed security officers assisting
with major events on Campus Annual hours to be covered in
monthly price
Uniformed security officers
managing protests/emergencies in a
needs basis - Annual hours 10 be
covered in monthlv orice
Uniformed security officers
maintaining a physical presence in
all major libraries (32 weeks or
semester)
Uniformed security officers
maintaining a physical presence in
all major libraries (20 weeks out of
semester)
Nepean 7 nights x 2 mobile patrols
per night and alarm responses

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

3742

TBA

1360

TBA

Mobile
Patrol
Service

The Security Officers that are supplied are to individually have expertise in
providing security duties at the University and have the ability to carry out
the duties that are necessary within this agreement. As a result they must
have completed the relevant training as listed below.
T he service provider is expected to prepare and deliver all training modules
at their cost and no additional charges to the University are expected. This
includes any mandatory external training that becomes requ ired due to
legislative changes.
Officers who are completing training or undertaking the 48 hours of
evaluation before beginning their training are not to replace other officers on
shift but are to be trained at the service providers cost.

Sphere of expertise

Requirements

Security License Training

Minimum Certificate 2 in Security
Guarding

First Aid Training

As per legislative requirements

University Contractor
Induction

University standard on line course for
contractors
All staff who w ill be working at the
University are requ ired to undertake the
CIS on line induction before
commencing anl'. duties (including pre
training evaluation) . This onllne
induction takes approximately 1 hour
and can be completed at any internet
capable computer. This will result in
them beino issued a contractors access
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card for the Un iversity.

Campus Security Unit
Specific Induction (General
Duties Training)

This module is to be completed by all
potential contracted security officers
who are proposed to be working at the
University. The module is to cover the
following as a minimum :

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

The role of the Campus Security
Un it;
The structure of the University;
Different senior staff within the
University.
Operational duties and posts .
Conflict resolution and
expectations
Privacy expectations
Discipline and agreed code of
conduct
Emergency Management plans
within the University
Campus Access Rule 2009
The different reporting systems
of the University,
Report writing and the
Universities expectations.
Workplace health and safety on
site

The course is to be developed within the
first 3 months of commencing the
contract and is to be agreed with the
University.
Officers are to be examined and
demonstrate proficiency in all areas.
Control Room Training

All officers who will be working in the
Control Room are required to complete
a specific module on using the systems
within the control room and the
requirements of reporting and
managing officers in the field before
commencing work in the control room.
This is to focus on how to use the
following

•
•
•

•
•
•

Gallagher System
CAMS training
Avigilion CCTV
Report Exec and Dispatch
Logging radio and phone calls
Supporting officers in the field

The course Is to be developed within the
first 3 months of commencing the
contract and is to be agreed with the
Page 5of11
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University.
Officers are to be examined and
demonstrate proficiency in all areas
Team Leader Training

Officers who are undertaking the duties
of a team leader, even in a relieving
capacity, are to be provided with ex tra
training in leadership and crises
management.
Team Leaders are also to undertake
SEINS training.
The course is to be developed within the
first 3 months of commencing the
contract and is to be agreed with the
University.
Officers are to be examined and
demonstrate proficiency in all areas

Supervision and Mandatory
Probation

Before any security officer commences
work at the University they are expected
to be paired w ith a senior officer for at
least 48 hours (across multiple shifts) to
allow them to familiarise themselves
with the work undertaken at the
University (Pre Training Evaluation) , and
then another 48 hours of independent
work directly supervised by the team
leader after their general duties training.
This mandatory probation period and
training is at the expense of the Service
Provider.

Appropriate Safe Work Method Statements and Risk Assessments are to be
carried out by the supplier and provided to the Univ ersity.

All Officers providing services are required to undertake the CIS Contractor
induction and a copy of their Security Licence. Drivers Licence and o ther
appropriate licences are to be provided to the University before they
commence duties .
The University reserves the right to accept or reject any individual Security
Officer and to notify the supplier that a particular Officer is not acceptable to
the University without requiring to provide a reason to the supplier.

6

Guard Force
Demographics

Female Officers
The University recognises that the Security Industry is identified as an area
where women are under represented amongst operational officers . T he
University however has a preference that there is a high level of gender
diversity within the Security Team, and the Security Provider should aim for
50% representation from female officers on any shift.
There is a minimum requirement for at least 1 fe male officer to be On Duty
at all times within the Darlington I Camperdown security team in case there
is a need for a female officer to attend to an issue.
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Multiculturalism
The University recognises the Importance of cultural diversity and expects
that the make up of the guard force will match the demographics of the
University and 25% of the guard force should come from culturally diverse
backgrounds . The University Is especially interested in supporting Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander backgrounds to work in the University Security
Team .

7

Contractor
Vehicles

The Service Provider is to provide the University with the necessary vehicles
to complete the required services as listed below.
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

All vehicles are to come complete with light bars, PA Systems,
rechargeable torches, first aid kits, electronic message boards.
All vehicles are to be appropriately marked "Campus Security" as
per the current vehicles
All vehicles are to be regularly serviced and fully maintained by the
Service Provider.
All vehicles will be outfitted with a GPS, Defibrillator and Radio that
will remain the property of the University.
All vehicles are only to be used for the purposes of meeting the
obligations within this tender and are not to be rotated to other
clients except at end of life.
All vehicles are to be maintained at a suitable standard and defects
such as un-roadworthy tyres, scratches, dents and marks are to be
repaired within a reasonable amount of time
The service provider Is responsible for the provision of a
replacement vehicle during the period that any patrol vehicle is not
usable due to maintenance, repairs or services.

Vehicles are to be replaced every 2.5 years during the life of the contract at
the Service Providers expense .
Replacement Vehicles
1
Within 1 month of
contract starting

Replacement
vehicles 2
1 April 2018

Replacement
Vehicles 3
Within 3 month of
the contract
extension (if
granted) in 2020

5 buses will be provided to the University to support the Security bus
services. The following specifications are for the buses:
•

Three buses which can set at least 25 people, one of which is to be
fitted with a disabled wheel chair access .

•

Two 12 seat buses

Buses are to be provided to the University at the rates specified within the
clause 11 below. and the Service Provider is responsible for all costs
associated with the provision of these buses including fuel and any
replacement costs if necessary.
Buses are to have the following
•
•
•
•
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All vehicles are to be appropriately marked "Campus Security" and
with University Branding as per the current vehicles
All vehicles are to be regularly serviced and fully maintained by the
Service Provider.
All vehicles will be outfitted with a GPS, Defibrillator and Radio that
will remain the property of the University.
All vehicles are only to be used for the purposes of meeting the
obligations within this tender and are not to be rotated to other
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•
•

8

University
Materials

clients except at end of life.
All vehicles are to be maintained at a suitable standard and defects
such as un~roadworthy tyres, scratches, dents and marks are to be
repaired within a reasonable amount of time
The service provider is responsible for the provision of a
replacement vehicle during the period that any vehicle is not usable
due to maintenance, repairs or services.

The University will issue and allow for the service providers staff to use and
access as necessary items and systems to complete their duties on the
campuses. These include but are not limited to the following :

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Radios on the University network
Defibrillators for the vehicles
Keys and master keys
Gallagher Access Control and Intruder Detection System
CAMS Alarm Monitoring
Report Exec Security Reporting systE;im
Avigilion CCTV
Equipment to maintain the Parking Enforcement on Cam pus

The information within these systems and regarding these items is available
for operational use only and Is not to be distributed or made available to
other parties. At the University's discretion any misuse of personal
information or breach of this condition may result in the automatic
termination of the contract and possible referral to external bodies or
agencies for investigation and legal action, if deemed appropriate.
All Security Officers will be required to sign an individual confidentiality
agreement with the University.
The service provider is responsible for any financial costs Incurred by the
University due to the loss or damage of any equipment, computer program s
or items, specifically including keys and radios, which belong to the
University and are either lost, damaged or deleted by a Security Providers
staff member.
Other University materials include, desk space, PC's to access Gallagher,
Cardax, CCTV, Landline Telephone, and University documentation includ ing
access to plans, configuration sheets and other necessary information, and
appropriate parking for contractor's security vehicles.
Appropriately licensed Security Officers may use University Vehicles as
required to undertake duties. After providing a copy of their drivers licence.
9

Uniforms

Uniforms are to be provided by the Service Provider In consultation with the
University. These include:
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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White polo style or sim ilar white shirt with epaulets.
Navy blue shorts or skirt for summer with blue navy socks
and black boots or shoes .
Navy uniform style pants
A fleecy pull over type jumper
A high visibility lined rain coat I jacket
A broad hat or cap
A belt suitable for holding equ ipment
A personal first aid kit includ ing a minimum of gloves, CPR
Mask or face shield and a bandage

The University will supply to the Service Provider patches for the sleeves of
all issued items that have the University Crest and the words Campus
Security on the bottom of the patch. These badges are not to be used for
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any other purpose and are to be returned at the end of the contract period .
Campus Security is to be prominently displayed on the shirts and jackets in
Navy writing .
10 Background
IPRs

IPRs owned by each party prior to this Agreement and made available for
the purpose of providing the Services, including the following specific IPRs
to be used under this Agreement:

As appropriate to meet the service agreements

11 Fees

All fees are to be submitted on a monthly basis after the completion of the
works:
•

Contracted Officers are to be charged to the University at the rates
indicated in Section 12.

•

If for whatever reason the Security Officers are not available for a
period in a month or not required by the University, then the monthly
charge will be reduced by the appropriate amount for the period that
the Officer(s) are not available or required .

•

In the event that additional officers are required by the University on
a casual basis, then they will be made available to the University at
a fixed rate of $32 .57 ex gst per hour with a 3% increase per annum
applicable from 01 January of the calendar year.

Fee Increases over the term of the contract will be at the rates specified in
section 12 (Invoicing) of this document.

12 Invoicing

The supplier is to provide a single monthly invoices to the University that
details

1. The fees relating to the hours that the Security Officers have worked
2.

An individual list of any additional casual hours with the associated
WR for identification

Monthly Fee Due
(ex GST)

Annual Fee
From Jan to Dec
(ex GST)

Year 1 - Monthly Payment from
Sept 2015 to Dec 2015

$294,553.73

$3,534,644. 70

Year 2 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2016 to Dec 2016

$303,047.18

$3,636 ,566.2

Year 3 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2017 to Dec 2017

$3 11 ,792.03

$3,741 ,504.41

Year 4 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2018 to Dec 2018

$320,795 .78

$3,849,549.32

Year 5 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2019 to Dec 2019

$330,066.14

$3,960, 793.64

$339,611 .07

$4.075,332.88

Monthly payment

Extension - Monthly Payment
from Jan 2020 to Dec 2020
(Indicative dependant on
Page 9of11
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extension)

Total Cost to 31 Dec 2020
$22,798,391 .15
Future years rates are subject to any agreed price Increases or service
adjustments as indicated in Section 8 on Fees .
Costs that are covered in this rate by the supplier are as follows :
o

o
o
o

o

o
o

o
o

o
o
o

All costs associated with training on WH&S processes
All costs associated with Technical training on products
All costs associated with service, running and lease costs of
company cars or vehicles to achieve the work order
All costs associated with the upkeep of handheld or other
technology enabling the supplier to provide Sydney
University a means of drawing internal reports and job
tracking
All costs associated with supplier provided technological and
communications supply, including phone costs
All costs associated with the upkeep and replacem ent of
tools and power equipment
All costs associated with uniforms, sick leave, annual leave,
Payroll Tax, Payroll administration and RDO
All costs associated with employee liability insurance
All costs associated with supervision and fortnightly site
meetings held on the campus by the supplier managers
All costs associated with administration of Sydney University
reports and or invoices detailing time on site, date, and
location of the job
All costs associated with consumables
All costs associated with Banking or EFT transfer of funds

Supplier's expenses payable by the University that are to be separately
invoiced:
•

None

Special Terms
This Agreement is subject to the following Special Terms: "Not Applicable" .

Executed as a separate agreement on the terms of this Work Order, the Master Services
General Terms, Special Terms (If any), Statement of Work (if any) and any other annexure or
documents expressly Incorporated by reference.
Signatory
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SIGNED for and on behalf of THE

SIGNED for and on behalf of THE SUPPLIER by
its duly authorised representative:

UNIVERSITY OF SYD~ lts duly
authorised re
~
resent ti

.

.

'
................ ............. .................... ........
.
~

Signature

Greg Robinson

P~i~t-~ci ·N~·~ ~

··········DireCfo-r crs·····.. ·... ··

ed Name

..P.. \.~.~~Y,q,~, .. .. ' .... ...... ..... .. ... ......... .
Position

Position

t\ • f ;?. \ c

..... . . . . . .... . . .. .. . . .... . .... ?...... .. ........ .. . . .. . .... .

.. P. .1-f ... D..~.C::.: -~- M.t?.~..?. 9 .\ ~- ..... .

Date

Date

ln.t~~-P~="-·<- ~

Signature

~

......... ...... ... ....K~Y.i.r}.. P.Y.~TY ..................

Printed NamtPperations Manager

In the ~Jen5e of:

.........V..!L. l& .t.(.'11 ......................... .

Signature

U.

.....s·.~2 ~7:':'.~Y.~ ..... Mk?J.-. q ...... .
Printed Name

Note: By executing this Work Order each signatory represents that he or she is authorised to sign
on behalf of its entity. The date of this agreement will be the date this Work Order has been
executed b both arties.
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THE UNtVERSITY OF SYDNEY - REQUEST FOR TEND·E R
SECURITY SERVICES PROVISION ERFT/2014/151

Guard Services Cost - Revised Pricing

$
$
$
$
$

2015
3, 188,898.79
99,299.05
346,459.14
315,425.04
984,627.04
149,440.28
233,033.85
307,294.09
285,874.04
37,232.41
176,470.83
67,968.67
154,131 .48
31,642.86

$

127,784.47

Guard Services

$

Site Manager
Team Leader

s

Control Room Operator
Patrols

$
$
$
$
$

Traffic
Rozelle Campus

Cumber1and
Camden
Gateboxes
Courtesy Bus Drivers
Exams and Special Events
Library
Nepean Patrols

Additional Control Room Operator (1 x Mort-

$

$

$
$
$
$
$

2016
3 ,284,565.75
102,278.02
356,852.92
324,887.79
1,014,165.85
153,923.49
240,024.86
316,512.92
294,450.27
38,349.38
181,764.95
70,007.73
158,755.43
32,592.14

$

131,618.01

$

3,31s,6a3.26 I$

3,416,183.16

I$

$
$
$
$
$
$

s

s
$
i

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

s
s
$

2017
3,383,1 02.7 3
105,346.36
367,558.51
334,534.42
1,044,590.83
158,541.20
247,225.6 1
326,008.30
303,283.77
39,499.86
187,217.90
72,107.97
163,518.09
3.3,569.91

$
$
$

$
$
i

$
$
$
$

s
$
$

$
$

135,566.55 $

2018
3,484,595.81
108,506.75
378,585.26
344;673.46
1,075,928.55
163,297.43
254,642.37
335,788.55
312,382.29
40,684.86
192,834.44
74,271.21
168,423.63
34,577.01

$

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$

139,633.54 $

2019
3,589, 133.68 $
111,761.95 s
389,942.82 $
355,013.66
1, 108,206.41 s
168,196.36 $
262,281.65 $
345,862.21 $
321 ,753.76 $
41,905.41 $
198 ,619.47 $
76,499.34 $
173,476.34 $
35,614.32 $

2020
3,696,807.69
115 ,114.81
401,641 .10
365,664.07
1,141,452.60
173,242.25
270,150.10
356,238.08
331,406.37
43,162.57
204,578.05
78,794.32
178,680.63
36,682.74

s

148,137.23

s

143,822.55

Fri 0600-1400 ex PH and 1x1400-2200)

Total Guarding Services

I$

3 ,518,669.21

Js

3,624,229_35

I$

3,732,95sT3T$

3,844,944.92]
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Courtesy Bus Fleet

$

Electronic Security Maintenance Cost
(Technician Price)

2016
220,382.45

2015

2016
$

464,234.77

I$

2016
13,925.6<1

$

2015
37,686.63

Is
Discount!$

Cash Collection Service

Road Line Marking

Price pre Discount

2015
217,961.44 Is

$

450,713.37

$

2015
13,520.00

I$

2017
222,835.14

I$

2017

2018
225,319.97

2018

$

492,506.67

I$

2018
14,n3.67

Is

2017
137,359.26

Is

$

478,161 .81

Is

2017
14,343.37

I$

2.0 16
38,817.23

4,o3s,564.10

Is

4, 153,543.81

60,548.47

l$

62,303.16

3,916,01s.23

Is

4,091 ,240.65

I$

2019
227,837.41

I$

2019
$

507,281.87

Is

2019
1 s ,216.88

I$

2018
41 ,1 81.20

4,311,368.86

I$

I$

65,510.53

T$

4,305,798.32

2020
230,387.97

2020
$

522.500.32

I$

2020
15,673.39

I$

2.019
42,416.63

Is

2020
150,096.17

4,398,010.86

Is

4 ,52s;109.o3

Is

4 ,763,so2,11

Is

65,910.16

Is

61,sas.64

Is

71,454.04

l

Ts

4 ,332,040.70

4,457,823.39

l$

4,692,148.73

l

I

1.50%
Total Price

$

l

$

All prices are ex GST
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WORK ORDER
This Work Order is entered into between the parties pursuant to a Master Services Agreement
. .
... J
] was entered Into by the parties and
between the parties dated [
with the following Contract Number [IJ{'(/)lON'/20fS/ 30 ~ ]
1

Services

Provide the University with cash collection services for the parking
machines. The successful tenderer (known as the Service Provider) will be
contracted to collect parking machine revenue from the Parking machines in
a safe and secure manner and deposit the funds in a nominated University
bank account.

2

Service Period

1 September 2015 (Commencement Date) to 31 December 2020
(Contract End Date) unless terminated earlier In accordar:ice with this
Agreement.

3

Deliverables
• Site visit and clearances of all meter coin and I or note vault as
required.
• Complete coin I note vault processing at suppliers depot.
• Reconciliation, reporting & banking via EFT of all monies collected
to the University nominated financial institution.
• Report on amounts to nominated University representative to
reconcile deposited amount with University records.
• Maintain and manage the contract of the Parking Machine
Maintenance Agreement as an additional service. SNP to pass the
maintenance costs on to the University as a separate invoice.
Monthly KPl's
1. Clearance of all machines and deposit of funds into the University
bank accounts.
Measured by: Banking reconciliation comparison to reports
2. Trained and appropriately licensed staff only to be used to complete
CIT duties.
Measured by: comparison to Induction and Records to audit of
officers supplying services
3.

Reports to be sent to University Representative 1 day after
collection
Measured by: Audit of reporting timelines compared to received
reports

4.

Zero damage to Machines during cash collection
Measured by: Maintenance Contractor reports on damage to
machines

5.

Zero loss of cash tins and funds
Measured by: Regular audit of funds and items

Failure to meet KPl's
After the first three months of the contract, if during any calendar month the
supplier fails to meet any individual KPI under this work order. the next
month's invoice amount from the total amount owing under Contract
Number [
] , at the University sole discretion. may be
Page 1 of 7
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reduced by 1% for each individual KPI breach.

4

Number of
Collections

If during any quarterly period, the supplier fails to meet three individual
KPl's, with no resolution or justification, the University may, al its sole
discretion, end the contract with the supplier.
Below in Appendix 1 and 2 is a breakdown of how often a machine is
required to be emptied as well as a map of the locations on the
Camperdown and Darlington Campuses .
Total number of pickups on the campuses

•

•

38 at Camperdown I Darlington Campus
2 at Cumberland Campus

The University uses several types of machines.
• Model DG, external slide on vault coins only
• Model Metric &Misco, Internal coin & note vaults
• Boomgate internal cash box at Cumberland
The supplier is to provide an average of 85 cash pickups per month across
40 machines as detailed in Appendix 1.

5

Supplier
Personnel

All officers carrying out cash collection are expected to be proficient in the
machines used by the University; limited training can be arranged at the
contractors expense by the University on a do and charge basis at the cost
of the supplier.
Appropriate Safe Work Method Statements and Risk Assessments are lo be
carried out by the supplier and provided to the University for each pick up
location .
All Officers carrying out Cash in Transit services are required to undertake
the CIS Contractor induction and a copy of their Security Licence, Drivers
Licence and other appropriate licences are to be provided to the University
before they commence duties.
Officers carrying out cash clearance are to be appropriately licensed for
Cash in Transit works, and be covered by appropriate systems and specific
CIT insurance.
The University reserves the right to accept or reject any individual Security
Officer and lo notify the supplier that a particular Officer is not acceptable to
the University without requiring to provide a reason to the supplier.

6

University
Materials

University documentation including access to plans and other necessary
information, and appropriate parking for CIT vehicles.
Access to Spare Cash tins, (to be stored at the suppliers operational base)
and keys to machines.

7

Background
IP Rs

The service provider Is responsible for any financial costs or loss incurred by
the University due to the loss or damage of any equipment, computer
programs or Items, specifically including keys, collected monies and parking
machines, which belong to the University and are either lost or damaged by
a Service Providers staff member.
Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) owned by each party prior to this
agreement and made available for the purpose of providing the Services,
including the following specific IPRs to be used under this Agreement:
As appropriate to meet the service agreements

8

Fees

All fees are to be submitted on a monthly basis after the completion of the
works :
it
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of $13,520.00 ex gst which will be charged to the University at
1/ 1i hof the annual fee $1 , 126.67 ex gst.
.

9 Invoicing

•

If for whatever re ason the Cash Collections are not made for a
period in a month or are not required by the University, then the
monthly charge will be reduced by the appropriate amount for the
period that the Service (s) are not available or required.

•

In the event that additional Cash Collections are required by the
University on a casual basis, then they w ill be made available to the
University at a fixed rate $40 .00 ex gst per collection this includes
either the banking or EFT transfers to disperse the funds back to the
University.

•

Fee increases over the term of the contract will be at the rate of 3%
per annum.

The supplier is to provide a single monthly invoice to the University that
details

1. The fees relating to the cash collections th at have been made
2 . Any casual or other collections are to be separately invoiced as
appropriate

Monthly payment

Mohthly Fee Due
(ex GST)

Annual Fee
From Jan to Dec
(ex GST)

Year 1 - Monthly Payment from
Sept 2015 to Dec 2015

$1.126.67

$13,520.00

2016 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2016 to Dec 2016

$1 ,160.47

$13,925 .60

Year 3 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2017 to Dec 2017

$1,195.28

$14,343.37

Year 4 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2018 to Dec 2018

$1.231 .1 4

$14,773.67

Year 5 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2019 to Dec 2019

$1 ,286.07

$15,216.88

Year 6 e Monthly Payment from
Jan 2020 to Dec 2020

$1,306.11

$15,673.39

$ dependant on

$ dependant on
contract
extension

(Indicative dependant on
extension)

Year 7 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2021 to [
]

con tract
extension

(Indicative dependant on
extension)

Total Cost to 31 December 2020

$87,452.91
Future years rates are subject to any agreed price Increases or service
adjustments as indicated in Section 8 on Fees.
Costs that are covered in this rate by the supplier are as follows :
o
o

Page 3 of 7
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o

o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

All costs associi3ted with service, running and lease costs of
company cars or vehicles to achieve the work order
All costs associated with the upkeep of handheld or other
technology enabling the supplier to provide Sydney
University a means of drawing internal reports and job
tracking
All costs associated with supplier provided technological and
communications supply, includ ing phone costs
All costs associated with the upkeep and replacement of
tools and power equ ipm ent
All costs associated with uniforms , sick leave, annual leave,
Payroll Tax, Payroll administration and RDO
All costs associated with employee liability insurance
All costs associated with supervision and fortnightly site
meetings held on the campus by the supplier managers
All costs associated with administration of Sydney University
reports and or invoices detailing time on site, date, and
location of the job
All costs associated with consumables
All costs associated with Banking or EFT transfer of funds

Supplier's expenses payable by the University that are to be separately
invoiced:
•

None

Special Terms
This Agreement is subject to the following Special Terms:" Not Applicable".

Executed as a separate agreement on the terms of this Work Order, the Master Services
General Terms, Special Terms {if any), Statement of Work (if any) and any other annexure or
documents expressly incorporated by reference.
Signatory
SIGNED for and on behalf of THE
UNIVERSITY OF SY
Y by its duly

SIGNED for and on behalf of THE SUPPLIER by
its duly authorised re res tative:

at' . :

Greg Robinson

P~i~t~ci ·N~·~~

·········mrector· crs ··············

Printe

ame

...D..~.~~w..R.................................... .
Position

...................--~{ .:_,~.~ -~ .C-. --.... ·········· .... .

Position

...P.~- ...P. ~RM~.~... :?.-: ?.l.~ ......

Date

Date

!".z:Z:: .....n.~ =·= · • • •

'".th• ~<2M:t4!f
.
...
·
.
·
.
.
.
.
..
.
.
..
.
.
.
V

Signature

...................Kevin .Duffy .................... .
Printed Na©~eratlons Manager

Signature

... S.~.11~~.Y'Yf.°: ......~/t7J:-:.q...... .

Printed Name

Note: By executing this Work Order each signatory represents that he or she is authorised to sign
on behalf of its entity. The date of this agreement will be the date this Work Order has been
executed b both arties.
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Appendix 1
Cash In transit

5

Manning Rd outside Old Teacher
Coll e next to cha e machine
Western Ave next to entrance to
ovals & cotta In arden bed
Western Ave next to ovals opposite
Ph I Rd In rd bed

6
7

11

At entrance to Manning car park off
Mannln Rd
site Fisher Rd
Law school car park basement level
1 next to lifts
Law school car park basement level
1 next to lifts
Law school car park basement level
2 next to lifts
Law school car park basement level
2 next to lifts

LB1A
LB1B
LB2A
LB2B

23

24

25

27
29

30

31
32
33
34
35

ticket machines

Fisher oar park north east corner
opposite Madsen building off Fisher
Rd
In garden bed off parking area
opposite the northern side of
Institute build!
East corner south side of Institute
building opposite Merewether
build In
Car park south side of Merewether
bulldln behind Disabled ba
Maze Crescent under foot bridge
next to Wentworth building on
foot ath
Maze Crescent on footpath off
roundabout next to lass house
Maze Crescent next to the Old
School In arden bed
Maze Crescent In front of P.N.R
bulldin In arden bed
In the centre of the Bio Chemistry
car ark off Butlln Avenue
Shepherd Street car park level 1
next to lift
Shepherd Street car park level 2
next to lift
She herd Street car ark level 3

Page 5 of 7

Type of
machine

Type of canisters

external vault

1 x coin

Internal va ult

note & coin

external vau lt

1 x coi n

internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

internal vault

note & coin

1 x week

internal vault

note & coin

1 xwaek

ernal vault

1 x coin

erna l vault

note & coin

internal vault

note & coin

1 xwaek

internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

Internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

Internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

external vault

1 x coin

internal vault

note & coin

1 xwaek

internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

external vault

1 x coin

1 x fortnight

Internal va ult

note & coin

1 x fortnight

external vault

1 x coin

1 x fortnight

internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

external vault

1 x coin

1 x fortnight

internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

Internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

Internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

1 x fortnight
2015 Scope of Works - CIT Services

internal va ult

note & coin
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next to lift
Shepherd Street car park level 4
next to lift
37
Shepherd Street car park level 5
next to lift
38
Shepherd Street car park level 6
next to lift
39
Shepherd Street car park level 7
next to lift
40
Parking area east side of
Aeronautical Engineering opp exit
aate Shepherd St
41
Link car park next to the Rose
Street buildina
42
Civil & M1ning Engineering car park
near the PNR buildlna
43
Civil & Mining Engineering car park
next to Chemical Engineering
buildina
45
At entrance to the Western Ave
underQround car oark
81
SIT car park Basement level 1 off
Shepherd Street car oark level 1
82
SIT car park Basement level 2 off
Shepherd Street car park level 2
Cumberland Camous car oark 2
C1
G2
Boom Gate Cumberland Camous
MACHINES
1 times a week= 5
1 times a fortnight = 30

36
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external vault

1 x coin

1 x fortnight

external vau lt

1 x coin

1 x fortnight

external vault

1 x coin

1 x fortnight

external vault

1 x coin

1 x fortnight

external vault

1 x coin

1 x fortnight

external vault

1 x coin

1 x fortnight

internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

external vault

1 x coin

1 x fortnight

internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

internal vault
Internal Vault

note & coin
Coln

1 x fortnight
1 x fortnight

--

1 times a month = 5

TOTAL = 40 Machines
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WORK ORDER
This Work Order is entered into between the parties pursuant to a Master Services Agreement
. ~ I i.
] was entered into by the parties and
between the parties dated [
with the following Contract Number [ VS/i0WIVf2~olS/3o~

1

Services

Provide the University with' cash collection services for the parking
machines . The successful tenderer (known as the Service Provider) will be
contracted to collect parking machine revenue from the Parking machines in
a safe and secure manner and deposit the funds In a nominated University
bank account.

2

Service Period

1 September 2015 (Commencement Date} to 31 December 2020
(Contract End Date} unless terminated earlier in accordance with this
Agreement.

3

Deliverables
• Site visit and clearances of all meter coin and I or note vault as
required.
• Complete coin I note vault processing at suppliers depot.
• Reconclllation, reporting & banking via EFT of all monies collected
to the University nominated financial institution.
• Report on amounts to nominated University representative to
reconcile deposited amount with University records.
• Maintain and manage the contract of the Parking Machine
Maintenance Agreement as an additional service. SNP to pass the
maintenance costs on to the University as a separate invoice.

Monthly KPl's
1. Clearance of all machines and deposit of funds into the University
bank accounts.
Measured by: Banking reconciliation comparison to reports
2.

Trained and appropriately licensed staff only to be used to complete
CIT duties.
Measured by: comparison to Induction and Records to audit of
officers supplying services

3.

Reports to be sent to University Representative 1 day after
collection
Measured by: Audit of reporting timellnes compared to received
reports

4.

Zero damage to Machines during cash collection
Measured by: Maintenance Contractor reports on damage to
machines

5.

Zero loss of cash tins and funds
Measured by: Regular audit of funds and items

Failure to meet KPl's

After the first three months of the contract, if during any calendar month the
supplier fails to meet any individual KPI under this work order, the next
month's invoice amount from the total amount owing under Contract
Number [
] , at the University sole discretion, may be
Page 1of7
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reduced by 1 % for each individual KPI breach.

4

Number of
Collections

If during any quarterly period, the supplier fa ils to meet three individual
KPl's, with no resolution or justification, the University may, at its sole
discretion, end the contract with the supplier.
Below in Appendix 1 and 2 is a breakdown of how often a machine is
required to be emptied as well as a map of the locations on the
Camperdown and Darlington Campuses.
Total number of pickups on the campuses

•
•

38 at Camperdown I Darlington Campus
2 at Cumberland Campus

The University uses several types of machines.
• Model DG, external slide on vault coins only
Model Metric & Misco, Internal coin & note vaults
• Boomgate internal cash box at Cumberland

•

The supplier is to provide an average of 85 cash pickups per month across
40 machines as detailed In Appendix 1.
5

Supplier
Personnel

All officers carrying out cash collection are expected to be proficient in the
machines used by the University; limited training can be arranged at the
contractors expense by the University on a do and charge basis at the cost
of the supplier.
Appropriate Safe Work Method Statements and Risk Assessments are to be
carried out by the supplier and provided to the University for each pick up
location.
All Officers carrying out Cash In Transit services are required to undertake
the CIS Contractor Induction and a copy of their Security Licence, Drivers
Licence and other appropriate licences are to be provided to the University
before they commence duties .
Officers carrying out cash clearance are to be appropriately licensed for
Cash in Transit works, and be covered by appropriate systems and specific
CIT insurance.
The University reserves the right to accept or reject any individual Security
Officer and to notify the supplier that a particular Officer Is not acceptable to
the University without requiring to provide a reason to the supplier.

6

University
Materials

University documentation including access to plans and other necessary
information, and appropriate parking for CIT vehicles.
Access to Spare Cash tins, (to be stored at the suppliers operational base)
and keys to machines.

7

Background

IP Rs

The service provider is responsible for any financial costs or loss incurred by
the University due to the loss or damage of any equipment, computer
programs or items, specifically including keys, collected monies and parking
machines, which belong to the University and are either lost or damaged by
a Service Providers staff member.
Intellectual Property Rights {IPRs) owned by each party prior to this
agreement and made available for the purpose of providing the Services,
including the following specific IPRs to be used under this Agreement:
As appropriate to meet the service agreements

8

Fees

Page 2 of 7

All fees are to be submitted on a monthly basis after the completion of the
works :

•

CIT Cash Collections are to be charged to the University at a rate
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of $13,520.00 ex gst which will be charged to the University at
1/1ih of the annual fee $1,126.67 ex gst.

9 Invoicing

•

If for whatever reason the Cash Collections are not made for a
period in a month or are not required by the University, then the
monthly charge will be reduced by the appropriate amount for the
period that the Service (s) are not available or requ ired.

•

In the event that additional Cash Collections are required by the
University on a casual basis, then they will be made available to the
University at a fixed rate $40.00 ex gst per collection this Includes
either the banking or EFT transfers to disperse the funds back to the
University.

•

Fee increases over the term of the contract will be at the rate of 3%
per annum.

The supplier is to provide a single monthly invoice to the University that
details

1.

The fees relating to the cash collections tha t have been made

2. Any casual or other collections are to be separately invoiced as
appropriate

Monthly payment

Monthly Fee Due
(ex GST)

Annual Fee
From Jan to Dec
(ex GST)

Year 1 - Monthly Payment from
Sept 2015 to Dec 2015

$1,126.67

$13,520.00

2016 • Monthly Payment from
Jan 2016 to Dec 2016

$1 , 160.47

$13,925 .60

Year 3 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2017 to Dec 2017

$1,195.28

$14,343.37

Year 4 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2018 to Dec 2018

$1 ,231.14

Year 5 · Monthly Payment from
Jan 2019 to Dec 2019

$1 ,286.07

$15,216 .88

Year 6 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2020 to Dec 2020
(Indicative dependant on
extension)

$1,306.11

$15,673.39

Year 7 · Monthly Payment from
Jan 2021 to [
]

$ dependant on

$ dependant on

contract
extension

contract
extension

(Indicative dependant on
extension)

Total Cost to 31 December 2020

$87,452.91

Future years rates are subject to any agreed price Increases or service
adjustments as indicated in Section 8 on Fees.
Costs that are covered in this rate by the supplier are as follows :
o
o

Page
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All costs associated with training on WH&S processes
All costs associated with Technical training on products
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o

o

o
o
o

o
o

o

o
o

All costs associated with service, running and lease costs of
company cars or vehicles to achieve the work order
All costs associated with the upkeep of handheld or other
technology enabling the supplier to provide Sydney
University a means of drawing internal reports and job
tracking
All costs associated with supplier provided technological and
communications supply, Including phone costs
All costs associated with the upkeep and replacement of
tools and power equipment
All costs associated with uniforms, sick leave, annual leave,
Payroll Tax, Payroll adm inistration and RDO
All costs associated with employee liability insurance
All costs associated with supervision and fortnightly site
meetings held on the campus by the supplier managers
All costs associated with administration of Sydney University
reports and or invoices detail ing time on site, date, and
location of the job
All costs associated with consumables
All costs associated with Banking or EFT transfer of funds

Supplier's expenses payable by the University that are to be separately
invoiced:
•

None

Special Terms
This Agreement is subject to the following Special Terms:"Not Applicable''.

Executed as a separate agreement on the terms of this Work Order, the Master Services
General Terms, Special Terms (if any), Statement of Work (if any) and any other annexure or
documents expressly incorporated by reference.
Signatory
SIGNED for-and on behalf of THE

~~~~~:;~i;:P::;£Y

l'.s duly

on

of

SIGNED for and
behalf THE SUPPLIER by
its duly authorised repr
ntative:

Si9~~;:5·······~ ..:'.'.'..-:": .......... .
Greg RobinMn

P~i~t~ci ·N~·~~

···········orr0·ctcwc1s· ···········

Pr

Name

.D.~· .~.~~~B-................................... .

Position

Position

J9..\.?....... .

..QJf. .. .P..?.~ .~. ~e.?.t? ..
Date

Signature

Kevin Duffy
.· ·:··· ·· · ·· ·· 'Ot'JS1'llt1011s·Manager ········· ·······
P
. rinted Name

Date

:z£~7~~
....5. 0

.. ... .. ... . . ..

l~N.~... .!>::~ .~?.:J

Printed Name

...... ..

Note: By executing this Work Order each signatory represents that he or she is authorised to sign
on behalf of Its entity. The date of this agreement will be the date this Work Order has been
executed b both artles.
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Appendix 1
ticket machines

Type of
machine

Pickup
times

f':lii'jjjiJ!ijjifjijii!'iiijjiJii[~~~~exttte~r~n~al~v~a~ultt~j11xxccOioinn~~~~~ti. .lfiii;'~l

Manning Rd outside Old Teacher
Coll e next to chan e machine
Western Ave next to entrance to
ovals & cotta e In arden bed
Western Ave next to ovals opposite
Ph . Rd I ard bed

5
6
7

At entrance to Manning car park off
Mannln Rd
site Fisher Rd
Law school car park basement level
1 next to lifts
Law school car park basement level
1 next to lifts
Law school car park basement level
2 next to lifts
Law school car park basement level
2 next to 1lfts

11
LB1A
LB1B
LB2A
LB2B

21
23

24
25

27
29
30

31

32
33

34

35

Fisher car park north east corner
opposite Madsen building off Fisher
Rd
In garden bed off parking area
opposite the northern side of
Institute buildln
East comer south side of Institute
building opposite Merewether
bulldln
Car park south side of Merewether
buildln behind Disabled ba
Maze Crescent under foot bridge
next to Wentworth building on
foot ath
Maze Crescent on footpath off
roundabout next to lass house
Maze Crescent next to the Old
School In arden bed
Maze Crescent In front of P.N.R
buildln in arden bed
In the centre of the Bio Chemistry
car ark off Butlin Avenue
Shepherd Street car park level 1
next to lift
Shepherd Street car park level 2
next to lift
She herd Street car ark level 3

Page 5 of 7

internal vault

note & coin

external vault

1 x coin

internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

internal vault

note & coin

1 x week

internal vault

note & coin

1 xweek

external vault

1 x coin

internal vault

note & coin

internal vault

note & coin

internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

external vault

1 x coin

internal vault

note & coin

1 x week

internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

external vault

1 x coin

1 x fortnight

internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

external vault

1 x coin

1 x fortnight

internal vault

note & coin

1 xfortnight

extern al vault

1 x coin

1 x fortnight

internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

201 5 Scope of Works - CIT Services
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Shepherd Street car park level 4
next to lift
37
Shepherd Street car park level 5
next to lift
38
Shepherd Street car park level 6
next to Ifft
39
Shepherd Street car park level 7
next to lift
40
Parking area east side of
Aeronautical Engineering opp exit
Qate Shepherd St
Link car park next to the Rose
41
Street buildina
42
Civil & Mining Engineering car park
near the PNR building
43
Civil & Mining Engineering car park
next to Chemical Engineering
build Ina
45
At entrance to the Western Ave
underaround car park
61
SIT car park Basement level 1 off
Sheoherd Street car oark level 1
82
SIT car park Basement level 2 off
Shepherd Street car park level 2
C1
Cumberland Camous car oark 2
G2
Boom Gate Cumberland Camous
MACHINES
1 times a week 5
1 times a fortniqht = 30
1 times a month 5
TOT AL 40 Machines

36

=
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external vault

1 x coin

1 x fortnight

extern al vault

1 x coin

1 x fortnight

external vault

1 x coin

1 x fortnight

external vault

1 x coin

1 x fortnight

external vault

1 x coin

1 x fortnight

external vault

1 x coin

1 x fortnight

internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

external vault

1 x coin

1 x fortnight

internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

internal vault

note & coin

1 x fortnight

internal vault
Internal Vault

note & coin
Coin

1 x fortnight
1 x fortnight

=
=
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WORK ORDER
This Work Order Is entered into between the parties pursuant to a Master Services Agreement
was entered into by the
between the parties dated [
parties and with the following Contract Number

J
[l/Sn;?{ON4t>tS'/?t>S.

1

Services

Provide the University with road maintenance line markings to ensure that
parking bays, line markings and associated road markings are clearly visible
to ensure the safety of road users at the University.

2

Service Period

[

I ~ ~pr lO

I~

l (Commencement Date) to
] (Contract End Date) unless terminated

[ 3 ( Dt: (_ 2.0'2.-d
earlier in accordance with this Agreement.
3

Deliverables
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain all road markings within University Lands to a suitable
state
Carry out regular inspections of all University roads to ensure that
all road markings remain reflective and clearly visible
Ensure that any section of road marking that deteriorates beyond
90% visibility is replaced
Carry out works after hours to ensure that there is minimal
disruption to University traffic
Inspect areas where works or construction zones have impacted on
line marked bays and approach the appropriate Project Manager to
obtain an Account Code to allow the affected area to be brought
back up to specification.

KP l's
1.

All road markings to be maintained at 90% visibility
Measured by: Random audit of spaces by University personnel

2.

Markings will be applied using RTA approved waterborne road
marking paint (no aerosols).

3.

Roadway directional arrows and pedestrian crossings will be treated
with reflective glass beads and anti-skid material.

4.

Works to be carried out at times suitable to the University

5.

Annual report to be provided at the contract review detailing the
anticipated works over the next 12 months and schedule for
completing the works

Failure to meet KPl's
if during any calendar month the supplier fails to meet any lndlvldual KPI
under this work order, the next month's invoice amount from the total
amount owing under Contract no. [
], at the
University sole discretion, may be reduced by 1% for each individual KPI
breach.

4

Road Markings

If during any quarterly period, the supplier fails to meet three Individual
KPl's, with no resolution or justification, the University may, at its sole
discretion, end the contract with the supplier.
Attached below Is a breakdown of road markings on the University

330
710
Page 1of4

"L" (corner parking bay marking)
"T" (centre parking bay marking)
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3551

"numbers e.g.: 18" (numbers in each bay)
UNIVERSITY OWNED VEHICLES ONLY
LOADING ZONES
2HR AUTHORISED SPORTS ONLY
5
UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICE DOCTORS ONLY
1
AMBULANCE ONLY
3
FLEET VEHICLES ONLY
6
CLINIC VISTORS ONLY
94
DISABLED BAYS (markings)
20
SPEED HUMPS (6 meters x 3 meters painted all white)
20
PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS
5
Wording - SU SPORT VEHICLES ONLY
5
Wording - UNIVERS ITY HEALTH SERVICE DOCTORS ONLY
5
Wording - UNIVERSITY TRADE SERVICE VEHICLES ONLY
2
Wording - PABX VEHICLES ONLY
3
Wording - LAUREL TREE HOUSE ONLY
3
Wording - UNION VEHICLES ONLY
2
Wording - 2HR PERMIT HOLDERS ONLY
980
LINES PARKING BAY MARKING (4 meter long)
4,000 meters
CENTRE ROAD LINE MARKINGS.

182
100
2

Sample road marking specifications are contained in the following
attachment

Exanl)le Road
Marking Speclflcatlorn

All road markings are to be carried out within a negotiated tlmeframe that is
suitable to the University.

5

Supplier
Personnel

It is expected that this work will be subcontracted. All sub contractors
undertaking works need to complete the University on line Induction.
Appropriate Safe Work Method Statements and risk assessments are to be
carried out by the supplier and provided to the University
The University reserves the right to accept or reject any individual sub
contractors personnel and to notify the supplier that a particular person is
not acceptable to the University without requiring to provide a reason to the
supplier.

6

7

University
Materials

Background

IP Rs

University documentation includ ing access to plans and other necessary
information, and appropriate parking.
The service provider is responsible for any financial costs incurred by the
University due to the loss or damage of any equipment, computer programs
or items, specifically including keys signs, which belong to the University
and are either lost or damaged by a Security Providers staff members or sub
contractors .
Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) owned by each party prior to this
agreement and made available for the purpose of providing the Services,
including the following specific IPRs to be used under this Agreement:

As appropriate to meet the service agreements

8

Fees

Page 2 of 4

All f ees are to be submitted after the completion of the works:

•

Line marking is to be maintained at a rate indicated In Section 9

•

If for whatever reason the maintenance works are not carri ed out or
not required by the University, then the monthly charge will be
reduced by the appropriate amount for the period that the S ervice
2015 Scope of Works - Line Marking Services
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(s) are not available or required .

•

9 Invoicing

Fee increases over the term of the contract will be at the following
rates specified in section 9 (Invoicing) of this document.

The supplier is to provide a single monthly invoices to the University that
details

1. The fees relating to the cash collections that have been made

2. Any casual or other collections are to be separately invoiced as
appropriate

3.

For the purpose of achieving the Year 1 project deliverables from
September to December 2015, the annual tendered fee for Year 1
will be Invoiced at 3/12 of the annual fee.

Monthly payment

Monthly Fee Due
(ex GST)

Annual Fee
From Jan to Dec
(ex GST)

$9.421 .66

$37,686.63

Year 2 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2016 to Dec 2016

$3,234.77

$38,817.23

Year 3 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2017 to Dec 2017

$11.446.61

$137,359.26

Year 4 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2018 to Dec 2018

$3,431.77

$41,181.20

Year 5 · Monthly Payment from
Jan 2019 to Dec 2019

$3,534.72

$42,416.63

Extension - Monthly Payment
from Jan 2020 to Dec 2020

$12,508.01

$150,096.17

Year 1 · Monthly Payment from

Sept 2015 to Dec 2015

(Indicative dependant on
extension)

Total Cost to 31 December 2020

$447,557.12

Future years rates are subject to any agreed price increases or service
adjustments as indicated in Section 8 on Fees.
Costs that are covered In this rate by the supplier are as follows:

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
Page 3 of 4

All costs associated with training on WH&S processes
All costs associated with Technical training on products
All costs associated with service, running and lease costs of
company cars or vehicles to achieve the work order
All costs associated with the upkeep of handheld or other
technology enabling the supplier to provide Sydney
University a means of drawing internal reports and job
tracking
All costs associated with supplier provided technological and
communications supply, including phone costs
All costs associated with the upkeep and replacement of
tools and power equipment
All costs associated with uniforms, sick leave, annual leave,

2015 Scope of Works - Line Marking Services
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o
o
o

o
o

Payroll Tax, Payroll administration and RDO
All costs associated with employee liability insurance
All costs associated with supervision and fortnightly site
meetings held on the campus by the supplier managers
All costs associated with administration of Sydney University
reports and or invoices detailing time on site, date, and
location of the job
All costs associated with consumables
All costs associated w ith Banking or EFT transfer of funds

Supplier's expenses payable by the University that are to be separately
Invoiced:
•

None

Special Terms
This Agreement is subject to the following Special Terms:"Not Applicable".

Executed as a separate agreement on the terms of this Work Order, the Master Services
General Terms, Special Terms (If any), Statement of Work (if any) and any other annexure or
documents expressly incorporated by reference.
Signatory
SIGNED for and on behalf of THE
UNIVERSITY OF SY.
Y by its duly

SIGNED for and on behalf of THE SUPPLIER by
its duly authorised re
sentatlve:

Greg Robinson

P~i~t~d ·N~·~~

..... 'l)frecfor 'ClS" .... ... ...... .

Position

Position

...... ...........U~- .'.?:-..'. ~r............................ .
Date

.l;:!..~.... P.~.~s.M~ ~s .. ;.?.9. ~.'?...........

Date

sig·~~tur~

.. .... .

e\in

·rru1v~~..,.... ,

- . ~ :1::?!F~-

c:c
••,.,-:
..C:-:
.."'.":
••-:-:
••-:--:
•• -:--:
••

. . . . . . .... .

..............?~~1:~t.i~~.~.~~.'!~~~r................ .

..S...Y:.4:f.0!.'Y.~... .. N.~.Q. ........ .

Printed Name

Printed Name

Note: By executing this Work Order each signatory represents that he or she is authorised to sign
on behalf of its entity. The date of this agreement will be the date this Work Order has been
executed b both parties.
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WORK ORDER
This Work Order is entered into between the parties pursuant to a Master Services Agreement
,h
] was entered into by the
between the parties dated [
parties and with the following Contract Number [
d~.

lA 'fl}eoJ;£olf/_f

1

Services

Provide the University with road maintenance 1rne markings to ensure that
parking bays, line markings and associated road markings are clearly visible
to ensure the safety of road users al the University.

2

Service Period

[

t c;€PT

[ 3 I

D~'-

'"20 ( <;

'202D

] (Commencement Date) to
] (Contract End

Date) unless terminated

earlier In accordance with this Aareement.

3

Deliverables
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain all road markings within University Lands to a suitable
state
Carry out regular inspections of all University roads to ensure that
all road markings remain reflective and clearly visible
Ensure that any section of road marking that deteriorates beyond
90% visibility is replaced
Carry out works after hours to ensure that there Is minimal
disruption to University traffic
Inspect areas where works or construction zones have impacted on
line marked bays and approach the appropriate Project Manager to
obtain an Account Code to allow the affected area to be brought
back up to specification .

KP l's
1.

All road markings to be maintained at 90% visibility
Measured by: Random audit of spaces by University personnel

2.

Markings will be applied using RT A approved waterborne road
marking paint (no aerosols) .

3.

Roadway directional arrows and pedestrian crossings will be treated
with reflective glass beads and anti-skid material.

4. Works to be carried out at times suitable to the University

5. Annual report to be provided at the contract review detailing the
anticipated works over the nex t 12 months and schedule for
completing the works

Failure to meet KPl's
if during any calendar month the supplier falls to meet any individual KPI
under this work order, the next month's invoice amount from the total
amount owing under Contract no. [
], at the
University sole discretion, may be reduced by 1 % for each individual KPI
breach.

If during any quarterly period , the supplier fails to meet three individual
4

Road Markings

KPl's, with no resolution or justification, the University may, at its sole
discretion, end the contract with the supplier.
Attached below Is a breakdown of road markings on the University

330
710
Page 1of4

"L" (corner parking bay marking)
"T" (centre parking bay marking)
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3551
182
100
2
5
1

"numbers e.g.: 18" (numbers in each bay)
UNIVERSITY OWNED VEHICLES ONLY
LOADING ZONES
2HR AUTHORISED SPORTS ONLY
UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICE DOCTORS ONLY
AMBULANCE ONLY
3
FLEET VEHICLES ONLY
6
CLINIC VISTORS ONLY
94
DISABLED BAYS (markings)
20
SPEED HUMPS (6 meters x 3 meters painted all white)
20
PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS
5
Wording - SU SPORT VEHICLES ONLY
5
Wording - UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICE DOCTORS ONLY
5
Wording - UNIVERSITY TRADE SERVICE VEHICLES ONLY
2
Wording - PABX VEHICLES ONLY
3
Wording - LAUREL TREE HOUSE ONLY
3
Wording - UNION VEHICLES ONLY
2
Wording - 2HR PERMIT HOLDERS ONLY
980
LINES PARKING BAY MARKING (4 meter long)
4 ,000 meters CENTRE ROAD LINE MARKINGS.
Sample road marking specifications are contained in the following
attachment

exarrple Road
Marking Specification!

All road markings are to be carried out within a negotiated timeframe that Is
suitable to the University.

5

Supplier
Personnel

It is expected that this work will be subcontracted . All sub contractors
undertaking works need to complete the University on line induction .
Appropriate Safe Work Method Statements and risk assessments are to be
carried out by the supplier and provided to the University
The University reserves the right to accept or reject any individual sub
contractors personnel and to notify the supplier that a particular person is
not acceptable to the University without requiring to provide a reason to the
supplier.

6

University
Materials

7

Background
IP Rs

University documentation including access to plans and other necessary
Information, and appropriate parking.
The service provider is responsible for any financial costs incurred by the
University due to the loss or damage of any equipment. computer programs
or items, specifically including keys signs, which belong to the University
and are either lost or damaged by a Security Providers staff members or sub
contractors.
Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) owned by each party prior to this
agreement and made available for the purpose of providing the Services,
including the following specific IPRs to be used under this Agreement:

As appropriate to meet the service agreements

8

Fees

Page 2 of 4

All fees are to be submitted after the completion of the works:
•

Line marking is to be maintained at a rate indicated in Section 9

•

If for whatever reason the maintenance works are not carried out or
not required by the University, then the monthly charge will be
reduced by the appropriate amount for the period that the Service
2015 Scope of Works - Line Marking Services
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(s) are not available or required .

•

9 Invoicing

Fee increases over the term of the contract will be at the following
rates specified in section 9 (Invoicing) of this document.

The supplier is to provide a single monthly invoices to the University that
details

1. The fees relating to the cash collections that have been made
2.

Any casual or other collections are to be separately Invoiced as
appropriate

3.

For the purpose of achieving the Year 1 project deliverables from
September to December 2015, the annual tendered fee for Year 1
will be invoiced at 3/12 of the annual fee.

Year 1 - Monthly Payment from
Sept 2015 to Dec 2015

$9.421 .66

Annual fee
From Jan to Dec
(ex GST)
$37,686.63

Year 2 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2016 to Dec 2016

$3,234.77

$38,817.23

Year 3 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2017 to Dec 2017

$11 ,446.61

$137,359.26

Year 4 · Monthly Payment from
Jan 2018 to Dec 2018

$3,431.77

$41.181 .20

Year 5 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2019 to Dec 2019

$3,534 .72

$42,416.63

Extension - Monthly Payment
from Jan 2020 to Dec 2020

$12,508.01

$150,096.17

Monthly payment

Monthly Fee Due
(ex GST)

(Indicative dependant on
extension)

Total Cost to 31 December 2020

$447,557.12

Future years rates are subject to any agreed price Increases or service
adjustments as indicated in Section 8 on Fees.
Costs that are covered In this rate by the supplier are as follows:
a

o
o
a

o
o
o
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All costs associated with training on WH&S processes
All costs associated with Technical training on products
All costs associated with seNice, running and lease costs of
company cars or vehicles to achieve the work order
All costs associated with the upkeep of handheid or other
technology enabling the supplier to provide Sydney
University a means of drawing internal reports and job
tracking
All costs associated with supplier provided technological and
communications supply, including phone costs
All costs associated with the upkeep and replacem ent of
tools and power equipment
All costs associated with uniforms, sick leave, annual leave,
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o
o
o

o
o

Payroll Tax, Payroll administration and RDO
All costs associated with employee liability insurance
All costs associated with supervision and fortnightly site
meetings held on the campus by the supplier managers
All costs associated with administration of Sydney University
reports and or invoices detail ing time on site, date, and
location of the job
All costs associated with consumables
All costs associated with Banking or EFT transfer of funds

Supplier' s expenses payable by the University that are to be separately
invoiced:
•

None

Special Terms
This Agreement is subject to the following Special Terms:"Not Applicable".
Executed as a separate agreement on the terms of this Work Order, the Master Services
General Terms, Special Terms (if any), Statement of Work (if any) and any other annexure or
documents expressly incorporated by reference.
Signatory
SIGNED for and on behalf of THE
UNIVERSITY OF SY
Y by its duly

SIGNED for and on behalf of THE SUPPLIER by
its duly authorised representative:

~ut~~rlsed 6
Sign a

.
.
.
r '........................... .
tu~

.........................Grag .RQP.i.D.$R\1 ....... .... ..
Printed Name

Director C IS

Position

· ,~.,~,,.-....... .................. ..
····················f/..........

Pri

. ame

..o:~.~~~.................................. ..

Position

.9~....:0.~~-~.~6.~ ..?.q.~~..........

::~~~iiy· · · · . · · · ~ ::::~~~·· · · · · · · ·.·. ·.
P~i~t~d .N~-~o:erations. Manager. .... .. ....... ..

p~j~~d'~0(~.. . ..M .~Tk:.q

Note: By executing this Work Order each signatory represents that he or she is authorised to sign
on behalf of its entity. The date of this agreement will be the date this Work Order has been
executed b both arties.
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WORK ORDER
This Work Order Is entered into between the parties pursuant to a Master Services Agreement
~
] was entered Into by the parties and with
between the parties dated [
the following Contract Number [ t/ff{)C()/Vj2tJ!f/5t)~

1

Services

Provide three service technicians and an afterhours call out service to
Sydney University to repair and maintain the Un iversity's Access Control
and Intruder Detection Systems (ACID Systems) and to carry out other
minor works that are appropriate to this agreement and within the capability
of the technicians.

2

Service Period

[

I St:PT '20 I$

] (Commencement Date) to

[ .3ll. /)EG.. L.O 2...0
] (Contract End Date) unless terminated
earlier in accordance with this Acireement.
3

Deliverables
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•

The supplier is to maintain, service, upgrade or replace on
irreparable failure as authorised by the University all items that are
part of the University's Access Control and Intruder Detection
(AC ID) System, which includes the University's CCTV Systems.

•

The supplier Is to maintain a direct distributor relationship with both
Gallagher and Avlgilon at all times during the contract duration.

•

The supplier Is to comply with all legal requirements including
maintaining a NSW Master Licence.

•

The suppliers technicians are to 'user test' all ACID systems prior to
hand over from builders and project teams to ensure that they meet
installation specifications and the University Security Design
Standards .

•

The supplier is to submit on an annual basis (during the annual
review meeting) a detailed plan of the proposed schedule of
preventative maintenance and proposed upgrades for consideration
and negotiation with the University. This plan will be reviewed in the
quarterly meetings.

•

The supplier is to carry out reasonable preventative maintenance on
items and utilise site inducted technicians to complete this
maintenance.

•

The supplier is to ensure that at least one of the technicians
engaged by the supplier is to have a minimum of 8 months
experience on site (excluding the first eight months of the contract).

•

The supplier is responsible for paying all appropriate fees. licenses
and other charges payable to manufacturers for the continued
operation, version upgrade and associated manufacturer
maintenance requirements and will after payment pass those costs
onto the University on a dollar for dollar basis with no extra
administration or other costs.

•

The supplier is to make available additional technicians and parts,
or if directed by the University use the on-site technicians and parts
for discretionary works on the ACID systems including
commissioning and programming, installing minor works and
discretionary upgrades of systems as required by the University at
the agreed rates specified within this contract.

•

The supplier is to attend fortnightly meetings to discuss the
operational service requirements, quarterly review meetings of
service deliverables and annual contract reviews as requested by
2015 Scope of Works - Electronic Maintenance Services
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the University.
•

The supplier is to maintain with the technicians reasonable spare
parts to ensure that the ACID systems can be repaired within 4
hours of a fault being identified.

•

The supplier Is to engage with the manufacturer of items within the
ACID systems when necessary to provide specialist advice on
highly technical issues and to maintain appropriate commercial
relationships to allow this to occur.

KP l's
1.

That three technicians will be available to the University during
normal operational hours, rostered to ensure that at least one
technician is on duty between 7am and 5pm Monday to Friday
(Business Hours).
Measured by: Hours requested to hours delivered by random audits.

2. The technicians are to be staff of the supplier and no subcontracting
is permitted without negotiation.
Measured by: Quarterly reports on certification
3.

That a technician will be on ~call for the University at all times after
business hours including weekends and public holidays_
Measured by: Random audits of on call staff

4.

That all after hours call outs must be attended to (a technician must
be on site) within 2 hours of being notified of a fault or problem .
Excluding non-metropolitan campuses.
Measured By: Archibus Service Request timings

5.

During business hours 90% of urgent service call faults within the
ACID systems are rectified within 4 hours . Urgent Is defined as
system critical , hlgh risk or perimeter Infrastructure failures.
Measured by: Archibus Service Request timings

6.

That the supplier submit an annual preventative maintenance
schedule for each calendar year of the contract including proposed
equipment upgrades
Measured by: Annual Report Submission

7. That there are no unauthorized disruptions to the Gallagher Head
End program caused by the Service Provider.
Measured by: Gallagher Network Head End Failure
8.

That fortnightly meetings are held with the University to discuss
operational Issues with the agreement
Measured By: Attendance at meetings

9. That all discretionary works, which is defined as maintenance , minor
project works or major fault rectification that are required by the
University are completed within the set tlmeframes.
Measured by: Archibus Service Request timings
Page 2 of 9
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1o. That all reporting as required by the University to meet operational,
WHS or technical requirements is submitted as required in a timely
manner.
Measured by: Date required compared to date submitted.

Failure to meet KPl's
After the first three months of the contract. if during any calendar month the
supplier fails to meet any individual KPI under this work order, the next
month's invoice amount from the total amount owing under Contract
Number [
], at the University sole discretion , may be
reduced by 1%> for each individual KPI breach.

4

Parts Supply

If during any quarterly period, the supplier fails to meet three individual
KPl 's, with no resolution or justification, the University may, at its sole
discretion, end the contract With the supplier.
The supplier is to provide parts as necessary to the University to maintain
the functionality of the University ACID system. Parts are to be provided at
the rates Indicated within the supply rates table and an annual Increase is to
be applied. Note: Pricing below based on Australian dollar current exchange
rate of $0.76 cents and is subject for review at Contract anniversary.
Any additional parts not on the list need to be discussed in the fortnightly
meetings and th e table updated as appropriate. The table and cost of supply
is to be updated at each annual review meeting. The University reserves the
right to cross check pricing against other suppliers at any time.
SU(;!(;!I~

Rates Table

Manufacturer
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Cost to
Supply

Item

Gallaoh,er

8 Input Expansion

$170.19

Gallaqher

Aoerio E100 Series"Lock

$762.50

Gallaqher

T11 Multitech Reader

$273.40

Gallagher

Swipe Plus Reader

$810.32

Gallagher

T20 Mullitech Reader

$647.82

Gallaoher

T10 Mifare Series Reader

$225.09

Gallaaher

Controller 3000 8 Door

$1 925.89

Gallaaher

Controller 5000

$1,129.84

Gallaaher

Controller 5000 GL

$1 ,129.84

Gallaoher

Controller 6000 with 8 door module

$1,833.66

Gallagher

GBUS URI

$301 .95

Gallacher

High Density 10

$422.73

Gallacher

10 Expansion

Gallagher

10 Interface

Gallaoher

RIO

Gallaaher

C200601 RAT

$219.60

Lockwood

Mortice Lock 3500 series monitored

$549.00

Lockwood

Maglock Sinale Monitored

$231.80

2015 Scope of Works
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.
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l..ockwood

Maolock Double Monitored

$414.80

Lockwood

Electronic Strike Monitored

$230.58

Access Control

Push Buttons

$26.84

Access Control

$24.40

Assistance

Emeroencv Break Glass Double Pole
Dual Press Duress Button (Fixed &
Pendant)

Avii:iilon

Avioilon 4CH Encoders

Avii:iilon

8MP 360 Camera

$1 ,783.85

Avig ilon

8MP 180 Camera

$1 ,725.25

Aviailon

1MP Camera Dome

$641 .11

Aviailon

2MP Camera Dome

$770.49

Avii:iilon

3MP Camera Dome

$963.35

Aviailon

SMP Camera Full Bodv

$1,332.75

Aviailon

11MP Camera Full Bodv

$8,166.55

Aviailon

16MP Camera Full Body

$8,657.67

Aviailon

29MP Camera

Aviailon

4.2MP Camera

Avigilon

3MP Camera Full Body

$1 , 194.23

Aviailon

2MP Camera Full Body

Avioilon

5MP H Series

Avioilon

3MP H Series

Avigilon

2MP H Series

Aviailon

1MP H Series

$900.42
Part to be
confirmed
Part to be
confirmed
Part to be
confirmed
Part to be
confirmed

Aviailon

SMP Camera Dome

Avioilon
CCTV

Aviailon 1STB NVR Dual PSU
Analogue Camera Assume Camera ColorDinion XF 1/3" 540TVL Bosch

Gallagher

Gallagher Maostripe Encoder Ill

$953.06

Jacaues

Jacaues Intercom 351+ Series

$512.40

Jacaues
Intruder
Detection
Intruder
Detection
Intruder
Detection
Intruder
Detection
Intruder
Detection

Jacaues Server

$2,433.90

Piezo Screamer

$8.66

Inner Ranae
Tactical
technologies

F900 receiver

Glass Break Detector
Reed Switch (recessed/heavy
duty/surface)
PIR
Dial Up Panel with sini:ile code oad

4A 24V Camera Power Supply

$24 .40
$398.76

$11 ,371.41
Part to be
confirmed

-

$1 ,101.87
$13,776.68
$503.86

$107.70
$13.42
$50.28
$534.36
$1 ,951.99
$181 .78
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Tactical
technologies

SA 12VDC Power Suooly Monitored

$274.50

Gallagher

8A 12VDC Power Supply Monitored

$367.83

Power
Tactical
technoloqles

7AH Batterv

Fargo

Fargo HDPSOOO Printer

lnvonics

lnovonics 16PT Receiver

lnovonics

EN121 2 lnovonics Universal Transmitter

$19.52

10A 12VDC Power Suooly Monitored

$671 .00
$ 10,468.82

$407.64
$88.11

A list of equipment that will be maintained to achieve the KPI 5 will be
submitted annually or as any significant changes are made to security
infrastructure and agreed with the University. These items are to be stored
and maintained in a secure location within the University.

5

Supplier
Personnel

The supplier is to provide three inducted, trained and fully licenced
technicians to the University
The technicians that are supplied are to individually have expertise in
installing and maintaining the security equipment used at the Un iversity and
have the ability to carry out the works that are necessary within this
agreement. As a result they must have completed the relevant training as
listed below.

Sphere of expertise

Requirements

Gallagher access control and
alarm systems

Gallagher installers training

CCTV systems and
installations

Appropriate Security Licence, trade and
course related qualifications

Installation and programming
of dial up alarm panels

Appropriate Security Licence, trade and
course related qualifications

Security Licence

2 F (minimum)

Cabling Licence

ACMA or AS IAL

Archibus Training

Effectively use archibus to identify
issues and upload work undertaken to
rectify faults

(Provided by the University)
WHS

Work,c over General Induction for
Construction
CIS Contractor Induction Process
Other University inductions to access
specific areas

Appropriate Safe Work Method Statements and Risk Assessments are to be
carried out by the supplier and provided to the University.
All technicians carrying out services are required to undertake the CIS
Page 5 of 9
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Contractor induction and a copy of their Security Licence , Drivers Licence
and other appropriate licences are to be provided to the University before
they commence duties.
Technicians are to be appropriately licensed , work directly for the supplier
(no sub-contracting without prior authorisation), and be covered by
appropriate systems and specific insurance.
The University reserves the right to accept or reject any individual technician
and to notify the supplier that a particular technician is not acceptable to the
University without requiring to provide a reason to the supplier.

6

University
Materials

The University will issue and allow for the service providers staff to use and
access as necessary Items and systems to complete their duties on the
campuses. These include but are not limited to the following:

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Radios on the University network
Keys and master keys
Gallagher Access Control and Intruder Detection System
CAMS Alarm Monitoring
Report Exec Security Reporting system
Avigilion CCTV
Archibus, Campus Assist on-line

The information within these systems and regarding these items is available
for operational use only and is not to be distributed or made available to
other parties. At the University's discretion any misuse of personal
information or breach of this condition may result In the automatic
termination of the contract and possible referral to external bodies or
agencies for investigation and legal action, if deemed appropriate.
All technicians will be requ ired to sign an individual confidentiality agreement
with the University.
The service provider is responsible for any financial costs incurred by the
University due to the loss or damage of any equipment, computer programs
or items, specifically including keys and system information, which belong to
the University and ;;ire either lost. damaged or deleted by a Security
Providers staff member.
Desk space, PC's to access Gallagher. Landline Telephone. University
documentation including access to plans. configuration sheets and other
necessary information, and appropriate parking for technician's vehicles.

7

Background
IP Rs

IPRs owned by each party prior to this Agreement and made available for
the purpose of providing the Services, including the following specific IPRs
to be used under this Agreement:
As appropriate to meet the service agreements

8

Fees
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All fees are to be submitted on a monthly basis after the completion of the
works:

•

Technicians are to be charged to the University at a rate indicated
in Section 1O which will be charged to the University at 1/1 ih of the
annual fee.

•

Parts are to be charged to the University at the rates specified in
section 4 of the scope of works as authorised by the University

•

If for whatever reason the technicians are not available for a period
in a month, or not required by the Univers ity for a period, then the
monthly charge will be reduced by the appropriate amount for the
period that the technician(s) are not available.
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•

In the event of an afterhours call out where a technician needs to
attend site, an additional fee of $525.00 ex GST will be charged on
attendance for the first 3 hours on site, and then $225 .00 ex GST
per hour for each additional hour on site after the first 4 hours until
the start of normal business hours.

•

Additional Labour Costs

•

Cost for additional works will be charged at contract prices
for equipment and labour rates as follows:

•

• Labour Rates For Additional Works - Normal Business
Hours: $80.00 ex GST per hour

•

·Labour Rates For Additional Works - Outside Business
Hours: $105.00 ex GST per hour

All indlvidual parts that are supplied and Installed by the supplier in relation
to this agreement will have a 12 month unl imited warranty on the part and
installation.
The supplier ls to provide a single monthly invoice to the Un iversity that
details

1. The fees relating to the hours that the technician have worked

2. An individual list of any on call payments with the associated WR for
identification
3.

An individual list of any parts that were replaced on
associated WR number from Archibus.

a job with the

Any discretionary works or major projects are to be separately invoiced as
appropriate and any license fees or other fees and charges are to be
separately invoiced after the fees have been paid.

Monthly payment

Monthly Fee Due
(ex GST)

Annual Fee
From Jan to Dec
(ex GST)

Year 1 · Monthly Payment from
1 O September to Dec 2015

$ 37,559.45

$ 450, 713.37

2016 • Monthly Payment from
Jan 2016 to Dec 2016

$ 38,686.23

$ 464,234.77

Year 3 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2017 to Dec 2017

$ 39,846.82

$ 478,161.81

Year 4 · Monthly Payment from
Jan 2018 to Dec 2018

$ 41 ,042 .22

$ 492,506.67

Year 5 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2019 to Dec 2019

$ 42,273.49

$ 507,281 .87

Extension • Monthly Payment
from Jan 2020 to Dec 2020

$ 43,541 .69

$ 522,500.32

(Indicative dependant on
extension)

Total Cost to 31 December 2020

$2,915,398.82

Future years rates are subject to any agreed price increases or service
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adjustments as indicated in Section 8 on Fees.
Costs that are covered in this rate by the supplier are as follows:
o
o
o
o

o
a

o
o
o
a

o

o
o

All costs associated with training on WH&S processes
All costs associated with Technical training on products
All costs associated with service, runn ing and lease costs of
company cars or vehicles to achieve the work order
All costs associated with the upkeep of handheld or other
technology enabling the supplier to provide Sydney
University a means of drawing internal reports and job
tracking
All costs associated with supplier provided technological and
communications supply, including phone costs
All costs associated with the upkeep and replacement of
tools and power equipment
All costs associated with uniforms. sick leave, annual leave,
Payroll Tax, Payroll adm inistration and RDO
All costs associated with employee liability insurance
All costs associated with supervision and fortnightly site
meetings held on the campus by the supplier managers
All costs associated with administration of Sydney University
reports and or invoices detailing time on site , date, and
location of the job
All costs associated with the prep13ration of the reports
regarding preventative maintenance and recommended
upgrades for the ACID system
All costs associated with consumables
All costs associated with Banking or EFT transfer of funds

Supplier's expenses payable by the University that are to be separately
invoiced:
•

All licence fees and charges associated with software upgrades and
maintenance upgrades to the electronic security systems programs

Special Terms
This Agreement is subject to the following Special Terms:"Not Applicable".

Executed as a separate agreement on the terms of this Work Order, the Master Services
General Terms, Special Terms (If any), Statement of Work (if any) and any other annexure or
documents expressly Incorporated by reference.
Signatory
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SIGNED for and on behalf of THE
UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY by its duly
authorised represent ·

SIGNED for and on behalf of THE SUPPLIER by
its duly authorised re resentative:

818 JopaJ!O

P~i~t~ci ·N~·~~

··········t:ia·s ufcfoH ·6a:if) ·········

riR d Name

..D~- R.. gc;:::;.?.;P._~- ............................ .....
Position

Position

......... .. .... ....11.:..f~. :. (C... .... .. .............. .

.. R.~ ...D..l?t;;~.~-~~---;?._q_1.~ ........

Date

Date

::::i~~... . . ... .

In theAesepce of:

....... VN.:t4.wff··························.. ··

Signature

M-

. . .. .. . . . .. . Operafons .Mana.Qat ... ............... .

....S -~ ;?.(~Y.~....... N.kT.kfq .... .

Printed Name

Printed Name

Note: By executing this Work Order each signatory represents that he or she is authorised to sign
on behalf of its entity. The date of this agreement will be the date this Work Order has been
executed b both arties .
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~w
~
o_R_K_O_R_D_E_R~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~<»
This Work Order is entered Into between the parties pursuant to a Master Services Agreement
between the parties dated [
.
o1/..
] was entered into by the parties and with
the following Contract Number [ V( 'f/) CJ3'f2r:J tS-/?JJ~

1

Services

Provide three service technicians and an afterhours call out service to
Sydney University to repair and maintain the University's Access Control
and Intruder Detection Systems (ACID Systems) and to carry out other
minor works that are appropriate to this agreement and within the capability
of the technicians.

2

Service Period

(

C~

(

?o 6

] (Commencement Date) to

f)~c.. 2-0"2.0
] (Contract End Date) unless term inated
earlier in accordance with this Aqreement.

[ 31
3

Deliverables
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•

The supplier is to maintain, service, upgrade or replace on
Irreparable failure as authorised by the University all items that are
part of the University's Access Control and Intruder Detection
(ACID) System , which includes the University's CCTV Systems.

•

The supplier is to maintain a direct distributor relationship with both
Gallagher and Avigilon at all times during the contract duration.

•

The supplier is to comply with all legal requirements including
maintaining a NSW Master Licence.

•

The suppliers technicians are to 'user test' all ACID systems prior to
hand over from builders and project teams to ensure that they meet
installation specifications and the University Security Design
Standards.

•

The supplier Is to submit on an annual basis (during the annual
review meeting) a detailed plan of the proposed schedule of
preventative maintenance and proposed upgrades for consideration
and negotiation with the University. This plan will be reviewed in the
quarterly meetings.

•

The supplier is to carry out reasonable preventative maintenance on
items and utilise site inducted technicians to complete this
maintenance.

•

The supplier is to ensure that at least one of the technicians
engaged by the supplier is to have a minimum of 8 months
experience on site (excluding the first eight months of the contract).

•

The supplier is responsible for payi ng all appropriate fees, licenses
and other charges payable to manufacturers for the continued
operation, version upgrade and associated manufacturer
maintenance requirements and will after payment pass those costs
onto the University on a dollar for dollar basis with no extra
13dministration or other costs.

•

The supplier is to make available additional technicians and parts,
or if directed by the University use the on-site technicians and parts
for discretionary works on the AC ID systems including
commissioning and programming, installing minor works and
discretionary upgrades of systems as required by the University at
the agreed rates specified within this contract.

•

The supplier is to attend fortnightly meetings to discuss the
operational service requirements, quarterly review meetings of
service deliverables and annual contract reviews as requested by
2015 Scope of Works - Electronic Maintenance Services
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the University.
•

The supplier is to maintain with the technicians reasonable spare
parts to ensure that the ACID systems can be repaired within 4
hours of a fault being identified.

•

The supplier is to engage with the manufacturer of Items within the
ACID systems when necessary to provide specialist advice on
highly technical Issues and to maintain appropriate commercial
relationships to allow this to occur.

KP l's

1. That three technicians w ill be available to the University during
normal operational hours. rostered to ensure that at least one
technician Is on duty between 7am and 5pm Monday to Friday
(Business Hours).
Measured by: Hours requested to hours delivered by random audits.

2.

The technicians are to be staff of the supplier and no subcontracting
is permitted without negotiation .
Measured by: Quarterly reports on certification

3.

That a technician will be on-call for the University at all times after
business hours including weekends and public holidays.
Measured by: Random audits of on call staff

4 . That all after hours call outs must be attended to (a technician must
be on site) within 2 hours of being notified of a fault or problem.
Excluding

non~m etropolltan

campuses.

Measured By: Archibus Service Request timings
5.

During business hours 90% of urgent service call faults within the
ACID systems are rectified within 4 hours. Urgent is defined as
system critical, high risk or perimeter infrastructure failures.
Measured by: Archibus Service Request timings

6. That the supplier submit an annual preventative maintenance
schedule for each calendar year of the contract includ ing proposed
equipment upgrades
Measured by: Annual Report Submission
7.

That there are no unauthorized disruptions to the Gallagher Head
End program caused by the Service Provider.
Measured by: Gallagher Network Head End Failure

8. That fortnightly meetings are held with the University to discuss
operational issues with the agreement
Measured By: Attendance at meetings

9. T hat all discretionary works, which is defined as maintenance, minor
project works or major fault rectification that are requ ired by the
University are completed within the set timeframes.
Measured by: Archibus Service Request timings
Page 2 of 9
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10. That all reporting as required by the University to meet operational,
WHS or technical requirements Is submitted as required in a timely
manner.
Measured by: Date required compared to date submitted.

Failure to meet KPl's
After the first three months of the contract, If during any calendar month the
supplier fails to meet any individual KPI under this work order, the next
month's invoice amount from the total amount owing under Contract
Number [
], at the University sole discretion, may be
reduced by 1% for each individual KPI breach .

4

Parts Supply

If during any quarterly period , the supplier falls to meet three individual
KPl's, with no resolution or justification, the University may, at its sole
discretion, end the contract with the supplier.
The supplier is to provide parts as necessary to the University to maintain
the functionality of the University ACID system . Parts are to be provided at
the rates indicated within the supply rates table and an annual increase is to
be applied. Note: Pricing below based on Australian dollar current exchange
rate of $0.76 cents and is subject for review at Contract anniversary.
Any additional parts not on the list need to be discussed in the fortnightly
meetings and the table updated as appropriate. The table and cost of supply
is to be updated at each annual review meeting. The University reserves the
right to cross check pricing against other suppliers at any time.
Sueel~

Rates Table

Manufac:turer

Page

3 of 9

Item

Cost to
Supply

Gallagher

8 Input Expansion

$170.19

Gallagher

Aperio E100 Series Lock

$762.50

Gallaoher

T11 Multitech Reader

$273.40

Galla!lher

Swipe Plus Reader

$810.32

Galla!lher

T20 Multitech Reader

$647.82

Gallagher

T10 Mifare Series Reader

$225.09

Gallagher

Controller 3000 -8 Door

$1,925.89

Gallagher

Controller 5000

$1,129.84

Gallacher

Controller 5000 GL

$1, 129.84

Galla!lher

Controller 6000 with 8 door module

$1 ,833.66

Galla!lher

GBUS URI

$301.95

Gallaaher

Hi!lh Densitv 10

$422.73

Gallagher

10 Expansion

Gallariher

10 Interface

Gallagher

RIO

Gallagher

C200601 RAT

$219.60

Lockwood

Mortice Lock 3500 series monitored

$549.00

Lockwood

Ma!llock Sinole Monitored

$231 .80

$192.15
Part to be
confirmed
Part to be
confirmed
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Lockwood

Maglock Double Monitored

$414.80

Lockwood

Electronic Strike Monitored

$230.58

Access Control

Push Buttons

$26.84

Access Control

$24.40

Assistance

EmerQency Break Glass Double Pole
Dual Press Duress Button (Fixed &
Pendant)

Avigilon

Avigilon 4CH Encoders

Avigllon

8MP 360 Camera

$1,783.85

Avioilon

8MP 180 Camera

$1,725.25

Avioilon

1 MP Camera Dome

$641 .11

Avioilon

2MP Camera Dome

$770.49

Avlgllon

3MP Camera Dome

$963.35

Avigllon

5MP Camera Full Body

$1 ,332.75

Aviailon

11 MP Camera Full Bodv

$8,166.55

Aviailon

16MP Camera Full Body

$8,657.67

Aviailon

29MP Camera

Avigllon

4.2MP Camera

Aviailon

3MP Camera Full Bodv

$1,194.23

Aviailon

2MP Camera Full Body

AviQilon

SMP H Series

Avigilon

3MP H Series

Aviailon

2MP H Series

Aviailon

1MP H Series

$900.42
Part to be
confirmed
Part to be
confirmed
Part to be
confirmed
Part to be
confirmed

Aviailon

SMP Camera Dome

$ 1,101.87

Avlgllon
CCTV

Avigilon 15TB NVR Dual PSU
Analogue Camera Assume Camera ColorDinion XF 1/3'' 540TVL Bosch

Gallagher

Gallagher Magstripe Encoder Ill

$953.06

Jacques

Jacques Intercom 351+ Series

$5 12.40

Jacques
Intruder
Detection
Intruder
Detection
Intruder
Detection
Intruder
Detection
Intruder
Detection

Jacciues Server

$2,433.90

Piezo Screamer

$8.66

Inner Ranae
Tactical
technologies

F900 receiver

Glass Break Detector
Reed Switch (recessed/heavy
dutvlsurface)
PIR
Dial Up Panel with single code pad

4A 24V Camera Power Supply

$24.40
$398.76

$11 ,371.41
Part to be
confirmed

$13 ,776.68
$503.86

$107.70
$13.42
$50.28
$534.36
$1 ,951.99
$181 .78
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Tactical
technolooies

5A 12VDC Power Suoolv Monitored

$274.50

Gallagher

8A 12VDC Power Suoolv Monitored

$367.83

Power
Tactical
technologies

7AH Batterv

10A 12VDC Power Suooly Monitored

Fargo

Fargo HDP5000 Printer

lnvonics

lnovonlcs 16PT Receiver

lnovonics

EN1212 lnovonics Universal Transmitter

$19.52
$671.00
$10,468.82
$407.64
$88.11

A list of equipment that will be maintained to achieve the KPI 5 will be
submitted annually or as any significant changes are made to security
infrastructure and agreed with the University. These items are to be stored
and maintained in a secure location within the University.

5

Supplier
Personnel

The supplier is to provide three inducted, trained and fully licenced
technicians to the University
The technicians that are supplied are to individually have expertise in
installing and maintaining the security equipment used at the University and
have the ability to carry out the works that are necessary within this
agreement. As a result they must have completed the relevant training as
listed below.
Sphere of expertise

Requirements

Gallagher access control and
alarm systems

Gallagher installers training

CCTV systems and
installations

Appropriate Security Licence. trade and
course related qualifications

Installation and programming
of dial up alarm panels

Appropriate Security Licence, trade and
course related qualifications

Security Licence

2 F (minimum)

Cabling Licence

ACMA or ASIAL

Archlbus Training

Effectively use archibus to identify
issues and upload work undertaken to
rectify faults

(Provided by the University)
WHS

Workcover General Induction for
Construction
CIS Contractor Induction Process
Other University inductions to access
specific areas

Appropriate Safe Work Method Statements and Risk Assessments are to be
carried out by the supplier and provided to the University.
All technicians carrying out services are requ ired to undertake the CIS
Page 5 of 9
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Contractor induction and a copy of their Security Licence, Drivers Licence
and other appropriate licences are lo be provided lo the University before
they commence duties.
Technicians are to be appropriately licensed, work directly for the supplier
(no sub-contracting without prior authorisation), and be covered by
appropriate systems and specific insurance.
The University reserves the right to accept or reject any individual technician
and to notify the supplier that a particular technician is not acceptable to the
University without requiring to provide a reason to the supplier.

6

University
Materials

The University will issue and allow for the service providers staff to use and
access as necessary items and systems to complete their duties on the
campuses. These include but are not limited to the following:

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Radios on the University network
Keys and master keys
Gallagher Access Control and Intruder Detection System
CAMS Alarm Monitoring
Report Exec Security Reporting system
Avigilion CCTV
Archibus, Campus Assist on-line

The information within these systems and regarding these items is available
for operational use only and is not to be distributed or made available to
other parties . At the University's discretion any misuse of personal
Information or breach of this condition may result in the automatic
termination of the contract and possible referral to external bodies or
agencies for investigation and legal action , if deemed appropriate.
All technicians will be required to sign an individual confidentiality agreement
with the University.
The service provider is responsible for any financial costs Incurred by the
University due to the loss or damage of any equipment, computer programs
or items, specifically including keys and system information , which belong to
the University and are either lost, damaged or deleted by a Security
Providers staff member.
Desk space, PC's to access Gallagher, Landline Telephone, University
documentation including access to plans, configuration sheets and other
necessary information, and appropriate parking for technician's vehicles.

7

Background

IP Rs

IPRs owned by each party prior to this Agreement and made available for
the purpose of providing the Services, including the following specific IPRs
to be used under this Agreement:

As appropriate to meet the service agreements

8

Fees
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All fees are to be submitted on a monthly basis after the completion of the
works:

•

Technicians are to be charged to the University at a rate indicated
in Section 1 O which will be charged to the University at 1/1 i hof the
annual fee .

•

Parts are to be charged to the University at the rates specified in
section 4 of the scope of works as authorised by the University

•

If for whatever reason the technicians are not available for a period
in a month, or not required by the University fo r a period, then the
monthly charge will be reduced by the appropriate amount for the
period that the technician(s) are not available.
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•

In the event of an afterhours call out where a technician needs to
attend site, an additional fee of $525.00 ex GST will be charged on
attendance for the first 3 hours on site, and then $225 .00 ex GST
per hour for each additional hour on site after the first 4 hours until
the start of normal business hours.

•

Additional Labour Costs

•

Cost for additional works will be charged at contract prices
for equipment and labour rates as follows:

•

• Labour Rates For Additional Works - Normal Business
Hours: $80 .00 ex GST per hour

•

·Labour Rates For Additional Works - Outside Business
Hours: $105.00 ex GST per hour

All individual parts that are supplied and installed by the supplier in relation
to this agreement will have a 12 month unlimited warranty on the part and
installation.
The supplier is to provide a single monthly invoice to the University that
details

1. The fees relating to the hours that the technician have worked

2 . An individual list of any on call payments with the associated WR for
identification

3. An Individual list of any parts that were replaced on a job with the
associated WR number from Archibus.
Any discretionary works or major projects are to be separately invoiced as
appropriate and any license fees or other fees and charges are to be
separately invoiced after the fees have been paid .
Monthly Fee Due
(ex GST)

Annual Fee
From Jan to Dec
(ex GST)

Year 1 - Monthly Payment from
1O September to Dec 2015

$ 37,559.45

$ 450 ,713.37

2016 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2016 to Dec 2016

$ 38,686.23

$ 464,234.77

Year 3 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2017 to Dec 2017

$ 39,846.82

$478,161 .81

Year 4 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2018 to Dec 2018

$ 41,042.22

$ 492,506.67

Year 5 - Monthly Payment from
Jan 2019 to Dec 2019

$ 42,273.49

$ 507,281 .87

Extension - Monthly Payment
from Jan 2020 to Dec 2020
(Indicative dependant on
extension)

$ 43,541.69

$ 522,500.32

Monthly payment

Total Cost to 31 December 2020

$2,915,398.82

Future years rates are subject to any agreed price Increases or service

Page 7 of 9
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adjustments as Indicated in Section 8 on Fees.
Costs that are covered in this rate by the supplier are as follows:
o

o
o
o

o
o

o
o
o
o

o

o
o

All costs associated with training on WH&S processes
All costs associated with Technical training on products
All costs associated with service, running and lease costs of
company cars or vehicles to achieve the work order
All costs associated with the upkeep of handheld or other
technology enabling the supplier to provide Sydney
University a means of drawing internal reports and job
tracking
All costs associated with supplier provided technological and
communications supply, including phone costs
All costs associated with the upkeep and replacement of
tools and power equipment
All costs associated with uniforms, sick leave, annual leave,
Payroll Tax, Payroll administration and RDO
All costs associated with employee liability insurance
All costs associated with supervision and fortnightly site
meetings held on the campus by the supplier managers
All costs associated with administration of Sydney University
reports and or invoices detailing time on site, date, and
location of the job
All costs associated with the preparation of the reports
regarding preventative maintenance and recommended
upgrades for the ACID system
All costs associated with consumables
All costs associated with Banking or EFT transfer of funds

Supplier's expenses payable by the University that are to be separately
invoiced:
•

All licence fees and charges associated with software upgrades and
maintenance upgrades to the electronic security systems programs

Special Terms
This Agreement is subject to the following Special Terms:"Not Applicable".

Executed as a separate agreement on the terms of this Work Order, the Master Services
General Terms, Special Terms (If any), Statement of Work (if any) and any other annexure or
documents expressly Incorporated by reference.
Signatory
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SIGNED for and on behalf of THE
UNIVERSITY OF SYON
y its duly

SIGNED for and on behalf of THE SUPPLIER by
Its duly authorised representative:

~/()_
Signature

........................ .. qr~g_RQ~iJJ~RD. .......... .
Printed Name

Diredor CIS

Position

Position

...................\J ~..'.~.:..'..f.". ........................ .

:~---~-~-~

........ ,

Kevi n Duffy

P~i~i~ci ·N~~rations·

Manage·r ··················

..9.~ ... P..?.g,.M&IT... ?.:9.~.~-···
Date

:;:;q;.M.~·····

''' ' ' '' '',,, .

..... $..l.-:17.:-.#.~!Y....... M.k!.1:-.~.. .
Printed Name

Note: By executing this Work Order each signatory represents that he or she is authorised to sign
on behalf of its entity. The date of this agreement will be the date this Work Order has been
executed b . bot~ . artles.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY- REQUEST FOR TENDER
SECURITY SERVICES PROVISION ERFT/2014/151
Guard Services Cost - Revised Pricing.

Nepean Patrols

$
$
$
$
$

2015
3 ,188,898.79
99,299.05
346,459.14
315 ,425.04
984,627.04
149,440.28
233,033.85
307,294.09
285,874.04
37,232.41
176,470.83
67,968 .67
154,131.48
31,642 .86

Additional Cont rol Room Oper at or (1 x Mon-

$

127,784.47

$

131,618.01

$

135,566.55

I$

3,316,683..26

I$

3,416,183.16

I$

3,518,669.21

Guard Services

$

Site Manager

$
$

Team Leader
Control Room Operator
Patrols
Traffic
Rozelle Cam pus
Cumberland
Camden
Gateboxes
Courtesy Bus Drivers
Exams and Special Events
Library

$
$
$
'$

$
$

$

2016
3,284,565.75
102,278 .02
356,852.92
324,887.79
1,014, 165.85
153,923.49
240,024 .86
316,512 .92
294,450.27
38,349 .38
181,764.95
70 ,007.73
158,755.43
32,592.14

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2017
3 ,383, 102.73
105,346.36
367,558.51
334,634.42
1,044,590.83
158,541.20
247,225.61
326,008.30
303,283.77
39,499.86
187,217 .90
72,107.97
163,518 .09
33,569.91

$
$
$
$

s
$
$

s
s
s

s
$

s

s

2018
3,484,59 5.81
108,506.75
378,585.26
344,6 73.46
1,075,928.55
163,297.43
254,642.37
335,788.55
312,382.29
40,684.86
192,834 .44
74,271.21
168,423.63
34,577.01

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2019
3,589,133.68
111 ,761 .95
389,942 .82
355,013 .66
1,1 08,206.41
168,196.36
262 ,28 1.65
345,862.21
321,753.76
41,905.41
198,619.47
76,499.34
17 3,476 .34
35,614.32

$

139.633.54

$

$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

s

$
$
$
$
$
$

2020
3,696,807.69
115,114.81
401,641 .10
365,664.07
1,141 ,452 .60
173,242.25
270,150.10
356,238.08
331,406.37
43,162.57
204,578.05
78,794.32
178,680.63
36,682.74

143,822.55

$

148,137.23

3,132,956.23

Is

3 ,844,944.92

$
$

$
$
$

$
$
$

Fri 0600-1400 ex PH and 1x1400-2200)

Tot al Guarding Services

I$

3,s24,229.3s

I$

I
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$

2015
217,961 .44

I$

2015
Electronic Security Maintenance Cost
(Technician Price)

2016
220,382.45

2016

$

464,234.77

Is

2016
13,925.60

$

2015
37,686.63

I$

4,036,564.10

Disrountl $

·6{),548.41
3,91s,016.23

Cash Collection Service

Road Line Marking

Price pre Discount

$

450,713.37

$

2015
13,520.00

Is

2017
222,835.14 Is

2018
225,319.97

2017

2018

$

478,1 61.81

I$

2017
14,343.37

Is

2016
38,817.23

I$

Is

2019
227,837.41

I$

2019

s

2020
230,387.97

2020

$

522,500.32

2018
14,773.67 I$

2019
15,2.1 6.88 I $

2020
15,673.39

I$

2017
137,359.26 t $

2018
41, 181.20

I$

2019
42,416.63 I$

2020
150,096.17

4,153,543.81

Is

4,371 ,368.86

rs

4,398,010.86

Is

4,525,109.03

I$

4,763,602.11

I

I$

62,3o3.1s

Is

65,510.53

I$

65,910.16 s

61,885.64

Is

11,454.04

I

Ts

4,091,240.65

l$

4 ,305,798.32

l$

l$

4,457 ,823.39

Is

4,692.148.73 J

$

I$

492.506.67

I

507,281.87

1.50%
Total Price

$

4,332,040.70

All prices are ex GST
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From: Emir Balicevac <emir.balicevac@sydney.edu.au>
To:
David Gray <david.gray@sydney.edu.au>
Cc:
Daryl McCreadie <daryl.mccreadie@sydney.edu.au>, Joe Bouchahine
<joe.bouchahine@sydney.edu.au>
Date: Fri, 25 Sep 2015 16:40:04 +1000
Hi Dave,
I will follow this up with a guard you trained why it wasn’t closed.
I will come back to you.
Thank you
Kind Regards
EB
From: Dave Gray [mailto:david.gray@sydney.edu.au]
Sent: Friday, 25 September 2015 4:37 PM
To: Emir Balicevac
Cc: Daryl McCreadie; Joe Bouchahine
Subject: H69 Labs not being secured in the evenings.

Hi Emir,
I have just received a complaint from Colin Williamson in the business school faculty IT that there
is students in the H69 Labs past midnight and that the labs had not been locked in recent times.
On Wednesday I went through the lock up procedure with the security guard showing him these
rooms and that they are to be locked with all students being asked to leave I didn’t get dates
from Colin but could ask him if you want me to.
Would you be able to follow this up as my understanding is we agreed that students would be
asked to leave and they would be locked?
Previously they have been locked and students made to leave by 9.30pm.
Regards
David Gray | Campus Assist Team Leader, Darlington Precinct |
Campus Infrastructure & Services
THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
Merewether Building H04 |
T +61 2 9351 7568 | F +61 2 9351 6640 | M +61 423826141
E david.gray@sydney.edu.au | W http://sydney.edu.au/facilities/
CRICOS 00026A
This email plus any attachments to it are confidential and are subject to a claim for privilege. Any unauthorised use is strictly
prohibited. If you receive this email in error, please delete it and any attachments.

P Save Paper - Do you really need to print this e-mail?
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Creating a Safer Community
for All: Sexual Harassment
and Assault on Campus
The University of Sydney, 2016
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This report was produced by the Deputy
Vice Chancellor (Registrar) Portfolio.
The University thanks the members of the Safer
Community working group for their contribution to
the development of this survey and recommendations.
Sincere thanks to all the students who completed the
survey and shared their stories and perspectives on
how to create a Safer Community for All.

B
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Creating a Safer Community for All:
Sexual Harassment and Assault on Campus
Executive Summary
In September 2015 a survey entitled Creating
a Safer Community for All: Sexual Harassment
and Assault on Campus was launched. All
currently enrolled students at the University
of Sydney were invited to complete the survey,
which aimed to gather information about
student experiences of sexual harassment and
assault on campus, as well as their experiences
with and perceptions of existing institutional
procedures for reporting. It was completed by
a total of 1926 students over two weeks.
Of the 1926 students who completed the
survey 71.7% were undergraduate and 28.3%
postgraduate students; 85.1% were domestic
students and 14.9% international students;
62.6% identified as female and 34.1% identified
as male. Close to one quarter (25.3%) of
respondents reported sexual orientation
other than heterosexual.

Incidence and behaviour types
Of the 1926 students who responded to
the survey, 6.2% (119 of total respondents)
reported experiencing one or more
occurrence of stalking, sexual assault or
harassment while on campus, at a residential
college, participating in University affiliated
sporting events or while on fieldwork. Twenty
five percent (24.7%, n=476) of all respondents
reported experiencing some form of
unacceptable behaviour, unwanted sexual
harassment or assault over the time they were
enrolled at the University, with the majority
of these incidents occurring off campus.
The incident frequency analysis in Table One
(pg 5) includes responses relating to incidents
experienced across all of the on campus
contexts listed above.

The highest proportion of all incidents which
respondents indicated had taken place on
a University of Sydney Campus were those
in which a respondent had been stalked,
followed, or received repeated unwanted
messages, texts, emails, etc. from someone
that made them uncomfortable. The majority
of these students were female and domestic
students. Higher reported rates of sexual
assault or rape occurred in the domestic and
female cohort. There also appears to be a
heightened risk level for LGBTIQ students.

Reporting
Of the students who indicated that an incident
occurred on campus, 23 reported this in an
official capacity, 19 of these reports were
made to the University of Sydney. Females
were slightly less likely to report than males
(21% vs 30% reporting rates).
Awareness of existing processes for reporting
and support was not widespread, with 56.83%
of respondents indicating that they would
benefit from additional information about
where and how to seek help on campus if they
wanted to report an incident of unwanted
sexual experience.

1
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Safety on campus
A majority of all respondents (75.7%) agreed
or strongly agreed with the statement that
they felt safe on campus. There is a drop
in agreement regarding safety in students
identifying as LGBTIQ, where 62% agreed
or strongly agreed that they felt safe on
campus. A majority of students felt positive
about the University of Sydney’s concern for
their welfare:
–– 83% of respondents agreed and
strongly agreed that faculty, support
and management staff respect what
students think
–– 78% of students agreed and strongly agreed
that faculty staff are generally concerned
about their welfare
–– 84% of students agreed and strongly agreed
that faculty, support and management staff
treat students fairly.
Analysis of the Safer Community survey
has informed the development of five
recommendations for action in areas of
concern highlighted by respondents to
the survey: a public stance on acceptable
behaviours, increased student awareness of
reporting mechanisms and responsibilities,
robust reporting and support mechanisms,
safety on campus and staff training and
referral pathways.
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Recommendations
–– It is recommended that the University
develop a clear statement regarding
acceptable behaviour on campus as
complimentary to, but standalone from, the
existing Student Code of Conduct.
–– It is recommended that clearer
communication mechanisms be established
to routinely reinforce to students their
responsibilities under this code, and to
reinforce awareness of procedures and
protocols for incident reporting and
accessing support.
–– It is recommended that there be a further
review of the incident and complaint
handling mechanisms to clarify and simplify
points of contact and procedures for
incident reporting.
–– It is recommended that a review be
undertaken of existing Campus Security
with a view to strengthening security and
safety measures on campus.
–– It is recommended that the internal
staff consultation and triage hotline
be augmented to provide additional
guidance to staff on appropriate
responses to reported incidents of
sexual harassment and assault.
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Background and detailed results

Results

Young people between the ages of 18 and
24 were the most likely group to have
experienced some form of violence in
2012, according to a report released by the
Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS). As part
of the University of Sydney’s ongoing and
comprehensive commitment to effectively
addressing the issue of assault, harassment
and unacceptable behaviours, the University
of Sydney distributed a climate survey to all
students in September 2015. The Creating A
Safer Community For All: Sexual Harassment
and Assault on Campus survey asked students
about their attitudes, perceptions and direct
experiences of unacceptable behaviours,
as well as their opinions on the University
resources and practices related to preventing
and dealing with instances of misconduct.

A majority of students who completed the
survey had not themselves experienced
an incident, indicating that there is strong
student interest and engagement in this issue.

The survey was developed by staff within
the Deputy Vice Chancellor (Registrar)
portfolio, based on international best practice
exemplars and in collaboration with student
representatives. The student consultation
mechanisms and survey purpose were
endorsed by the Senior Executive Group of
the University in 2015. A standing group of
student representatives and University staff
was formed to assist in the development
of the survey and to ensure the student
voice was reflected in the terminology and
questions contained within. The survey
was approved by the University’s Human
Ethics Research Committee. This survey was
launched in September 2015 and all currently
enrolled students were invited to respond.
It was completed by a total of 1926 students
over two weeks. Preliminary results of both
the quantitative and qualitative data were
presented to the student working group, and
their feedback informed recommendations
presented to the Senior Executive Group in
2016 for endorsement and implementation.

Demographics
The results set forth in this report were
compiled from 1926 survey respondents, (a
response rate of 3.85% of the entire student
population). In reference to demographics,
71% percent of the survey participants were
undergraduates and 28% percent were
postgraduate students. Sixty two (62%)
percent were women (n= 1198), 34% percent
were men (n= 652), and 110 (7.11%) other
gender identified people: transgender, nonbinary, agender and genderless) excluding
cisgender 202 (10.56%) and people prefered
not to say 26 (1.36%). International student
representation in completing the survey was
low in comparison to the number of currently
enrolled students (14.9%).

Incidence patterns of
unacceptable behaviours
Twenty five percent (24.7%, n=476) of all
respondents reported experiencing some
form of unacceptable behaviour, unwanted
sexual harassment or assault while enrolled
at the University. There were differences in
incidence rates by unacceptable behaviour
type (stalking, sexual assault, rape or sexual
harassment). Detailed data was collected
on the context, reporting, and demographic
differences for each behaviour type are
reported in more detail below.
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Over the period of student enrolment at
the University, the highest proportion (9.4%
n=181) of all respondents had experienced an
incidence of sexual harassment (defined in
the survey as: unwelcome sexual advances,
requests for sexual favours, and other
verbal conduct of a sexual nature or if
conduct creates a hostile environment). Of
all respondents less than one-tenth (7.8%)
reported that they had been stalked, followed,
or received repeated unwanted messages,
texts, emails, from someone that made them
uncomfortable and less than five percent
(3.8%) of all respondents reported that they
had been in a relationship that was controlling
or abusive (physically, sexually, psychologically,
emotionally, or financially). About three
percent (2.6%) indicated that they had been
sexually assaulted and less than 1% (0.88%)
indicated that they had been raped during the
period of time where they had been enrolled
at the University.
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Across enrolment patterns, for most types of
unwanted behaviours, there was a decreased
rate of incidents from undergraduate to
postgraduate status, for stalking 10.31% to
8.41% and for sexual assault 3.96% to 2.56%.
For reported rape there is a significant decline
from 1.47% to 0.23% and sexual harassment
from 13.44% to 7.96% from undergraduate
to postgraduate study. There were marginal
increased rates of abusive relationships from
undergraduate to postgraduate student status,
4.62% to 5.62%.

Interrogating the data by gender, over one
third (39.76%) of undergraduate women had
been victims of at least one unacceptable
behaviour experience since enrolling at
university irrespective of the site of the
behaviour: 11.88% were victims of stalking;
1.6% of women were raped; 5.1% were sexually
assaulted, 4.22% report being in abusive
relationships and 16.96% were sexually
harassed. The self-reported rate of sexual
assault or unacceptable behaviours among
males was low (12.8%, n=83) across all types of
behaviours. Respondents who did not identify
themselves as either male or female (5.75%
of total respondents) were at an elevated risk
for unacceptable behaviours (36.8% of this
student cohort reported experiencing some
form of behaviour listed in the survey).
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Incidence of unacceptable
behaviours occurring on campus

The highest proportion of all incidents which
had taken place on a University of Sydney
campus were those in which a respondent
had been stalked, followed, or received
repeated unwanted messages, texts,
emails, etc. from someone that made them
uncomfortable. Table One below identifies
type of unacceptable behaviours occurring
on campus, by gender and international
or domestic status.

Of all those respondents who specified an
incident type, one quarter reported that
the incident took place at The University of
Sydney (n=119, 25%), while on campus, at a
residential college, participating in University
affiliated sporting events or while on fieldwork.
There was no significant difference in rates
for location of any type of behaviour, thus all
figures will be reported for University campus
generally. The majority of these students were
female and domestic students. There also
appeared to be a heightened risk level for
LGBTIQ students.

In regards to on campus incidents,
undergraduate domestic female students
and students from the LGBTIQ communities
have the highest reported rates of all
behaviour types.

Table One: Total on campus incident types and demographic profile of students
Incident Type

Total
(n= 1926 respondents)

On-Campus Incident Frequency Demographic Analysis
Female
(n=1198)

Male
(n=652)

LGBTIQ
(n=442)

International
(n=284)

Domestic
(n=1625)

All Incidents

6.17%
(n=119)

7.51%
(n=90)

3.07%
(n=20)

11.09%
(n=49)

4.57%
(n=13)

6.46%
(n=106)

Stalking

6.12%
(n=118)

7.34%
(n=88)

3.07%
(n=20)

11.08%
(n=49)

4.57%
(n=13)

6.40%
(n=105)

Sexual
Harassment

3.37%
(n=65)

4.01%
(n=48)

1.38%
(n=9)

6.56%
(n=29)

2.46%
(n=7)

3.51%
(n=58)

Sexual Assault

1.29%
(n=25)

1.50%
(n=18)

0.61%
(n=4)

2.49%
(n=11)

1.76%
(n=5)

1.23%
(n=20)

Rape

0.41%
(n=8)

0.42%
(n=5)

0.30%
(n=2)

1.13%
(n=5)

0.35%
(n=1)

0.43%
(n=7)

Note: on campus incidents occurring over the duration of a students’ enrolment at the University. Students may have experienced more
than one type of unacceptable behaviour and thus appear in multiple cells.
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Safety and resources
Participants were asked their views on safety
on campus and resources available to them
related to sexual assault, as well as the level
of confidence they had in the university when
it came to effectively preventing and dealing
with sexual assault. Over 75% of all students
agreed or strongly agreed that they feel safe
on their campus. More male respondents
reported feeling safe than female respondents.
People who reported feeling less safe while on
campus are people who identify themselves
as homosexual, lesbian, gay, bisexual or queer
LGBTQI (68%). Fifty-seven percent of the
respondents were not aware where to go on
campus to get help in the event of an incident,
while 40% reported they have confidence
that the University would take them seriously
if they reported an unwanted sexual assault
or experience.
In open text feedback, respect of specific
improvements for safety on campus, the
most frequently cited concerns were:
–– insufficient security personnel
–– insufficient surveillance
–– insufficient lighting on campus
–– concerns about getting to forms
of transport
–– concerns around events, especially
those involving alcohol.
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Students were asked to indicate if they
had told anyone about their sexual assault
or unacceptable behaviour, and if so to
whom they disclosed. A relatively small
percentage (eg. 1.4% or less) of even the
most serious incidents are reported. The
rate of reporting within the University was
1% of incidents reported to an official on
campus. Understanding disclosure postassault is significant for a number of reasons
including reactions and action(s) taken by
those to whom the individual discloses.
Those students who did tell the University
of Sydney were asked to indicate whether
the University helped resolve their issue.
Forty one percent (n=9) of the students who
reported the incident to the university said
that the university’s formal procedures did
not help them deal with the problem. It should
be noted that the number of respondents
who reported their experiences were low,
however the proportion reporting that the
University response was unhelpful requires
serious consideration.
Of the students who indicated that they had
experienced an incident of sexual harassment
or assault while enrolled at the University
of Sydney, irrespective of the site of the
behaviour, only 18.9% (n=27) had reported
this incident to anyone either internal to
or external to the University. The majority
of respondents to the survey reported
not knowing where to access reporting
or support mechanisms provided by the
University. Only 23.25% of respondents were
confident they would know where to go on
campus if they, or a friend, were sexually
assaulted; this was compared to 53.83% of
students who definitely did not know where to
obtain assistance in response to an incident
of sexual assault.
This lack of awareness about university
mechanisms is supported in the qualitative
data; a number of respondents also
highlighted their lack of awareness of
resources as a problem.
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A majority of students, however, felt positive
about the University of Sydney’s concern
for their welfare. Most (83% of respondents)
agreed and strongly agreed that faculty,
support and management staff respect
what students think. Seventy-eight (78%)
of students agreed or strongly agreed that
faculty staff are generally concerned about
their welfare, and 84% of students agreed
or strongly agreed that faculty, support
and management staff treat students fairly.
Respondents are unsure about the University’s
ability to respond effectively to incidents
of sexual assault. While the majority of
respondents agreed or strongly agreed that
the University would handle a situation well
(60%) and in a fair and responsible manner
(71%), respondents also felt that the University
responded too slowly to incidents (62%).
In respect of specific support, the services
most frequently mentioned by respondents
were psychological and academic support.
The University already provides these
services and therefore the focus should be
on examining whether there are additional
training requirements to ensure staff are able
to appropriately respond and triage reports of
unacceptable behaviours. Other suggestions
for support included financial assistance,
temporary accommodation, legal support,
liaising with the police, and safe transport.
When considering the implementation of
these measures it is important to focus on
what victims of sexual violence are looking for
from the University:

E17-0445-AS-09-007PR-0002

The findings from the survey indicate of the
need for increased efforts to disseminate
information about the many ways the University
of Sydney addresses unacceptable behaviours,
and to highlight appropriate sources of
information and assistance. Students’ interest
in learning more about what they can do about
unwanted sexual experience, as captured by
this assessment, points to an opportunity for
administrators, faculty, staff, and students
to elevate conversations about the issue and
inform the student population. The findings
support continued investment in campus safety,
prevention and response efforts on campus.
These findings directly inform recommendations
to the University for preventing and responding
to unacceptable behaviours in order to provide
a safe and supportive learning environment
for all students.

“A campaign as loud and visible as Disability
Awareness Week about the university staff saying
no to sexual harassment and assault. I’d like to
see videos and glossy photos of Senate members
wearing red t-shirts saying they won’t put up
with that anymore infront of the quad, instead of
dealing with this issue behind the scenes. I want to
be proud of my University, the staff, the senate, the
students, to be able to point to a vocal campaign
to end the sexual assault on campus – show us that
you support us, be loud and clear – be leaders!”
Woman, Postgraduate student

“How do you see this affecting your ability to
continue this semester? Will you need special
consideration?” - that is literally all I wanted
to hear. I’d had a police officer tell me six weeks
was too late to effectively file a report, I wasn’t
looking for the uni to fix me but I needed them
to help me cope.”
Male, Undergraduate Student
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Recommendations

Recommendation One

This summary outlines five key
recommendations for action proceeding
from a qualitative and quantitative analysis
of the survey results with further refinement
and feedback from a focus group comprised
of staff and student representatives. All
recommendations have been noted and
endorsed by the Senior Executive Group
for implementation and address areas of
concern highlighted by respondents to
the Survey: a public stance on acceptable
behaviours, increased student awareness of
reporting mechanisms and responsibilities,
robust reporting and support mechanisms,
safety on campus and staff training and
referral pathways.

It is recommended that the University develop
a clear statement regarding acceptable
behaviour on campus as complimentary to,
but standalone from, the existing Student
Code of Conduct.

Recommendation Two
It is recommended that clearer
communication mechanisms be established
to routinely reinforce to students their
responsibilities under this code, and to
reinforce awareness of procedures and
protocols for incident reporting and
accessing support.

Recommendation Three
It is recommended that there be a further
review of the incident and complaint handling
mechanisms to clarify and simplify points of
contact and procedures for incident reporting.

Recommendation Four
It is recommended that a review be
undertaken of existing Campus Security with
a view to strengthening security and safety
measures on campus.

Recommendation Five
It is recommended that the internal staff
consultation and triage hotline be augmented
to provide additional guidance to staff on
appropriate responses to reported incidents
of sexual harassment and assault.
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FW: NSW
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driver
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From: Daryl McCreadie <"/o=sydneyuniversity/ou=exchange administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=dmcc5159b1e">
To:
"Tommy Sirour (tommy@sigservices.com.au)" <tommy@sigservices.com.au>
Cc:
Emir Balicevac <emir.balicevac@sydney.edu.au>
Date: Fri, 04 Mar 2016 09:55:26 +1100
Hi Tommy,
We are getting daily complaints about Sam. We need to look for another bus driver asap before
this guy really embarrasses us.
-

He’s rude
Doesn’t follow directions
Had to be forced to take a 2-way radio with him the other day
He’s not what we need.

From: Ben Pfitzner
Sent: Friday, 4 March 2016 3:30 AM
To: Emir Balicevac
Cc: Daryl McCreadie
Subject: Bus driver Sam Ayed complaint
Hello
Yesterday a staff member called and complained about Sam Ayed.
She said he refused to let her on the bus and was very rude and aggressive towards her, she felt very
threatened.
The staff member said she did not want to give detail as she will come into security to make a formal
complaint in person and show a video she took of the incident.
Also that evening Wilkinson building perimeter door (Maze Crescent) door was on free access and
could not be secured. Sam was asked to leave his lock up duties and remain static at entry
until completion of his shift at 0200, because the other patrol guards were busy closing doors.
When I spoke to him he was aggressive and abusive. He said this isn't his job and I or the CMS
operator had no right to ask him to leave his normal duties and that he is normally finished by 1230
and I had not right to keep him on site until 0200.
This is not the first time I or other teams have had problems with him and probably wont be the last if
you don't take action.
Regards,
Ben Pfitzner
Campus Security Unit| Campus Infrastructure Services
THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
22 Codrington Street, Darlington | The University of Sydney | NSW | 2006
T +61 2 93513487| F +61 2 9351 4555 |
E ben.pfitzner@sydney.edu.au
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RE: CSU Reflections on "Creating a Safer Community
for All: (2016)"
From: Steve Sullivan <"/o=sydneyuniversity/ou=exchange administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=ssul5285a00">
To:
Morgan Andrews <morgan.andrews@sydney.edu.au>
Cc:
Dennis Smith <dennis.smith@sydney.edu.au>
Date: Wed, 01 Jun 2016 14:37:15 +1000
Morgan,
Thanks for this. It is a good report. I would, however, suggest that it might be prudent to avoid
‘opinion’ as highlighted in yellow and only comment based on the assumption that the statistics
provided are accurate.
Let me know if you’d like to discuss.
Kind regards
Steve
STEVE SULLIVAN | Divisional Manager
Facility Management & Services | Campus Infrastructure & Services

THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
Services Building G12 | 22 Codrington Street Darlington| NSW | 2008
T +61 2 9114 2118 | F +61 2 9351 6129 | M +61 408 209 777
E steve.sullivan@sydney.edu.au | W http://sydney.edu.au
CRICOS 00026A
This email plus any attachments to it are confidential. Any unauthorised use is strictly prohibited. If you receive this email in
error, please delete it and any attachments.
Please think of our environment and only print this e-mail if necessary .

From: Morgan Andrews
Sent: Tuesday, 31 May 2016 4:01 PM
To: Steve Sullivan
Cc: Dennis Smith
Subject: CSU Reflections on "Creating a Safer Community for All: (2016)"
Issue

Campus Security Review of the survey findings and paper titled “Creating a Safer Community for
All: Sexual Harassment and Assault on Campus” (2016).
Background

In September 2015 a survey was undertaken and sent to all students enrolled at that time which
was aimed at gathering information about student experience of sexual harassment and assault
on campus as well as their experiences with and perception of institutional procedures for
reporting.
1,926 students completed the survey, (which is identified as 3.85% of the 2015 Student
Population). Of those who responded 476 identified as having experienced some form of
unacceptable behaviour, unwanted sexual harassment or assault while enrolled at the University.
However the report noted that “the majority of these incidents happened off campus” (p1:2016).
Of the 476 matters; 119 were identified as occurring on campus, with on campus being defined
quite broadly as at a University Campus, at a residential college, while participating in a
University sporting event or while on fieldwork (p5:2016).
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Also as the survey allowed for a single matter to be reported in a number of categories, or alternatively,
a single student may have experienced more than one type of matter, it is difficult to draw conclusions
(based on the statistics) to the actual levels of ‘on campus’ occurrence rates. Additionally because the
survey was self-selecting in responses, it is likely that responses were more likely to be received from
people who had an interest in this issue. Due to this, the correlation rate from survey participants
through to the general population may not necessarily follow through on a 1:1 basis.

Given these facts CSU will only comment on the trends that were identified when comparing the
statistics from the survey to the actual reported occurrences within Security.
Comment

In the past 5 years Campus Security has received 59 reports of what is within this paper defined
as unacceptable behaviour, unwanted sexual harassment or assault, although the terminology
used within Campus Security is different to that in the paper.
The ratio of the type of matters reported to Campus Security broadly matches the findings of the
survey in that the highest proportion of matters reported is harassment or stalking (76.2%), with
inappropriate activity, acts of indecency, making up the next highest category (20.4%) of these
reports and sexual assault being only reported twice (3.4%) in 5 years. This indicates that only a
small statistical minority (less that 0.1%) of the overall student population over the last 5 years
have reported these type of matters to Campus Security.
Of interest is that the respondents to the survey who identified as LGBTIQ was quite high as were
the number of victims. The number of reports received by Campus Security however that could
be identified as relating to LGBITIQ was extremely small. We note however that Campus Security
does not maintain any data on a victims sexuality, nor do we question a person in relation to
these matters when we are dealing with them. We would however concur with the findings of the
paper that there seems to be a correlation between victims who identify as LGBTIQ and reporting
rates. CSU has discussed this with Student Support and will be seeking to fit in with the
University overall response to this issue.
The report indicated 5 key recommendations for consideration, two of them (recommendations 3
and 4) relate to aspects of security and safety on Campus or CSU’s work within the University
community.
3. It is recommended that there be a further review of incident and complaint handling
mechanisms to clarify and simplify points of contact and procedures for incident reporting.
·

·

·

The University in response to this has set up a new campaign, website and
reporting framework. CSU staff and contractors have been briefed on this and the
relevant officers informed to be aware of any issues that may fall into this
category and inform the victims of their ability to report these matters.
We are also updating the back of our incident contact cards that are handed out
to any victims that Campus Security may interact with to include how to report
the matter to the University and also the new list of counselling services including
1800 RESPECT, Twenty10 Gay and Lesbian Counselling and Beyond Blue in
addition to the normal contacts.
Finally appropriate Campus Security management and officers will be undertaking
the Ally Training provided by Equity and Diversity.

4. It is recommended that a review be undertaken of existing Campus Security with a view to
strengthen security and safety measures on Campus.
·
·
·

Campus Security sent high level representatives to all the night precinct walks in
2015, to advise on lighting and other factors that may impact on natural
surveillance and feelings of safety on Campus.
A complete incident review was undertaken at the end of the 2015, this ensured
that our level of operational officers matched the level of incident occurrence on
campus.
As a result of the review, an additional 2 FTE positions in the guard force started
at the beginning of 2016 to focusing on the monitoring of high use areas for
safety.
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Campus Security has also increased the size of the buses on main campus to
match the increased demand for safe transport of students after hours and
increased the length of time that the buses run.
Additional shuttle bus services run across campus, and on the satellite campuses
with Camden in particular receiving a major boost to shuttle bus services due to
isolation.
CIS has also ensured that in the evenings there is at least one additional security
officer in each of the four precincts on main campus to secure buildings after
hours and support students in addition to the normal patrol cars.

Conclusions

The “Creating a Safer Community for All: Sexual Harassment and Assault on Campus” (2016)
paper has raised a number of serious concerns for consideration. It has been deliberated on by
Campus Security and matched against the incident data that CSU maintains. We would caution
against any attempts to extrapolate the findings onto the broader University community as the
offence ratios would be unlikely to transfer onto the general student population.
Overall, as indicated above most of the recommendations that involve CSU have already been
acted on, or, as is the case on the Ally Training, are in progress.
Recommendation
1. That the report and above actions are noted.

With thanks

Morgan Andrews
Manager
Campus Security Unit | CIS
THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
T +61 2 9351 3789 | F +61 2 9351 5699 | M +61 0409 514 297 | W http://sydney.edu.au

Master Licence Number: 407301841
CRICOS 00026A
This email plus any attachments to it are confidential. Any unauthorised use is strictly prohibited. If you receive this email in
error, please delete it and any attachments.
Please think of our environment and only print this e-mail if necessary .
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From: Dennis Smith <"/o=sydneyuniversity/ou=first administrative
group/cn=recipients/cn=dsmi4658">
To:
Steve Sullivan <steve.sullivan@sydney.edu.au>
Date: Wed, 15 Jun 2016 09:19:35 +1000
The KPIs were completed weeks ago, I have spoken to Daryl and they will be forwarded today. He
is chasing up SNP regarding the payroll run/they will be supplying same/just have not delivered it
to him. That should finish off the major outstanding requests.
DS
DENNIS SMITH | Operations Manager
Campus Security Unit| Campus Infrastructure Services

THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
22 Codrington Street, Darlington | The University of Sydney | NSW | 2006
T +61 2 9351 5329| F +61 2 9351 4555 |
E dennis.smith@sydney.edu.au | W http:// /www.facilities.usyd.edu.au/security/index.shtml

From: Steve Sullivan
Sent: Tuesday, 14 June 2016 2:53 PM
To: Dennis Smith
Subject: FW: SNP Audit

D,
Let’s discuss tomorrow.
Cheers
S
STEVE SULLIVAN | Divisional Manager
Facility Management & Services | Campus Infrastructure & Services

THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
Services Building G12 | 22 Codrington Street Darlington| NSW | 2008
T +61 2 9114 2118 | F +61 2 9351 6129 | M +61 408 209 777
E steve.sullivan@sydney.edu.au | W http://sydney.edu.au
CRICOS 00026A
This email plus any attachments to it are confidential. Any unauthorised use is strictly prohibited. If you receive this email in
error, please delete it and any attachments.
Please think of our environment and only print this e-mail if necessary .

From: Ryan Sierra
Sent: Tuesday, 14 June 2016 2:29 PM
To: Morgan Andrews
Cc: Steve Sullivan; Kevin Duffy; Tony Fisher
Subject: SNP Audit

Morgan,
I have received an email from KPMG who are conducting the audit as instructed, they are finding
this very difficult without the information requested.
The major issues are around the payroll data, monthly KPI reporting and the site visits.
The payroll data requested (for 3 months) has been pending for more than four weeks now. So
far from the audits we have run the experience is that the payroll data/payslips is key to
identifying any risks associated with non-compliances. The following is an extract from KPMG:
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27 April 2016: First request for payroll data was sent out, Daryl’s reply on the same day “payroll
information is not something I have access to. This information would be at the time frame and
approval from our HR and payroll team”
4 May 2016: Follow up for payroll data. Daryl’s reply on the same day “I’ve asked our payroll team
for a payroll extract”
11 May 2016: Follow up for pending data. Daryl reply: “there have been a few protests happening
within the University’s campus which kept me busy but I’ll be collecting the documents and send
them to us soon”.
24 May 2016: Consolidated email for all pending data was sent.
30 May 2016: Follow up email sent
1 June 2016: Call with Daryl, pending data email sent. Daryl’s reply: “The office called me back.
They will try and have the payroll report for the first pay period in January 2016 to end of March
2016 compiled for me on Friday (3 June) so I can send across. ”
3 June: Call to Morgan Andrews to inform about the 3rd June deadline
6 June 2016: Morgan Andrews was emailed in relation to the pending data and delays
6 June 2016: Daryl sent KPMG some documents however it did not include the payroll date.
Daryl’s reply: “Will gently “nudge” our pay office to try and send today”
10 June 2016: Payroll data is still pending
The monthly KPI reports have also been pending for almost similar meframes. Last reply from
Daryl on this: “ I’ve asked Dennis Smith for them”
The Site Visit, In an email sent to Daryl on 1 June 2016, KPMG had informed CIS about site visits
specifically stating that they were planning to commence site visits next week to conduct staff
interviews with Security Guards, they asked CIS to send out a communication to the campus
security-in-charge to let them know KPMG would be there anytime next week to speak to staff.
Daryl sent KPMG a copy of the roster and contact details of all security in-charges on 6 June and
asked when KPMG would be visiting and what questions KPMG would be asking. Informing of the
exact date/time of the site visit and the questions that are going to be asked defeats the purpose
of the visit.
On a call with Daryl on 7 June, KPMG informed Daryl that site visits will be conducted that week.
On arriving at the campus and speaking to the Manager (Amyna) , KPMG were told that the
Security staff hadn’t heard about the audit or visit. Amyna rang Daryl, told KPMG that Daryl did
not know we were coming and was not happy they had turned up without confirming with him,
and wanted to speak. When Daryl was contacted during our visit he did not ask the on-site team
to help us, but instead he and Amyna agreed on a restrictive measure. Amyna controlled who
KPMG spoke to if any (she left and then radio’d everyone in another room so KPMG have no idea
what she said, how workers responded or if she definitely sent the message out). According to
Amyna, Daryl instructed the team not to provide us with any documents.
KPMG have wasted a lot of time chasing information and having non-productive site visits. It
would be appreciated if you could assist with communicating to SNP the importance of these
reviews and to provide the information requested.
Regards
Ryan Sierra | Operations Manager
Campus Infrastructure & Services
THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
Services Building G12 | 22 Codrington St | The University of Sydney | NSW | 2006
M +61 438 983 448
E ryan.sierra@sydney.edu.au | W http://sydney.edu.au

CRICOS 00026A
This email plus any attachments to it are confidential. Any unauthorised use is strictly prohibited. If you receive this email in error,
please delete it and any attachments.
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Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Daryl McCreadie <daryl.mccreadie@sydney.edu.au>
Date: 21 June 2016 at 3:21:14 PM AEST
To: Morgan Andrews <morgan.andrews@sydney.edu.au>, Dennis Smith <dennis.smith@sydney.edu.au>
Subject: FW: Sydney University Payroll Report for KPMG Audit

Is this a USYD request or a KPMG wish-list item ?
We still don’t have a document from KPMG outlining what they are actually auditing. It seems that we supply information and then they ask for
more.
From: Bhattacharya, Neha [mailto:Bhattacharya@kpmg.com.au]
Sent: Tuesday, 21 June 2016 3:01 PM
To: Daryl McCreadie
Cc: Hosseini, Hadi; Morgan Andrews; Wilson, Prakash; Emir Balicevac; Ryan Sierra; Stamp, Tim
Subject: RE: Sydney University Payroll Report for KPMG Audit

Thanks Daryl.
We call them “worker interviews” but essentially these are informal conversations that we use to engage directly with workers to understand
more about the working conditions they experience. These need to be confidential and anonymous and we inform workers of that, so that they
feel comfortable to speak openly and freely.
We do not advise management on the specific questions and we do not conduct the audit with support persons present for reasons of
confidentiality. We are gathering the individual’s perspective for the purposes described above, so workers should be informed that they are
authorised to speak to us on these matters. Workers should not be given additional training or coaching on what to say, but should be told that
they are free to speak openly without supervision from SNP.
This is a recognised component of audits with a ‘social’ scope, and we have auditors trained specifically in conducting these sessions sensitively
and responsibly.
Please be assured that the information gathered here is recognised as qualitative and circumstantial, and will be treated as such in the context
of the audit, and triangulated against other findings where possible, to produce robust and evidence-based findings. As with all internal audit
information gathered, it is treated confidentially.
Please let me know if this is still a matter of concern.
Thanks,
Neha
Neha S. Bhattacharya
Senior Consultant
Advisory
Risk Consulting
KPMG
10 Shelley Street
Sydney NSW 2000 Australia
Tel +61 2 9455 9426
Mob +61 0432 510 155
bhattacharya@kpmg.com.au
kpmg.com.au

From: Daryl McCreadie [mailto:daryl.mccreadie@sydney.edu.au]
Sent: Tuesday, 21 June 2016 11:03 AM
To: Bhattacharya, Neha <Bhattacharya@kpmg.com.au>
Cc: Hosseini, Hadi <hhosseini@kpmg.com.au>; Morgan Andrews <morgan.andrews@sydney.edu.au>; Wilson, Prakash
<pwilson2@kpmg.com.au>; Emir Balicevac <emir.balicevac@sydney.edu.au>
Subject: RE: Sydney University Payroll Report for KPMG Audit
Hi Neha,
If you would like to book a day to view the sign on sheets that would be great so we can have them ready. In terms of site visitation, before I
initiate any internal communication to our staff can you advise a date and time that this will occur. I am still in the dark as to the term
“interview”. Please remember that a security officer is not an authorised spokesperson for our organisation, hence our process of having a
support person to be present.
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Please keep in mind we are contracted to provide services that have KPI’s and response guidelines and our staff cannot be hindered in providing
those services to the Campus community.
I am on leave from Friday 24th June and return 7th July, during that period Emir Balicevac will be overseeing our team at USYD. His contact
details are:
Emir Balicevac
Emir.balicevac@sydney.edu.au
0404 538 751
Kind regards,
Daryl
From: Bhattacharya, Neha [mailto:Bhattacharya@kpmg.com.au]
Sent: Tuesday, 21 June 2016 9:43 AM
To: Daryl McCreadie
Cc: Hosseini, Hadi; Morgan Andrews; Wilson, Prakash
Subject: RE: Sydney University Payroll Report for KPMG Audit

Thanks very much Daryl.
We are happy to come down to the offices to look at the sign in / sign out register. Will confirm shortly on the timing.
Are you also able to confirm if the communication on site visits has been sent out to the Security in-charges? We are planning to conduct site
visits and interviews soon.
Regards
Neha
From: Daryl McCreadie [mailto:daryl.mccreadie@sydney.edu.au]
Sent: Monday, 20 June 2016 8:52 AM
To: Bhattacharya, Neha <Bhattacharya@kpmg.com.au>
Cc: Hosseini, Hadi <hhosseini@kpmg.com.au>; Morgan Andrews <morgan.andrews@sydney.edu.au>; Dennis Smith
<dennis.smith@sydney.edu.au>; Wilson, Prakash <pwilson2@kpmg.com.au>
Subject: RE: Sydney University Payroll Report for KPMG Audit
Hi Neha,
Please find the following:
· KPI January- Item 4.9 What was the SLA? – The achievement was 84% - I believe the target was 90% but we were given a 1 and only
caution to ensure the techs operated at minimum of 90% for that KPI from that point onward
· KPI February- “2 x KPI failures items 4.5 and 4.10. SNP to organise credits as per contract”. Are you able to send us any evidence that the
credit was provided? – please see attached copy of the April 2016 invoice showing the credit for the KPI Penalty
· KPI March- “Credit (KPI penalty) for item 4.4 to be raised.” Are you able to send us any evidence that the credit was provided? please
see attached copy of the April 2016 invoice showing the credit for the KPI Penalty
· Please provide us with rosters for the months of Jan, Feb and March 2016. – rosters attached
· Do you also have the time sheets (or sign in sign out registers) for the staff? Would it be easier if we select a sample of staff or would
you rather send for all? – The sign on sheets for the period are approx. 180 pages, do you want to come in and have a look ?
· Additionally, if you could please let us know what does the last column in the payroll data (SGC) stand for? Should be contribution to
Super
Kind regards,
Daryl
From: Bhattacharya, Neha [mailto:Bhattacharya@kpmg.com.au]
Sent: Friday, 17 June 2016 2:46 PM
To: Daryl McCreadie
Cc: Hosseini, Hadi; Morgan Andrews; Dennis Smith; Wilson, Prakash
Subject: RE: Sydney University Payroll Report for KPMG Audit

Hi Daryl,
Thanks for sending across the data.
We have reviewed the data and it would be very much appreciated if you could assist with the following queries:
· KPI January- Item 4.9 What was the SLA? – The achievement was 84% .
· KPI February- “2 x KPI failures items 4.5 and 4.10. SNP to organise credits as per contract”. Are you able to send us any evidence that the
credit was provided?
· KPI March- “Credit (KPI penalty) for item 4.4 to be raised.” Are you able to send us any evidence that the credit was provided?
· Please provide us with rosters for the months of Jan, Feb and March 2016.
· Do you also have the time sheets (or sign in sign out registers) for the staff? Would it be easier if we select a sample of staff or would
you rather send for all?
· Additionally, if you could please let us know what does the last column in the payroll data (SGC) stand for?
Please feel free to give me a call in case of any clarifications.
The below are pending from my previous emails:
·

For sample of 15 staff – Thanks for providing their CIS Induction numbers, However as per contract they are also required to complete a
Campus Security Unit Specific Induction- General Duties training? Is there evidence of completion of that for the below list of employees?
Wayne Froml
Momir Petrovic
Greg Wright
Emir Balicevac
Frank Lu
Ashlee Parker
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· A copy of SNP’s contract with SIG – as discussed, we would require the original contract
· For the following SIG staff, a copy of payslips for the months of Jan 2016 to March 2016 - happy to view these at Usyd or SNP offices
· Nader Gad
· George Boutros
· Syeda Fatima
· Marisol Garcia
· Momir Petrovic
Thanks
Neha
Neha S. Bhattacharya
Senior Consultant
Advisory
Risk Consulting
KPMG
10 Shelley Street
Sydney NSW 2000 Australia
Tel +61 2 9455 9426
Mob +61 0432 510 155
bhattacharya@kpmg.com.au
kpmg.com.au

KPMG

From: Daryl McCreadie [ mailto:daryl.mccreadie@sydney.edu.au ]
Sent: Thursday, 16 June 2016 4:03 PM
To: Bhattacharya, Neha < Bhattacharya@kpmg.com.au >
Cc: Hosseini, Hadi < hhosseini@kpmg.com.au >; Morgan Andrews < morgan.andrews@sydney.edu.au >; Dennis Smith <
dennis.smith@sydney.edu.au >; Neil Fields < nfields@snpsecurity.com.au >
Subject: FW: Sydney University Payroll Report for KPMG Audit
Dear Neha,
Please find the SNP payroll report for our staff at USYD attached. I apologise for the delay on this item.
Kind regards,
Daryl
From: Daryl McCreadie [ mailto:dmccreadie@snpsecurity.com.au ]
Sent: Thursday, 16 June 2016 3:53 PM
To: Daryl McCreadie
Subject: Fwd: Sydney University Payroll Report for KPMG Audit

Daryl McCreadie
Site Manager
937-941 Victoria Rd West Ryde NSW 2114
T 02 9036 5262
M 0418 286 967
E DMccreadie@snpsecurity.com.au
www.snpsecurity.com.au
www.snpsecurity.com.au

Confidential communication: The information contained in this email (including any attachments) is confidential and may be subject to legal professional privilege. It is intended solely for the addressee.
If you receive this email by mistake please promptly inform us by reply email and then delete the email and any attachments and destroy any printed copy. If you are not the intended recipient you
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---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Rosanna Paratschek <rparatschek@snpsecurity.com.au>
Date: 16 June 2016 at 14:21
Subject: Sydney University Payroll Report for KPMG Audit
To: Daryl McCreadie <DMccreadie@snpsecurity.com.au>
Cc: Bill Mason <bmason@snpsecurity.com.au>
Hi Daryl,
Please find attached the requested report for the KPMG audit.
Regards,
Rosanna Paratschek
National Payroll Manager
937-941 Victoria Rd West Ryde NSW 2114
T 8762 6622
M
E rparatschek@snpsecurity.com.au
www.snpsecurity.com.au
www.snpsecurity.com.au

Confidential communication: The information contained in this email (including any attachments) is confidential and may be subject to legal professional privilege. It is intended solely for the addressee.
If you receive this email by mistake please promptly inform us by reply email and then delete the email and any attachments and destroy any printed copy. If you are not the intended recipient you
are prohibited from disclosing or using in any way the information in this email or its attachments. There is no warranty that this email is error or virus free

Confidential communication: The information contained in this email (including any attachments) is confidential and may be subject to legal professional privilege. It is intended solely for the addressee. If you
receive this email by mistake please promptly inform us by reply email and then delete the email and any attachments and destroy any printed copy. If you are not the intended recipient you are prohibited from
disclosing or using in any way the information in this email or its attachments. There is no warranty that this email is error or virus free

The clear choice for graduates – No.1 in the 2015 Top 100 Australian Graduate Employers Survey
Prepared by the Australian Financial Review in association with GradConnection

Proud winner of the 2014 Human Rights Business Award for our commitment to Reconciliation
*******************************************************************************************************************
The information in this e-mail is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this e-mail by anyone else is
unauthorised. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by return e-mail with the subject heading "Received in error"
or telephone +61 2 93357000, then delete the email and destroy any copies of it. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. Any opinions or advice contained in this e-mail
are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing KPMG client engagement letter. Opinions, conclusions and other information in this
e-mail and any attachments that do not relate to the official business of the firm are neither given nor endorsed by it.
KPMG cannot guarantee that e-mail communications are secure or error-free, as information could be intercepted, corrupted, amended, lost, destroyed,
arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses.
KPMG, an Australian partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International, a Swiss
cooperative. KPMG International provides no services to clients.
Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.
*******************************************************************************************************************
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RATES OF PAY FOR SECURITY SERVICES AWARD 2010
These rates apply in all States and Territories throughout Australia
These rates are effective the first full pay period commencing on or after 1 July 2016 and include the 2.4% increase
determined by the 2016 Annual Wage Review handed down by the Fair Work Commission.
© All information in this Rate Schedule, unless otherwise stated, remains the property of ASIAL and Chris Delaney & Associates Pty Ltd. Copyright and other
intellectual property laws protect these materials. Reproduction or retransmission of the materials, in whole or in part, in any manner, without the prior written
consent of the copyright holder, is a violation of copyright law.

FULL-TIME & PART-TIME
EMPLOYEES

Weekly
Rate

Ordinary
Hourly

Time & a
Half

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5

$755.80
$777.40
$790.60
$803.80
$829.80

$19.89
$20.46
$20.81
$21.15
$21.84

$29.84
$30.69
$31.22
$31.73
$32.76

Double
Public
Span
Holidays Loading
Time

Perm
Night

$49.73
$51.15
$52.03
$52.88
$54.60

$25.86
$26.60
$27.05
$27.50
$28.39

$39.78
$0 00
$40.92
$0 00
$41.62
$42.30
$0 00
$43.68

$24.21
$24.90
$25.33
$25.74
$26.58

Casual
Loading

CASUAL EMPLOYEES
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5

$19.89
$20.46
$20.81
$21.15
$21.84

$29.84
$30.69
$31.22
$31.73
$32.76

$39.78
$40.92
$41.62
$42.30
$43.68

$49.73
$51.15
$52.03
$52.88
$54.60

$24.21
$24.90
$25.33
$25.74
$26.58

$25.86
$26.60
$27.05
$27.50
$28.39

$4.97
$5.12
$5.20
$5.29
$5.46

Note: Whilst every care has been taken in the development of these schedules they are for convenient reference only. They are not, nor are they intended to be legal
advice or accurate in every aspect. ASIAL and Chris Delaney & Associates Pty Ltd provides this information on the basis that it is not to be relied upon in any or all cases,
as the circumstances in each Award are specific. Accordingly, we provide this information for general reference only, but we advise you to take no action without prior
reference to professional advice on the specific detail of the matter.
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University of Sydney
SNP Contract Compliance Review

26 July 2016
ADVISORY
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Operations Manager, Campus Infrastructure Services
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Deputy Operations Manager, Campus Infrastructure Services
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Divisional Manager, Facilities Campus Infrastructure Services

Morgan Andrews

Manager, Campus Security Unit

Inherent limitations
This report has been prepared as outlined in the Scope Section. The services provided in connection with this engagement comprise an advisory engagement, which is not subject to assurance or other standards issued by the Australian Auditing and Assurance Standards Board and,
consequently no opinions or conclusions intended to convey assurance have been expressed.
Due to the inherent limitations of any internal control structure, it is possible that fraud, error or non-compliance with laws and regulations may occur and not be detected. Further, the internal control structure, within which the control procedures that have been subject to the
procedures we performed operate, has not been reviewed in its entirely and, therefore, no opinion or view is expressed as to its effectiveness of the greater internal control structure. The procedures performed were not designed to detect all weaknesses in control procedures as
they are not performed continuously throughout the period and the tests performed on the control procedures are on sample basis. Any projection of the evaluation of control procedures to future periods is subject to the risk that the procedures may become inadequate because of
changes in conditions, or that the degree of compliance with them may deteriorate.
No warranty of completeness, accuracy or reliability is given in relation to the statements and representations made by, and the information and documentation provided by University of Sydney’s management consulted as part of the process. KPMG have indicated within this
report the sources of the information provided. We have not sought to independently verify those sources unless otherwise noted within the report.
KPMG is under no obligation in any circumstance to update this report, in either oral or written form, for events occurring after the report has been issued in final form.
The findings in this report have been formed on the above basis.
Third party reliance
This report is solely for the purpose set out in the Scope Section and for University of Sydney’s information, and is not to be used for any other purpose or distributed to any other party without KPMG’s prior written consent.
This report has been prepared at the request of University of Sydney in accordance with the terms of the contract between KPMG and University of Sydney dated 21 April 2016. Other than our responsibility to University of Sydney, neither KPMG nor any member or employee of
KPMG undertakes responsibility arising in any way from reliance placed by a third party on this report. Any reliance placed is that party’s sole responsibility.
References to ‘Review’, ‘Assurance’ and ‘Audit’
References to ‘Review’, ‘Assurance’ and ‘Audit’ throughout this plan have not been used in accordance with assurance and other standards issued by the Australian Auditing and Assurance Standards Board.
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Executive summary
Background
The University of Sydney (‘the University’) has engaged Sydney Night Patrol and
Inquiry Co Pty Ltd. (‘SNP Security’ or ‘SNP’) to provide security related services to
the University in accordance with a seven year contract, that was executed in
December 2015. SNP utilise a mix of SNP employees and subcontracted staff in
providing these services to the University. The services provided include:
Service

SNP

Sub-contractor

√
√

Subcontracted
√
x

Security Guarding
Security Electronic
Maintenance
Cash collection from
parking machines
Line Marking

√

√

Scorpian Group

x

√

Complete Line Marking Services
Moore and Moore signs

S. International Group (SIG)
N/A- SNP Telstra

Security guarding services make up the majority of the services being provided to
the University by SNP, both in terms of the number of staff as well as the cost of
services. SNP provide security guarding services to the University’s main campus,
the Cumberland campus and the Camden campus with the help of 52 staff (per
SNP’s staff listing shared with us). This comprises of core staff from SNP and SIG
(a 40:60 ratio) as well as a ’pool’ of staff that can be called upon as replacement for
staff on leave or in case of additional requirements (events, protests, lockup
management etc.). This list also includes staff that are assigned roles such as:

•
•
•

1

Team Leaders: Officers who are in-charge of the security guards working in
shifts;
CMS Operators: Officers who monitor central systems including access; and
Control Room Officers: Officers in charge of handling of systems,
communication with other campuses and allocation of incident related duties.

The staff employed in the Security guarding services industry throughout Australia
are governed by the Security Services Industry Award 2010 or the Security Award
which outlines the requirements for employers and their obligations towards their
staff (full-time/part-time/casual) including but not limited to minimum wages,
allowances including penalty rates and overtime, hours of work and shifts and
leaves and public holidays.
SNP signed an ‘Enterprise agreement’ (EBA) with the Australian Industrial
Relations Committee (now Fair Work Ombudsman) in 1995. An Enterprise
agreement is a registered agreement that sets out minimum employment
conditions for an organisation and when a workplace has a registered agreement,
the Security award does not apply. However, the pay rate in the registered
agreement can’t be less than the pay rate in the award and the National
Employment Standards still apply 1. It is also noted that this EBA was executed by
SNP in 1995 when the Security Industry Award (NSW) 1994 was in place, however
the latest version of the Security Award was released in 2010.
The University of Sydney operates in an environment where ensuring that
contractors engaged by the University are complying with relevant regulations and
Awards, are engaging in practices that are ethical and in line with the University’s
objectives, is critical to protecting staff’ rights and managing the University’s
reputational risk exposure.
It is noted hat that the Security contract is one of the largest soft services contract
for the University with a value of $4 - $4.5 million annually (over a period of seven
years). It is also acknowledged that the University’s relationship with SNP is a long
standing one, extending prior to this contract. Thereby, it is important that the
University, as well as SNP, exercise an adequate level of oversight over the
operations of the contractors and any subcontractors engaged.

https://www.fairwork.gov.au/awards-and-agreements/agreements
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Summary of objective and scope

Positive observations

At the request of University of Sydney management, an internal audit of Contract
Compliance was performed on the existing contract between the University of
Sydney and SNP Security.

We note that the University of Sydney and SNP have established processes and
controls over certain areas of operations including:
•

The objective and scope of the internal audit was to consider the processes and
controls in place at SNP to ensure obligations and terms and conditions are fulfilled
in accordance with the contract with the University of Sydney. It involved:

Formalised reporting by SNP on Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) established
in the contract, that are regularly reviewed by the University Security team;

•

Our sample based testing of security licenses for a sample of SNP and SIG
employees did not note any exceptions;

•

•

Our sample based testing of the parking machines’ cash reconciliation process
did not note any exceptions; and

•

There is a good working relationship between SNP and the University, with the
University Security team working closely with the SNP Operations Manager
with regular communication between the University and SNP.

•

•
•
•

Planning and review of background documentation including contract between
SNP and University of Sydney and applicable awards;
Review of contract management processes and controls in place governing the
contract between SNP and University of Sydney including performance
reporting, reporting on defined KPIs, induction and training provided to SNP
staff; and
Review of SNP and their subcontractors’ payroll data and the controls in place
to ascertain compliance with key employment terms of Security Award, WH&S
obligations, and other contractual obligations;
Interviews with sample SNP Security (and any sub-contracted staff); and
Highlighting gaps in current processes, any instances of non-compliance
identified in sample testing and recommendations to address process
weaknesses.

The specific objectives, scope, approach and scope exclusions of this project, as
agreed with the University of Sydney, are detailed in Appendix 1 of this report.

Summary of observations
To accomplish the principal objective of working with a service provider that is
compliant to legislation and policies in addition to a good service quality, it is
fundamental that the University of Sydney has robust processes in place for
governance over the contractor operations and that these controls are built in as
part of tendering and contractual requirements. Additionally, the contractor should
be able to clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of the controls they have
implemented to meet any contractual and regulatory requirements.

The internal audit highlighted three key areas relating to SNP’s existing processes
and controls which require attention:
Rating

Finding
reference

Practices exist to circumvent payment of overtime
allowance to SNP staff resulting in non-compliance
to the EBA

Significant
issue

1.1

Instances were noted where Contract (between
SNP and the University) terms and conditions have
not been adequately implemented

Issue of
concern

1.2

SNP should consider renegotiating the conditions
of employment as stated in the current EBA

Minor issue

1.3

Observation

Detailed findings are included in the “Key observations” section of this report. The
classification of internal audit findings is detailed in Appendix 4 of this report.
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Recognising the known risks and issues within the sector in which the security
industry operates, there is an opportunity for the University of Sydney to be
proactive in managing associated reputational risk by:
•

Working with SNP to address the issues identified during this review and
ensuring adequate controls are put in place by SNP to manage key risks and
ensure ongoing compliance with the contract and EBA requirements going
forward; and

•

Working with SNP to ensure that EBA is reviewed and renegotiated, with
employment conditions being in line with the 2010 Security Award.

Detailed recommendations for further enhancing the governance processes in
relation to contracting with SNP have been provided in the ‘Recommendations’
section of’ this report.
These findings and recommendations were discussed with the University of
Sydney management responsible for processes considered as part of this project.
Management have accepted the findings and will be developing action plans to
address the recommendations.
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Key observations
The following observations were noted in relation to the processes and controls reviewed at SNP which were validated through interviews, documentation review and onsite spot checks.
Finding
1.1 Practices exist to circumvent payment of overtime allowance to SNP staff resulting in non-compliance to the EBA
In accordance with Clause 2.2 (c) - Provision of Services, ‘The Supplier must supply the Service in accordance with relevant Australian
industry standards, best practice and guidelines or where none apply, relevant international industry standards.’

Rating
Significant
Issue

On performing a reconciliation between the rosters, sign-in/sign-out books and payroll data (for January 2016 to March 2016) for a sample
of ten SNP staff, internal audit identified practices that could potentially circumvent SNP’s obligations relating to payment of overtime
allowance to security guards. On discussions with SNP, it was noted that this was due to a few security guards working both as SNP staff
(as per the core roster) and as SIG staff (for extra shifts over and above the roster at normal rates). It is also noted that beyond the issue
with overtime allowances, this practice may pose an occupational hazard to staff who work on a continuous basis without adequate rest
breaks between shifts.
The above was supported by the following discrepancies as noted in our testing and site interviews:
a) Overtime not paid to staff: As per Clause 12.1 of the SNP EBA, ‘An employee may elect to work additional hours outside of
rostered ordinary hours. Such hours as worked shall be paid for at the rate prescribed in Clause 8.1 for Voluntary Overtime’.
It was noted that for four out of eight 2 staff, there were instances where the number of hours recorded in the sign-in/sign-out
records was more than those specified in the SNP roster, however as per Payroll data this was not paid as overtime. This may be
due to the fact that the same security guard is working for both as SIG and SNP; the same sign-in/sign-out sheet is used by SNP
and SIG, therefore the total hours recorded there would mismatch with the SNP payroll data, with the balance being paid by SIG
(which we were unable to validate as this related to SIG payroll data). However, our interviews with sample security guards
confirmed that some guards are working as both SNP and SIG staff often on advice from SNP, as means to get additional work
without getting overtime allowance.
b) Working beyond hours/days specified in the EBA: As per Clause 12.1(c), ‘no employee shall be required to work 12 hour shifts on
more than five consecutive days.’ However for three out of eight staff, we noted instances where staff were working more than
five days a week consecutively on 12 hour shifts, resulting in non-compliance to the EBA. Additionally, there were instances where
the same staff had worked for six days or more consecutively, however the hours worked on one of the days was less than 12
(often ten or eight) which may not actually result in non-compliance to the EBA, however the staff still ends up working more than
five days in a row.
2

For two staff, we were unable to validate the data as one guard was in the roster however had not worked during that period and for other staff the guard had worked in a location different
to the sign-in/sign-out records that were shared with us.
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Finding

Rating
On review of sign-in/sign-out records, we also noted that one security guard (SIG) had worked for 15 days in a row without any
breaks (the number of hours worked per shift varied from four to 13). As per the Modern Award, separate long breaks of
continuous time off work in each roster cycle, depending on the length of the roster cycle should be given to staff. For instance, as
per Clause 21.4 (b) of the Award, ‘regardless of the roster cycle, an employee on a roster cycle must not be required to work more
than a total of 48 hours of ordinary time without a long break of at least 48 continuous hours.’

c)

Inaccurate/out-of-date rosters: It was noted that rosters were not up to date and did not reflect the actual number of days that staff
were working on site. It was noted that for six out of ten staff, there were instances where the number of hours/days worked
mismatched with the roster.
Further, there were instances where staff on the roster did not actually work on that site/campus for a certain period, however the
roster was not updated with the changes/replacement staff. For instance, the March 2016 core roster had eight instances where
the security guard on the roster did not actually work on site and was replaced by another guard. SNP advised this was due to the
fact that it is difficult for to re-include someone in the core roster after they have been removed from the roster. It is acknowledged
that the core roster is static and is updated on a monthly basis.

1.2 Instances were noted where Contract (between the University and SNP) terms and conditions have not been adequately
implemented

Issue of
Concern

On review of the contract terms and conditions between SNP and the University of Sydney, the following instances where identified
where requirements have yet to be implemented at the date of fieldwork:

•

As per Clause #8 on ‘University Materials’ under ‘Work Order 1- Guarding services’, ‘all Security officers will be required to sign an
individual confidentiality agreement with the University’. Additionally, as per Clause #6 on ‘University Materials’ under ‘Work Order 4Electronic Maintenance’, ‘all technicians will be required to sign an individual confidentiality agreement with the University’.
-

•

However, on discussions with University Security Management, we were advised that the confidentiality agreements had not been
signed and management advised that they had initiated this process when this was highlighted by internal audit. It must be noted
that security guards and technicians are privy to sensitive information or incidents that take place on the campus, therefore having
signed confidentiality agreements in place is important.

As per Clause #5 on ‘Supplier Personnel’ under ‘Work Order 1- Guarding services’, a General Duties Training module is required to be
completed by all potential contracted security officers proposed to be working at the University.
-

However, on review of training completion records for a sample of 15 staff, we were unable to validate completion of this
training for six staff. SNP advised that since some staff had commenced employment with SNP before the General Duties
training was formally introduced, their training records were unavailable. However considering this to be essential to staff’s daily
duties, there is a need for a refresher training to be conducted on a regular basis. Additionally, the presence of untrained staff
was also highlighted as a concern by one security guard interviewed on site by internal audit.

-

In addition the above, we also noted 30 staff who had signed-in/out in the attendance book for a period of January to March
2016, however were not in the staff listing. It was noted that all of the 30 staff did have a valid security license. SNP advised that
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Finding

Rating
a majority of these staff were on lock-up duty only (guarding an area/room/door) and are not required to undertake the general
duties training for security guards. However, this has not been specifically excluded in the contract with the University. For a
sample of five out of the 30 staff noted above, we were unable to obtain their General Duties Training completion records even
though they had performed security guarding duties for a few days.

•

As per Clause #5 on ‘Supplier Personnel’ under ‘Work Order 1- Guarding services’, ‘all officers who will be working in the Control Room
are required to complete a specific module on using the systems within the control room and the requirements of reporting and
managing officers in the field before commencing work in the control room’.
-

As per the staff listing shared with us by the University, there are four trained control officers, however, on review of the signin/sign-out records it was noted that in five instances other security guards had performed duties as control room officers. It
must be noted that control room is central to monitoring systems and communication across locations and having untrained
officers may result in systems not being managed adequately. Allocation of duties by control room officers was also highlighted
as a concern by one of the security guards during site interviews.

1.3 SNP should consider renegotiating the conditions of employment as stated in the EBA
On review of the SNP EBA and the Security Award, it was noted that opportunities exist to update the employment conditions in the EBA
in line with Security Industry Award (2010). It is noted that the EBA was signed in 1995 where as the current version of the Security Award
was released in 2010. The University Management have advised that the SNP EBA is currently under review. As part of this review
process, SNP should consider defining the following aspects:

•
•
•
•

Minor
issue

Applicable allowances;
Rosters/Display of roster and notice of change of roster;
Break between successive shifts, As per Clause 21.3 of the Award, each ordinary time shift must be separated from any subsequent
ordinary time shift by a minimum break of not less than eight hours; and
Long breaks: Separate long breaks of continuous time off work in each roster cycle, depending on the length of the roster cycle. As per
Clause 21.4 (b) of the Award, regardless of the roster cycle, an employee on a roster cycle must not be required to work more than a
total of 48 hours of ordinary time without a long break of at least 48 continuous hours.
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Recommendations
The below recommendations have been developed to support University of Sydney management in further enhancing the governance processes in relation to contracting
with SNP. These recommendations will support University of Sydney management in effectively managing their contractors, and promoting fair and equitable treatment of
security staff.
#

Recommendation

1

Working with SNP to address findings and strengthen significant control weaknesses identified during this review
The University of Sydney should discuss and agree actions required by SNP to address the issues identified during this review and ensure adequate controls
are put in place by SNP to manage key risks and ongoing compliance with contract and the EBA requirements going forward. For example, controls would
need to be strengthened, and actions implemented relating to the following:
•
•
•
•

2

Implementing and complying with the Contract terms and conditions;
Compliance with the Enterprise Agreement in relation to recording hours worked accurately and providing overtime allowance where applicable;
Providing adequate rest breaks to staff in line with best practice; and
Improving integrity of rosters such that they are an accurate reflection of the hours worked by the security guards.

SNP should review the employment conditions under the current EBA
The University of Sydney should work with SNP in reviewing the conditions of the current EBA (1995) to ensure it is in line with key employment conditions
as listed in the 2010 Security Award as outlined in finding 1.3.
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Appendix 1 – Objective, scope and approach
Objective

The objective of this internal audit was to consider the contract in place between the University of Sydney and its Security contractor, SNP Security.

Scope

The scope of the internal audit was to consider the processes and controls in place at SNP Security to ensure obligations, terms and conditions are fulfilled in
accordance with the Contract with the University of Sydney. This included processes and controls in place to ensure compliance with the ‘Modern Award’
employment terms and applicable Work Health and Safety (WHS) laws.
Planning and review of background documentation
Review of background documentation to understand key obligations, terms and conditions SNP Security are required to comply with for providing the
following services:
a) Guarding
b) Cash Collection
c) Line Marking
d) Repair and maintenance of Access Controls and Intruder Detection Systems
Contract Management processes and controls

Approach

Reviewed processes and controls in place to manage:
• Communication between the University of Sydney and the nominated contract manager
• Compliance to key aspects as defined in the contract for each of the services
• For a sample of 15 staff, tested compliance against the employment terms and obligations of the contract and Modern Award:
• Employment agreement has been signed
• Security staff are being paid through appropriate payroll processes
• Security staff are being paid the correct hourly rates and allowances
• Shifts are in accordance with minimum hours
• Rosters have been prepared and are accurate
• Timesheets (sign-in and sign-out records) and any overtime or non-ordinary payments are appropriately approved
• Security staff hold appropriate licenses
Training
For sample contractor/subcontractors reviewed if appropriate training (as applicable) has been provided in the areas of:
• University Contractor Induction to all contractor/sub-contractor staff
• First Aid training
• Security License Training
• Campus Security Unit Specific Induction
• Control Room Training
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•
•
•

Team Leader Training
CIT training
Technician training
Site visits

Scope
Exclusions

Conducted site visit and interviewed a sample of security guards and subcontracted staff to understand processes relating to rostering, hours worked per
shift, recording of hours worked, and payments for hours worked.
Workplace Health and Safety (WHS)
Through discussions with key contract managers at SNP Security and specific stakeholders at the University of Sydney, considered the processes and
controls in place to manage:
1. WHS processes and requirements relating to:
• WHS training/induction
• Communication
• Incident management
• WHS inspections and audits
• WHS KPI's and reporting.
2. Assurance processes for monitoring and ensuring compliance with WHS requirements (as defined in the contract).
3. Reporting mechanisms, specifically around providing adequate oversight of contractor health and safety activities and performance.
This internal audit was limited to assessing the processes and controls relating to the SNP Security contract only. There was limited testing performed on
subcontractor data. Contract compliance for the contract between SNP Security and their sub-contractors was out of scope.
Testing of payments was conducted based on data and documentation provided by SNP Security. The internal audit did not include checking the
completeness of data provided by SNP Security.
Additionally, WHS testing did not include:
• Checking compliance of contractors’ current legislative or field requirements
• Detailed testing or follow up of health and safety incidents reported, and appropriateness of incident resolution processes.
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Appendix 2 – Key meetings
Discussions were held with the following personnel during the course of the internal audit.
Name

Position

University of Sydney
Ryan Sierra

Deputy Operations Manager, Campus Infrastructure Services

Steve Sullivan

Divisional Manager, Facility Management & Services

Morgan Andrews

Manager, Campus Security Unit

Connie McGarry

Administration Support Officer

Duane Ledford

Security Risk Coordinator

Darrin Guisti

Compliance Manager, Campus Infrastructure services

SNP
Daryl McCredie

Site Operations Manager

Emir Balicevac

2nd-in-Charge, Site Operations
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Appendix 3 – Key documentation reviewed
The following documents provided by the University/SNP were reviewed as a part of this audit:
#

Document

1

Security Services Industry Award 2010

2

1995 EBA (SNP), SNP EBA rates

3

Signed - SNP Contracts and Work Orders - Sept 2015 to Dec 2020

4

SNP Payroll Jan 2016 to Mar 2016

5

Roster- Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr 2016

6

Timesheets (Sign-in/sign-out records) main campus Jan 2016 to Mar 2016

7
8

Sample meter machines audit report
Monthly KPI reports

9

Sample first aid certificates

10

Sample training, induction records

11

Staff listing 2016

12

SA-SIntnl-091213 Report

13

SIG Agreement with SNP

14

WHS monthly reports
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Appendix 4 – Classification of internal audit findings
Rating

Definition

Significant Issues

Known or strongly suspected material breach of the Security Award/EBA or University of Sydney’s
contracting arrangements; potential for a significant negative impact on the employee or University of
Sydney’s reputation.

Issues of Concern

Known or suspected moderate breach of the Security Award/EBA or University of Sydney’s contracting
arrangements; potential for a negative impact on the employee or University of Sydney’s reputation.

Minor Issue

Known or minor breach of the Security Award/EBA or University of Sydney’s contracting arrangements.
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Contact us
The contacts at KPMG in connection with this Internal Audit Report are:
Prakash Wilson
Director
+61 2 9335 8649
+61 404 409 325
pwilson2@kpmg.com.au
www.kpmg.com.au
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From: Frank LU <"/o=sydneyuniversity/ou=first administrative group/cn=recipients/cn=frlu6635">
To:
lynn@sigservices.com.au
Date: Fri, 23 Sep 2016 13:47:48 +1000
FRANK LU| Team Leader
Campus Security Unit| Campus Infrastructure Services
THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
22 Codrington Street, Darlington | The University of Sydney | NSW | 2006
T +61 2 93513487| F +61 2 9351 4555 |
E frank.lu@sydney.edu.au
________________________________________
From: Daryl McCreadie
Sent: Friday, 16 September 2016 11:20 AM
To: Frank LU; Emir Balicevac
Subject: RE: Fisher library
Sounds okay to me
-----Original Message----From: Frank LU
Sent: Friday, 16 September 2016 11:19 AM
To: Emir Balicevac; Daryl McCreadie
Subject: Fisher library
Hi All,
Ikhlass has rang me in regards to a staff member Kathrine complaint to her a student was trying to
report the lights were out on level 1, but there was no guards on Fisher library desk. The time frame
was between 12 to 1am.
I've checked CCTV, at around 12:20, both Hannah and Bernedette left the library and returned 10
mins. Out for a smoke...
I've mentioned it to them in the past not to leave at the same time for smokes, and carry a radio with
them at all times in case of an emergency.
Suggestion, maybe one of them stay on the Fisher and one in the Law, the 3rd guard can be the
rover/relieve guard.
FRANK LU| Team Leader
Campus Security Unit| Campus Infrastructure Services
THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
22 Codrington Street, Darlington | The University of Sydney | NSW | 2006
T +61 2 93513487| F +61 2 9351 4555 |
E frank.lu@sydney.edu.au
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Background
In 2015/16 KPMG assisted the
University in undertaking a review of
three of its Cleaning and Security
Contractors

In undertaking these , significant
issues were identified which pose a
potential reputational risk to the
University
Staff without
appropriate
work rights

1

Subcontractors
following unfair
practices

BIC Services

2

Menzies

3

SNP Security

Non-compliance
to the modern
award

Following this, Associate Director,
Campus Infrastructure Services at
the University, requested KPMG to
put some thoughts around
developing a Supplier Risk and
Assurance framework for all of its
suppliers providing Hard and Soft
services

Overtime and
potential
underpayment
issues

Lack of
oversight /
governance

© 2016 KPMG, an Australian partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity.
All rights reserved. KPMG and the KPMG logo are registered trademarks of KPMG International.
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Supplier Universe

Per the 2015 Annual report,
the total payment made to
Building/Capital works
Electrical
Water/Plumbing
Equipment Maintenance

suppliers was $700 mn.

Hard Services

Soft Services

Cleaning
Security
Housekeeping
Facilities Catering
Grounds Maintenance

Annual spend on maintenance of building
and grounds $27 mn.
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All rights reserved. KPMG and the KPMG logo are registered trademarks of KPMG International.
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Is your current risk management framework effective?
The University operates in an environment where management of reputational risks is essential

What are your key risks?

Key considerations
•

Supplier Performance Risk

•
•

•
Reputational risk

•
•

Financial risks

Are your suppliers invoicing you in line with the contractual
agreements?
Are your suppliers meeting all non-financial contractual
commitments / service level requirements?
How effective are your internal end to end contract
management processes?
How do you determine which elements of your supply chain
pose the highest reputational risk?
How much do you really know about your suppliers and their
core values?
Has your organisation or industry been in the media recently
for the wrong reasons?

•
•
•

Are your suppliers being audited regularly?
Are contractual KPIs being achieved?
What contracts are material to you ?

•

Do you really know which organisations and which people are
part of you supply chain?
Are all aspects of your suppliers’ procurement process fair and
transparent?
Are whistle blowing processes clearly defined?
What percentage of your supply chain is sub-contracted out?

•
Fraud Risk
•
•

© 2016 KPMG, an Australian partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity.
All rights reserved. KPMG and the KPMG logo are registered trademarks of KPMG International.
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Is your current risk management framework effective?
The University operates in an environment where management of reputational risks is essential

What are your key risks?
Sustainability and ethical
souring risk

Regulatory, legal and
compliance risk

Technology and cyber risk

Key considerations
•
•

How do you know there is no exploitation in your supply chain?
Do you know if your suppliers are following the right
processes?

•

Are all organisations in your supply chain fully aware of their
regulatory and compliance reviews?
How do you ensure all organisations in your supply chain are
made aware of your specific regulatory and compliance
requirements?

•

•
•

How is cyber risk managed across your supply chain?
How do you manage intellectual property risks with your
supply chain partners?

© 2016 KPMG, an Australian partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity.
All rights reserved. KPMG and the KPMG logo are registered trademarks of KPMG International.
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How to do you identify a ‘High Risk’ supplier?
Phase 1- Develop risk assessment criteria

Phase 2- Conduct risk assessments

Sample risk assessment criteria
Required level of competency and formal
qualifications to complete delivery of product/service

Interviews
High
Risk

Importance to maintaining University’s assets, service
levels and reputation
Potential level of public scrutiny over supply chain
impacts (e.g., environmental, social or governance
(ESG) aspect

Medium
Risk

Annual audits/
Monitoring

Low
Risk

Self assessment
questionnaires

Questionnaires

Material ‘to’ The University of Sydney
Material ‘for’ The University of Sydney

Assurance / Deep dive
review

Research

Sub-contracting
Potential level of safety risk inherent in the delivery of
the product/service

Phase 3- Implement monitoring and assurance
mechanisms

Documents

Amount of dollars spent on procurement of
product/service

Limited site visits
© 2016 KPMG, an Australian partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity.
All rights reserved. KPMG and the KPMG logo are registered trademarks of KPMG International.
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Phase 1- Develop risk assessment criteria
Example of risk assessment criteria

© 2016 KPMG, an Australian partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity.
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Phase 2- Conduct risk assessments
Example of risk assessment results

© 2016 KPMG, an Australian partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity.
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Contact us:
Prakash Wilson
Director, Risk Consulting
T +61 2 9335 8649
E pwilson2@kpmg.com.au

kpmg.com/socialmedia

Jelena Cifuentes
Associate Director, Risk Consulting
T +61 2 9335 7624
E jcifuentes@kpmg.com.au

kpmg.com/app

The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity.
Although we endeavor to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is
received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act on such information without appropriate professional advice after a
thorough examination of the particular situation.
© 2016 KPMG, an Australian partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG
International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved. KPMG and the KPMG logo are registered trademarks of
KPMG International.
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From: Emir Balicevac <"/o=sydneyuniversity/ou=first administrative group/cn=recipients/cn=ebal9905">
To:
"SIG - Lynn Li (lynn@sigservices.com.au)" <lynn@sigservices.com.au>, lynn@sinternationalgroup.com, "'Tommy Sirour'
(tommy@sigservices.com.au)" <tommy@sigservices.com.au>, tommy@sinternationalgroup.com
Cc:
"'SIG - Rosters' (roster@sinternationalgroup.com)" <roster@sinternationalgroup.com>
Date: Wed, 22 Feb 2017 14:02:14 +1100

Hi guys,
Please speak to Devrim Kilic to pick up his game. I understand yes there is traffic but seem to be his appearances on bus
run disappearing.

Thank you
Kind Regards
From: Hala Bishay
Sent: Wednesday, 22 February 2017 1:54 PM
To: Emir Balicevac
Subject: Fwd: Second incident

From: Hala Bishay <hala.bishay@sydney.edu.au>
Date: 22 February 2017 at 1:47:19 pm AEDT
To:
Subj

Kind regards
Hala
Begin forwarded message:
From: <hala.bishay@sydney.edu.au>
Date: 12 December 2016 at 5:46:40 pm AEDT
To: <security.traffic@sydney.edu.au>
Subject: Second incident
Hi there
Though I did not get any reply to my first email on 10/11/2016. I had to write to you again
As today I had to wait in front of Education building from 16:38 till 17:35 and no show of security bus and
when I called security at 16:49 they kindly checked with the bus driver and told me the bus should come
within 2-3 minutes
At 17:18 I had to call security again because there was no bus
They checked again and told me a bus should be coming in 5 minutes
Finally at 17:30 bus turned up
I have information in the tendons of my foot it is quite painful specially at the end of work day
I also wasted an hour waiting, please try to understand
Kind regards
Hala
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From: Emir Balicevac <"/o=sydneyuniversity/ou=first administrative group/cn=recipients/cn=ebal9905">
To:
"SIG - Lynn Li (lynn@sigservices.com.au)" <lynn@sigservices.com.au>, lynn@sinternationalgroup.com,
tommy@sinternationalgroup.com, "'Tommy Sirour' (tommy@sigservices.com.au)" <tommy@sigservices.com.au>
Cc:
"'SIG - Rosters' (roster@sinternationalgroup.com)" <roster@sinternationalgroup.com>
Date: Wed, 22 Feb 2017 14:02:48 +1100

Another complaint
-----Original Message----From: Hala Bishay
Sent: Wednesday, 22 February 2017 2:01 PM
To: Emir Balicevac
Subject: Just a clarification
Good afternoon Sir
I have just forwarded 2 old emails, I wanted to mention that I never got a reply but the 4:15 run has been going on time lately
though we can wait for the security bus a long time no matter what
I can tell you for sure that the most guaranteed run is the 4:15 but not everyone can make it
I have classes that starts at different times and sometimes I finish around 4:00 other times after 8:00 pm
I know it is a Courtasy bus but it is also a matter of safety for staff and students
I want to thank the driver who passed on your contact details and you for taking interest in the issue
Kind regards
Hala
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From:
To:
Cc:
Date:

Idena Rex <idena.rex@sydney.edu.au>
Dennis Smith <dennis.smith@sydney.edu.au>
Krisztina Koos <krisztina.koos@sydney.edu.au>
Mon, 13 Mar 2017 14:22:12 +1100

Hi Dennis,
To update you on this matter, we can’t find the student on the system so don’t believe he is a
Sydney Uni student. Krisztina called him in for a discussion of Cathy’s report and told him that he
cannot continue in his behaviour to her. I told Krisztina that I would request of you that a guard
be in the vicinity of the class, especially at the finish, in case the student continues with his
behaviour despite Krisztina’s directive to him. The details of the class day and time are below.
Please advise if this is possible.
Many thanks, Idena
IDENA REX | Head Student Affairs Unit
Division of Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Registrar)

THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
T +61 2 8627 8626 | F +61 2 8627 8398

From: Krisztina Koos
Sent: Monday, 13 March 2017 1:44 PM
To: Idena Rex
Subject: FW: Chinese presenter Cathy Chen's safety concern

Hi Idena,
Please see the below.
Thank you,
Krisztina Koos | Sales and Education Program Manager
Centre for Continuing Education and Sydney Learning

THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
Rm 100, Darling Building L03F
160 Missenden Road | Newtown | NSW | 2042
T +61 2 9199 8062 | F +61 2 8999 9618
E krisztina.koos@sydney.edu.au | W http://cce.sydney.edu.au
Facebook http://www.facebook.com/ccesydney
Twitter http://twitter.com/ccesydney
Google+ http://plus.google.com/+CentreforContinuingEducationNewtown/posts
LinkedIn http://www.linkedin.com/company/ccesydney
CRICOS 00026A
This email plus any attachments to it are confidential. Any unauthorised use is strictly prohibited. If you
receive this email in error, please delete it and any attachments.

From: Krisztina Koos
Sent: Thursday, March 2, 2017 6:49 PM
To: Dennis Smith <dennis.smith@sydney.edu.au>
Subject: RE: Chinese presenter Cathy Chen's safety concern
Thank you,
Krisztina
From: Dennis Smith
Sent: Thursday, March 2, 2017 6:42 PM
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Subject: Re: Chinese presenter Cathy Chen's safety concern
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Krisztina, I will have Duane assess this and we will respond.
Dennis
Sent from my iPhone
On 2 Mar 2017, at 6:39 pm, Krisztina Koos <krisztina.koos@sydney.edu.au>
wrote:

Dear Dennis,
Please see below the complaint of one of our tutor Ms Shuang Chen as explained earlier she
feels unsafe.
Her class details are below:
Seminar Room 403, Eastern Avenue Auditorium & Lecture Theatre Complex
Thu 9 Feb – Thu 30 Mar 2017 (every Thursday) from 6:15pm to 8:45pm.
I appreciate your immediate support.
Krisztina Koos | Sales and Education Program Manager
Centre for Continuing Education and Sydney Learning
THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
Rm 100, Darling Building L03F
160 Missenden Road | Newtown | NSW | 2042
T +61 2 9199 8062 | F +61 2 8999 9618
E krisztina.koos@sydney.edu.au | W http://cce.sydney.edu.au
Facebook http://www.facebook.com/ccesydney
Twitter http://twitter.com/ccesydney
Google+ http://plus.google.com/+CentreforContinuingEducationNewtown/posts
LinkedIn http://www.linkedin.com/company/ccesydney
CRICOS 00026A
This email plus any attachments to it are confidential. Any unauthorised use is strictly prohibited. If
you receive this email in error, please delete it and any attachments.

From: Cathy Chen [mailto
Sent: Tuesday, 28 February 2017 4:28 PM
To: Xing Jin <xing.jin@sydney.edu.au>
Subject: Assistance
Dear Ms.Jin,
Thanks for the opportunity to teach the Business Chinese 1011 Class this term.
I have been enjoying teaching this class so far until the below issue rises. Could you flag the
HR team about this and seek for their advice and assistance please?
There is this student Yee Chew Kit who has been following me every time after class all the
way from the classroom to the bus stop until I reach Central Station platform, talking to me
non-stop with irrelevant topics. I feel really uncomfortable with this unwanted attention and his
following. I tried to walk fast and ignored him but he followed even more closely. Also, each
time after I send the class slides by email to everyone including him, he always responses
with irrelevant information, attachments or weird comments and emoticons which is quite
concerning to me. When he asks questions in the class, I noticed that he is inarticulate and
disorganised with his speech most of the time.It seems that he also talks to himself from time
to time. I believe the rest of the class has also noticed his unusual behaviour and simply
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It might be OK to keep him in the class for now and see if his behavior would affect the rest of
the class. However, I feel strongly uncomfortable and insecure with the stalking behavior after
class,
I understand this might be a delicate situation and needs to be dealt with professionalism and
caution. Therefore, I would like to seek for your advice and assistance please.
I've been enjoying teaching for CI & CCE . Hopefully this issue will be resolved appropriately
and won't affect the teaching.
Regards,
Cathy
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2016 KPI scorecards attached
........--~-----_-________________________________~-------~-----_-_-_-_-_-_-_:
From:

Daryl Mccreadie <daryl.mccreadie@sydney.edu.au>

To:

Dennis Smith <dennis.smith@sydney.edu.au>

Cc:

Emir Balicevac <emir.balicevac@sydney.edu.au>

Date:

Wed, 05 Apr 2017 13:21:00 +1000

Attachments:

USYD KPI REPORT DECEMBER 2016.docx (52.68 kB); USYD KPI REPORT
February 2016.pdf (292.79 kB); USYD KPI REPORT January 2016.pdf (266.4 kB);
USYD KPI REPORT July 2016.docx (52.65 kB); USYD KPI REPORT June 2016.docx
(52.18 kB); USYD KPI REPORT March 2016.docx (55.75 kB); USYD KPI REPORT
May 2016.docx (52.06 kB); USYD KPI REPORT NOVEMBER 2016.docx (52.6 kB);
USYD KPI REPORT October 2016.docx (52.78 kB); USYD KPI REPORT September
2016.docx (52.93 kB); USYD KPI REPORT April 2016.pdf (264.4 kB); USYD KPI
REPORT August 2016.docx (52.9 kB)

All 2016 KPl' s attached.

Daryl Mccreadie
Campus Security Unitl Campus Infrastructure Services
THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
22 Codrington Street, Darlington I The University of Sydney I NSW 12006
T +61 2 93513487 I F +61 2 9351 4555 IM 0418 286 967
E daryLmccreadie@sydney.edu.au
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University of Sydney KPI Report - Security Services contract number: USYDCON/2015/305

Date of Report
Month being reviewed
Reviewed by

10th February 2017
DECEMBER 2015
Dennis Smith, Daryl Mccreadie

1.0 Guarding Services
Service Outline:

J

Provide Guarding Services to Sydney University to achieve the aims of the Campus Security Unit (CSU)

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

1.1

That appropriate officers as required by University will be made
avai lable to fulfil t he re quirements of the statement of works .

Measured by: hours required to hours delivered not
to be below 99% achievement

-

1.2

That officers on duty are to be culturally and gender divers e
and additionally at least one female officer is to be on duty at
all times.
All alarms, phone calls and radio cal ls are ta be actioned /
acknowledged within 2 minutes of activation in the control
roam and an appropriate dispatch entry made

Measured by: Hours required to hours delivered not
to be below 99%

-

1.4

All alarms, incidents and events are to be attended to within 25
mins of dispatch to a patrol unit

Measu red by: Dispatch Reports not to be below 99%
achievement

1.5

All University buildings are to be patrolled at least once in each
12 hour pe riod

1.6

1.7

1.3

1.8

1.9

Meets
Requirement
Y/N

Roster coverage maintained as per expectations

y

Measured by: Building Attendance Reports, not t o
be below 85% achievement

Diversity of team reviewed
Roster and staff register reviewed
Female officer 1 x 24/7 plus one team has two female officers
Data Source:
Average Qer month {2015):
Assessment SamQle:
Alarm s: Dispatch Call Log
9,500
SO Alarms
Telephone: Call Catch
4,800
25 Calls
Radio: TRBOnet
15,800
25 Calls
Data Sou rce:
Dispatch Call Log
11,295
50 Events
Sou rce:
Report Exec Daily Event Log 1,200
5 Buildings

y

All '24 hour spaces' within the University are to be patrolled 2
times each night

Measured by: Building Attendance Reports, not to
be below 95% ac hievement

Source:
Report Exec Daily Event Log

New criteria - Note yet
available

All

y

All non-urge nt matters to be responded to within 2.5 hours of
notification to the control room

Measured by: Dispatch Repo rts, not to be below
85% achievement

Data Sou rce :
Di spatch Call Log

New criteria - Note ye t
available

50 events

All tra ining and cou rse development is to be provided in a
timely manner and no untrained officers are to be working
unsupe rvised without completing the General Dut ies Training
Module
That all reporting as required by the University to meet
operational, WHS or technical requirements is submitted as
required in a ti me ly manner.

Measured by: Audit of officers on shift compared to
t raining records

-

M easured by: Dispatch Reports not to be below 99%
achievement

Measured by: Date required compared to date
submitted .

-

-

Rape Crisis and Response t raining completed - 12 CSU officers attended
training.

Supply of WHS report on time
Supply of next month's roster supplied on time
Invoicing received

y

y
y
y
y

y

y

y

Comment: Bob Hawke honorary degree program held. Nil protests . Nil issues. 60 Minutes on site covering the story. Xmas Shutdown cove rage okay with nil issues.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF

SYDNEY

University of Sydney KPI Report - Security Services contract number: USYDCON/2015/305

2.0 Cash Collection Services
Service Outline:

I

Provide the University with cash collection services for the parking machines. The successful tenderer (known as the Service Provider) will be contracted to collect parking machine
revenue from t he Parking
machines in a safe and secure manner and depos it the funds in a nominated University bank account

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

2.1

Clearance of all machines and deposit of funds into the University
bank accounts.

Measured by: Banking reconciliation comparison to reports

2.2
2.3
2.4

2.5

Trained and appropriately licensed staff only to be used to
complete CIT duties.
Reports to be sent to University Representative 1 day after
collection
Zero damage to Machines during cash collection

Zero loss of cash t ins and funds

Review Notes
Review conducted of ban king by SNP against the data from the
machines . This is reviewed against the receipts received by the
University cashiers from money deposited by SNP into the University
account.

Measured by: comparison to Induction and Records to audit
of officers su pplying services

-

No changes to the CIT team

Measured by: Audit of reporting timelin es compared to
received reports

-

Review of banking information by Traffic Administrator shows ba nking
timeframes are complied with

Measured by: Maintenance Contractor reports on damage
to machines

-

M easured by : Regular audit of funds and items

-

Monthly review on Maintenance- TMA invoice s and reports
SNP operatives seem to be taking care when changing boxes resulting
in no lost time due to staff actions
Audited by Traffic Administrator highlighting any discrepancies

Meets
Require_
ment
Y/N

y

y
y

y
y

Comments: Cash in transit services slightly altered due to the Xmas shutdown. All requests handled and co mpleted.

3.0 Road Line Marking
Service Outline:

I Provide the University with road maintenance line markings to ensure that parking bays, line markings and associated road markings are clearly visible to ensure th e safety of road users at the University.

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

3.1

All road markings to be maintai ned at 90% visibility

-

All okay

3.2

Markings will be applied using RTA approved waterborne road
marking paint (no aerosols).

Measured by: Random audit of spaces by University
personnel
Measured by: Random work zone inspections

-

3.3

Roadway directional arrows and pedestrian crossings will be
treated with reflective glass beads and anti-skid material.

M eas ured by: Random work zone inspectio ns

-

Inspection of completed works, painting is neat and visible as per
requirem ent
KPI Met

3.4

Works to be carried out at times suitable to t he University

Note

-

Yes - monthly on nights and weekends

3.5

Annual report to be provided at the contract review detailing the
anticipated w orks over the next 12 months and schedule for
completing t he work s

Note

-

Annual and monthly review to audit the proposed schedule of work s

Meets
Requirement
Y/N

y
y
y

y
y

Comments : Planned works early 2017 - Universi ty Place crossings and road markings . We stern Avenue and H70 car park.
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University of Sydney KPI Report - Security Services contract number: USYDCON/2015/305

SYDNEY

4.0 Electronic Maintenance
Service Outline:
Provide three service tecnnicians and an afterhours call out service to Syd ney University to repair and maintain the University's Access Control and Intruder Detection Systems (ACID Systems)
and to carry
out other minor works t hat are appropriate to this agreement and within the capability of the technicians.

I

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mecha nism

Review Notes

4.1

That three technicians will be ava ilable to the University during
normal operational hours, rostered to ensure that at least one
technician is on duty between 7am and 5pm Monday to Friday
(Business Hours).
The technicians are to be staff of the su pplier and no
subcontracting is permitted with out negotiation.
That a technician will be on-ca ll for the University at all t imes after
business hours including weekends and public holidays.
That all after hours call outs must be attended to {a technician
must be on site) within 2 hours of being notified of a fault or
problem . Excluding non-metropolitan ca mpuses.
During business hours 90% of urgent service call faults within the
ACID systems are rectifi ed within 4 hours. Urgent is defined as
system critica l, high risk or pe rimeter infrastructure fai lu re s.
That the su pplier subm it an annual preventative maintenance
schedule for each ca lend ar year of the contract includ ing
proposed equipment upgrades

Measured by: Hours requested to hours delivered by
random audits.

Recorded hours in keeping with reasonable expectation

4.2
4.3
4.4

4.5

4.6

y

Measured by: Quarterly reports on certification

Ok-KPI met

Measured by: Random aud its of on call staff

Ok- KPI met - USYD received Xmas and NYE coverage update from SNP

Measured By: Archibus Service Request timings

y
y

Nil in December
y

Measured by: Archibus Service Request timings

Measured by : Annu al Report Submission

85% - will not fail on this occasio n due to University staff on leave over
period . Some jobs could not be extended.

y

OK
y

4.7

That t here are no unauthorized disrupti ons to t he Gallagher Head
End program caused by the Service Provider.

Measured by: Ga llagher Net work Head End Failure

Nil reported

4.8

That fortnightly meetings are held with t he University to discuss
operational issues with t he agreement

Measured By: Atte nd ance at meetings

Ok-KPI met

4.9

That all discretionary works, which is defined as maintenance,
minor project works or major fault rectification that are required
by the University are completed within the set timeframes.

Measured by: Archibus Service Request timings

93% - meeting KPI okay

That all repo rting as required by the University to meet
Measured by: Date requ ired compared to date submitted.
operational, WHS or technical requirements is submitted as
required in a t imely manne r.
Comments: Taskings completed okay over the period with Ch ristmas shutdown and public holidays.
4.10

Meets
Requirement
Y/N

y
y

y

OK - December invoices submitted ahead of corporate shutdown as
requ ested.

y
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University of Sydney KPI Report - Security Services contract number: USYDCON/2015/ 305

Date of Report
Month being reviewed
Reviewed by
1.0 Guarding Services
Service Outline:

February 2016
Dennis Smith, Duane Ledford, Brett Tamasauskas, Daryl Mccreadie

I

Provide Guarding Services to Sydney University to achieve the aims of the Campus Security Unit (CSU)

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

1.1

That appropriate officers as required by University will be made
available to fulfi l the requirements of the statement of works.

Measured by: hours required to hours delivered not
to be below 99% achievement

-

Tha t officers on duty are to be culturally and gender diverse
and additionally at least one female officer is to be on duty at
all time s.
All alarms, phone calls and radio calls are to be actioned/
acknowledged within 2 minutes of activation in the control
room and an appropriate dispatch entry made

Measured by: Hours required to hours delivered not
to be below 99%

1.2

1.3

1.4

Mea sured by: Dispatch Reports not to be below 99%
achievement

-

Meets
Requirement
Y/N

Guarding roster reviewed against appropriately trained staff
% of missed shifts reviewed

y

-

Diversity of team reviewed
Roster and staff register reviewed
Female officer 1 x 24/7 as per requirement
Data Source:
Average Qer mo nth {2015 }:
Alarms : Dispatch Call Log
9,500
Telephone: Call Catch
4,800
Radio : TRBOnet
15,800

Assessment Sa mQle:
50 Alarms
25 Calls
25 Calls
50 Events

y
y

All alarms, incidents and events are to be attended to within 25
mins of dispatch to a patrol unit

Measured by: Dispatch Reports not to be below 99%
achievement

Data Source:
Dispatch Call Log

11,295

1.5

All University buildings are to be patrolled at least once in each
12 hour period

Measured by: Building Attendance Reports, not to
be below 85% achievement

Source:
Report Exec Daily Event Log

1,200

5 Buildings

y

1.6

All ' 24 hour spaces' within the University are to be patrolled 2
times each night

Measured by: Building Attendance Reports, not to
be below 95% achievement

Source:
Report Exec Daily Event Log

New criteri a - Note yet
available

All

y

1.7

All non-urgent matters to be responded to within 2.5 hours of
notification to the control room

Measured by: Dispatch Reports, not to be below
85% achievement

Data Source:
Dispatch Call Log

New criteria - Note yet
available

50 events

y

1.8

All training and course development is to be provided in a
timely manner and no untrained officers are to be working
unsupervised without completing the General Duties Training
Module
That all reporting as required by the University to meet
operational, WHS or techni ca l requirements is submitted as
required in a timely manner.

Measured by: Audit ofofficers on shift compared to
training records

All staff inducted as per CIS requirement s

1.9

y

y

Measured by: Date required compared to date

-

submitted.

-

Supply of WHS report on time
Supply of next month' s roster supplied on time
Invoicing received

y

March target - start on major rewo rk of SOPs
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University of Sydney KPI Report - Security Services contract number: USYDCON/2015/ 305

SYDNEY

I

2.0 Cash Collection Services
Service Outline:

Provide the University with cas h collection services for t he parking machi nes. The successfu l tenderer (known as the Se rvice Provider) will be contracted to collect parking machine revenue
from t he Parking
machines in a safe and secure manner and deposit t he f unds in a nominated University bank account

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

2.1

Clearance of all machines and deposit of funds into the University
bank acco unts.

Measured by: Banking reconciliation comparison to reports

2.2
2.3
2.4

2.5

Review Notes

Y/N

Review conducted of banking by SNP against the data from the
machines. This is reviewed against the receipts received by the
University cashiers from money deposited by SN P into the University
accou nt.
No changes to the CIT tea m

Trained and appropriately licensed staff o nly to be used to
complete CIT duties.
Reports to be sent to University Representative 1 day after
collection

Measured by: comparison to Induction and Reco rds to audit
of officers su pplying services
Measured by: Audit of reporting timelines co mpared to
received reports

-

Review of banking information by Traffic Administrator shows banking
timeframes are complied with

Zero damage to Machines during cash co llection

Measured by: Maintenance Co nt ra cto r reports on dama ge
to machines

-

Monthly review on Maintenance -TMA invoices and reports
SN P operatives seem to be taking care when changing boxes resulting
in no lost time due to staff act ions
Audited by Traffic Administrator highlight ing any discrepancies

Zero loss of ea sh tins and f unds

Meets
Requirement

-

Measured by: Regular audit offunds and items

y

y
y
y
y

3.0 Road line Marking
Service Outline:

I Provide the University with road maintenance

line markings to ensure that pa rking bays, line markings and asso ciated road markings are clearly visible to ensure t he safety of road users at the University.

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

3.1

All ro ad markings to be maintained at 90% visibility

-

3.2

Markings will be applied using RTA approved waterborne road
marking paint (no aerosols).
Roadway directional arrows and pedestrian crossings will be
treated with reflective glass beads and anti-skid material.

Measured by: Ra ndom audit of spaces by University
perso nnel
Mea sured by: Random work zone inspections

-

Measured by: Rando m wo rk zone inspections

-

-

3.3

Meets
Requirement
Y/N

3.4

Works to be carrie d out at times suitable to the University

Note

3.5

Annual report to be provided at the contract revi ew detailing the
anticipated works over t he next 12 months and schedule for
co mpleting the works

Note

3 major roads under construction - Fisher, Science and Physics closed
until further notice
Inspection of co mpleted works, painting is neat and visible as per
re qui rement
Scheduled works to be completed before start of O WEEK
Yes - monthly on nights and weekends

y
y
y
y

Annual and monthly review to audit the pro posed schedule of w orks

y

Crossings at the front of the Fisher Library, The Quad and Manning Rd to be completed before O Week.
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University of Sydney KPI Report - Security Services contract number: USYDCON/2015/305

SYDNEY

4.0 Electronic Maintenance
Service Outline:
Provide three service technicians and an afterhours call out service to Sydney University to repair and maintain the University's Access Control and Intruder Detection Systems (ACID Systems)
and to carry

I

out other minor works that are appropriate to this agreement and within the capability of the technicians.

Nu mber

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

4.1

That three technicians will be available to the University during
norma l operational hou rs, ro stered to ensure that at least one
technician is on duty between 7am and 5pm Monday to Friday
(Business Hours).
The technicians are to be staff of the supplier and no
subcontracting is permitted without negotiation.
That a technician will be on-call for the University at all times after
business hours including weekends and public holidays.

Measured by: Hours requested to hours delivered by
random audits.

371.45.out of a possible 472.150 hours - better

4.2

4.3

Y/N

y
Measured by: Quarterly reports on certification

OK-KPI Met

Mea sured by: Random audits of on call staff

OK-KPI Met

y

y

That all after hours call outs must be attended to (a technician
must be on site) within 2 hours of being notified of a fault or
problem. Excluding non-metropolitan campuses .

Measured By: Archibus Service Request timings

During business hours 90% of urgent service call faults within the
ACID systems are rectified within 4 hours. Urgent is defined as
system critical, high risk or perimeter infrastructure failures.

Measured by: Archibus Service Request timings

That the supplier submit an annual preventative maintenance
schedule for each calendar year of the contract including
proposed equipment upgrades

Measured by: Annual Report Submission

4.7

That there are no unauthorized disruptions to the Gallagher Head
End program caused by the Service Provide r.

Mea sured by: Gallagher Network Head End Failure

flbne reported

4.8

That fortnightly meetings are held with the University to discuss
operational issues with the agreement

Measured By: Attenda nee at meetings

OK-KPI Met

4.9

That all discretionary works, which is defined as maintenance,
minor project works or major fault rectification that are required
by the University are completed within the set timeframes .

Measured by: Archibus Service Request timings

90.6% - 14 out of 149 not completed on time

4.4

4.5

4.6

2 - 1282044 and 1282051

y
84% - 4 out of 25 not completed on time
NO
In progress - To be Finalised 1st Q.Jarter

y

That all reporting as required by the University to meet
Measured by: Date required compared to date submitted.
operational, WHS or technical requirements is submitted as
required in a timely manner.
Comments: 2 x KPI failures items 4.5 and 4.10. SNP to organise credits as per contract.
4.10

Meet s
Requirement

y
y

y
Invoices not submitted in a timely manner
NO
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SYDNEY
Date of Report
Month being reviewed
Reviewed by

12'" February 2016
January 2016
Dennis Smith, Duane Ledford, Brett Tamasa uskas, Daryl Mccreadie

1.0 Guarding Services
Service Outline:

J

Provide Guarding Services to Sydney University to achieve the aims of the Campus Security Unit (CSU)
Meets

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

1.1

That appropriate officers as required by University will be made
available to fulfil the re quirements of the statement of works.

Measured by: hours required to hours delivered not
to be below 99% achievement

-

1.2

That officers on duty are to be culturally and gender diverse
and additionally at least one female officer is to be on duty at
all times .
All alarms, phone calls and radio calls are to be actioned/
acknowledged within 2 minutes of activation in the control
room and an appropriate dispatch entry made

Measured by: Hours required to hours delivered not
to be belo w 99%

1.4

All alarms, incidents and events are to be attended to within 25
mins of dispatch to a patrol unit

Measured by: Dispatch Reports not to be below 99%
achievement

Guarding roster reviewed against appropriately trained staff
% of missed shi fts reviewed
- Skills Register supplied and reviewed
Diversity of team reviewed
- Roster and staff register reviewed
- 1 x female resigned January and replaced with 1 x female officer
Data Sou rce:
Average 12er month (2015}:
Assessment Sam12le:
Alarms: Dispatch Call Log
9,500
50 Alarms
Telephone: Call Catch
4,800
25 Calls
Radio: TRBOnet
15,800
25 Calls
Data Source:
Dispatch Call Log
11,295
SO Events

1.5

All University buildings are to be patro lled at least once in eac h
12 hour period

Measured by: Building Attendance Reports, not to
be below 85% achievement

Source:
Report Exec Daily Event Log

1,200

5 Buildings

1.6

All '24 hour spaces' within the University are to be patrolled 2
times each night

Measured by: Building Attendance Reports, not to
be below 95% achievement

Source:
Report Exec Daily Event Log

New criteria - Note yet
available

All

1.7

All non-urgent matters to be responded to within 2.5 hours of
notification to the control room

Measured by: Dispatch Reports, not to be below
85% achievement

Data Source:
Dispatch Call Log

New criteria - Note yet
available

SO events

1.8

All training and course development is to be provided in a
timely manner and no untrained officers are to be working

Measured by: Audit of officers on shift compared to
training records

-

1.3

1.9

unsupervised without completing the General Duties Training
Module
That all reporting as required by the University to meet
operational, WHS or technical requirements is submitted as
required in a timely manner.

Measured by: Dispatch Reports not to be below 99%
achievement

Measured by: Date required compared to date
submitted.

-

Requirement
Y/N

y

y
y
y
y
y

y

Review of skills register against rostered staff between 18-24 January conducted
Review of training matrix against rostered staff between 18-24 January
conducted
Supply of WHS report on time
Supply of next month's roster supplied on time
Invoicing received

y

y

y

y

-

SOPs prepared for use on the Emergency Broadcast System
Comments: Next Target (February 2016) Review of training material based on the competencies for CMS Operators to be undertaken. This is to allow development of a CMS Operator
training package to be developed, assessed and
then implemented.
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SYDNEY
2.0 Cash Collection Services
Service Outline:

I

Provide the University with cash collection services for the parking machines. The successful tenderer (known as the Se rvice Provider) will be contracted to co llect parking machi ne revenue
from t he Parking
machines in a safe and secure manner and deposit the f unds in a nominated University bank account

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

2.1

Clearance of all machines and deposit of funds into the University
bank accounts.

Measured by: Banki ng reconciliation comparison to reports

2.2

Tra ined and appropriately licensed staff only to be used to
complete CIT duties.

Review Notes

Y/N

Measu red by: comparison to Induction and Records to audit
of officers supplying services

.

.

2.3

Reports to be sent to University Representative 1 day after
collection

Measured by: Audit of reporting timelines compared to
received reports

2.4

Zero damage to Machines during cash collection

Measured by: Maintenance Contract or reports on damage
to mac hines

.
.

Measured by: Regular audit of funds and items

.

2.5

Zero loss of cash tins and f unds

Meets
Requirement

Review conducted of banking by SNP against the data fro m the
machines. This is reviewed against the receipts received by the
University cashiers from money deposited by SNP into t he University
account .
Review of CIT officers compared to staff register
Names of operatives performing services checked aga inst the
induction register

y

y

Review of banking information by Traffic Administrator shows banking
timeframes are complied with

y

Monthly review on Maintenance - TMA invoices and reports
SNP operatives seem to be taking care when changing boxes resulting
in no lost t ime due to staff actions
Audited by Traffic Administrator highlighting any discrepa ncies

y
y

Comments: SNP CIT operatives seem to be taking care when clearing machines and changing cash boxes. This is resulting in fewer machines being down due to operative error compared
to previous contract service provider.

3.0 Road line Marking
Service Outline:

I Provide the University

with road maintenance line markings to ensure that parking bays, line markings and associated road markings are clearly visible to ensure the safety of road users at the University.

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Meehan ism

Review Notes

3.1

All road markings to be mainta ined at 90% visibility

Measured by: Random audit of spaces by University
personnel

.

Y/N

.
.

3.2
3.3

Markings will be applied using RTA approved waterborne road
marking paint (no aerosols).
Roadway directional arrows and pedestri an crossings will be
t reated with reflective glass beads and anti-skid material.

Meets
Requirement

Measured by: Random work zone inspections
Measured by: Random work 2o ne inspectio ns

Camperdown/Da rlington site audit conducted - proposed works vs
co mpleted works looked at
Maze crescent marked as per project plan
3 major roads under construction - Fisher, Science and Phys ics closed
until further notice
Inspection of completed works, painting is neat and visible as per
requirement
Currently being updated according to pla n for February 2016, refer to
comments below

3.4

Works to be carried out at t imes suitable to the University

Note

.

Yes - monthly on nights and weekends

3.5

Annual report to be provided at the contract review detailing t he
anticipated works over the next 12 months and schedule for
completing the works

Note

.

Annual and mo nthly review to audit the proposed schedule of works

y

y
y

y
y

Comments: Maze Crescent (Darlingto n) repainted in December 2015 to comply with 90% visibility. January project submitted for Camperdown and Darlington Campus pedestrian crossings,
speed humps and approach lines to be
completed in time for start of Semester 1, 2016. Pedestrian Crossings to have glass beads applied t o meet requirement for anti-skid and reflective coa ting properties. The roads that are cu
rrently closed due to construction (Fisher.
Science and Physics) will need to be brought up to standa rd when they are re-opened. These costs to be recovered from the project codes for these areas.
Next priority: Some of the off street car parks e.g. Engineering to be repainted for safety
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SYDNEY

4.0 Electronic Maintenance
Service Outline:
Provide three service t echnicians and an afterhours call out service to Sydney University to repair and maintain the University's Access Control and Intruder Detection Systems (ACID Systems)
and to carry
out other minor works that are appropriate to this agreement and within the capability of the technicians.

I

Meets

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

4.1

That three technicians will be available to the University during
norma l operationa l hours, rostered to ensure that at least one
technician is on duty between 7am and 5pm Monday to Friday
(Business Hours).
The technicians are to be staff of the supplier and no
subcontracting is permitted without negotiation.
That a technician w ill be on-call for the University at all times after
business hours including weekends and public holidays.

Measured by: Hours requested to hours delivered by
random audits.

280.75 out of a possible 427.5 hours In Archibus - Technician Error ? Improvement Needed

4.2

Y/N

Measured by: Quarterly re ports on certification

Ok-KPI met

Measured by: Random audits of on call staff

Ok-KPI met

That all after hours call outs must be attended to (a technician
must be on site) within 2 hours of being notified of a fault or
problem. Excluding non-metropolitan campuses.

Measured By: Archibus Service Request timings

NA for January

During business hours 90% of urgent service call faults within the
ACI D systems are rectified within 4 hours. Urgent is defined as
system critical, high risk or perimeter infrastructure failures.

Measured by: Archibus Service Request timings

That the supplier submit an annual preventative maintenance
schedule for each calendar year of the contract including
proposed equipment upgrades

Measured by: Annual Report Submission

4.7

That there are no unauthorized disruptions to the Gallagher Head
End program caused by the Service Provider.

Measured by: Gallagher Netwo rk Head End Failure

None reported

4.8

That fortnightly meetings are held with the University to discuss
operational issues with the agreement

Measured By: Attendance at meetings

OK - KPI met

4.9

That all discretionary works, which is defined as maintenance,
minor project works or major fau lt rectification that are required
by the University are completed within the set timeframes .

Measured by: Archibus Service Request timings

84% - 99 out of 118 completed on time

That all reporting as required by the University to meet
operational, WHS or technical requirements is submitted as
required in a timely manner.

Measured by: Date required compared to date submitted.

4.3
4.4

4.5

4.6

4.10

Requirement

y

y
y

y
94% - 5 out of 84 not completed on time

y
In progress - To be Finalised 1st Quarter

y
y
y

y
Good - Deadlines and expectations to be placed on delivery of core
reports, invoices etc

y

Comments:
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5 th August 2016
JULY 2016
Dennis Smith, Daryl Mccreadie

1.0 Guarding Services
Service Outline:

I Provide Guarding Services to Sydney University to achieve the aims of the Campus Security Unit {CSU)
Meets
Requirement

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

1.1

That appropriate officers as required by University will be made
available to fulfil the requirements of the statement of works.

Measured by: hours required to hours delivered not
to be below 99% achievement

-

That officers on duty are to be culturally and gender diverse
and additiona lly at least one female officer is to be on duty at
all t imes.
All alarms, phone calls and radio calls are to be actioned/
acknowledged within 2 minutes of activation in the control
room and an appropriate dispatch entry made

Measured by: Hours required to hours delivered not
to be below 99%

-

1.4

All alarms, incidents and events are to be attended to within 25
mins of dispatch to a patrol unit

M easured by: Dispatch Reports not to be below 99%
achievement

1.5

All University buildi ngs are to be patrolled at least once in each
12 hou r period

Measured by: Buildi ng Attendance Reports, not to
be below 85% achievement

Diversity of team reviewed
Roster and staff registe r review ed
Female officer 1 x 24/7 plus one team has two female officers
Data Source:
Average Qer month {2015} : Assessment SamQle:
Alarms: Dispatch Call Log
9,SOO
50 Alarms
Telephone : Call Catch
4,800
25 Ca lls
Radio: TRBOnet
15,800
25 Ca lls
Data Source:
Dispatch Call Log
11,295
50 Events
Source:
Report Exec Daily Event Log 1,200
5 Buildings

All ' 24 hour spaces' w it hin the University are to be patrolled 2
times each night

Measured by: Building Attendance Reports, not to
be below 95% achievement

Source:
Report Exec Daily Event Log

New criteria - Note yet
available

All

All non-urgent matters to be re sponded to within 2.5 hours of
notification to the control ro om

Measured by: Dispatch Reports, not to be below
85% achievement

Data Source:
Dispatch Ca ll Log

New crite ria - Note yet
available

50 events

All traini ng and course development is to be provided in a
timely manner and no untrained officers are to be working
unsupervised without comp leting the General Duties Training
Module

Measured by: Audit of officers on shift co mpared to
training records

-

That all rep orting as required by the University to meet
operational, WHS or technical requi reme nts is submitted as
required in a timely manner.

Measured by: Date required com pared to date
submitted.

1.2

1.3

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

Review Notes

Y/N

M easured by: Dispatch Reports not to be below 99%
achieveme nt

-

-

Guarding roster reviewed against appropriately trained staff
% of missed shifts reviewed

y

y

y
y
y
y

y

y

Major protest actions occurring around SCA students. Training on managing
staff delivered to Team Leaders. Keep fro ntline staff updated on how to manage
protest activity
Security staff trained for working in Fisher Library w hen it starts 24/7 trad ing
25 1h July.
Supply of WHS report on time
Supply of next month's roster supplied on time
Invoicing received

y

y

y

Comment: Busy month . Guards performing well. Roster coverage well maintain ed. Fis her Library 24/7 coverage commenced 25 th July with start of Semester 2.
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2.0 Cash Collection Services
Service Outline:

I

Provide the University with cash collection services for the parking machines. The successful tenderer (known as the Service Provider) will be contracted to collect pa rking machine revenue
from the Parking
machines in a safe and secure manner and deposit t he funds in a nominated University bank account

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

2.1

Clearance of all machines and deposit of funds into the University
bank accounts.

Measured by: Banking reconciliation comparison to reports

2.2
2.3
2.4

2.5

Trained and appropriately licensed staff only to be used to
complete CIT duties.
Reports to be sent to University Representative 1 day after
collection

Measured by: comparison to Induction and Records to au dit
of officers supplying service s
Measured by : Audit of reporting timelines com pared to
received reports

Zero damage to Machines during cash collection

Zero loss of cash tins and fu nds

Review Notes

-

Meets
Requirement
Y/N

Review conducted of banking by SNP agai nst the data from the
machines. This is reviewed against the receipts received by the
University cashiers from money deposited by SN P into the University
account.
No changes to the CIT team

-

Review of banking information by Traffic Administrator shows banking
timeframes are complied with

Measured by: Maintenance Contractor reports on damage
to machines

-

Measured by: Regula r audit of funds and items

-

Monthly review on Maintenance- TMA invoices and reports
SNP operatives seem to be taking care when changing boxes resulting
in no lost time due to staff actions
Audited by Traffic Administrator highlighti ng any discrepancies

y

y
y

y
y

Comments: SNP Cash In Transit team performing well. Nil disruptions to machines caused by mishandling of containers etc

3.0 Road Line Marking
Service Outline:

I Provide the University with road maintenance line ma rkings to ensure that parking bays, line markings and associated road markings are clearly visible to ensure the safety of road users at the University.

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

3.1

All road markings to be maintained at 90% visibility

-

All okay

3.2

Markings will be applied using RTA approved waterborne road
marking paint (no aerosols).
Roadway directional arrows and pedestrian crossings will be
treated with reflective glass beads and anti-skid material.

Measured by: Random audit of spaces by University
personnel
Measured by: Random work zone inspections

-

Measured by: Random work zone inspections

-

Inspection of completed works, painting is neat and visible as per
requirement
July report - all crossings in okay state of repair

3.3

Meets
Requirement

Y/N

3.4

Works to be carried out at times suitable to the University

Note

-

Yes - monthly on nights and weekends

3.5

Annua l report to be provided at the contract review detailing the
anticipated works over the next 12 months and schedu le for
completing t he works

Note

-

Annual and monthly review to audit the proposed schedule of works

y
y
y
y

y

Comments: Nil painting for July 2016
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4.0 Electronic Maintenance
Service Outline:
Provide three service technicians and an afterhours call out service to Sydney University to repair and maintain the University's Access Control
and Intruder Detection Systems (ACID Systems) and to carry
out other minor works that are appropriate to this agreement and within the capability of the technicians.

I

Number

4.1

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

That three technicians will be available to the University during
Measured by: Hours requested to hours delivered by
normal operational hours, rostered to ensure that at least one
random audits.
technician is on duty between 7am and 5pm Monday to Friday
(Business Hours).
4.2
The technicians are to be staff of the supplier and no
Measured by: Quarterly reports on certification
subcontracting is permitted without negotiation.
4.3
That a technician will be on-call for the University at all times after Measured by: Random audits of on call staff
business hours including weekends and public holidays.
4.4
That all after hours call outs must be attended to (a technician
Measured By: Archibus Service Request ti mings
must be on site) within 2 hours of being notified of a fault or
problem . Excluding non-metropolitan campuses.
4.5
During business hours 90% of urgent service call faults within the
Measured by: Archibus Service Request t imings
ACID systems are rectified within 4 hours. Urgent is defined as
system critical, high risk or perimeter infrastructure failures.
4.6
That the supplier submit an annual preventative maintenance
Measured by: Annual Report Submission
schedule for each calendar year of the contract including
proposed equipment upgrades
4.7
That there are no unauthorized disruptions to the Gallagher Head
Measured by: Gallagher Network Head End Failure
End program caused by the Service Provider.
4.8
That fortnightly meetings are held with the University to discuss
Measured By: Attendance at meetings
operational issues with the agreement
4.9
That all discretionary works, which is defined as maintenance,
Measured by: Archibus Service Request t imings
minor project works or major fault rectification that are required
by the University are completed within the set timeframes.
4.10
That all reporting as required by t he University to meet
Measured by: Date required compared to date submitted.
operational, WHS or technical requirements is submitted as
required in a timely manner.
Comments: SNP to chase TSM to get the invoicing for parts in quicker to make invoice payments easier to track

Review Notes

404 out of a possible 472.50 hours - Larson to update work requests with
missing hours worked

OK KPI Met

Meets
Requirement
Y/N

y

y

OK KPI Met
y

Two completed 5430420 NOT COMPLETED WITHIN TIMEFRAME / 5431626
y

84% - 16 out of 19 not completed on t ime but some jobs not able to be
completed on time due to cabling faults preventing jobs to be closed out
per due date/time

y

Updated plan - currently in front
y

None reported
OK-KPI met

y

y

91% - 104 out of 114 completed on time
y
Invoices need to be in a little quicker
y
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Date of Report
Month being reviewed
Reviewed by

15th July 2016
JUNE 2016
Den nis Smith, Daryl M ccreadie

1.0 Guarding Services
Service Outline:

I Provide Guarding Services to Sydney University to achieve the aims of the Campus Security Unit (CSU)

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

1.1

That appropriate officers as required by University w ill be made
available to fulfil the requirements of the st atement of works.

Measured by: hours required to hours delivered not
to be below 99% achievement

-

1.2

That officers on duty are to be culturally and gender diverse
and additionally at least one female officer is to be on duty at
all times.
All alarms, phone calls and radio calls are to be actioned/
acknowledged w ithin 2 minutes of activation in the control
room and an appropriate dispatch ent ry made

M easured by: Hours required to hours delivered not
to be below 99%

-

Meets
Requirement
Y/N

Guarding roster reviewed against appropriately trained staff
% of missed shifts reviewed

All alarms, incidents and events are to be attended to within 25
mins of dispatch to a patrol unit
All University buildings are to be patrolled at least once in each
12 hour period

Measured by: Dispatch Reports not to be below 99%
achievement
Measured by: Building Attendance Reports, not to
be below 85% achievement

Diversity of team reviewed
Roster and staff register reviewed
Female officer 1 x 24/7 plus one team has two female officers
Data Source :
Average 1:1er mont h {2015 }:
Assessment Sam1:1le:
Alarms: Dispatch Call Log
9,500
SO Alarms
Telephone: Call Catch
4,800
25 Calls
Radio: TRBOnet
15,800
25 Calls
Data Source:
Dispatch Call Log
11,295
50 Events
Source:
Report Exec Daily Event Log 1,200
5 Buildi~gs

1.6

All '24 hour spaces' within the University are to be patrolled 2
times each night

Measured by: Building Attendance Reports, not t o
be below 95% achievement

Source:
Report Exec Daily Event Log

New criteria - Note yet
available

All

1.7

All non-urgent matters to be responded to within 2.5 hours of
notification to the control room

Measured by: Dispatch Reports, not to be below
85% achievement

Data Source:
Dispatch Call Log

New criteria - Note yet
available

50 event s

1.8

All training and course development is to be provided in a
t imely manner and no untrained officers are to be working
unsupervised without completing the General Duties Training
Module
That all reporting as required by the University to meet
operational, WHS or t echnical requirements is submitted as
required in a timely manner.

Measured by: Audit of officers on shift compared to
training records

-

1.3

1.4
1.5

1.9

Measured by: Dispatch Reports not to be below 99%
achievement

y

y

y
y

y
y
y

y

y

Staff performing well. Some good reports on performance
y

Measured by: Date required compared to date
submitted.

-

Supply of WHS report on time
Supply of next month's roster supplied on time
Invoicing received

y

Comment: Chemistry re-inductions completed
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2.0 Cash Collection Services

I Provide the University with cash collection services for the parking machines. The successful tenderer {known as the Service Provider) will be contracted to collect parking machine revenue from the Parking

Service Outline:

machines in a safe and secure manner and deposit the funds in a nominated University bank account

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

2.1

Clearance of all machines and deposit of funds into the University
bank accounts.

Measured by: Banking reconciliation comparison to reports

-

2.2
2.3
2.4

2.5

Y/N

Trained and appropriately licensed staff only to be used to
complete CIT duties.
Reports to be sent to University Representative 1 day after
collection

Measured by: comparison to Induction and Records to audit
of officers supplying services
Measured by: Audit of reporting timelines compa red to
received reports

Zero damage to Machines during cash collection

Measured by: Maintenance Contractor reports on damage
to machines

-

Measured by: Regular audit of funds and items

-

Zero loss of cash tins and funds

Meets
Requirement

-

Review conducted of banking by SNP against the data from the
machines. This is reviewed against the receipts received by the
University cashiers from money deposited by SNP into the University
account.
No changes to the CIT team

-

Review of banking information by Traffic Administrator shows banking
timeframes are complied with

-

Monthly review oo Maintenance - TMA invoices and reports
SNP operatives seem to be taking care when changing boxes resulting
in no lost time due to staff actions
Audited by Traffic Administrator highlighting any discrepancies

y

y
y

y
y

Comments: Nil comments. Services being conducted as per requirements.

3.0 Road Line Marking
Service Outline:

· I Provide the University with road maintenance line markings to ensure that parking bays, line markings and associated road markings are clearly visible to ensure the safety of road users at the

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

3.1

All road markings to be maintained at 90% visibility

3.2

Markings will be applied using RTA approved waterborne road
marking paint {no aerosols).
Roadway directional arrows and pedestrian crossings will be
treated with reflective glass beads and anti-skid material.
Works to be carried out at t imes suitable to the University

Measured by: Random audit of spaces by University
personnel
Measured by: Random work zone inspections

-

Measured by: Random work zone inspections

-

3.3
3.4

Review Notes

University.
Meets
Requirement
Y/N

Note

All okay
Inspection of completed works, painting is neat and visible as per
requirement
Gate 2 Cumberland completed
Yes - monthly on nights and weekends

y

y
y
y

3.5

Annual report to be provided at the contract review detailing the
Note
- Annual and monthly review to audit the proposed schedule of works
anticipated works over the next 12 months and schedule for
completing the works
Comments: Gate 2, Cumberland Campus line marking project completed. Works to redesign the pedestrian crossing and surrounding hatching
to prevent vehicles parking too close to the crossing.

y
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4.0 Electronic Maintenance
Service Outline:
I Provide three service technicians and an afterhours call out service to Sydney University to repair and maintain the University's Access Control and Intruder Detection Systems (ACID Systems) and to carry
out other minor works that are appropriate to this agreement and w ithin the capability of the technicians .

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

4.1

That three technicians will be available to the University during
normal operational hours, rostered to ensure that at least one
technician is on duty between 7am and 5pm Monday to Friday
{Business Hours).
The technicians are to be staff of t he supplier and no
subcontracting is permitted without negotiation.
That a technician will be on-call for the University at all times after
business hours including weekends and public holidays.
That all after hours call outs must be attended to (a technician
must be on site) within 2 hours of being notified of a fault or
problem . Excluding non-metropolitan campuses.
During business hours 90% of urgent service call faults within the
ACID systems are rectified within 4 hours. Urgent is defined as
system crit ical, high risk or perimeter infrastructure failures .
That the supplier submit an annual preventative maintenance
schedu le for each calendar year of t he contract including
proposed equipment upgrades
That there are no unauthorized disruptions to the Gallagher Head
End program caused by the Service Provider.

Measured by: Hours requested t o hours delivered by
random audits.

469.75 out of a possible 495 hou rs

4.2
4.3
4.4

4.5

4.6

4 .7
4.8
4.9

That fortnightly meetings are held with the University to discuss
operational issues with the agreement

Meets
Requirement
Y/N

y
Measured by: Quarterly reports on certification
Measured by: Random audits of on call staff
Measured By: Archibus Service Request timings

OK - KPI M et upon negotiation

y

OK - KPI Met

y

Two completed 5423797 / 5424736

y
Measured by: Archibus Service Request t imings

95% - 1 out of 20 not completed on t ime

.
Measured by: Annual Report Submission

y

Updated plan - in front
y

Measured by: Gallagher Network Head End Fa ilure

None reported

Measured By: Attendance at meetings

OK - KPI Met - One missed as request ed by university

That all discretionary works, which is defined as maintenance,
M easu red by: Archibus Service Request ti mings
minor project works or major fault rectification that are required
by the University are completed wit hin the set timefra mes.
That all reporting as required by the University to meet
4.10
Measured by: Date required compared to dat e submitted.
operational, WHS or technical requirements is submitted as
required in a timely manner.
Comments: Main watch point - more techs required for back up and relief for 3 staff assigned t o site.

y
y

90% - 132 out of 146 completed on time
y

Ok, need more relief techs to be inducted to site
y
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1.0 Guarding Services
Service Outline:

/ Provide Guarding Services to Sydney University to achieve the aims of the Campus Security Unit (CSU)
Meets

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

1.1

That appropriate officers as required by University will be made
available to fulfil the requirements of the statement of works .

Measured by: hours required to hours delivered not
to be below 99% achievement

-

That officers on duty are to be cultu rally and gender diverse
and additionally at least one female officer is to be on duty at
all times.
All alarms, phone calls and radio calls are t o be actioned/
acknowledged within 2 minutes of activation in the control
room and an appropriate dispatch entry made

Measured by: Hours required to hours delivered not
to be below 99%

1.2

-

Requirement
Y/N

Guarding roster reviewed against appropriately trained staff
% of missed shifts reviewed

All alarms, incidents and events are to be attended to within 25
mins of dispatch to a patrol unit
All University buildings are to be patrolled at least once in each
12 hour period

Measured by: Dispatch Reports not to be below 99%
achievement
Measured by: Building Attendance Reports, not t o
be below 85% achievement

Diversity of team reviewed
Roster and staff register reviewed
Female officer 1 x 24/7 plus one team has two female officers
Data Source:
Average 12er month (2015): Assessment Samgle:
Alarms: Dispatch Call Log
9,500
SO Alarms
Telephone: Call Catch
4,800
25 Calls
Radio: TRBOnet
15,800
25 Calls
Data Source:
Dispatch Call Log
11,295
50 Events
Source:
Report Exec Daily Event Log 1,200
5 Buildings

1.6

All '24 hour spaces' w ithin the University are to be patrolled 2
times each night

Measured by: Building Attendance Reports, not to
be below 95% achievement

Source:
Report Exec Daily Event Log

New criteria - Note yet
available

All

1.7

All non-urgent matters to be responded to within 2.5 hours of
notificat ion to the control room

Measured by: Dispatch Reports, not to be below
85% achievement

Data Source:
Dispatch Call Log

New criteria - Note yet
available

50 events

1.8

All training and course development is to be provided in a
timely manner and no untrained officers are to be working
unsupervised without completing the General Duties Training
Module
That all reporting as required by the University to meet
operational, WHS or technical requirements is submitted as
required in a timely manner.

Measured by: Audit of officers on shift compared to
training records

-

1.3

1.4
1.5

1.9

Measured by: Dispatch Reports not to be below 99%
achievement

Measured by: Date required compared to date
submitted.

-

-

K07 Margaret Telfer Training conducted and completed with all team leaders
and CMS operators

Supply of WHS report on ti me
Supply of next month's roster supplied on time
Invoicing received

y

y

y
y
y

y

y

y

y

y

y

Comments: SOP update required for all guarding procedures. Draft outline okay to proceed. Draft SOPs due end May 2016.
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SYDNEY
2.0 Cash Collection Services
Service Outline:

I Provide the University with cash collection services for the parking machines. The successful tenderer (known as the Service Provider) will be contracted to collect parking machine revenue from the Parking
machines in a safe and secure manner and deposit the funds in a nominated University bank account

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

2.1

Clearance of all machines and depos it of funds into the University
bank accounts .

Measured by: Banking reconciliation comparison to reports

2.2
2.3
2.4

2.5

Review Notes

Review conducted of banking by SNP against the data from the
machines . This is reviewed against the receipts received by the
University cashiers from money deposited by SNP into t he University
accou nt.
No changes to the CITteam

Trained and appropriately licensed staff on ly to be used to
complete CIT duties.
Reports to be sent to University Representative 1 day after
collection

Measured by: comparison to Induction and Records to audit
of officers supplying services

-

Measured by: Audit of reporting timelines compared to
received reports

-

Review of banking information by Traffic Administrator shows ba nking
timeframes are complied with

Zero damage to Machines during cash collection

Measured by: Maintenance Contractor re ports on damage
to machines

-

Measured by: Regular audit of funds and items

-

Monthly review on Maintenance - TM A invoices and reports
SNP operatives seem to be taking ca re when changing boxes resulting
in no lost time due to staff actions
Audited by Traffic Administrator highlighting any discrepancies

Zero loss of cash tins and funds

Meets
Requirement
Y/N

y

y
y

y
y

Comments: Note for DM to remind CIT team to provide co pies of the machine dockets when they are cleared/changed.

3.0 Road Line Marking
Service Outline:

I Provide the University with

road mai ntenance line markings to ensure t hat parking bays, line markings and associated road markings are clearly visible to ensure the safety of road users at t he University.

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

3.1

All road markings to be maintained at 90% visibility

Measured by: Random audit of spaces by University
personnel

3.2
3.3

Markings will be applied using RTA approved waterborne road
marking paint (no aerosols).
Roadway directional arrows and pedestria n crossings will be
treated with reflective glass beads and anti-skid material.

Review Notes

Meets
Requirement
Y/N

Measured by: Random work zone inspections

-

M easured by: Random work zone inspections

-

3.4

Works to be carried out at times suitable to the University

Note

3.5

Annua l report to be provided at the contract review detailing the
anticipated works over t he next 12 months and schedule for
completing the works

Note

All crossings and approaches completed as required .
3 major road s under construction - Fisher, Science and Physics closed
until further notice
Ins pection of completed works, painting is neat and visible as per
requirement
None requi red for March 2016
Yes - monthly on nights and weekends

-

y

y
y

y

Annual and monthly review to audit the proposed schedule of works

y

Comments: Cumberland Campus Gate 2 Zone to be refreshed by end of Apri l. This includes crossings, disa bled bays and hatching.
Account code supplied for H70 numbering of bays . DM to draw up plan for April/May marking of the underground area once Cumberland completed.
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4.0 Electronic Maintenance
Service Outline:
Provide t hree service technicians and an afterhours call out service to Sydney University to repair and maintain t he University's Access Control
and Intruder Detection Systems (ACID Systems) and to carry
out other minor works t hat are appropriate to this agreement and within the capability of the technicians.

I

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

4.1

That three technicians will be available to the University during
normal operational hours, rostered to ensure that at least one
technician is on duty between 7am and 5pm Monday to Friday
(Business Hours).
The technicians are to be staff of the supplier and no
subcontracting is permitted w ithout negotiation.
That a t echnician will be on-call for the University at all t imes after
business hours including weekends and public holidays.
That all after hours ca ll outs must be attended t o (a technician
must be on site) within 2 hours of being notified of a fault or
problem. Excluding non-metropolitan campuses.
During business hours 90% of urgent service call faults within the
ACID systems are rectified within 4 hours. Urgent is defined as
system critical, high risk or perimeter infrastructure failures.
That the supplier submit an annual preventative maintenance
schedule for each calendar year of t he contract including
proposed equipment upgrades
That there are no unauthorized disruptions t o the Gallagher Head
End program caused by the Service Provider.

Measured by: Hou rs requested to hours delivered by
random audits.

4.2

4 .3
4.4

4.5

4.6

4.7
4.8
4.9

That fortnightly meetings are held with the University to discuss
operational issues with the agreement

That all discretionary works, which is defined as maintenance,
minor project works or major fault rectification that are required
by the University are completed within the set timefra mes.
4.10
That all reporting as required by t he University to meet
operational, WHS or technical requirements is submitted as
required in a timely manner.
Comments:

Review Notes

Meets
Requirement
Y/N
y

Measured by: Quarterly reports on certification
y
Measured by: Random audits of on call staff
y
Measured By: Archibus Service Request timings
y
Measured by: Archibus Service Request t imings
y
Measured by: Annual Report Submission
y
Measured by: Gallagher Network Head End Failure

y

Measu red By: Attendance at meetings
y
Measured by: Archibus Service Request timings

y
Measured by: Date required compared to date submitted.
y
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1.0 Guarding Services
Service Outline:

I Provide Guarding Services to Sydney University to achieve the aims of the Campus Security Unit (CSU)

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

1.1

That appropriate officers as required by University will be made
available to fulfil the requirements of the statement of works .

Measured by: hours required to hours delivered not
to be below 99% achievement

-

1.2

That officers on duty are to be culturally and gender diverse
and additiona lly at least one female officer is to be on duty at
all times.
All alarms, phone calls and radio calls are to be actioned/
acknowledged within 2 minutes of activation in the control
room and an appropriate dispatch entry made

Measured by: Hours required to hours delivered not
to be below 99%

-

Meets
Requirement
Y/N

Guarding roster reviewed against appropriately trained staff
% of missed shifts reviewed

All alarms, incidents and events are to be attended to within 25
mins of dispatch to a patrol unit
All University buildings are to be patrolled at least once in each
12 hour period

Measured by: Dispatch Reports not to be below 99%
achievement
Measured by: Building Attendance Reports, not to
be below 85% achievement

Diversity of team reviewed
Roster and staff register reviewed
Female officer 1 x 24/7 plus one team has two female officers
Data Source:
Average Qer month {2015 }: Assessment SamQle:
Alarms: Dispatch Call Log
9,500
50 Ala rms
Telephone: Call Cat ch
4,800
25 Calls
Radio: TRBOnet
15,800
25 Calls
Data Source:
Dispatch Call Log
11,295
50 Events
Source:
Report Exec Daily Event Log 1,200
5 Buildings

1.6

All '24 hour spaces' within the University are to be patrolled 2
times each night

Measured by: Building Attendance Reports, not to
be below 95% achievement

Source:
Report Exec Daily Event Log

New criteria - Note yet
available

All

1.7

All non-urgent matters to be responded to within 2.5 hours of
notification to the control room

Measured by: Dispatch Reports, not to be below
85% achievement

Data Source:
Dispatch Call Log

New criteria - Note yet
availa ble

50 events

1.8

All training and course development is to be provided in a
timely manner and no untrained officers are to be working
unsupervised without completing the General Duties Training
Module
That all reporting as required by the University to meet
operational, WHS or technical requirements is submitted as
required in a timely manner.

Measured by: Audit of officers on shift compared to
trai ning records

-

Measured by: Date required compared to date
submitted.

-

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.9

Measured by: Dispatch Reports not to be below 99%
achievement

y

y

y
y
y

y
y

y
y

K07 training completed from last month.

y
Supply of WHS report on time
Supply of next month's roster supplied on time
Invoicing received

y

Comment: K07 SOPs implemented and tested. All okay.
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2.0 Cash Collection Services
Service Outline:

I Provide the University with cash collection services for the parking machines. The successful tenderer (known as the Service Provider) will be contracted to collect parking machine revenue from the Parking
machines in a safe and secure manner and deposit the funds in a nominated University bank account

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

2.1

Clearance of all machines and deposit of funds into the University
bank accounts.

Measured by: Banking reconciliation comparison to reports

-

2.2

2.3
2.4

2.5

Trained and appropriately licensed staff only to be used to
complete CIT duties.
Reports to be sent to University Representative 1 day after
collection

Measured by: comparison to Induction and Records to audit
of officers supplying services
Measured by: Audit of reporting timelines compared to
received reports

Zero damage to Machines during cash collection

Zero loss of cash tins and funds

Meets
Requirement
Y/N

Review conducted of banking by SNP against the data from the
machines. This is reviewed against the receipts received by t he
University cashiers from money deposited by SNP into the University
account.
No changes to the CIT team

-

Review of banking information by Traffic Administrator shows banking
timeframes are complied with

Measured by: Maintenance Contractor reports on damage
to machines

-

Measured by: Regular audit of funds and items

-

Monthly review on Maintenance - TMA invoices and reports
SNP operatives seem to be taking care when changing boxes resulting
in no lost t ime due to staff actions
Audited by Traffic Administrator highlighting any discrepancies

y

y

y

y

y

Comments: Nil comments. Services being conducted as per requirements.

3.0 Road Line Marking
Service Outline:

I Provide the University with road maintenance line markings to ensure t hat parking bays, line markings and associated road ma rkings are clearly visible to ensure t he safety of road users at the University.

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

3.1

All road markings to be maintained at 90% visibility

3.2

Markings will be applied using RTA approved waterborne roa d
marki ng paint (no aerosols).
Roadway directional arrows and pedestrian crossings will be
treated with reflective glass beads and anti-skid material.
Works to be carried out at times suitable to the University

Measured by: Random audit of spaces by University
personnel
Measured by: Random w ork zone inspections

-

M easured by: Random work zone inspections

-

Inspection of completed works, painting is neat and visible as per
requirement
No crossings required to be painted May 2016

Note

-

Yes - monthly on nights and weekends

3.3
3.4
3.5

Annual report to be provided at t he contract review detailing the
anticipated works over the next 12 months and schedule for
completing the works

Review Notes

Meets
Requirement
Y/N

Note

All okay at the moment.

y

y
y
y

Annual and monthly review to audit the proposed schedule of works
y

Comments: Visual inspections to continue. Works to be scheduled as they require updating.
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4.0 Electronic Maintenance
Service Outline:

I Provide three service technicians and an afterhours call out service to Sydney University to repair and maintain the University's Access Control and Intruder Detection Systems (ACID Systems) and to carry
out other minor works that are appropriate to this agreement and within the capability of the technicians .

Meets

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

4.1

That three technicians will be available to the University during
normal operational hours, rostered to ensure that at least one
technician is on duty between 7am and 5pm Monday to Friday
(Business Hours).
The technicians are to be staff of the supplier and no
subcontracting is permitted without negotiation .
Tha t a technician will be on-call for the University at all times after
business hours including wee kends and public holidays.
That all after hours call outs must be attended to (a technician
must be on site) within 2 hours of being notified of a fault or
problem. Excluding non-metropolitan campuses.
During business hours 90% of urgent service call faults within the
ACID systems are rectified within 4 hours. Urgent is defined as
system critica l, high risk or perimeter infrastructure failures.
That the supplier submit an annual preventative maintenance
schedule for each calenda r year of the contract including
proposed equipment upgrades

Measured by: Hours requested to hours delivered by
random audits.

493 .10 out of a possible 495 hours

4.2
4.3
4.4

4.5

4.6

Y/N

y
Measured by: Quarterly reports on certification

OK - KPI Met

Measured by: Random audits of on call staff

OK - KPI Met

Measured By: Archibus Service Request timings

Two completed 5417399 and 5418339 within two hours

Measured by: Archibus Service Request timings

y

95% - 1 out of 20 not completed on time

y
M easured by: Annual Report Submission

Need the entire plan not a portion. Have enough data now to give a good
timeframe

Measured by: Gallagher Network Head End Failure

None reported

4.8

That fortnightly meetings are held with the University to discuss
operational issues with the agreement

Measured By: Attendance at meetings

OK - KPI Met

4.9

That all discretionary works, which is defined as maintenance,
minor project works or majo r fault rectification that are required
by the University are completed within the set timeframes.

Measured by: Archibus Service Request timings

94.15% - 145 out of 154 completed on ti me

That all reporting as required by the University to meet
operational, WHS or technical requirements is submitted as
required in a timely manner.

Measured by: Date required compared to date submitted.

4.10

y

y

That there are no unauthorized disruptions to the Gallagher Head
End program caused by the Service Provider.

4.7

Requirement

y

y

y

y
Need update on maintenance report.
y

Comments:
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1.0 Guarding Services
Service Outline:

I Provide Guarding Services to Sydney University to achieve the aims of the Campu: Security Unit (CSU)
Meets
Requirement

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

1.1

That appropriate 6fficers as required by University will be made
available to fulfil the requirem ents of the statement of works .

Measured by: hours required to hours delivered not
to be below 99% achievement

-

1.2

That officers on duty are to be culturally and gender diverse
and additionally at least one female officer is to be on duty at
all times.

Measured by: Hours required to hours delivered not
to be below 99%

All alarms, phon e calls and radio calls are to be actioned/
acknowledged within 2 minutes of activation in the control
room and an appropriate dispatch entry made

Measu red by: Dispatch Reports not to be below 99%
achievement

1.4

All alarms, incidents and events are to be attended to within 25
mins of dispatch to a patrol unit

Measured by: Dispatch Reports not to be below 99%
achievement

1.5

All University buildings are to be patrolled at least once in each
12 hour period

Measured by: Building Attendance Reports, not to
be below 85% achievement

Diversity of team reviewed
Roster and staff regi ster reviewed
Female officer 1 x 24/7 plus one team has two female officers
Data Source:
Average ger month (2015}:
Assessment Samgle:
Alarms: Dispatch Call Log
9,500
50 Alarms
Telephone: Call Catch
4,800
25 Calls
Radio: TRBOnet
15,800
25 Calls
Data Source:
Dispatch Ca II Log
11,295
50 Events
Source:
Report Exec Daily Event Log 1,200
5 Buildings

y

1.6

All '24 hour spaces' with in the University are to be patrolled 2
times each night

Measured by: Building Attendance Reports, not to
be below 95% achievement

Source:
Report Exec Daily Event Log

New criteria - Note yet
available

All

y

1.7

Al l non-urgent matters to be responded to within 2.5 hours of
notification to the control room

Measured by: Dispatch Reports, not to be below
85% achievement

Data Source:
Dispatch Call Log

New criteria - Note yet
available

50 events

1.8

All training and course development is to be provided in a
timely manner and no untrained officers are to be working
unsupervised without co mpleting the General Duties Training
Module
That all reporting as required by the University to meet
operational, WHS or technical requirements is submitted as
required in a timely manner.

Measured by: Audit of officers on shift compared to
training records

-

1.3

1.9

Y/N

Measu red by: Date required compared to date
submitted.

Roster coverage maintained as per expectations

y

-

y

y
y
y
y

y

Rape Crisis and Response training to be conducted in December

y
Supply of WHS report on time
Supply of next month's roster supplied on time
Invoicing received

y

Comment: Nil additional comments
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2.0 Cash Collection Services
Service Outline:

I Provide the University with cash collection services for the parking machines. The successful tenderer (known as the Service Provider) will be contracted to collect parking machine revenue from the Parking
machines in a safe and secure manner and deposit the funds in a nominated University bank account

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

2.1

Clearance of all machines and deposit of funds into the University
bank accounts.

Measured by: Banking reconciliation comparison to reports

-

2.2
2.3
2.4

2.5

Trained and appropriately licensed staff only to be used to
complete CIT duties.
Reports to be sent to University Representative 1 day after
collection

Measured by: comparison to Induction and Records to audit
of officers supplyi ng services
Measured by: Audit of reporting timelines compa red to
received reports

Zero damage to Machines during cash collection

Measured by: Maintenance Contractor reports on damage
to machines

-

Measured by: Regular audit of funds and items

-

Zero loss of cash tins and funds

-

Review conducted of banking by SNP against the data from the
machines. This is reviewed against the receipts received by the
University cashiers from money deposited by SNP into the University
account.
No cha nges to the CIT team

-

Review of banking information by Traffic Administrator shows banking
timeframes are complied with

-

Monthly review on Maintenance - TMA invoices and reports
SNP operatives seem to be taking care when changing boxes resulting
in no lost time due to staff actions
Audited by Traffic Administrator highlighting any discrepancies

Meets
Requirement
Y/N
y

y
y

y
y

Comments: Services going well. Banking reports on time and conform to reporting requirements.

3.0 Road Line Marking
Service Outline:

I Provide the University with road maintenance line markings to ensure that parking bays, line markings and associated road markings are clearly visible to ensure the safety of road users at the

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

3.1

All road markings to be maintained at 90% visibility

-

All okay

3.2

Markings will be applied using RTA approved waterborne road
marking paint (no aerosols).
Roadway directional arrows and pedestrian crossings will be
treated with reflective glass beads and anti-skid material.
Works to be carried out at times suitable to the University

Measured by: Random audit of spaces by University
personnel
Measured by: Random work zone inspections

-

Measured by: Random work zone inspections

-

Inspection of completed works, painting is neat and visible as per
requirement
KPI Met

Note

-

Yes - monthly on nights and weekends

Note

-

Annua l and monthly review to audit the proposed schedule of works

3.3
3.4
3.5

Annual report to be provided at the contract review detailing the
anticipated works over the next 12 months and schedule for
completing the works

University.
Meets
Requirement
Y/N
y
y
y
y
y

Comments: Planned works early 2017- University Place crossings and road markings. Western Avenue and H70 car park.
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4.0 Electronic Maintenance
Service Outline:
Provide three service technicians and an afterhours call out service to Sydney University to repair and maintain the University's Access Control and Intruder Detection Systems (ACID Systems)
and to carry
out other minor works that are appropriate to this agreement and within the capability of the technicians .

I

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

4.1

That t hree technicians will be available to the University during
norma l operational hours, rostered to ensure that at least one
technician is on duty between 7am and 5pm Monday to Friday
(Business Hours).
The technicians are to be staff of the supplier and no
subcontracting is permitted without negotiation.
That a tech nician will be on-call for the University at all times after
business hours including weekends and public holidays.
That all after hours call outs must be attended to (a technician
must be on site) within 2 hours of being notified of a fault or
problem. Excluding non-metropolitan campuses .
During business hours 90% of urgent service call faults within the
ACID systems are rectified within 4 hours. Urgent is defined as
system critical, high risk or perimeter infrastructure failures.
That the supplier su bmit an annu al preventative maintenance
schedule for each calendar year of the contract including
proposed equipment upgrades

Measured by: Hours requested to hours delivered by
random audits.

4.2
4.3
4.4

4.5

4.6

Review Notes

Audit of October hours complete. Typo where a 10 hour job had 100
hours put down. Techs spoken to so they can be careful when
recording hours.

Measured by: Quarterly reports on certification

OK-KPI met

Measured by: Random audits of on call staff

Ok-KPI met

Measured By: Archibus Service Request timings

One job in November- attended to as per KPI

Meets
Requirement
Y/N

y

y

y

y
Measured by: Archibus Service Request timings

90 % for November

y
Measu red by: Annual Report Submission

Currently on track. M id year review in June 2017

y

4.7

That there are no unauthorized disruptions to the Gallagher Head
End program caused by the Service Provider.

Measured by: Gallagher Network Head End Failure

Nil reported

4.8

That fortnightly meetings are held with the University to discuss
operational issues with the agreement

Measured By: Attendance at meetings

Ok-KPI met

4.9

That all discretionary works, which is defined as maintenance,
minor project works or major fault rectification that are required
by the University are completed within the set timeframes.

Measured by: Archibus Service Request timings

93%- KPI met

y
y

y

That all reporting as required by the University to meet
Measured by: Date required compared to date submitted .
Ok-KPI met
operational, WHS or technical requirements is su bm itted as
y
required in a timely manner.
Comments: November tech hours okay. Audit of October resu lt showed typo where hours are recorded in Archibus-100 entered instead of 10 which threw the stats out. SNP have spoken
to techs to be careful when entering hours.
4.10
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04 November 2016
OCTOBER 2016
Dennis Smith, Daryl Mccreadie

1.0 Guarding Services
Service Outline:

I Provide Guarding Services to Sydney University to achieve t he aims of the Campus Security Unit (CSU)

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

1.1

That appropriate officers as required by University will be made
available to fulfil the requirements ofthe statement of works.

Measured by: hours required to hours delivered not
to be below 99% achievement

-

1.2

That officers on duty are to be culturally and gender diverse
and additionally at least one female officer is to be on duty at
all times.
All alarms, phone calls and radio calls are to be actioned/
acknowledged within 2 minutes of activation in the control
room and an appropriate dispatch entry made

Measured by: Hours required to hours delivered not
to be below 99%

-

Meets
Requirement

Y/N
Roster coverage maintained despite added pressure of the SCA occupat ion

1.4

All alarms, incidents and events are to be attended to within 25
mins of dispatch to a patrol unit

Measured by: Dispatch Reports not to be below 99%
achievement

Diversity of team reviewed
Roster and staff register reviewed
Female officer 1 x 24/7 plus one team has two female officers
Data Source:
Average Qer month (2015} : Assessment Sami:1le:
Alarms: Dispatch Call Log
9,500
50Alarms
Telephone: Call Catch
4,800
25 Calls
Radio: TRBOnet
15,800
25 Calls
Data Source:
Dispatch Call Log
11,29S
SO Events

1.5

All University buildings are to be pat rolled at least once in each
12 hour period

Measured by: Building Attendance Reports, not to
be below 8S% achievement

Source:
Report Exec Daily Event Log

1,200

S Buildings

1.6

All '24 hour spaces' within the University are to be patrolled 2
times each night

Measured by: Building Attendance Reports, not to
be below 9S% achievement

Source:
Report Exec Daily Event Log

New criteria - Note yet
available

All

1.7

All non-urgent matters to be responded to within 2.5 hours of
notification to t he control room

Measured by: Dispatch Reports, not to be below
8S% achievement

Data Source:
Dispatch Call Log

New criteria - Note yet
ava ilable

SO events

1.8

All training and course development is to be provided in a
timely manner and no untrained officers are to be working
unsupervised without completing the General Duties Training
Module
That all reporting as required by the University to meet
operat ional, WHS or technical requirements is submitted as
required in a timely manner.

Measured by: Audit of officers on shift compared to
training records

1.3

1.9

Measured by: Dispatch Reports not to be below 99%
achievement

-

Supply of WHS report on time
Supply of next month's roster supplied on t ime
Invoicing received

y

y
y
y
y
y

y

Nil training scheduled for October - busy managing protests on main campus
and Rozelle with the Occupation

Measured by: Date required compared to date
submitted .

y

y

y

y

Comment: 2S th October - Campus Security coordinated forced eviction of protesters from Admin Building at Rozelle Campus. Balmain Police
on standby with PORS unit. CSU managed to remove all protesters and their belongings after
forced entry was successful. 24 hour coverage maintained on site to ensure no re-occupying of the space.
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SYDNEY
2.0 Cash Collection Services
Service Outline:

I Provide the University with cash collection services for t he parking machines. The successful tenderer (known as the Service Provider) will be contracted to collect parking machine revenue from the Parking
machines in a safe and secure manner and deposit the funds in a nominated University bank account

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

2.1

Clearance of all machines and deposit of funds into the University
bank accounts.

Measured by: Banking reconciliation comparison to reports

-

2.2
2.3
2.4

2.S

Y/N

Trained and appropriately licensed staff only to be used to
complete CIT duties.
Reports to be sent to University Representative 1 day after
collection

Measured by: comparison to Induction and Records to audit
of officers supplying services
Measured by: Audit of reporting timelines compared to
received reports

Zero damage to Machines during cash collection

Measured by: Maintenance Contractor reports on damage
to machines

-

Measured by: Regular audit of funds and items

-

Zero loss of cash tins and funds

Meets
Requirement

Review conducted of banking by SNP against the data from the
machines. This is reviewed against t he receipts received by the
University cashiers from money deposited by SNP into the University
account .
No changes to the CIT team
Review of banking information by Traffic Administrator shows banking
timeframes are complied with
Monthly review on Maintenance - TMA invoices and reports
SNP operatives seem to be taking care when changing boxes resulting
in no lost time due to staff actions
Audited by Traffic Administrator highlighting any discrepancies

y

y

y
y
y

Comments: Reminder only- original copies of the machine dockets to be returned to the Uni on a weekly basis.

3.0 Road Line Marking
Service Outline:

I Provide the University with road maintenance line markings to ensure that parking bays, line markings and associated road markings are clearly visible to ensure the safety of road users at t he University.

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

3.1

All road markings to be maintained at 90% visibility

-

All okay

3.2

Ma rkings will be applied using RTA approved waterborne road
marking paint (no aerosols).
Roadway directional arrows and pedestrian crossings will be
treated with reflective glass beads and anti-skid material.
Works to be carried out at times suitable to the University

Measured by: Random audit of spaces by University
personnel
Measured by: Random work zone inspections

-

Measured by: Random work zone inspections

-

Inspection of complet ed works, painting is neat and visible as per
requirement
Scheduled works moved t o October

Note

-

Yes - monthly on nights and weekends

Note

-

Annual and month ly review to audit the proposed schedule of works

3.3

3.4
3.5

Annual report to be provided at the contract review detailing the
anticipated works over the next 12 months and schedule for
completing the works

Meets
Requirement
Y/N

y
y
y
y
y

Comment s: Painting works at the Vet clinic area completed as per requests.

I 4.0 Electronic Maintenance
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Service Outline:

University of Syd ney KPI Report - Securit y Services contract number: USYDCO N/20 15/ 305
/ Provide three service technicians and an afterhours call out service to Sydney University to repair and maintain the University's Access Control and Intruder Detection Systems (ACID Systems)
and to carry
out other minor works that are appropriate to this agreement and within the capability of the technicians.

Nu mber

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

4 .1

That three technicians will be available to the University during
normal operational hours, rostered to ensure that at least one
technician is on duty between 7am and 5pm Monday to Friday
(Business Hours).
The technicians are to be staff of the supplier and no
subcontracting is permitted without negotiation.
That a technician will be on-call for the University at all times after
business hours including weekends and public holidays.
That all after hours call outs must be attended to {a technician
must be on site) within 2 hours of being notified of a fault or
problem. Excluding non-metropolitan campuses.
During business hours 90% of urgent service call faults within the
ACID systems are rectified within 4 hours. Urgent is defined as
system critical, high risk or perimeter infrastructure failures .
That the supplier submit an an nual preventative maintenance
schedule for each calendar year of the contract including
proposed equipment upgrades

Measured by: Hours requested to hours delivered by
random audits.

550 hours recorded - possible issue as there are approx. 450 hours
supplied per month - audit of jobs to follow up. Will pass for now.

4.2
4.3
4.4

4.5

4.6

4.7

Measured by: Quarterly reports on certification

KPI met-ok

Measured by: Random audits of on call staff

KPI met-ok

Measured By: Archibus Service Request t imings

Nil in October

y

y
y

y
Measured by: Archibus Service Request timings

100% - 11 out of 11 co mpleted on time
y

Measured by: Annual Report Submission

On track-will be reviewed in December for schedu li ng in 2017

y

That there are no unauthorized disruptions to the Gallagher Head
End program caused by the Service Provider.

Measured by: Gallagher Network Head End Failure

Nil reporte d

4.8

That fortnightly meetings are he ld with the University to discuss
operational issues with the agreem ent

Measured By: Attendance at meetings

Okay - meeting attendances met

4.9

That all discretionary works, which is defined as maintenance,
minor project works or major fault rectification tha t are required
by the University are completed within the set timeframes.

Measured by: Archibus Service Request timings

89% - okay, but slipping 14 7 out Of 169 completed on time

That all reporting as required by the University to meet
Measured by: Date required compared to date submitted.
operationa l, WHS or technical requirements is submitted as
required in a timely manner.
Comments: Watch point - ensure techs staying up on the non urgent service calls. Audit to be conducted on recorded labour hours.

4.10

Meets
Requirement
Y/ N

y
y
y

Invoices and reports okay

y
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ll'h October 2016
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Dennis Smith, Daryl Mccreadie

1.0 Guarding Services
Service Outline:

I Provide Guarding Services t o Sydney University to achieve the aims of the Campus Security Unit (CSU)
Meets

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

1.1

That appropriate officers as required by Un iversity will be made
availa ble to fulfil the requirements of the statement of works.

Measured by: hours required to hours delivered not
to be below 99% ach ievement

-

That officers on duty are to be cu ltura lly and gen der diverse
and ad ditionally at least on e fema le officer is to be on duty at
all times .
All alarms, phone calls and radio calls are to be actioned/
acknowl edged within 2 minutes of activation in the co ntrol
room and an app rop ri ate dispatch entry made

M easured by: Hours requi red t o hours delivered not
to be below 99%

-

1.4

All alarms, incidents and events are to be attended to within 25
mi ns of dispatch to a patrol unit

Measured by: Dispatch Reports not to be below 99%
achievement

1.s·

All University buildings are to be patrolled at least once in each
12 hour period

1.2

1.3

1.6
1.7
1.8

1.9

Requirement
Y/N

Guard ing roster reviewed against appropriately trained staff

% of missed shifts reviewed

y

Measured by : Building Attendance Reports, not to
be below SS% achievement

Diversity of team reviewed
Roster and staff register reviewed
- Female officer 1 x 24/7 plus one team has two female officers
Data Source:
Average Qer month (2015): Asse ssment SamQle:
Alarms: Dispatch Ca ll Log
9,500
SO Alarms
Telephone: Ca ll Catch
4,800
25 Cal ls
Radio: TRBOnet
15,800
25 Calls
Data Source :
Dispatch Ca ll Log
11,295
SO Events
Source:
Report Exec Daily Event Log 1,200
s Buildings

y

All '24 hour spa ces' within the University are to be patrolled 2
times each night

Measured by: Building Attendance Reports, not to
be below 9S% achievement

Source:
Report Exec Daily Eve nt Log

New criteria - Note yet
available

All

y

All non-urgent matters to be responded to within 2.5 hours of
notification to the control room

Measured by: Dispatch Reports, not to be below

Data Source:
Dispatch Call Log

New criteria - Note yet
available

SO events

85% achievement

All training and course development is to be provided in a
timely manner and no untrained officers are to be working
unsu pervised without completing the General Duties Trai ning
Module
That all reporting as required by the University to meet
operational, WHS or technica l req uirements is submitted as
required in a time ly manner.

Measu red by: Dispat ch Reports not to be below 99%
achievement

Measured by: Audit of officers on shift compared to
t raining records

Measured by: Date required compared to date
submitted.

y

y
y

y
y

y

Ni training due to protest activity (SCA)

y

-

Supply of WHS report on t ime
Supply of next month's roster supplied on time
Invoicing received

y

Comment: Ongoi ng protest activity at Rozelle Campus due to SCA student protests. Dean's Office still occupied. Additional 2 gua rd s 24/ 7 assigned to Rozelle to monitor and ensure protesters
don't try to occupy other parts of campus.
Roster coverage on the whole maintained without dropping sh ifts despite added pressure of ad hoe and protest activity across the different campuses. Fisher 24/7 coverage going well (Commenced
25 July 2016 with start of Semester

2)

John Howard Honorary Degree Program 30 Sept 2016- major protest on Campus with activists attem pting to force entry to the Great Hall and interrupt conferral ceremony. Joint operation
between AFP, PORS, Newtown Po lice and
Campus Security ensured a successful event.
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SYDNEY

2.0 Cash Collection Services
Service Outline:

I Provide the University with cash collection services for the parking machines. The successful tenderer (known as the Service Provider) will be contracted to collect parking machine revenue from the Parking
machines in a safe and secure manner and deposit the funds in a nominated University bank account

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

2.1

Clearance of all machines and deposit of funds into the University
bank accounts.

Measured by: Banking reconciliation comparison to reports

-

2.2
2.3
2.4

2.S

Y/N

Trained and appropriately licensed staff on ly to be used to
complete CIT duties.
Reports to be sent to University Representative 1 day after
col lection

Measured by: comparison to Induction and Records to audit
of officers supplying services
Measured by: Audit of reporting timelines compared to
received reports

Zero damage to Machines during cash collection

Measured by: Maintenance Contractor reports on damage
to machines

-

Measured by: Regular audit of funds and items

-

Zero loss of cash tins and funds

Meets
Requirement

Review conducted of banking by SNP against the data from the
machines . This is reviewed against the receipts received by the
University cashiers from money deposited by SNP into the University
account.
No changes to the CIT team

y

y

Review of banking information by Traffic Administrator shows banking
t imeframes are complied with

-

y

Monthly review on Maintenance - TMA invoices and reports
SNP operatives seem to be taking care when changing boxes resulting
in no lost time due to staff actions
Audited by Traffic Administrator highl ight ing any discrepancies

y
y

Comments: All okay.

3.0 Road line Marking
Service Outline:

I Provide the Univers ity with road maintenance line markings to ensure that parking bays, line markings and associated road markings are clearly visible to ensure the safety of road users at the Un ivers ity.

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

3.1

All road markings to be maintained at 90% visibility

-

All okay

3.2

Markings will be applied using RTA approved waterborne road
marking paint (no aerosols).
Roadway directional arrows and pedestrian crossings will be
trea ted with reflective glass beads and anti-skid material.

Measured by: Random audit of spaces by University
personne l
Measured by: Random work zone inspections

-

Measured by: Random work zone inspections

-

Inspection of completed works, painting is neat and visible as per
requirement
Scheduled works moved to October

Note

-

Yes - month ly on nights and weekends

3.3
3.4

Works to be carried out at times suitable to the University

Y/N

An nual report to be provided at the contract review detailing the
Note
anticipated works over the next 12 months and schedule for
completing the works
Comments: Scheduled works for September moved to October due to wet weather preventing booked works from being completed .
3.5

Meets
Requirement

y
y
y
y

Annual and monthly revi ew to audit the proposed schedule of works
y
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SYDNEY

4.0 Electronic Maintenance
Service Outline:
Provide three service technicians and an afterhours call out service to Sydney University to repair and maintain the University's Access Control
and Intruder Detection Systems (ACID Systems) and to carry
out other minor works that are appropriate to this agreement and within the capability of the technicians.

I

Number

KPI Oescription

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

4.1

That three technicians will be available to the University during
normal operational hours, rostered to ensure that at least one
technician is on duty between 7am and 5pm Monday to Friday
(Business Hours).
The technicians are to be staff of the supplier and no
subcontracting is permitted without negotiation.
That a technician will be on-call for the University at all times after
business hours including weekends and public holidays.
That all after hours call outs must be attended to (a technician
must be on site) within 2 hours of being notified of a fault or
problem. Excluding non-met ropolitan campuses.
During business hours 90% of urgent service call faults within the
ACID systems are rectified within 4 hours. Urgent is defined as
system critical, high risk or perimeter infrastructure failures.
That t he supplier submit an annual preventative maintenance
schedule for each calendar year of the contract including
proposed equipment upgrades

Measured by: Hours requested to hours delivered by
random audits.

Waiting on stats - some jobs to be finalised that carried over

4.2
4.3
4.4

4.5

4.6

Meets
Requirement
Y/N

y
Measured by: Quarterly reports on certification

Ok - kpi met

Measured by: Random audits of on call staff

OK KPI met

Measured By: Archibus Service Request timi ngs

None for September

y
y

y
Measured by: Archibus Service Request timings

93% - 27 out of a possible 29 completed within timeframes

y
Measured by: Annual Report Submission

On track as per plan

y

4.7

That there are no unauthorized disruptions to the Gallagher Head
End program caused by the Service Provider.

Measured by: Gallagher Network Head End Failure

None reported

4.8

That fortnightly meetings are held with the University to discuss
operational issues with the agreement

Measured By: Attendance at meetings

Attendance okay - meeting requirements

4.9

That all discretionary works, which is defined as maintenance,
minor project works or major fault rectification t hat are required
by t he University are com pleted within the set t imeframes.

Measured by: Archibus Service Request timings

94% - 216 out of 229 jobs completed on time

y
y
y

4.10

That all reporting as required by the University to meet
Measured by: Date required compared to date submitt ed.
Ok
operational, WHS or technical requirements is submitted as
required in a timely manner.
Comments: KPI failure recorded against the August scorecard appeared in the September invoice as a credit as per requirement . October all KPl's met.

y
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University of Sydney KPI Report - Security Services contract number: USYDCON/2015/30 5

April 2016
De nnis Smith, Daryl Mccreadie

I

Provide Guarding Services to Sydney University to achieve the aims of the Campus Security Unit (CSU)
Meets

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

1.1

That appropriat e officers as required by University will be made
avai la ble to fu lfi l the requ irements of t he _st atement of works.

Measured by: hours required to hours de livered not
to be below 99% achievement

-

Requirement
V/N

Only inducted staff rostered

% of missed shifts reviewed - only part shif t missed with one late start and one
person having to leave sick.

1.2

That officers on duty are to be culturally and gender diverse
and additionally at lea st one female officer is t o be on duty at
all times.

Measured by: Hours required to hours delivered not
to be below 99%

All alarms, pho ne calls and ra dio calls are to be actioned/
ac knowledged wit hin 2 minutes of activation in the control
room and an appropriate dispatch entry made

Measured by: Dispatch Reports not to be below 99%
achievement

1.4

All ala rms, incidents and events are to be attended to within 25
mins of dispatch to a patrol unit

Measured by: Dispat ch Repo rts not to be below 99%
achievement

Diversity of team reviewed
Roster and staff regist er reviewed
lx24/7 female rostered
Data So urce:
Average ~er month {2015):
Alarms: Dispatc h Ca ll Log
9,500
Telephone: Call Catch
4,800
Radio: TRBOnet
15,800
Data Source:
Dispatch Call Log
11,295

1.5

All University buildings are to be patrolled at least once in each
12 hour period

Measured by: Building Attendance Reports. not to
be below 85% achievement

So urce:
Report Exec Daily Event Log

All '24 hour spaces' within t he University are to be patrolled 2
times each night

Measured by: Building Attendance Reports, not to
be below 95% achievement

All non-urgent matters to be responded to within 2.5 hours of
not ification t o the control room

Mea sured by: Dispatch Reports, not to be below

1.3

1.6
1.7
1.8

1.9

All traini ng and course development is to be provided in a
timely manner and no untrained officers are to be working
unsupervised witho ut completing the General Duties Tra ining
Modu le
That all repo rting as required by t he University to meet
operatio na l, WHS or technical requirements is su bmitted as
required in a timely manner.

y

-

-

y
Assessment Sam~le:
30 Alarms
10 Ca lls
10 Calls

y

20 Events

y

1,200

5 Buildings

y

Source:
Report Exec Daily Event Log

New criteria - Note yet
ava ilable

PNR and Carslaw looked
at - meets re quirement

y

Data Source :
Dispatch Ca ll Log

New criteria - Note yet
ava ilable

30 events

85% achievement
Measured by: Audit of officers on shift co mpared to
training reco rds

-

Measured by: Date required compared to date
submitted.

-

-

KO? t raining completed, SOPs su bmitted
Ca mden bus changes - staff trained and SOP updated ahead of start of new
services to begin 2"d May 2016
Supply of WHS report on time
Supply of next month's roster supplied on time
Invoicing received

y
y

y

y

y

Comments : Camden bus to start new timetable from 2"• May 2016 to incl ude weekends and new route. Communications and map changes on USYD website and intra net updated last
week of April.
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SYDNEY

2.0 Cash Collection Services
Service Outline:

I

Provide the University with cash collection services forthe parking machines. The successful tenderer (known as the Service Provider) will be contracted to collect parking machine revenue from the Parking
machines in a safe and secure manner and deposit the funds in a nominated University bank account

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Meehan ism

2.1

Cleara nce of all machines and deposit of funds into the University
bank accounts.

Measured by: Banking reconciliation comparison to reports

All going well

Trained and appropriately licensed staff only to be used to
complete CIT duties.

Measured by: compariso n to Induction and Records to audit
ofofficers supplying services

No changes to the CIT team - still same CIT guards from
commencement of services in 2015

2.3

Reports to be sent to University Representative 1 day after
collection

Measured by: Audit of reporting timelines compared to
received reports

-

Review of banking info rma t ion by Traffic Administrator shows banking
timeframes are complied with

2.4

Zero damage to Machines during cash collectio n

-

Only wear and tear notifications, not CIT operator fault

2.5

Zero loss of cash tins and f unds

Measured by: Maintenance Contractor reports on damage
to machines
Measured by: Regular audit of funds and items

Review Notes

Meets
Requirement
Y/N

2.2

y

y

y
y

Audited by Traffic Administrator highlighting any discrepancies

y

Comments: DM to contact TMA in May to look at maintena nce and cleaning contract for t he machines.

3.0 Road Line Marking
Service Outline:

I Provide the University with road maintenance

line markings to ensure that parking bays, line ma rkings and associated road markings are clearly visible to ensure the safety of road users at the University.
Meets

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

3.1

All road markings to be maintained at 90% visibility

Measured by: Random audit of spaces by University
personnel

-

Measured by: Random work zone inspections

-

Measured by: Random work zone inspections

-

3.2
3.3

Markings will be applied using RTA approved waterborne road
marking paint {no aerosols).
Ro adway directional arrows and pedestrian crossings will be
treated with reflective glass beads and anti-skid material.

Science Rd is an issue due to road works, project team bringing that
space back up to standard (Pedestrian Crossing cnr of Science Rd and
Western Ave)
Inspection of completed works, painting is neat and visible as per
requirement
Appropriate materials being applied

3.4

Works to be carried out at times suitable to the University

Note

-

Yes- monthly on nights and weekends

3.5

Annual report to be provided at the contract review detailing the
anticipated works over the next 12 months and schedule for
completing the works

Note

-

Annual and monthly review to audit the proposed schedule of works

Requirement
Y/N
y

y

y
y

y

Comments: Project for May - Gate 2 Cumberland to be completed . Maps and photos sent to Co mplete Line Marking to go ahead and paint.
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4.0 Electronic Maintenance
Service Outline:
Provide three service technicians and an afterhours call out service to Sydney University to repair and maintain the University's Access Control and Intruder Detection Systems (ACID Systems) and to carry
out other minor works that are appropriate to t his agreement and within the capability of the technicians.

I

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

4.1

That three technicians will be available to the University during
normal operational hours, rostered to ensure that at least one
technician is on duty between 7am and 5pm Monday to Friday
(Business Hours).
The technicians are to be staff of the supplier and no
subcontracting is permitted without negotiation.
That a t echnician will be on-call for the University at all times after
business hours including weekends and public holidays.

Measured by: Hours requested to hours delivered by
random audits.

379 out of a possible 450 hours - techs not all putting correct data

Measured by: Quarterly reports on certification

OK-KPI met

Measured by: Random audits ofon call staff

OK - KPI met

That all after hours call outs must be attended to (a technician
must be on site) within 2 hours of being notified of a fault or
problem. Excluding non-metropolitan campuses.

Measured By: Archibus Service Request timings

Checking on t his - doesn't appea r to be any non-conformances

During business hours 90% of urgent service ca ll faults within the
ACID systems are rectified within 4 hours. Urgent is defined as
system critical, high risk or perimeter infrastructure failures.

Measured by: Archibus Service Request timings

That the supplier submit an annual preventative maintenance
schedule for each calendar year of the contract including
proposed equipment upgrades

Measured by: Annua l Report Submission

4.7

That t here are no unauthorized disruptions to the Gallagher Head
End program caused by the Service Provider.

Measured by: Gallagher Network Head End Failure

None reported

4.8

That fortnightly meetings are held with the University to discuss
operational issues with the agreement

Measured By: Attenda nee at meetings

OK-KPI met

4.9

That all discretionary works, which is defined as maintenance,
minor project works or major fault rectification that are required
by the University are completed within the set timeframes.

Measured by: Archibus Service Request timings

90.6%: 135 out of 146 completed on time

That all reporting as required by the University to meet
operational, WHS or t echnica l requirements is submitted as
required in a timely manner.

Measured by: Date required compared to date submitted.

4.2
4.3
4.4

4.5

4.6

4.10

Meets
Requirement
Y/N
y

y
y

y
97.3%: 37 out of 38 completed on ti me
y

Still up for discussion, plan to end of 2016, need plan to show full cycle
across all buildings

y

y
y

y
Invoicing January to March completed, maintenance report submitted

y

Comments: Maintenance plan to be updated to show the full cycle of all buildings and the projected completion date regardless of anticipated end date.
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Date of Report

21" September 2016

Month being reviewed

AUG UST2016

Reviewed

by

E17-0445-AS-09-007PR-0002

Dennis Smith, Daryl Mccreadie

1.0 Guarding Services
Service Outline:

I Provide Guarding Services to Sydney University to achieve the aims of the Campus Security Unit (CSU)
Meets
Requirement

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

1.1

That appropriate officers as required by University will be made
avai lable to fulfil the requ ireme nts of the stateme nt of works.

Measured by: hours required to hours delivered not
to be below 99% achievement

-

That officers on duty are to be cu lturally and gender diverse
and additionally at least one female officer is to be on duty at
all times.
All alarms, phone ca lls and radio calls are to be actioned/
acknowledged within 2 minutes of activation in the control
room and an appropriate dispatch entry made

Measured by: Hours required to hours delivered not
to be below 99%

1.4

All alarms, incidents and events are to be attended to within 25
mins of dispatch to a patrol unit

Measured by: Dispatch Reports not to be below 99%
achievement

1.5

All University bu ildings are to be patrolled at least once in each
12 hour period ·

Measured by: Building Attendance Reports, not to
be below 85% achievement

Diversity of team reviewed
Roster and staff register reviewed
Female officer 1 x 24/7 plus one team has two female officers
Data Source:
Average 12er month {2015}:
Assessment Sam12le:
Alarms: Dispatch Call Log
9,500
SO Alarms
Telephone: Ca ll Catch
4,800
25 Calls
Radio: TRBOnet
15,800
25 Calls
Data Source:
Dispatch Call Log
11,295
50 Events
Source:
Report Exec Daily Event Log 1,200
5 Buildings

y

All '24 hour spaces' within the University are to be patrolled 2
times each night

Measured by: Building Attendance Reports, not to
be below 95% achievement

Source:
Report Exec Daily Event Log

New criteria - Note yet
available

All
y

All non-u rgent matters to be responded to within 2.5 hours of
notification to the control room

Measured by: Dispatch Reports, not to be below
85% achievement

Data Source:
Dispatch Ca ll Log

New criteria - Note yet
available

50 events

All training and course development is to be provided in a
timely manner and no untrained officers are to be working
unsupervised without completing the General Duties Training
Module
That all reporting as required by the University to meet
operational, WHS or technical requirements is submitted as
required in a timely manner.

Measured by: Audit of officers on shift compared to
training records

-

1.2

1.3

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

Y/N

Measured by: Dispatch Reports not to be below 99%
achievement

Measured by: Date required compared to date
submitted.

Guarding roster reviewed agains_t appropriately trained staff
% of missed shifts reviewed

-

y

y

y
y

y
y

y

All okay for August
y

-

Supply of WHS report on time
Supply of next month's roster supplied on time
Invoicing received

y

Comment: 25 th August - major protest activities on site with SCA students occupying admin building/ Dean's Office at Rozelle Campus. Campus security deployed for safety and to monitor activists. Response from t he onsite tea m to
the area very quick. Additional guards called in to attend started arriving within 60 min utes. Exce llent response time [Note: Australian Standard is 2.5 hours)
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2.0 Cash Collection Services
Service Outline:

I Provide the University with cash collection services for the parking machines. The successful tenderer (known as the Service Provider) will be contracted to collect parking machine revenue from the Parking
machines in a safe and secure manner and deposit the funds in a nominated University bank account

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

2.1

Clearance of all machines and deposit of funds into the University
bank accounts.

Measured by: Banking reconciliation comparison to reports

Review Notes

Y/N

Review conducted of banking by SNP against the data from the
machines. This is reviewed against the receipts received by the
University cashiers from money deposited by SNP into th e University
account.

2.2

Trained and appropriately licensed staff only to be used to
complete CIT duties.

Measured by: comparison to Induction and Records to audit
of officers supplying services

-

No changes to the CIT team

2.3

Reports to be sent to University Representative 1 day after
collection

Measured by: Audit of reporting timelines compared to
received reports

-

Review of banking information by Traffic Administrator shows banking
timeframes are complied w ith

2.4

Zero damage to Machines during cash collection

Measured by: Maintenance Contractor reports on damage
to machines

-

Measured by: Regular audit of funds and items

-

Monthly review on Maintenance - TMA invoices and reports
SNP operatives seem to be taking ca re when changing boxes resulting
in no lost time due to staff actions
Audited by Traffic Administrator highlighting any discrepancies

2.5

Zero loss of cash tins and funds

Meets
Requirement

y

y
y

y

y

Comments: Nil comments to make. Services going well.

3.0 Road Line Marking
Service Outline:

I Provide the University w ith

road maintenance line markings to ensure that parking bays, line markings and associated road markings are clearly visible to ensure the safety of road users at t he University.

Number

KPI Descripti on

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

3.1

All road markings to be maintained at 90% visibility

-

All okay

3.2

Markings wil l be applied using RTA approved waterborne road
marking paint (no aerosols) .

Measured by: Random audit of spaces by University
personnel
Measured by: Random work zone inspections

-

Inspection of completed wo rks, pa inting is neat and visible as per
requirement

3.3

Roadway directional arrows and pedestrian crossings will be
treated with reflective glass beads and anti-skid material.

Measured by: Random work zone inspections

3.4

Works to be carried out at times suitable to the University

Note

Yes - monthly on nights and weekends

3.5

Annual report to be provided at the contract review detailing the
anticipated works over the next 12 months and schedule for
completing the works

Note

Annual and monthly review to audit the proposed schedule of works

Meets
Requirement
Y/N

See plan for September noted below

y
y
y

y
y

Comments: Painting plan scheduled for September-Vet sciences area (Orphan School Creek Lane) conversion of 2 x pays to become disabled bays and "Dog" footprints to be installed from car parks either side of the Vet clinic to
indicate route to the Vet.
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4.0 Electronic Maintenance
Service Outline:
Provide three service technicians and an afterhours call out service to Sydney University to repair and maintain the University's Access Control and Intruder Detection Systems (ACID Systems)
and to carry
out other mi no r works that are appropriate to this agreement and within the capability of the technicians.

I

Number

KPI Description

Scoring Mechanism

Review Notes

4.1

That t hree technicians will be available to the University during
normal operational hours, roste red to ensure that at least one
technician is on duty between 7am and 5pm Monday to Friday
[Business Hours).
The technicians are to be staff of the supplier and no
subcontracting is permitted without negotiation.
That a technician will be on-call for the University at all times after
business hours including weekends and public holidays.
That all after hours call outs must be attended to (a technician
must be on site) within 2 hours of being notified of a fault or
problem. Excluding non-metropolitan campuses.
During business hours 90% of urgent service call faults within the
ACID systems are rectified within 4 hours. Urgent is defined as
system critica l, high ri sk or pe rimeter infrastructu re failures .
That the supplier submit an annual preventative maintenance
schedule for each calendar year of the contract including
proposed equipment upgrades

Measured by: Hours requested to hours delivered by
random audits.

Time okay, one mista ke made on time and attendance on one job. Typo in
the hours assigned against one job over inflated hours supplied, but all
okay - human error

4.2

4.3
4.4

4.5

4.6

Measured by: Quarte rly reports on certification

Ok - KPI met

Measured by: Random audits of on cal l staff

Ok-KPI met

Measured By: Archibus Service Request timings

None for August

Meets
Requirement
Y/N

y

y
y

y
Measured by: Archibus Service Request t imings

70% - 14 out of 20 completed on time
N

Measured by: Annual Report Submissio n

Updated plan submitted today, was due last meeting

y

4.7

That there are no unauthorized disruptions to the Gallagher Head
End program caused by the Service Provider.

Measured by: Gallagh er Network Head End Failure

None reported

4.8

That fortnightly meetings are held with the University to discuss
operationa l issues with the agreement

Measured By: Attendance at meetings

Ok - KPI met

4.9

That all discretionary works, which is defi ned as maintenance,
minor project works or major fault rectification that are required
by the University are completed within the set timeframes.

Measured by: Archibus Service Request timings

86% - 139 out or 161 completed on time - Slipping

y
y

y

4.10

That all reporti ng as re quired by the University to meet
Measured by: Date required compared to date submitted.
Average - Needs Improving - Tech lsuses and As Above
operational, WHS or technical requirements is submitted as
requ ired in a timely manner.
·Comments: KPI 4.5 failed. SNP to credit 1% of contract as per contract clause. Techs need to communicate job extension requirements quicker.

y
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From:
To:
Date:
Attachments:
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David Lodge <david.lodge@sydney.edu.au>
Dennis Smith <dennis.smith@sydney.edu.au>
Wed, 12 Apr 2017 16:54:50 +1000
Rachel Lynn Running - Supporting-Document-1-zcrkipx3.cf5.PDF (78.59 kB)

Hi Dennis ,
I hope this email finds you well.
I am not sure you are the appropriate person to forward this to, if not, could you please direct me elsewhere.
The Student Affairs Unit (SAU) received a complaint in regard to the Security bus not running on time in the evening
(attached).
A preliminary assessment of the complaint has resulted in a decision to forward the matter to your department as
feedback.
The SAU has now closed the matter.
Kind Regards,
David Lodge | Student Affairs Officer (acting)
Office of the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Registrar)
THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
Level 5, Jane Foss Russell Building (G02) | The University of Sydney | NSW | 2006
T +61 2 8627 4100 | F +61 2 8627 8389 |
E student.compliance@sydney.edu.au | W http://sydney.edu.au
CRICOS 00026A
This email plus any attachments to it are confidential and are subject to a claim for privilege. Any unauthorised use is strictly prohibited. If you receive this email in error, please
delete it and any attachments .
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Maria Quijano
To:
Subject:

Student Affairs
FW: Toilets and security bus

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Rachel Running [mailto
Sent: Wednesday, 22 March 2017 9:36 PM
To: Student Affairs
Subject: Toilets and security bus
Hello.
I am enrolled in the employment relations seminar series at the new university law building on Wednesday nights
from 6:15 to 8:15.
Complaint 1:
This was my first time back to the university of sydney campus since I graduated from there in 2002. On 15/3/17
Before the seminar I went to the ladies toilets on level one of the new law building. The toilet facilities were
disgusting.
Unflushed blocked toilets with feces visible in not just one but several toilets. Toilet paper and used paper towels all
over the floor. Needless to say I did not use the facilities. I didn't complain last week because I thought I'd give it
another chance this Wednesday. Same thing tonight. The university of Sydney's toilets in the law building appear
very unhygienic.
Complaint 2:
I had to leave the seminar tonight at 7:45 pm. I arrived at the security bus stop outside the main library at 7:50pm.
At approximately 8:10 pm two ladies that were standing there when I got there asked if anyone knew when the bus
would come as they had already been waiting there 25 mins. No one could answer them. At approximately 8:20 pm i
walked into the main library and ask the man at security when the security bus would arrive as some of us had
already been waiting 45 mins by that point. He didn't know but radioed someone who told him the bus was a few
mins away. He also was advised by the guy on the radio that there were two buses running and depending on traffic
could take 30 or more mins round trip. I walked back outside and continued to wait.
At 8:30 pm I noticed a white sedan pull up behind a security bus that was parked to the right ( as your looking at)
that big old 'castle' type building across lawn from the main library. The person parked and it appeared that he got
into the security bus. The bus started and came around and picked us up at 8:35 pm. The security bus then drop us
off at Redfern train station at approximately 8:44 pm.
My first concern regarding the bus is that I think it is unacceptable for a bus that is suppose to be there for students
security appears to be that unreliable. Many ladies gave up waiting and indicated they were going to walk to the
station instead.
My second concern is that it appears that possibly the university's security guard(s) are doing something else other
than their job of driving the security bus. I could be wrong and maybe he was attending to a more pressing
emergency or other duties however there was no apology or explanation as to why some of us were kept waiting
about 55 mins. As it only took the driver 8‐9 mins to get us from the library to Redfern station I don't think traffic
was the reason why we were kept waiting so long.
Since I have returned to sydney uni I have not been impressed with two of the uni's services and think it's appalling
that students can be treated this way. These could be considered WHS issues.
Outcomes sought: for the toilet facilities be clean when someone needs to use them no matter what time offay or
night and to not have to wait over 45 mins for a bus that's routes appears to take only 15 mins max return.
I don't usually complain but clean toilets and security services are important issues.
1
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Thank you.
Rachel

Sent from my iPhone

2
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To:
Date:
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David Lodge <david.lodge@sydney.edu.au>
Dennis Smith <dennis.smith@sydney.edu.au>
Thu, 13 Apr 2017 13:52:22 +1000

Dear Dennis,
I have assigned a matter to you via the SAU workflow. There does not appear to be anything
serious to investigate; however, Idena has asked that the matter be looked into given the
students complaint appeared to imply they were in some way not be provided an opportunity
to catch the shuttle service.
Thank you for your assistance.
Kind Regards,
David Lodge | Student Affairs Officer (acting)
Office of the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Registrar)
THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
Level 5, Jane Foss Russell Building (G02) | The University of Sydney | NSW | 2006
T +61 2 8627 4100 | F +61 2 8627 8389 |
E student.compliance@sydney.edu.au | W http://sydney.edu.au
CRICOS 00026A
This email plus any attachments to it are confidential and are subject to a claim for privilege. Any unauthorised use is strictly prohibited. If
you receive this email in error, please delete it and any attachments .
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From: Dennis Smith <"/o=sydneyuniversity/ou=first administrative
group/cn=recipients/cn=dsmi4658">
To:
Belinda Lees <belinda.lees@sydney.edu.au>
Date: Thu, 20 Apr 2017 11:52:26 +1000
Yea most spots do not have CCTV coverage/we going bit wider to see if id anyone.
ds
DENNIS SMITH | Operations Manager
Campus Security Unit| Campus Infrastructure Services

THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
22 Codrington Street, Darlington | The University of Sydney | NSW | 2006
T +61 2 9351 5329| F +61 2 9351 4555 |
E dennis.smith@sydney.edu.au | W http:// /www.facilities.usyd.edu.au/security/index.shtml

From: Belinda Lees
Sent: Thursday, 20 April 2017 9:47 AM
To: Dennis Smith
Subject: FW: stickers

Hi DS
Complaint number three into ca email regarding the nazi stickers around campus this morning.
Could we escalate the investigation please?
Kind regards
BELINDA LEES | Campus Assist Team Leader
Campus Infrastructure & Services
THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
Services Building G12 | The University of Sydney | NSW | 2006
T +61 2 9351 2000 | M +61 481 002 042
E belinda.lees@sydney.edu.au | W sydney.edu.au
INSPIRED – the Campaign to support the University of Sydney
sydney.edu.au/inspired
CRICOS 00026A
This email plus any attachments to it are confidential. Any unauthorised use is strictly prohibited.
If you receive this email in error, please delete it and any attachments.
Please think of our environment and only print this e-mail if necessary.
From: Ben Silverstein
Sent: Thursday, 20 April 2017 9:41 AM
To: Campus Assist <campus.assist@sydney.edu.au>
Subject: stickers
Dear Campus Assist,
I’m not sure if you’re the right office to be contacting, but there are neo-Nazi stickers all over
campus this morning and the University should have them taken down. I’ve attached a photo of
one (which I took down, as well as taking down the others I saw) but there are plenty more,
according to the twitter account of the organisation.
Could you please organise for them to be found and removed asap?
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BEN SILVERSTEIN | Postdoctoral Research Fellow
Race and Ethnicity in the Global South | School of Philosophical and Historical Inquiry | Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences

THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
K6.05, Quadrangle A14 | The University of Sydney | NSW | 2006
T +61 2 9351 2450 | F +61 2 9351 3918
E ben.silverstein@sydney.edu.au | W http://sydney.edu.au/arts/sophi/staff/profiles/ben.silverstein.php | W
sydney.academia.edu/BenSilverstein
Signatory to the Charter of the National Alliance for Public Universities
CRICOS 00026A
This email plus any attachments to it are confidential. Any unauthorised use is strictly prohibited. If you receive this email in
error, please delete it and any attachments.
Please think of our environment and only print this e-mail if necessary.
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From: Dennis Smith <"/o=sydneyuniversity/ou=first administrative
group/cn=recipients/cn=dsmi4658">
To:
Coral Black <coral.black@sydney.edu.au>
Date: Fri, 05 May 2017 07:20:09 +1000
Coral, we have recorded the incident. All parties reminded of code of conduct, we plan to leave it
at that.
Regards
DS
DENNIS SMITH | Operations Manager
Campus Security Unit| Campus Infrastructure Services

THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
22 Codrington Street, Darlington | The University of Sydney | NSW | 2006
T +61 2 9351 5329| F +61 2 9351 4555 |
E dennis.smith@sydney.edu.au | W http:// /www.facilities.usyd.edu.au/security/index.shtml

From: Coral Black
Sent: Thursday, 4 May 2017 8:22 AM
To: Dennis Smith
Subject: Fwd: Threat of physical assault against a Student

Hi Dennis
See below from last night which i am sure you aware. Do we need to do anything further at
our end in relation to the student?
Thanks
Coral
Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:
From: Brian O'Donnell <brian.odonnell@sydney.edu.au>
Date: 3 May 2017 at 9:10:29 pm AEST
To: Coral Black <coral.black@sydney.edu.au>, Kathryn Cass
<kathryn.cass@sydney.edu.au>
Subject: Threat of physical assault against a Student
Dear Coral and Kathryn
I am sorry to report an incident when one student threatened another student with
physical violence tonight between 6.30 pm and 7.30pm.
It seems that one student was walking pass the computers on Level 3 (opposite the
Information Desk) and clicking his fingers in-time to the music on their head-phones.
Once that student sat down at a desk near the windows on Level 3, the other student
approached and warned the student that if they made another noise, “They would be
wearing one of these” and placed a fist close to the other student’s face.
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This student reported this to Security in foyer of Fisher Library, who sent the student
down to the Information Desk and once they explained the situation to myself and
Sirinporn Lub-ubolkeao, and I went up to Security and ask the Officer (Sam) to ask for
fellow Security Officers to be back-up.
The threatened student is in their Twenties and of Indian descent while the aggressive
student was a mature aged student in their Forties of European descent.
A few minutes later, the Security Officer arrived and myself, the other student went to
talk the aggressive student, who refused to show the Security Officer their student card
when asked by the Security Officer and this was aggressive to the Security Officer.
When the Security Officer explained the situation, the aggressive student informed the
Security Officer arrived and myself that he did threaten the other student for clicking
their fingers while wearing their head-phones.
The Other student wrote down the incident and with the advice of a second Security
Officer moved to another floor of Fisher Library and asked that I send an email to my
supervisors about the incident and the second Security Officer advised the Other student
that if they wanted to, they could make a complaint to the Police.
The only name I have from the incident is:
HATZIDIS, WILLIAM TIMOTHY (P.barocde … 091988249261700)
Please double check with the Security Management and they might be able to supply the
names of both parties, as you consider the next step in this situation and if action should
be taken.
Yours with deepest apologies
Brian O’Donnell
(P.S. Maybe a Team wide training day might be need as refresher training on how to
handle these situations)
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Duane Ledford <duane.ledford@sydney.edu.au>
Dennis Smith <dennis.smith@sydney.edu.au>
Fri, 05 May 2017 10:08:49 +1000

Don’t think so
From: Dennis Smith
Sent: Thursday, 4 May 2017 9:56 AM
To: Duane Ledford
Subject: Re: Info re incident reports
Insent u vimces report didnt i
Sent from my iPhone
On 4 May 2017, at 9:48 am, Duane Ledford <duane.ledford@sydney.edu.au> wrote:
You OK for me to send the reports to Idena? Girl making complaints guys
following/assaulting her.
DUANE LEDFORD | Security Risk Coordinator
Campus Security Unit| Campus Infrastructure Services

THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
22 Codrington Street, Darlington | The University of Sydney | NSW | 2006
T +61 2 9351 3156| F +61 2 9351 4555 |
E duane.ledford@sydney.edu.au | W http:// /www.facilities.usyd.edu.au/security/index.shtml

From: Idena Rex
Sent: Wednesday, 3 May 2017 5:58 PM
To: Duane Ledford
Subject: Info re incident reports
Hi Duane,
Re our last conversation about Edwina Halim, have you been able to collate for Dennis’s
preview, the information, reports etc made to Security by Edwina Halim? I’d be grateful to
get this information soon so that we can decide what action we should take on a complaint
she has submitted to the University.
Cheers, Idena
IDENA REX | Head Student Affairs Unit
Division of Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Registrar)

THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
Jane Foss Russell Building G02 | The University of Sydney | NSW | 2006
T +61 2 8627 8626 | F +61 2 8627 8398
E idena.rex@sydney.edu.au | W http://sydney.edu.au/registrar
CRICOS 00026A
This email plus any attachments to it are confidential. Any unauthorised use is strictly prohibited. If you receive this email
in error, please delete it and any attachments.
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From:
To:
Date:

E17-0445-AS-09-007PR-0002

Duane Ledford <duane.ledford@sydney.edu.au>
Dennis Smith <dennis.smith@sydney.edu.au>
Tue, 09 May 2017 09:09:54 +1000

No, no bells. No reports of this type in the system for that date. Not reported to us.
DUANE LEDFORD | Security Risk Coordinator
Campus Security Unit| Campus Infrastructure Services

THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
22 Codrington Street, Darlington | The University of Sydney | NSW | 2006
T +61 2 9351 3156| F +61 2 9351 4555 |
E duane.ledford@sydney.edu.au | W http:// /www.facilities.usyd.edu.au/security/index.shtml

From: Dennis Smith
Sent: Monday, 8 May 2017 6:31 PM
To: Duane Ledford
Subject: Fwd: Caitlin McMenamin - Complaint 17/516
Description ring any bells?
DS
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: David Lodge <david.lodge@sydney.edu.au>
Date: 8 May 2017 at 2:52:13 pm AEST
To: Dennis Smith <dennis.smith@sydney.edu.au>
Subject: Caitlin McMenamin - Complaint 17/516

Dear Dennis,
I hope this email finds you well.
The Student Affairs Unit (SAU) received the below complaint from a student in relation
to an on-campus incident on 1 May 2017:
At approximately 1:05 pm on 1/5/17, the student was walking up manning rd
when a man overtook her on the footpath. The man said obscenities to her and
was acting in a very aggressive manner. Her friends were able to help her as
they saw the incident but she felt very unsafe. She would like to make the
university aware of this behaviour in case another report comes through of this
individual harassing students. The student who was aggressive was male, in his
mid-twenties, blonde, tall and had geometric black tattoos on his back. I made
the student aware of campus security in case this happens in the future, and
suggested CAPS but she already goes to counselling so politely declined the
offer of CAPS.
The student has indcated that they do not require any asistance, or action on behalf of the
Univeity; however, she wished to note the incident in the event that there has been, or
may be, similar incidents with a person matching the description provided.
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Kind Regards,
David Lodge | Student Affairs Officer (acting)
Office of the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Registrar)
THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
Level 5, Jane Foss Russell Building (G02) | The University of Sydney | NSW | 2006
T +61 2 8627 8307 | F +61 2 8627 8389 |
E student.compliance@sydney.edu.au | W http://sydney.edu.au
CRICOS 00026A
This email plus any attachments to it are confidential and are subject to a claim for privilege. Any unauthorised use is strictly
prohibited. If you receive this email in error, please delete it and any attachments .
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From:
To:
Cc:
Date:

Kathleen Tilbury <kathy.tilbury@sydney.edu.au>
Jasmine Chambers <jas.chambers@sydney.edu.au>
Dennis Smith <dennis.smith@sydney.edu.au>
Mon, 29 May 2017 09:30:11 +1000

Hi Jas
See the email trail below.
Campus Security do internal patrols of the Biomedical Building at least twice per day, normally
during the day and evening.
Also Dennis advise that when the guards do their internal patrols of the building there are always
a number of internal doors propped open.
Thanks
Kind Regards
KATHY TILBURY | Precinct Manager
Campus Infrastructure & Services
THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
G12 Services Building | The University of Sydney | NSW | 2006
T +61 2 9351 4087 | F +61 2 9351 5234 | M +61 0403 055936
E kathy.tilbury@sydney.edu.au | W http://sydney.edu.au
CRICOS 00026A
This email plus any attachments to it are confidential. Any unauthorised use is strictly prohibited.
If you receive this email in error, please delete it and any attachments.
From: Dennis Smith
Sent: Monday, 29 May 2017 7:00 AM
To: Kathleen Tilbury <kathy.tilbury@sydney.edu.au>
Subject: FW: Criminals are free to follow staff and students into University of Sydney buildings
and University of Sydney Security staff refuse to deal with it - 3
K – maybe take some of the door opening too long before closing issues back to base
building/rest is rubbish.
The info here is that the student new the person was a contractor that came in behind her/not a
risk to her/at least speak to the agents about the doors………..
DS
DENNIS SMITH | Operations Manager
Campus Security Unit| Campus Infrastructure Services

THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
22 Codrington Street, Darlington | The University of Sydney | NSW | 2006
T +61 2 9351 5329| F +61 2 9351 4555 |
E dennis.smith@sydney.edu.au | W http:// /www.facilities.usyd.edu.au/security/index.shtml
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From: Angela Gail Gormley [mailto:agor9300@uni.sydney.edu.au]
Sent: Saturday, 27 May 2017 1:23 PM
To: Student Affairs; Dennis Smith; Margaret Kirkby
Subject: Re: Criminals are free to follow staff and students into University of Sydney buildings and
University of Sydney Security staff refuse to deal with it - 3

I believe the Security Guard who behaved inappropriately was Leena Sami. She sounded
different the last time I rang her because she finally sounded like she was not messing
around and refusing to do any work. She has responded in the same inappropriate
manner when I have called the University of Sydney Security phone number in the past.
She is ensuring that serious criminal offences are occurring on University of Sydney
campuses on a regular basis. If you really do want the sexual assaults on the campus to
stop then you must dismiss her. She always behaves in an inappropriate manner. The
male Security Guards are also behaving inappropriately when it comes to the Biomedical
Building, Australian Technology Park because they usually refuse to deal with any security
issues and they always tell me to ring the Building Manager of Centuria which is always
inappropriate.
I am thinking of doing further studies but not at this place. The security issues have to be
dealt with in an appropriate manner just like every other university in the Sydney
Metropolitan area. I do know because I have studied at many of them. University of
Sydney security is so appalling it should not exist at all. You can do some great cost
cutting by getting rid of them and it will make no difference at all to the security issues
that we face on University of Sydney campuses.
Regards,
Angela Gormley.
From: Angela Gail Gormley
Sent: Saturday, 27 May 2017 1:09 PM
To: studentaffairs@sydney.edu.au; dennis.smith@sydney.edu.au;
margaret.kirkby@supra.usyd.edu.au
Subject: Re: Criminals are free to follow staff and students into University of Sydney buildings
and University of Sydney Security staff refuse to deal with it - 2

Apparently I have to inform you how University of Sydney Security Staff should deal with
emergencies. My expectation is based on how all other Security Staff deal with
emergencies. They listen to what the person tells them and then they investigate the
problem by going to the building to find out if the man is still there. Then they find out
what the other problems are with the building. Security staff then contact the Building
Manager and ensure the issue is resolved.
In contrast, University of Sydney Security staff inform us that an emergency is not an
emergency, we have to ring another phone number, they refuse to contact the Building
Manager and are obviously paid to sit on their arse all day and refuse to deal with
emergencies which is worse than having no Security Guards at all.
If this issue will only be resolved by me having a face to face meeting with the University
of Sydney Dean then I demand to have that meeting. I am fed up with having to waste
my time reporting and complaining about security issues because University of Sydney
Security staff refuse to deal with these issues in an appropriate manner which ensures we
are all at risk of being victims of serious criminal offences because all the criminals know
they can get away with committing these crimes because the doors fly open when they
stand near them and no one will stop them when they follow students and staff into the
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Regards,
Angela Gormley
(a very furious postgraduate student).
From: Angela Gail Gormley
Sent: Saturday, 27 May 2017 12:49 PM
To: studentaffairs@sydney.edu.au
Subject: Fw: Criminals are free to follow staff and students into University of Sydney buildings
and University of Sydney Security staff refuse to deal with it

Your complaint form deleted whole paragraphs that I had written. What I saw after I
pressed 'Next' was different to what I had originally written because whole sections were
omitted. That is why I am sending you this email.
Regards,
Angela Gormley.
From: Angela Gail Gormley
Sent: Saturday, 27 May 2017 12:44 PM
To: dennis.smith@sydney.edu.au; Margaret Kirkby
Subject: Re: Criminals are free to follow staff and students into University of Sydney buildings
and University of Sydney Security staff refuse to deal with it

Hi Dennis and Margaret.
I am disgusted with the attitude of Security Guards at the University of Sydney. You allow
strangers to follow students and staff into buildings and waste our time by telling us it is
not an emergency, we have to ring another phone number and we have to report it on
Monday because it will not be dealt with on the weekend and we have to ring the
Centuria Building Manager which is totally inappropriate.
A man followed me into the Biomedical Building, Australian Technology Park at about
11:45am, Saturday, 27 May 2017. I had used my swipe card to access the building since I
am a University of Sydney student. I have complained several times that it takes too long
for the glass doors to close at the entrance to the Biomedical Building so strangers can
easily follow students into the building.
I rang the emergency line ph 9351 3333 University of Sydney Security and the female
security guard who sounded like an Arab informed me it was not an emergency when a
man followed me into the building. She told me to ring ph 9351 3487 and no one
answered so I rang ph 9351 3333. No one answered that number so I rang ph 9351 3487.
That Arab Security Guard answered the phone and I became furious because she kept
wasting my time by telling me to ring ph 9351 3487. I hope the phone calls were recorded
so you can hear that there is no security at all for students in the Biomedical Building,
Australian Technology Park. They do not care when where are security issues and they
refuse to deal with them.
I rang Australian Technology Park Security (ph 9209 4666) and told them to tell the
builders it is inappropriate for them to follow women into the building. That man had
claimed he was a builder and he wanted to use the toilet in the Biomedical Building. The
female staff member from Australian Technology Park Security told me she would tell the
Building Foreman. I had told her it frightens me when a man follows me into the building.
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She agreed with me that it was inappropriate and asked me if I had told him to leave the
building. I said he took off like a rocket towards the Men's bathroom and I could not stop
him. It is not my job anyway to tell people to get out of the building.
The issue is that it takes too long for the glass double doors of the Biomedical Building at
Australian Technology Park to close. For men could slowly follow me into the building
because it takes so long for the doors to close. I have raised this issue with Penny Wong,
Centuria because she is the Property Manager. It is inappropriate for University of
Security staff to inform students that we have to contact the Building Manager if we are
concerned about a man following us into the building or we want the doors to close in a
timely manner. My co-supervisor has told me not to ring Centuria staff and I agree with
him. Security issues must be appropriately dealt with by University of Security staff but
that never happens. Apparently my complaints go straight to the Dean. What is the Dean
going to do about it? Currently we have no security at all and we can only ring the police
once a criminal act has occurred. Why are you putting us at risk of sexual assaults,
robberies, stalking, arson and any number of other serious criminal offences? This is
totally unacceptable. Postgraduate students need to work on the weekend and during
public holidays and that is why we have a swipe card to access the building at those
times. You are responsible for our security and it is about time the University of Sydney
staff started behaving in a responsible manner by taking this issue seriously.
There have been several security reports by Health and Safety staff here because I was
stalked by a man, because the police could access all the laboratories on the fourth floor
of the Biomedical Building and no one stopped us, there have been several thefts and one
of a large amount of money. It is ludicrous that that there is still a problem with the
double glass doors so students and staff can easily be followed by a stranger into the
Biomedical Building at Australian Technology Park. University of Sydney Security are
totally irresponsible because they refuse to ring the Centuria phone number that I gave
them. They tell me they are not responsible for the building and I have to ring the
Building Manager which is ridiculous.
University of Sydney staff take security seriously instead of wasting our time telling us to
ring other phone numbers when the emergency is that a man followed me into the
building. That is inappropriate behaviour and he could be committing any number of
crimes. Even if his intension was only to use the toilet, it is still inappropriate for him to
follow people into the building. The University of Security Guard was an idiot that
inappropriately wasted my time. I hope the phone call was recorded at about noon and
you can hear me telling her she is an idiot after I rang ph 9351 3487, University of Sydney
Security. She should not be working as a Security Guard because her judgement is
appalling.
At about 12:15pm Leena Sami answered the University of Sydney Security ph 9351 3487
number but she sounded different to the female Arab Security Guard. I do not know if
she was an Arab so I am hoping you will get her name by listening to the recorded phone
calls on both University of Sydney Security phone lines at about noon and soon
afterwards.
Regards,
Angela Gormley.
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FW: SNP response to Sydney Uni - KPMG Audit
Daryl McCreadie

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Wednesday, 24 August 2016 2:38 PM
Dennis Smith
Neil Fields [nfields@snpsecurity.com.au]; Darlene Winston [dwinston@snpsecurity.com.au]; Tom Roche
[troche@snpsecurity.com.au]; Tammy Iselt [tiselt@snpsecurity.com.au]
Attachments: Sydney Uni Audit Response ~1.pdf (717 KB)

Dear Dennis,
Please find the response from SNP Security to USYD regarding the KPMG audit attached.
Kind regards,
Daryl
From: Tammy Iselt [mailto:tiselt@snpsecurity.com.au]
Sent: Wednesday, 24 August 2016 1:29 PM
To: Daryl McCreadie; Darlene Winston; Tom Roche
Subject: SNP response to Sydney Uni - KPMG Audit

Hi Daryl,
Attached is the SNP response to Sydney Uni - KPMG Audit.
Can you forward onto Dennis please.
Regards,
Tammy Iselt
National ER Manager
HR
SNP Security
937-941 Victoria Rd West Ryde NSW 2114
T: 02 8762 6632 | F: 02 8762 9144 | M: 0410 542 923 |

www.snpsecurity.com.au

Confidential communication: The information contained in this email (including any attachments) is confidential and may be subject to legal professional
privilege. It is intended solely for the addressee. If you receive this email by mistake please promptly inform us by reply email and then delete the email and any
attachments and destroy any printed copy. If you are not the intended recipient you are prohibited from disclosing or using in any way the information in this
email or its attachments. There is no warranty that this email is error or virus free
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23 August 2016

Dennis Smith
Operations Manager
Campus Security Unit
The University of Sydney
E: dennis.smith@sydney.edu.au

Dear Dennis,

Re: Response to KPMG Audit
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to respond to the KPMG Audit feedback.
Using the paragraph numbering of the ·audit' and the 'key observations' made, SNP advises the following:
1.1

SNP complies fully with its obligations and responsibilities under the industrial instruments applicable to its employees
engaged to perform work on the University of Sydney campus site. There are two industrial instruments applicable,
Security Industry Award 2010 and the SNP Security Services Pty Limited Enterprise Agreement 1995. Longer term
employees are covered by the EBA and rates of pay payable to these employees are updated to reflect movements in
the Award, to ensure no employee is paid less than they would if they were covered by the Award. This also extends
to the conditions found within the Award that may reflect on payments payable to an employee.
Any overtime worked, is paid at the rate required either under the Award of EBA, whichever is applicable.
No practice exists to circumvent the payment of overtime to SNP employees. SNP uses a subcontractor, SIG to
cover ad-hoe, small demand areas of security and peaks in security demand , often a result of one-off or infrequent
security needs of the university.
SIG employs its own staff and some SNP employees choose to work for SIG on the university campus. No employee
of SNP is either required to or encouraged to work for SIG by SNP. The employees choose to work for SIG, which
firm then has the benefit of skilled security personnel, familiar with the University environment and needs. Such work
is welcomed by SNP employees as an additional source of income. The University understands the role SIG plays in
security at the University, and SIG is a nominated sub-contractor under the University contract with SNP.
Additionally, SNP has an active Work Health & Safety Policy and Fatigue Management Policy which ensures, as far
as is reasonably practicable, the health and safety of its employees at work.
During the audit, a single staff member from SIG was identified as having worked 15 days without a full day's break.
This has been brought to the attention of SIG and corrective action to the future has been taken.

Mismatch between Employee Roster and Sign-In/Sign-Out Sheets.
The staff roster is produced in advance, monthly and then again 7 days beforehand. These rosters rarely, if ever,
accurately reflect the hours actually worked by employees. This variation is a result of many issues, such as sick
leave, personal leave, other leave not foreseen or the varying needs of the University with respect to their security
requirements. Any employee of SNP who works hours in excess of those rostered is paid for time worked in
accordance with the relevant Award or EBA.
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Instances where the contract between the University and SNP have not been adequately implemented.
Confidentiality Agreement.
SNP understands that this is important and can now advise that all SNP employees who use the Gallagher system
have now signed the Agreement.
General Duties Training Module.
The auditor did not speak to SNP employees who were knowledgeable of the training records of SNP. All personnel
had been adequately and properly trained in accordance with the contractual requirements of the University.
Additionally, all employees who perform work as patrol guards are fully trained and appropriately licensed. SNP
employees who perform ad-hoe work, such as in a static capacity guarding a broken door, are not required to
complete the 12 day on site full security training.
Control Room operators required to a specific module applicable to the work in the Control Room.
All team leaders are trained in Control Room operations as well as other personnel who work on each shift, which
ensures the Control Room is always staffed by employees trained in this function.
The Auditors consider that SNP should re-negotiate its EBA, which currency date has long expired.
There is no need to re-negotiate a new EBA. As noted earlier, only some long term employees are currently, in a
formal sense, covered by the terms of the EBA. All new employees are employed under the terms of the Security
Industry Award 2010. No employee is disadvantaged by being covered by an expired EBA and it is noted that all
industrial instruments, including EBAs, continue in force after they expire, until that instrument is either rescinded or
replaced. As all EBA employees enjoy wages which at least reflect the current award , no disadvantage occurs to
them by being covered, in a formal sense, by an expired EBA.

If you would like to discuss any of the above matters or other relevant issues, then please contact me on 041 0 542 972 or Tom
Roche on 0410 542 929.

arlene Winston
GENERAL MANAGER PEOPLE & PARTNER STRATEGY
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